TENTATIVE AGENDA
CITY COUNCIL MEETING
COUNCIL CHAMBERS
9119 LACKLAND RD., OVERLAND, MO 63114
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 9, 2019 at 7:00 P.M.
6:00 P.M. – Council Work Session
1. WORKSESSION
a. Wild Acres Mansion
b. Brooks Park Master Plan
2. EXECUTIVE SESSION: Personnel, in accordance with RSMo 610.021(3)
7:00 P.M. – City Council Meeting
1. CALL TO ORDER
2. ROLL CALL
3. PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE
4. REMEMBRANCE OF OUR SERVICE MEN AND WOMEN
5. PUBLIC HEARING: Lot Subdivision and Consolidation – 9303 Midland Boulevard
6. COMMUNITY ANNOUNCEMENTS
7. APPROVAL OF MINUTES
8. APPROVAL OF BILLS
9. REPORT OF CITY CLERK
10. REPORT OF CITY ATTORNEY
Resolutions
 R2019-45 – Liquor License
 R2019-46 – Security Cameras at Community Center
 R2019-47 – NovaChip Street Work
 R2019-48 – Mobile Ticket Printers for Police Department
 R2019-49 – 2020 City Calendar
 R2019-50 – Contract with Cochran Engineering – Wild Acres Chapel
Ordinances
 Bill 14-2019 – Mechanical Code Update
 Bill 15-2019 – Building Code Update
 Bill 16-2019 – Plumbing Code Update
 Bill 17-2019 – Property Maintenance Code Update
 Bill 18-2019 – Electrical Code Update
 Bill 19-2019 – Residential Code Adoption
 Bill 20-2019 – Repeal Weights & Measures Code
 Bill 21-2019 – Street Numbers Required
 Bill 22-2019 – Explosive Code Update
 Bill 23-2019 – Ordinance amending Ch 220 (Offenses) - Medical Marijuana
 Bill 24-2019 – Dangerous Animal Ordinance
 Bill 25-2019 – Lot Subdivision/Consolidation – 9303 Midland Boulevard
 Bill 26-2019 – Ordinance repealing Section 500.175 Contracts over $2,500.00
11. STAFF REPORTS
12. REPORT OF THE CITY COUNCIL
13. RESIDENTS COMMENTS
14. REPORT OF THE MAYOR
15. ADJOURNMENT

For Community Announcements and Residents Comments, Requests to Address the Council form
must be completed and turned in to Mayor or City Clerk prior to the start of the City Council Meeting.
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City Council
7:00 p.m.
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17
National Night Out
Norman Myers Park
6:00 – 9:00 p.m.
Beautification
7:00 p.m.
24

23
City Council
7:00 p.m.
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OBA 7:00 a.m.
Neighborhood
Preservation
7:00 p.m.

12

Traffic Docket
3:00 p.m.
Board of Adjustment
6:00 p.m.
18

14

19

13
Police Department
Community Services
Golf Tournament
8:00 a.m.
20

26

27

28
Autumn in the Park
Norman Myers Park
9:00 a.m. – 9:00 p.m.
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10

11

12

Payment Docket
6:00 p.m.

21

Traffic Docket
6:00 p.m.
25

Planning & Zoning
6:00 p.m.

Trial Docket
6:00 p.m.

Parks Commission
7:00 p.m.

30

October 2019
1

2
Hearing Docket
3:00 p.m.

6

7

8
City Council
7:00 p.m.

9
OBA 7:00 a.m.
Neighborhood
Preservation
7:00 p.m.

Traffic Docket
3:00 p.m.
Board of Adjustment
6:00 p.m.

Payment Docket
6:00 p.m.

Community Center Classes
Sunday

Monday

Kendo: 3:00–5:00 p.m.

Aerobics Combo: 9:15 a.m.
Sr. Fitness: 10:30 a.m.
Zumba: 6:00 p.m.

(Classes are one hour unless otherwise noted.)
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Yoga: 6:00 p.m.
Kendo: 6:30 p.m.

Aerobics Combo: 9:15 a.m.
Sr. Fitness: 10:30a.m.
Zumba: 6:00p.m.

AB Hour: 6:00 p.m.

Friday

Saturday

Internal Memorandum
Office of the City Administrator
TO:

Mayor Schneider and
Members of the City Council

FROM:

Jason McConachie
City Administrator

DATE:

Thursday, September 05, 2019

RE:

Brooks Park Master Plan

At the request of Councilwoman Jamie Jones, I have included on the City Council
Worksession Agenda for September 9, 2019 a discussion of the Brooks Park Master Plan.
I have attached a copy of the current Master Plan for Brooks Park for your review.
Master Plan Update:
As I have stated previously, I believe that the first step in the process to provide
additional and new amenities in the park is have the Master Plan updated. The updated
plan would to reflect the current vision for the park and would provide cost estimates for
the improvements, which are necessary when preparing and submitting a Municipal Parks
Grant Application.
The most recent Master Plan update (Legion Park) cost ~$5,500.00. Given that the City is
eligible for ~$465,000.00 in grant funding for each project, it would seem that the
minimal cost to update the master plan in well worth it.
Pedestrian Bridge:
As most of you are aware, in 2016 the City removed the wooden pedestrian bridge that
spanned the open channel. The decision to remove the bridge was based on the
recommendation of the City’s engineering firm who inspected the bridge and determined
that it was structurally deficient, represented a danger to the public and should be
removed.
Since that time there has been much discussion regarding the bridge, including a
requirement that a bridge must be installed over the open channel. I have discussed this
issue with the City’s engineering firm, and they advise that there is NO
REQUIREMENT that the City install a bridge over the open channel.
However, should the City wish to proceed with the installation of a new bridge(s), we
will need to work with SWT and/or Cochran Engineering, the Army Corp of Engineers
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and MSD to facilitate that process. Keep in mind, review times for MSD and ACE are
approximately 6-8 months from submittal time to final approval. One option to consider
is to utilize a pre-engineered design for the bridge like we did at Mort Jacobs. This would
eliminate some of the engineering costs thereby reducing the overall cost of the project.
I have attached a copy of the Contech Drawing for the bridges at Mort Jacobs just to give
you an idea of what a new bridge might look like. There are other designs, this just
happens to be the one we chose for Mort Jacobs. Also, the dimensions of the bridge for
Brooks Park are larger than those shown on the attached drawing.
If this is something that the City Council wishes to proceed with, especially if we want to
designate this as the next Municipal Parks Grant project, we will need to move forward
immediately to provide sufficient time for updating the plan and review by outside
agencies.
Should you have any further questions or require additional information, please do not
hesitate to contact me.
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City of Overland - Parks Master Plan

Robert Brooks Park
Introduction
Brooks Park is a two acre mini park located within a residential
neighborhood south of Flora near the center of the city. Its
location in a highly populated area gives this park the potential
to be a high use, walkable park for many neighborhood children
and families. A small parking lot and main park entry are located
on the east side of the park along Spencer Avenue. The park is
highly accessible to the surrounding community. In addition to
the main entry, Cote Brilliante Avenue dead ends on the west
side of the park, and there is a pedestrian entry on the north side
of the park at the intersection of Wallis and Flora. Many adjacent
residences also have access to the park from their yards. The
overall topography of the park slopes gently to the MSD channel
within the park. There are areas of steeper slopes along the
edges of the park.
The dominate feature of the park is the concrete and rock
lined MSD drainage channel that cuts across the park from the
northwest to the southeast before dropping into an underground
structure at Spencer. This drainage way limits access through
the park and creates a safety concern for children. A paved
trail and bridge over the drainage channel link the main entry to
Cote Brilliante along the south side of the park. This trail links
the recreation amenities within the park including a playground
and swings, small pad with picnic table and ballfield. A restroom
located near the parking lot and playground was recently
reopened after being closed due to consistent vandalism.
Community Input
During the planning process, inpl;Jt from the community and staff
was obtained to assist in the review of the existing conditions
and development of recommendations. Examples of input
received focusing on Brooks Park are listed below. A full copy of
all input received is included in the appendix of this report.

SWTDesign

•

Fencing and landscape along creek and at culvert.

•

Skate park location.

•

Continue the walking path and add bridges.

•

Make the creek a natural area.

•

Create a wildlife area in the southeast corner.

•

Vandalism problems within the park.
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Robert Brooks Park - Existing Site
SWTDesign
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Design Intent
Recommendations for Brooks Park are intended to create a park
that meets the needs of the community both directly adjacent
to the park as well as the Overland community as a whole. This
park presents opportunities for active and passive recreation
for visitors of all ages. These recommendations w ill improve
access within the park, provide unique recreation opportunities,
address safety concerns, and reduce the negative appearance
of the drainage way through the park. Improvements to
accessibility within the park and identity creation through signage
and landscape are intended to enhance the park experience for
all users, and alert people to the presence of a City of Overland
park.

Recommendations
General
•

All pavilions, walks, playgrounds and other improvements
should meet ADA standards.

Park Entry and Parking

SWT Design

•

The existing parking lot located on Spencer Avenue is an
appropriate size and in good condition. New concrete
curb and gutter along the north, south, and east sides of
the parking lot, a surfacing overlay, and new striping are
the only recommended improvements to the parking.

•

A new entry sign and feature that incorporates the flag
pole will better identify the park along Spencer and
create visual interest at the entry to the park.

•

A small paved gathering space with benches and a
message board adjacent to the parking lot and restroom
building will provide a location for people to meet, and
for city or neighborhood information to be displayed
within the park. This space w ill also create an entry into
the park and the loop trail.

•

A second entry plaza space is located at the west entry
to the park at the end of Cote Brilliante. This space will
define the entry to the park and provide a defined place
out of the street for people to meet.
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Pavilions and Playground
•

A new park pavilion for approximately 25 people is
located at the end of the e ntry walk. This pavilion
will provide views to the playground and overlook an
improved MSD channel. The pavilion should include
electrical service for outlets and security light as well as
an ADA compliant drinking fountain.

•

The existing playground structures are newly installed
and in good condition. Bringing the play surfacing to the
park walk will provide direct access to the playground
and reduce the wear on lawn areas. A five feet wide
concrete walk along the perimeter of the play spaces will
contain the ADA compliant wood fiber surfacing. Walks
will also provide a location for benches with concrete
pads around the playground.

Shelter with Custom Detail

Skate Park and Play Lawn
•

A concrete skatepark is shown in the southwest
corner of the park where the backstop and dirt infield
are currently located. This amenity will provide
neighborhood children a destination and defined location
for skateboarding and socializing, which is currently
occurring in the parking lot of Brooks Park.

•

The skatepark design should take advantage of the
hillside for buffering sound and views from neighboring
residences and provide a variety of obstacles and
challenges for skateboards and possibly bikes.

Skate Park

• Gated access to the skatepark should be located along
the loop trail and/or from the entry at Cote Brilliante.
•

A small pavilion and tables should be provided in the
skatepark area for shade and seating.

•

Ad jacent to the skatepark is an open lawn for play or
event space. This lawn in separated from the improved
MSD channel by the loop trail.

Open Lawn

SWT Design
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Loop Trail and Amenities
•

An eight feet wide internal asphalt loop trail system
will link amenities and provide a passive recreation
opportunity. The trail system w ill provide multiple
crossing points of the improved MSD channel as well as
connections to the surrounding residential neighborhood.
The loop trail is approximately 0.2 mile in length.

•

A creek edge trail along the west side of the MSD
channel creates two smaller loops w ithin the park, along
with the full perimeter loop. These loops provide a
variety of walking experiences and will define the edge of
the riparian landscape of the MSD channel.

•

A new bridge at the existing bridge location and a second
bridge further west along the channel will allow for a full
perimeter loop around the park.

•

A pedestrian connection to the park is located on the
north side from Flora This access is on MSD property
and should be developed to encourage pedestrian access
to the park. This entry point should include signage
and landscape to create a gateway to the park. Design
elements including signage, architectural elements, and
landscape should be consistent at all pedestrian entries.

•

Adjacent residential properties should maintain direct
access to the park where desired by the property
owners.

Aquatic Landscape with Bridge

Landscape Enhancements

• More intense landscaping should occur at entries to
parking lots and at pedestrian entries due to high visibility.
Additional trees at the parking lot and restroom w ill
provide shade and seasonal color.

• Canopy and flowering trees should be used to provide
shade and seasonal color at the pavilion and playground.

• Planting along the loop trails should occur occasionally

Aquatic Landscape with Culvert

swr Design

to provide color and visual screening. Locations where
landscape enhancements may be used for color and/or
buffer may include, but are not limited to seating areas
and MSD channel edges. T hese landscape areas should
not obstruct views into the park for security reasons.
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•

Improvements to the MSD drainage channel are intended
to soften this dominate feature within the park and
create a passive recreation amenity that will still function
as required by MSD. To achieve this goal the channel
area may be widened to lessen the slopes and allow
for planting of riparian edge landscape, as well as the
installation of native rock outcrops at bridge crossings
and strategic locations along the channel. These
improvements will require more maintenance than is
currently needed for the concrete and rip-rap, but will
provide the community with an additioanl recreation and
education amenity within Brooks Park. Coordination
with MSD will be required to implement these
improvements.

•

Landscape enhancements at the drainage channel should
extend to the overlook pavilion at the playgrounds.

•

Split rail fencing along the improved channel at the
playground and pavilion will deter park users from
entering the landscape. Interpretative signs can be added
along the loop trail educating park users about the
landscape and channel amenities.

•

Additional landscape buffer may be added at the
southwest corner of the park along the skatepark.
Canopy and flowering trees or pockets of evergreen
trees on the east side of the skatepark will partially
screen the views and noise from the skatepark back into
the park. For security reasons, the skatepark should not
be completely screened from the loop trail or park entry
at Cote Brilliante.

•

Coordination with MSD is recommended at the channel
transition to the box culvert at the Spencer Avenue. This
large, concrete lined opening is unattractive and unsafe
in a park setting. Opportunities should be explored that
will soften the appearance with landscape and limit access
to the culvert, while maintaining water flow as needed.

Vegetated Drainage Channel

Fence Row Landscape

The following pages contain the final master plan design for
Brooks Park and a cost opinion for the implementation of
these recommendations.

SWT Design
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Robert Brooks ParkProposed Site
SWfDesign
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Cost Opinion
The following information provides a general pre-engineering
opinion of probable construction costs for the implementation of
Brooks Park Master Plan. Costs are based on the year 20 I 0/ I I
construction unit costs and are subject to fluctuation in the
market place. This information is to be used in conjunction with
the master plan for future use in planning budgets for funding
applications, project design and project implementation.

SWT Design
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1

Park Entry & Parking
Item
Parking lot (Resurface & Sltlping)
Concrete Curb and Gutter (aU sides but west)
Vehide Entry Signage
Entry Feature
Entry Plaza (Special Paving- 2 Total)
General Site Grading

Quanti~

Unit
sf
If
ea
ea
sf
al

3,800
150
2
2
1,500
1

Unit Cost
$4.25
$16.00
$5,000.00
$5,000.00
$12.00
$500.00

I
2

Quantity
Playground Enhancements (Concrete Header & Fibar Surfaang)
Overlook Pavilion
Perimeter Walk at Playground (5' Wode Concrete)
General Site Grading

Unit
al
al

1
1
1,500
1

sf

al

I
Quanti~

Demolition (backstop, bridge)
Concrete Skate Park
6' HI. Coated Chain Unk Perimeter Fence at Skate Park
Open lawn
General Site Grading

Unit
al
Sf
If
sy
al

1
9,000
400
2,220
1

I

Unit Cost
$25,000.00
$60,000.00
$12.00
$500.00
Subtotal

Subtotal
$25,000.00
$60,000.00
$18,000.00
$500.00
s1o3.5oo.oo 1

Unit Cost
$1,500.00
$22.00
$24.00
$3.65
$5,000.00

Subtotal
$1,500.00
$198,000.00
$9,600.00
$8,103.00
$5,000.00

Subtotal

s2~2o3. oo

I

Loop Trail & Amenities
Quanti~

Item
Loop Trail (8' Wide Asphalt)
Pedestrian Entry Feature (at Cote Btiniante and Flora)
Pedestrian Bridge (8' Wide- 2 Tolol)
General Site Grading

Unit
If
ea
ea
al

1,500
2
2

Unit Cost
$32.00
$5,000.00
$70,000.00
$2,500.00
Subtotal

Subtotal
$48,000.00
$10,000.00
$140,000.00
$2,500.00
s2oo,5oo.oo

Unit
al

Unit Cost
$20,000.00

Subtotal
$20,000.00

If
al
If
al
al

$150.00
$2,500.00
$15.00
$10,000.00
$10,000.00
Subtotal

$86,250.00
$2,500.00
$5,250.00
$10,000.00
$10,000.00
s134,ooo.oo

I
5

I

Skate Park & Open Play Lawn
Item

4

Subtotal

Subtotal
$16,150.00
$2,400.00
$10,000.00
$10,000.00
$18,000.00
$500.00
s57,o5o.oo

Shelters & Playgrounds
Item

3

"<

~~"'o

I

Landscape Enhancements
Item

Quantity
Demolition and Grading for MSD Culvert
MSO Culvert Enhancements (10' wide riparian landscape v.l1h
boulder C<riCtOpS tach sido and b ase)

Parking lot landscape
Culvert Buffer Split Rail Fence
Buffer Landscape at Skate Park
General Park Landscape Enhancements

1
575
1
350

I
KEY
ea.- each
If. - linear foot
Is. - lump sum
sf. - square foot
al. - allowance

sf.lf- square foot of wall face
cy. - cubic yard
sy. - square yard
N.I.C. - not in contract
Cal. - caliper

I

Subtotal:

10% General Conditions
15% Construction Continqen
Overall Construction Subtotal:

12% Desig'l Fee

T

Grand Total:

I
$717,253.00 I

$71,725.30
$107,587.95
$896,566.25
$107,587.95
$1,004,154.20

I

• Cost Opinion does not include site utilities.
• Cost Opinion includes general grading costs only based on total squarefootage for each development area.

SWTDesign
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GENERAL NOTES
1.

DESIGN IS IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE MANUAL OF STEEL CONSTRUCTION FOLLOWING LOAD &
RESISTANCE FACTOR DESIGN (LRFD) AS ADOPTED BY THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF STEEL
CONSTRUCTION (AISC), LATEST EDITION .

2.

BRIDGE MEMBERS ARE FABRICATED FROM HIGH STRENGTH, LOW ALLOY, ENHANCED ATMOSPHERIC
CORROSION RESISTANT ASTM A847 COLD-FORMED WELDED SQUARE AND RECTANGULAR TUBING, AND
ASTM A588, ASTM A606, OR ASTM A242 PLATE AND STRUCTURAL SHAPES (Fy=50,000 PSI).

3.

BRIDGE DECKING NOMINAL 2-INCH THICK SELECT STRUCTURAL FIR (Fb=1 ,400 PSI min.) OR SOUTHERN
YELLOW PINE (Fb=1,300 PSI min.) . TIMBER DECK MATERIAL SHALL BE TREATED WITH ALKALINE COPPER
QUATERNARY (ACQ) TO A 0.4 PCF RETENTION OR TO REFUSAL.

4.

THE GAS METAL ARC WELDING PROCESS OR FLUX CORED ARC WELDING PROCESS WILL BE USED.

5.

ALL TOP AND BOTTOM CHORD SHOP SPLICES TO BE COMPLETE PENETRATION TYPE WELDS.

1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - BRIDGE LENGTH= 20'-0" - - - - - - - - - - - ATTACH PLAQUE W/
6,000 LB VEHICLE
LOAD LIMIT & BRIDGE
SiN , (1) PLAQUE EACH
END OF BRIDGE

DIAGONAL

6.

CONCRETE
ABUTMENT
(BY OTHERS)
1 - - - - - 5 ' - 0" - - - - - + - - - - - 5 ' - 0" - - - - - + - - - - - 1 0 ' - 0 " - - - - -

SAFETY RAIL, PICKETS & TOE PLATE NOT
SHOWN IN ELEVATION. SEE BRIDGE SECTION
FOR CORRECT NUMBER & LOCATION .

UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED, WELDED CONNECTIONS SHALL BE FILLET WELDS (OR HAVE THE EFFECTIVE
THROAT OF A FILLET WELD) OF A SIZE EQUAL TO THE THICKNESS OF THE LIGHTEST GAGE MEMBER IN
THE CONNECTION. WELDS SHALL BE APPLIED AS FOLLOWS:
A. BOTH ENDS OF VERTICALS, DIAGONALS , BRACE DIAGONALS AND FLOOR BEAMS SHALL BE
WELDED ALL AROUND.
B. BOTTOM OF STRINGERS WILL BE STITCH WELDED TO TOP OF FLOOR BEAMS.
C. MISCELLANEOUS NON-STRUCTURAL MEMBERS WILL BE STITCH WELDED TO THEIR SUPPORTING
MEMBERS.

7.

BRIDGE DESIGN WAS ONLY BASED ON COMBINATIONS OF THE FOLLOWING LOADS WHICH WILL
PRODUCE MAXIMUM CRITICAL MEMBER STRESSES.
A. 60 PSF UNIFORM LIVE LOADING ON THE FULL DECK AREA OR ONE 6,000 POUND VEHICLE LOAD.
THE VEH ICLE LOAD SHALL BE DISTRIBUTED AS A FOUR-WHEEL VEHICLE WITH 60% OF THE LOAD
ON THE REAR WHEELS. THE WHEEL TRACK WIDTH OF THE VEHICLE SHALL BE 4'-0" AND THE
WHEEL BASE SHALL BE 5'-6". THE VEHICLE SHALL BE POSITIONED SO AS TO PRODUCE THE
MAXIMUM STRESS IN EACH MEMBER, INCLUDING DECKING.
B. 25 PSF WIND LOAD ON THE FULL HEIGHT OF THE BRIDGE , AS IF ENCLOSED.
C. 20 PSF UPWARD FORCE APPLIED AT THE WINDWARD QUARTER POINT OF THE TRANSVERSE
BRIDGE WIDTH (AASHTO 3.15.3).

8.

CLEANING: ALL EXPOSED SURFACES OF STEEL SHALL BE CLEANED IN ACCORDANCE WITH STEEL
STRUCTURES PAINTING COUNCIL SURFACES PREPARATION SPECIFICATIONS NO. 7 BRUSH-OFF BLAST
CLEANING. SSPC-SP7-LATEST EDITION .
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PUBLIC HEARING NOTICE
OVERLAND CITY COUNCIL
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 9, 2019
Please take notice that the City Council of the City of Overland, Missouri will conduct a Public
Hearing on September 9, 2019 at 7:00 P.M. in the Council Chambers of Overland City Hall located
at 9119 Lackland Road, Overland, Missouri 63114, for the purpose of reviewing and receiving
comments with respect to the following matters:


Lot Subdivision and Consolidation – 9303 Midland Boulevard

Any interested parties may attend and be heard at the public hearing.

Posted on August 21, 2019
Published in The Countian on August 23, 2019.

THE MINUTES OF WORK SESSION
OF THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF OVERLAND
HELD ON MONDAY, AUGUST 12, AT 6:00 P.M.
IN THE COUNCIL CHAMBERS
AT 9119 LACKLAND ROAD, OVERLAND, MO
ROLL CALL
Ennis
Little
Fetsch
Ridolfi – arrived at 6:25 p.m.

Owensby
Jones
Dills
Thomas – excused

DISCUSSION
Building Code Updates
Mayor Schneider gave the floor to City Administrator Jason McConachie
regarding updating the City’s Building Codes.
City Administrator
McConachie stated the City Code does not have a required comment period
and it is up to the City Council whether to have a formal comment period.
Councilman Fetsch made a motion for staff to prepare an ordinance adopting
the new Building Codes at the September 9, 2019, Council Meeting, and
making the effective date of the new Building Codes January 1, 2020.
Councilman Owensby seconded. Mayor Schneider polled the vote as follows:
Ennis – yes; Little – yes; Fetsch – yes; Owensby – yes; Jones – yes; and Dills
– yes. Motion carried.
Dangerous Animal Ordinance
City Administrator McConachie reviewed the current Dangerous Animal
Ordinance requirements and provided the following recommendations:
 Prohibit any animal declared dangerous by another municipality from
moving into the City.
 Increase the limit insurance requirement for each animal that has
been declared dangerous while living in the City of Overland.
Councilman Fetsch made a motion to prohibit animals declared dangerous by
another municipality and to increase the liability insurance requirement to
$250,000 per animal and require dangerous animals to be spayed or
neutered. Councilwoman Jones seconded. Mayor Schneider polled the vote
as follows: Ennis – yes; Little – yes; Fetsch – yes; Ridolfi – yes; Owensby –
yes; Jones – yes; and Dills – yes. Motion carried.
Painting City Hall Lobbies
City Administrator McConachie asked the Council to consider painting all
public lobbies in City Hall. This project would begin with Request for
Proposals.

Work Session – August 12, 2019

2725 Woodson Road – Inspection
The property at 2725 Woodson Road previously had an environmental
inspection and was all clear.
EXECUTIVE SESSION
Councilman Owensby made a motion to go into Executive Session for
personnel, in accordance with RSMo 610.021(3). Councilwoman Ridolfi
seconded. Mayor Schneider polled the vote as follows: Ennis – yes; Little –
yes; Fetsch – yes; Ridolfi – yes; Owensby – yes; Jones – yes; and Dills –yes.
Motion carried.
ADJOURNMENT
There being no further business to discuss, Councilman Owensby made a
motion to adjourn. Councilman Fetsch seconded. Mayor Schneider polled
the vote as follows:
Ennis – yes; Little – yes; Fetsch – yes; Ridolfi – yes;
Owensby – yes; Jones – yes; and Dills – yes. Motion carried.
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THE MINUTES OF THE 1580th
MEETING OF THE CITY COUNCIL
OF THE CITY OF OVERLAND, MISSOURI,
HELD ON AUGUST 12, 2019, AT 7:00 P.M.
CALL TO ORDER
Ennis
Owensby
Little
Jones
Fetsch
Dills
Ridolfi
Thomas – excused
PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE
REMEMBRANCE OF OUR SERVICE MEN AND WOMEN
PUBLIC HEARING
City Clerk Melissa Burton read the public hearing notice for the following matter:


Zoning Amendment – 1605 Fairview from “PD-C” to “M-1”

Mayor Schneider opened the floor to public comments.
Hearing none, Mayor Schneider closed the Public Hearing.
COMMUNITY ANNOUNCEMENTS
Becky Maltman – Overland Neighborhood Watch – Next meetings August 20, and
National Night Out, September 17.
APPROVAL OF MINUTES
July 15, 2019 City Council Meeting
Councilman Fetsch made a motion to approve the minutes from the July 15, City
Council Meeting as presented. Councilwoman Ridolfi seconded. Mayor Schneider
polled the vote as follows: Ennis – yes; Little – yes; Fetsch – yes; Ridolfi – yes;
Owensby – yes; Jones – yes; and Dills – yes. Motion carried.
APPROVAL OF BILLS
Councilman Fetsch made a motion to approve the bills as presented. Councilman
Ennis seconded. Mayor Schneider polled the vote as follows: Ennis – yes; Little –
yes; Fetsch – yes; Ridolfi – yes; Owensby – yes; Jones – yes; and Dills – yes. Motion
carried.
REPORT OF THE CITY CLERK
Planning & Zoning Commission Report
 2065 Walton Road, Unit 426 – Conditional Use Permit/Site Plan Review –
Health & Fitness Center – Grind & Glory Gym

August 12, 2019 City Council Meeting



o Days and Hours of operation: Monday – Friday, 6:30 a.m. to 9:00 p.m.;
Saturday, 9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.; and closed on Sundays
o Total number of employees: three (3) employees.
o Outside storage is prohibited.
o No company vehicles to be kept on site overnight
2065 Walton Road, Unit 427 – Conditional Use Permit/Site Plan Review –
Health & Fitness Center – Jermaine Andre Mixed Martial Arts Academy
o Days and Hours of operation:
 Tuesday, 6:00 p.m. – 7:00 p.m.
 Wednesday, 6:00 p.m. – 9:00 p.m.
 Thursday, 6:00 p.m. – 9:00 p.m.
 Saturday, 10:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m.
o Total number of employees: one (1) employee.
o Outside storage is prohibited.
o No company vehicles to be kept on site overnight

Event Liquor License Request
Councilman Owensby made a motion to approve the request from Operation Food
Search for a caterer/event liquor license for their fundraising event on Thursday,
August 15, 2019, 5:30 – 8:30 p.m. at 1644 Lotsie Drive. Councilman Ennis
seconded. Mayor Schneider polled the vote as follows: Ennis – yes; Little – yes;
Fetsch – yes; Ridolfi – yes; Owensby – yes; Jones – yes; and Dills – yes. Motion
carried.
Records Management & Destruction
Councilman Owensby made a motion to include the list of records to be destroyed in the
minutes. Councilman Fetsch seconded. Mayor Schneider polled the vote as follows:
Ennis – yes; Little – yes; Fetsch – yes; Ridolfi – yes; Owensby – yes; Jones – yes;
and Dills – yes. Motion carried.
From the City Clerk’s Office:
 City of Overland Motor Vehicle Permit Applications prior to June 2011 –
(GS050)
 Pet License Records issued prior to June 2015 – (GS050)
From Community Development:
 Various documents from Property Files (complete list attached).
REPORT OF CITY ADMINISTRATOR
Resolutions
 R2019-43 – Contract: Prosecuting Attorney Portal
Councilman Fetsch made a motion to approve R2019-43 as presented.
Councilman Ennis seconded. Mayor Schneider polled the vote as follows: Ennis
– yes; Little – yes; Fetsch – yes; Ridolfi – yes; Owensby – yes; Jones – yes; and
Dills – yes. Motion carried.
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R2019-44 – Purchase: Police Ballistic Plates
Councilman Owensby made a motion to approve R2019-44 as presented.
Councilwoman Ridolfi seconded. Mayor Schneider polled the vote as follows:
Ennis – yes; Little – yes; Fetsch – yes; Ridolfi – yes; Owensby – yes; Jones – yes;
and Dills – yes. Motion carried.

Ordinances
 Bill 13-2019 – Amend Zoning: 1605 Fairview from PD-C to M-1
City Administrator Jason McConachie read Bill 13-2019 in the short form.
Councilman Fetsch made a motion to read Bill 13-2019 a second time in the
short form. Councilman Dills seconded. Mayor Schneider polled the vote as
follows: Ennis – yes; Little – yes; Fetsch – yes; Ridolfi – yes; Owensby – yes;
Jones – yes; and Dills – yes. Motion carried.
City Administrator McConachie ready Bill 13-2019 in the short form.
Councilman Fetsch
made a motion to approve Bill 13-2019 as Ordinance
#2019-13. Councilwoman Ridolfi seconded. Mayor Schneider polled the vote as
follows: Ennis – yes; Little – yes; Fetsch – yes; Ridolfi – yes; Owensby – yes;
Jones – yes; and Dills – yes. Motion carried.
Ordinance #2019-13: An Ordinance By The City Council Of The City Of
Overland, Missouri, Amending Chapter 400, The Zoning Code Of The
City Of Overland, By Amending The Official Zoning Map To Rezone The
Property Located At 1605 Fairview From PD-C (Planned Development –
Commercial) To M-1 (Manufacturing).
STAFF REPORTS
REPORT OF THE COUNCIL
RESIDENTS COMMENTS
Tracy Buttry – 2244 Huntington – squatters and drug dealers in her neighborhood
Tom Vitale – Leslie Avenue – complained about speeding
REPORT OF THE MAYOR
ADJOURNMENT
There being no further business. Councilman Owensby made a motion to adjourn.
Councilman Fetsch seconded the motion. Mayor Schneider polled the vote as
follows: Ennis – yes; Little – yes; Fetsch – yes; Ridolfi – yes; Owensby – yes; Jones
– yes; and Dills – yes. Motion carried.
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ATTEST:

____________________________________
MAYOR

____________________________________
CITY CLERK
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City of Overland
Report of Prior Paid Invoices
Security Deposit Releases
08‐19/09‐04‐19
Check Date

Bank

Check

App Vendor

Vendor Name

Description

08/19/2019
08/20/2019
08/20/2019
08/27/2019
08/27/2019
08/27/2019
08/27/2019
08/27/2019
08/28/2019
08/28/2019
08/28/2019
08/28/2019
09/03/2019
09/04/2019
09/04/2019
09/04/2019

01N
01N
01N
01N
01N
01N
01N
01N
01N
01N
01N
01N
01N
01N
01N
01N

21692
21697
21700
21702
21705
21706
21708
21709
21714
21715
21716
21717
21718
21720
21721
21722

AP
AP
AP
AP
AP
AP
AP
AP
AP
AP
AP
AP
AP
AP
AP
AP

ELISABETH ANN GRIFFITH
ACTIVSTARS
TIFFANY HESS
ROSE CLARK
GAIL MERISOTES
LETICIA LOPEZ
MISTY NARAYAN
RUTH GRECO
DORIS ALVARADO
KIMBERLY JEFFERSON
LATASHA DAVIS
TIARA BROWN
SUDHA SMITH
DIANE WOODLEY
MICHELE RAWSON
TAELOR KNOX

CC‐RELEASE SECURITY DEPOSIT
CC‐RELEASE SECURITY DEPOSIT
CC‐RELEASE SECURITY DEPOSIT
CC‐RELEASE SECURITY DEPOSIT
CC‐RELEASE SECURITY DEPOSIT
CC‐RELEASE SECURITY DEPOSIT
CC‐RELEASE SECURITY DEPOSIT
CC‐RELEASE SECURITY DEPOSIT/WA
CC‐RELEASE SECURITY DEPOSIT
CC‐RELEASE SECURITY DEPOSIT/WA
CC‐RELEASE SECURITY DEPOSIT
CC‐RELEASE SECURITY DEPOSIT
CC‐REFUND/OVERCHARGE
CC‐RELEASE SECURITY DEPOSIT
CC‐RELEASE SECURITY DEPOSIT
CC‐RELEASE SECURITY DEPOSIT/PARTIAL

10688
09914
10349
001855
008834
10694
10695
10693
10698
10700
10697
10699
10701
10705
10704
10706

1

Amount
150.00
150.00
150.00
150.00
150.00
113.40
150.00
250.00
150.00
250.00
150.00
150.00
30.00
150.00
150.00
70.00

City of Overland
Report of Prior Paid Invoices
For Invoices Paid Prior to
09‐09‐19 Council Meeting
Check Date

Bank

08/16/2019
08/16/2019
08/16/2019
08/16/2019
08/16/2019
08/16/2019
08/16/2019
08/27/2019
08/27/2019
08/16/2019
08/16/2019
08/19/2019
08/19/2019
08/20/2019
08/20/2019
08/27/2019
08/27/2019
08/27/2019
08/27/2019
08/27/2019
08/27/2019
08/27/2019
08/30/2019
08/30/2019
08/30/2019
08/30/2019
08/30/2019
08/30/2019
09/01/2019
09/01/2019
09/01/2019
09/01/2019

01N
01N
01N
01N
01N
01N
01N
01N
01N
01N
01N
01N
01N
01N
01N
01N
01N
01N
01N
01N
01N
01N
01N
01N
01N
01N
01N
01N
01N
01N
01N
01N

08/15/2019
08/15/2019
08/15/2019
08/26/2019
08/28/2019
08/28/2019
08/28/2019

03
03
03
03
03
03
03

1

Check

App Vendor

Vendor Name

Description

Amount

77284
77286
77288
77289
77291
77292
77305
77306
EFT775(E)
EFT776(E)
21690
21694
21698
21699
21703
21704
21707
21710
21711
21712
21713

PR
PR
PR
PR
PR
PR
PR
PR
PR
PR
AP
AP
AP
AP
AP
AP
AP
AP
AP
AP
AP

AFLAC
COLONIAL
Def Comp Life
DEFERRED COMP
POLICE PENSION
UNION DUES
NU PENSION
POLICE PENSION
IRS
SITW
007494
004316
000175
007237
10220
007237
000777
007483
007483
007223
007841

PD‐ADVERTISING/INDEED
PD‐ARMOR PLATES/PATCHES
PD/ST/CH‐ELECTRIC SERVICE
MS‐INTERNET/PHONES
CD‐INSPECTIONS/ELECTRICAL
PD‐TV SERVICES
PD‐WASTEWATER SERVICE
PD‐CELL PHONES
AM/CC/MS/CD/MS/ST/CT‐MOBILEPHONES
AM/PD‐PHONE SERVICE
AM/CD/CT/PD‐TELEPHONE SERVICE

EFT784(E)
EFT785(E)
EFT786(E)
EFT787(E)
77304
EFT777(E)
EFT778(E)
EFT779(E)

PR
PR
PR
PR
PR
PR
PR
PR

IRS
SITW
IRS
SITW
VISION
MEDICAL
DENTAL
LINCOLN

AFLAC
COLONIAL LIFE
MASS MUTUAL
MASS MUTUAL VA
POLICE RETIREMENT FUND
FRATERNAL ORDER OF POLICE
OVERLAND PENSION FUND
POLICE RETIREMENT FUND
INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE
MISSOURI DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE
BUSINESS CARD
ROEHR SAFETY PRODUCTS, ED
AMEREN MISSOURI (01068)
CHARTER COMMUNICATIONS
ARCH ELECTRICAL LLC
CHARTER COMMUNICATIONS
METROPOLITAN ST. LOUIS
VERIZON WIRELESS (PA)
VERIZON WIRELESS (PA)
AT&T (5001)
WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS
AUGUST 30, 2019 MONTHLY PAYROLL
AUGUST 30, 2019 BI‐WEEKLY PAYROLL
INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE
MISSOURI DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE
INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE
MISSOURI DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE
EYEMED FIDELITY SECURITY LIFE
UHS PREMIUM BILLING
THE LINCOLN NATIONAL LIFE INSURANCE CO
THE LINCOLN NATIONAL LIFE INSURANCE CO

1612
1613
1614
1615
1616
1617
1618

AP
AP
AP
AP
AP
AP
AP

002141
001836
000684
006682
002141
006682
001836

FRED WEBER, INC
J. SMITH PROPERTIES INC.
LANDVATTER READY MIX INC
GATEWAY SEWER AND DRAIN
FRED WEBER, INC
GATEWAY SEWER AND DRAIN
J. SMITH PROPERTIES INC.

SLRP‐9612 HOLTWOOD
SLRP‐8954 BURTON
SLRP‐9612 HOLTWOOD
SLRP‐9424 THEODOSIA
SLRP‐BURTON
SLRP‐9424 THEODOSIA
SLRP‐9424 THEODOSIA

AUGUST 16, 2019 BI‐WEEKLY PAYROLL

135,304.66
1,445.66
84.10
50.00
200.00
18,672.71
320.00
15,010.94
9,075.66
46,679.55
6,112.00
1,913.86
2,650.00
4,856.44
294.98
570.00
98.46
146.64
1,148.46
1,337.82
155.39
395.04
8,691.20
138,625.63
1,786.57
166.00
46,724.37
6,175.00
702.90
82,351.01
4,303.02
347.43

Paid Prior General Fund Total
156.45
1,800.00
436.04
215.00
264.08
677.50
4,400.00

$536,395.50

City of Overland
Report of Prior Paid Invoices
For Invoices Paid Prior to
09‐09‐19 Council Meeting
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Check Date

Bank

Check

App Vendor

Vendor Name

Description

Amount

08/19/2019
08/20/2019

05N
05N

5802
5803

AP
AP

10039
000175

IDEAL LANDSCAPE CONSTRUCTION, INC.
AMEREN MISSOURI (01068)

PK‐LEGION FIELD GRANT/PAY APP#1
AM‐ELECTRIC SERVICE

08/19/2019
08/19/2019
08/19/2019
08/19/2019
08/20/2019
08/26/2019
08/27/2019
08/27/2019
08/27/2019
08/27/2019
08/27/2019
08/28/2019
08/28/2019
09/03/2019
09/03/2019
09/04/2019

06
06
06
06
06
06
06
06
06
06
06
06
06
06
06
06

7307
7308
7309
7310
7311
7312
7313
7314
7315
7316
7317
7318
7319
7320
7321
7322

AP
AP
AP
AP
AP
AP
AP
AP
AP
AP
AP
AP
AP
AP
AP
AP

000175
007494
008680
000179
000175
000777
006340
000777
007483
000777
007841
009018
006341
007237
000179
0006341

AMEREN MISSOURI (01068)
BUSINESS CARD
MISSOURI AMERICAN WATER
PRINCESS CATLIN
AMEREN MISSOURI (01068)
METROPOLITAN ST. LOUIS
GERALD SHRUM JR.
METROPOLITAN ST. LOUIS
VERIZON WIRELESS (PA)
METROPOLITAN ST. LOUIS
WINDSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS
JOAN M MCATEE
ROBERT F SHRUM
CHARTER COMMUNICATIONS
PRINCESS CATLIN
ROBERT F SHRUM

HF‐ELECTRIC SERVICE/DARE
CC‐PARTS/BACKPACK VACUUM
PK‐WATER SERVICE/ERICK PLZ
CC‐INSTRUCTOR FEE
PK‐ELECTRIC SERV/WOODSON/JACOBS/MYERS
PK‐WASTEWATER SERVICE/ERIK PLZ
CC‐GUARD FEE
PK‐WASTEWATER SERVICE/BROOKS
CC‐MOBILEPHONES
CC‐WASTWATER SERVICE
CC‐TELEPHONE SERVICE
CC‐INSTRUCTOR FEE
CC‐GUARD FEE
CC‐CABLE TV
CC‐INSTRUCTOR FEE
CC‐GUARD FEE

Paid Prior Sewer Lateral Fund Total

$7,949.07

32,207.85
103.07

Paid Prior Capital Improvement Fund Total

$32,310.92

943.45
75.99
230.90
150.00
168.28
48.97
72.00
34.36
1,443.48
141.50
47.17
560.00
52.00
188.53
100.00
96.00

Paid Prior Parks & Recreation Fund Total

$4,352.63

City of Overland
Report of Disbursement Scheduled
For Checks Dated 09‐10‐19

1

VENDOR

INVOICE NBR

DESCRIPTION

FUND

KJL PROPERTIES, LLC

08‐17‐19

AM‐LABOR/MATERIALS/PAINT/SEAL/ELECTRIC BOX/CC

CORE & MANN
DEERE & COMPANY
FRED WEBER, INC
FRED WEBER, INC
FRED WEBER, INC
FRED WEBER, INC
FRED WEBER, INC
FRED WEBER, INC
FRED WEBER, INC
FRED WEBER, INC
FRED WEBER, INC
FRED WEBER, INC
FRED WEBER, INC
FRED WEBER, INC
FRED WEBER, INC
FRED WEBER, INC
FRED WEBER, INC
FRED WEBER, INC
FRED WEBER, INC
FRED WEBER, INC
FRED WEBER, INC
G R ROBINSON SEED & SERVICE
IDEAL LANDSCAPE CONSTRUCTION, INC.
KURTZ NURSERY & TOPSOIL CO
LANDVATTER READY MIX INC
LANDVATTER READY MIX INC
LANDVATTER READY MIX INC
LANDVATTER READY MIX INC
LANDVATTER READY MIX INC
LANDVATTER READY MIX INC
LANDVATTER READY MIX INC
LANDVATTER READY MIX INC
MIDWEST BLOCK & BRICK
MIDWEST BLOCK & BRICK
MIRACLE SUPPLY COMPANY INC
MIRACLE SUPPLY COMPANY INC
OVERLAND HARDWARE CO.
R & R CONTRACTING SERVICES INC

K928883
116692782
12275871
12290598
12289718
12275499
12286052
12284522
12286531
12286053
12284107
12286953
12281267
12286051
12285613
12286530
12286954
12287429
12287430
12288227
12289012
51811
08‐13‐19
5336
185390
185524
185710
185958
185959
186181
185960
186417
1095065
1095096
S035288
S035247
07088
0000178164

ST‐BOX/RISER/FIRING/RANGE
PK‐TRADE/REPLACE‐LAWN MOWERS
ST‐ROCK/GARAGE/IMPROVEMENT
ST‐ASPHALT/APPROACHES/TENNYSON
ST‐ASPHALT/STREET PATCHES/WALTON
ST‐ASPHALT/STREET/PATCHES/NIBLIC
ST‐ASPHALT/STREET PATCHES/THEODOSIA
ST‐ASPHALT/CURBS/WESTBROOK
ST‐ASPHALT/APPROACHES/WESTBROOK
ST‐ASPHALT/APPROACHES/WESTBROOK
ST‐ASPHALT/CURBS/WESTBROOK
ST‐ASPHALT/STREET PATCHES/SHAWNEE
ST‐ASPHALT/STREET PATCHES/APACHE
ST‐ROCK/STREET SLABS/BROWNRIDGE
ST‐ASPHALT/POT HOLES/SPENCER
ST‐ASPHALT/CURBS/ W MILTON
ST‐ASPHALT/APPROACHES/W MILTON
ST‐ASPHALT/POT HOLES/LACKLAND
ST‐ASPHALT/APPROACH/W MILTON
ST‐ROCK/CONCRETE STREETS/BROWNRIDGE
ST‐ASPHALT/STREET PATCHES/RIDGE/WOODSON
ST‐STRAW/CURBS/WESTBROOK
PK‐LEGION/FIELD GRANT/PAY APP#4/FINAL
ST‐TOP SOIL/BACKFILL/CURBS/WESTBROOK
ST‐CONCRETE/STREET SLABS/BROWNRIDGE
ST‐CONCRETE/STREET SLABS/BROWNRIDGE
ST‐CONCRETE/STREET SLABS/GOODALE
ST‐CONCRETE/STREET SLABS/GOODALE
ST‐CONCRETE/STREET SLABS/BROWNRIDGE
ST‐CONCRETE/STREET SLABS/GOODALE
ST‐CONCRETE/GOODALE
ST‐CONCRETE/GOODALE
ST‐BLOCKS/FIRING RANGE
ST‐BLOCKS/FIRING RANGE
ST‐VARIOUS PIPING/FIRING RANGE
ST‐PVC/COUPLINGS/BENDS/FIRING RANGE
ST‐CONCRETE/MIX/SIDEWALKS/9119 LACKLAND
PK‐PORTABLE RR/LEGION/GRANT CONSTRUCTION

BEAUTIFICATION FUND
BEAUTIFICATION FUND TOTAL
CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT FUND
CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT FUND
CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT FUND
CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT FUND
CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT FUND
CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT FUND
CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT FUND
CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT FUND
CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT FUND
CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT FUND
CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT FUND
CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT FUND
CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT FUND
CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT FUND
CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT FUND
CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT FUND
CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT FUND
CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT FUND
CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT FUND
CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT FUND
CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT FUND
CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT FUND
CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT FUND
CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT FUND
CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT FUND
CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT FUND
CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT FUND
CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT FUND
CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT FUND
CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT FUND
CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT FUND
CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT FUND
CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT FUND
CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT FUND
CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT FUND
CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT FUND
CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT FUND
CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT FUND

AMOUNT
400.00
$400.00
250.00
41,333.17
1,010.69
421.58
316.05
385.74
160.13
298.50
183.75
161.70
530.25
315.00
843.16
647.30
111.69
349.50
210.00
137.03
214.20
623.61
851.55
550.00
11,272.80
576.00
2,166.22
1,083.11
3,249.33
1,083.11
962.76
3,610.02
2,211.22
1,083.11
436.98
204.36
186.82
139.72
16.47
87.00

City of Overland
Report of Disbursement Scheduled
For Checks Dated 09‐10‐19
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VENDOR

INVOICE NBR

DESCRIPTION

FUND

AMOUNT

S & H FARMS INC

19‐8567

ST‐TOPSOIL/GOODALE

ALLEGRA MARKETING PRINT & MAIL
AMERICAN BURGLARY FIRE
AMERICAN TIRE DISTRIBUTORS
AMERICAN TIRE DISTRIBUTORS
ANNE CASHEL
ARAMARK UNIFORM SERVICES
ARAMARK UNIFORM SERVICES
CAROL'S CORNER
CHARLES W BILLINGS
CMW EQUIPMENT
COCHRAN ENGINEERING
COLOR MATCH AUTO INTERIOR
CREATIVE PRODUCT SOURCING
CUNNINGHAM VOGEL & ROST
CUNNINGHAM VOGEL & ROST
CUNNINGHAM VOGEL & ROST
D24 PRINTING LLC
ENERGY PETROLEUM COMPANY
ENERGY PETROLEUM COMPANY
EXTERIOR SCAPES
EXTERIOR SCAPES
EXTERIOR SCAPES
EXTERIOR SCAPES
EXTERIOR SCAPES
EXTERIOR SCAPES
EXTERIOR SCAPES
EXTERIOR SCAPES
EXTERIOR SCAPES
EXTERIOR SCAPES
EXTERIOR SCAPES
EXTERIOR SCAPES
EXTERIOR SCAPES
EXTERIOR SCAPES
EXTERIOR SCAPES
FACTORY MOTOR PARTS CO.
FACTORY MOTOR PARTS CO.
FACTORY MOTOR PARTS CO.
FACTORY MOTOR PARTS CO.

88156
1303779
S125949665
157764089
09‐13‐19/REFUND
315267294
315315133
004638
08‐07‐19
W18104
M9312
128396
127404
93601
93602
93603
9162
18157791
1515779
414
413
433
402
403
404
405
417
418
419
420
421
422
424
432
161‐031821
161‐031356
161‐0299995
2‐5014553

PD‐BUSINESS CARDS/GENERIC/T PUPILLO
PD‐BATTERY/ALARM/LITTLE HOUSE
ST‐TIRES/TRAILER/2T/TRAILER 7
ST‐CR/RETURN/TIRE/TRAILER 7
CC‐REFUND/DOG CLASS/LOW ENROLLMENT
PD‐MATS
PD‐MATS
PD‐PLANT/FUNERAL
LE‐PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
ST‐REPAIR/FOOT CONTROL/PAVER
AM‐PROJECT/M19‐7727/2725 WOODSON RD
ST‐REPAIRS/TRUCK SEAT/T‐2
PD‐DARE/WORKBOOKS
LE‐PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
LE‐PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
LE‐TELECOMMUNICATIONS
PD‐MUCS/WARNING/NOTICES
ST/PD‐FUEL/UNLEADED
ST‐FUEL/DIESEL
ST‐REMOVE/2 ELM TREES/2013 OVERLAND
ST‐CLEANUP/TREES/BRUSH/10115 NIBLIC
ST‐REMOVE/WILD BRUSH/TREES/9422ROMAINE
ST‐CLEAN UP/WILD BRUSH/HAUL/9460 PAGE
ST‐CLEAN UP/WILD BRUSH/TREES/HAUL/2020 HOOD
ST‐CLEAN UP/WILD BRUSH/TREES/HAUL2200 GAEBLER
ST‐CLEAN UP/WILD GROWTH/HAUL/9111 ARGYLE
ST‐REMOVE/BRUSH/WILD TREES/2200 GAEBLER
ST‐REMOVE/CLEAN UP/WILD BRUSH/TREES/1923 BURNS
ST‐REMOVE/CLEAN UP/WILD BRUSH/TREES/9609 WISTLER
ST‐CLEAN UP/REMOVE/WILD BRUSH/10110 LACKLAND
ST‐CUT BACK/CLEAN OUT/WILD/TREES/SHRUBS/9006 TUDOR
ST‐CUT DOWN/CLEAR/WILD TREES/BRUSH/10218 THORPE
ST‐CUT DOWN/CLEAR/WILD TREES/BRUSH/2317 HOOD
ST‐CLEAN UP/REMOVE/WILD TREES/BRUSH/2432 WALLIS
PD‐PARTS/REPAIRS/VARIOUS
PD‐REPLACE/OIL FILTERS/POLICE CARS
PD‐OIL FILTERS/VARIOUS
ST‐TIRES/T‐19

CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT FUND
504.00
CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT FUND TOTAL
GENERAL FUND
57.75
GENERAL FUND
42.31
GENERAL FUND
290.67
GENERAL FUND
‐155.57
GENERAL FUND
45.00
GENERAL FUND
25.00
GENERAL FUND
25.00
GENERAL FUND
75.00
GENERAL FUND
594.00
GENERAL FUND
129.74
GENERAL FUND
1,469.50
GENERAL FUND
250.00
GENERAL FUND
464.25
GENERAL FUND
117.00
GENERAL FUND
4,266.00
GENERAL FUND
11,130.09
GENERAL FUND
883.00
GENERAL FUND
10,342.80
GENERAL FUND
2,606.99
GENERAL FUND
850.00
GENERAL FUND
900.00
GENERAL FUND
600.00
GENERAL FUND
350.00
GENERAL FUND
800.00
GENERAL FUND
700.00
GENERAL FUND
300.00
GENERAL FUND
300.00
GENERAL FUND
250.00
GENERAL FUND
250.00
GENERAL FUND
150.00
GENERAL FUND
550.00
GENERAL FUND
350.00
GENERAL FUND
350.00
GENERAL FUND
700.00
GENERAL FUND
13.60
GENERAL FUND
93.42
GENERAL FUND
224.16
GENERAL FUND
252.88

$78,777.63

City of Overland
Report of Disbursement Scheduled
For Checks Dated 09‐10‐19
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VENDOR

INVOICE NBR

DESCRIPTION

FUND

FACTORY MOTOR PARTS CO.
FACTORY MOTOR PARTS CO.
FACTORY MOTOR PARTS CO.
FACTORY MOTOR PARTS CO.
FACTORY MOTOR PARTS CO.
FACTORY MOTOR PARTS CO.
FACTORY MOTOR PARTS CO.
FINK BADGE INC
FIRST ADVANTAGE LNS SCREENING
FIRST QUALITY DRY CLEANER
FIRST QUALITY DRY CLEANER
FIRST QUALITY DRY CLEANER
FIRST QUALITY DRY CLEANER
FIRST QUALITY DRY CLEANER
FLASH PRINT
FLASH PRINT
FLORISSANT PSYCH. SERVICES INC
FLORISSANT PSYCH. SERVICES INC
GATEWAY ASSOC OF PAYROLL PROFESSIONALS
GENUINE PARTS CO
GERLING & SONS INC
GFOA OF MO
GFOA OF MO
GFOA OF MO
GRAINGER INC, W W
HOME CITY ICE
HOME CITY ICE
HUGHES CUSTOMAT INC
HUGHES CUSTOMAT INC
JOHN J KELLY
KELLY EQUIPMENT CO, PAT
KONE INC
LANGUAGE LINE SERVICES, INC.
LEN'S AUTO REPAIR
LEON UNIFORM COMPANY INC.
LEON UNIFORM COMPANY INC.
LEON UNIFORM COMPANY INC.
LEON UNIFORM COMPANY INC.
LEON UNIFORM COMPANY INC.
LEON UNIFORM COMPANY INC.

161‐030500
161‐031553
161‐032095
161‐031458
161‐031359
161‐031357
161‐031469
3187
5505241907
08‐01‐19
08‐08‐19
08‐15‐19
08‐22‐19
08‐29‐19
25880
25897
HUMIAC50
BORSAM
08‐29‐19
1841‐191769
2418
300001897
300001976
300001961
9242154871
5685190633
06‐27‐19
09591
11179
09‐03‐19/REFUND
W45795
959317727
4623673
71213
479184
479183
479226
475508
478420
476697

ST‐GREASE/PUMP/GARAGE
ST‐CR/RETURN/GREASE PUMP/GARAGE
ST‐REMOVER/MILDEW/GARAGE
ST‐DEGREASERS/GLASS CLEANERS/GARAGE
ST‐WIPER/ARMS/I3
ST‐WIPER BLADES/T‐21
ST‐HOSE/CLAMPS/EQUIPMENT
PD‐RETIREMENT BADGE/CASE/449
PD‐VERIFICATION
PD‐DRY CLEANING
PD‐DRY CLEANING
PD‐DRY CLEANING
PD‐DRY CLEANING
PD‐DRY CLEANING
PD‐FORMS/TELETYPES
PD‐APPEARANCE BONDS
PD‐TESTING
PD‐TESTING
AM‐MEETING/RESERVE TRAINING/J DREW
ST‐BELT/FOGGER
ST‐WELD/JACK/TRAILER/TR3
AM‐10‐01‐19/09‐30‐20/MEMBER DUES/M BURTON
AM‐10‐01‐19/09‐30‐20/MEMBER DUES/D BOSSLET
AM‐10‐01‐19/09‐30‐20/MEMBER DUES/J DREW
PD‐BUILDING SUPPLIES
ST‐ICE/GARAGE
ST‐ICE/GARAGE
PD‐MATS
PD‐MATS
CC‐REFUND/DOG CLASS/LOW ENROLLMENT
ST‐REPAIRS/SKIDSTEER/BROOM
CH‐MAINTENANCE/ELEVATOR
PD‐INTERPRETATION SERVICES
ST‐REPLACE/LEFT TAIL LIGHT SOCKET/PR2
PD‐UNIFORMS/BELT/622
PD‐UNIFORMS/BELT/527
PD‐UNIFORMS/414
PD‐BALLISTIC VEST/600
PD‐UNIFORMS/599
PD‐BALLISTIC VEST/622

GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND

AMOUNT
325.00
‐325.00
18.56
129.56
16.42
3.39
24.00
164.15
29.34
140.40
274.90
173.00
179.30
191.50
75.00
640.00
300.00
300.00
40.00
56.38
50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
165.64
185.10
192.50
34.00
34.00
45.00
3,431.50
199.97
327.42
97.67
66.00
40.00
128.49
793.00
261.98
793.00

City of Overland
Report of Disbursement Scheduled
For Checks Dated 09‐10‐19
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VENDOR

INVOICE NBR

DESCRIPTION

FUND

LEON UNIFORM COMPANY INC.
MC CLAIN RADAR SERVICE
MEDNIK RIVERBEND
MEDNIK RIVERBEND
MICRO CENTER
MILBRADT LAWN EQUIPMENT CO.
MISSOURI LAWYERS MEDIA
MISSOURI LAWYERS MEDIA
MISSOURI LAWYERS MEDIA
MISSOURI LAWYERS MEDIA
NEXT DAY SIGN & GRAPHICS
NFPA
NORTHERN TOOL & EQUIPMENT
NORTHERN TOOL & EQUIPMENT
NSC DIVERSIFIED INC.
NSC DIVERSIFIED INC.
NSC DIVERSIFIED INC.
NSC DIVERSIFIED INC.
OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH CENTERS
OFFICE DEPOT
OFFICE DEPOT
OFFICE DEPOT
OLD REPUBLIC TITLE CO
OVERLAND HARDWARE CO.
OVERLAND HARDWARE CO.
OVERLAND PENSION FUND
OVERLAND POLICE DEPT‐LESLEY KRUG
OVERLAND TRAILER
PAYLOCITY CORPORATION
PEARL SOLUTIONS GROUP
PEAVEY COMPANY, LYNN
PIRTEK HOSES & ASSEMBLIES
PIRTEK HOSES & ASSEMBLIES
POMP'S TIRE SERVICE, INC.
QUILL CORPORATION
REPUBLIC SERVICES
REJIS COMMISSION
REJIS COMMISSION
ROCK ROAD ANIMAL HOSPITAL
ROD'S SERVICE INC

480794
4094
07‐10‐19
W671986‐IN
3908529
947415
744402862
744382796
744396439
744404605
5425
7544956
08‐14‐19
08‐07‐19
19‐58557
19‐57773
19‐61048
19‐60763
1011797651
359893478001
359894171001
359893478002
1903969
06706
06635
SEPT 2019
07‐10‐19
39013
INV62651
351070
360794
S2979503.001
S2998105.001
1170038709
9465230
0346‐020899142
421546
421999
566171
00370514

PD‐UNIFORM/HOLDER/OCSPRAY/461
PD‐ANTENNA/RADAR/SPEC OPS CAR
ST‐HAND TOWELS/GARAGE
ST‐RAGS/GARAGE
MS‐SUPPLIES/BACKUP
ST‐VARIOUS/PARTS/WEEDEATERS
AM‐PHN
PZ‐PHN
AM‐BIDS/SERVICES
BA‐PHN
ST‐DECALS/EQUIPMENT
CD‐ELECTRIC CODE BOOKS
ST‐TIRE/CHANGER/RATCHET/EQUIP
ST‐REPLACE/STRAPS/MOWER
MS‐TONER/PRINTERS
MS‐TONER/PRINTERS
MS‐TONER/PRINTERS
MS‐TONER/PRINTERS
PD‐TESTING
PD‐SUPPLIES/OFFICE/TONER
PD‐SUPPLIES/GREEN ENVELOPES/BUREAU
PD‐SUPPLIES/OFFICE/PAPER
AM‐TITLE/LETTER/REPORT
PD‐SUPPLIES/BUILDING
ST‐ROLLERS/RUSTOLEUM/GARAGE
AM/MS/CD/ST/HR/BM/PD/CT‐ QTRLY PAY/NUPCITY
PD‐STARTUP CASH/GOLF TOURNAMENT
ST‐REPLACE/DROP/LEG/JACK/TR‐3
AM‐BENNY/FSA/HRA/COBRA
MS‐OFFICE 365/AGREEMENT/EXCH PLAN/LICENSE
PD‐SUPPLIES/EVIDENCE/ID UNIT
ST‐HOSE/SKIDSTEER SWEEPER
ST‐SOCKET/POWER WASHER/GARAGE
ST‐MOUNT TIRE/SCRAP CHARGE/TR‐7
PD‐GLOVES/XL
ST‐DUMPING
PD‐MCAFEE/WINDOWS/SUPPORT
PD‐REJIS/USEAGE/TERMINAL
PD‐CANINE EXPENSES
ST‐ACETYLENE/OXYGEN TANKS/GARAGE

GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND

AMOUNT
33.50
200.00
482.50
683.50
72.98
191.58
20.88
32.48
63.00
23.20
144.00
324.95
156.93
83.94
1,796.00
227.00
354.00
638.00
146.00
322.19
9.98
659.80
200.00
107.02
29.77
104,391.83
500.00
66.95
812.50
803.87
436.40
36.80
10.80
45.00
86.90
2,189.00
43.00
7,093.71
20.15
55.42

City of Overland
Report of Disbursement Scheduled
For Checks Dated 09‐10‐19
VENDOR

INVOICE NBR

DESCRIPTION

SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS INC
SAM'S CLUB/SYNCHRONY BANK
SAM'S CLUB/SYNCHRONY BANK
SAM'S CLUB/SYNCHRONY BANK
SAM'S CLUB/SYNCHRONY BANK
SAM'S CLUB/SYNCHRONY BANK
SAM'S CLUB/SYNCHRONY BANK
SAVE‐A‐LOT
SBP IMAGE SOLUTIONS INC
SHERWIN WILLIAMS CO
SIRCHIE FINGER PRINT
ST LOUIS TROPY & ENGRAVING CO
ST. LOUIS COUNTY TREASURER
ST. LOUIS COUNTY TREASURER
STAPLES BUSINESS ADVANTAGE (660409)
STAPLES BUSINESS ADVANTAGE (660409)
STAPLES BUSINESS ADVANTAGE (660409)
STAPLES BUSINESS ADVANTAGE (660409)
SUMNERONE LEASING DIVISION
TOM PUPILLO
TRAMAR CONTRACTING INC.
TRAVELERS
ULINE
UNIVAR USA INC
VEHICLE IMPROVEMENT PRODUCTS
VEHICLE IMPROVEMENT PRODUCTS
VEHICLE IMPROVEMENT PRODUCTS
VERIZON CONNECT NWF, INC
W & S PUBLISHERS
WARNER COMMUNICATIONS CORP.
WEBER CHEVROLET
WIRELESS USA
WM NOBBE & CO
WM NOBBE & CO
WM NOBBE & CO
WM NOBBE & CO
WM NOBBE & CO
WM NOBBE & CO
WM NOBBE & CO
WM NOBBE & CO

33653242
AM‐INVOICE/LASER
2823
PD‐SUPPLIES/DRINKS/SNACKS/DWI CHECKPOINT
3058132136
PD‐GLOVES
3229/08‐13‐19
PD‐SUPPLIES/GOLF TOURNAMENT
1359
PD‐SUPPLIES/GOLF TOURNAMENT
3960
ST‐INK/GARAGE
3577/08‐21‐19
ST‐WATER/GARAGE
08‐15‐19
PD‐PRISONER FOOD
SAL62394
ST‐MAINTENANCE/PRINTERS/GARAGE
4169‐5
ST‐PAINT/CROSSWALKS
0412090‐IN
PD‐FINGERPRINT PAD/CARDHOLDER
08‐22‐19
PD‐PLAQUE/RETIREMENT/472
120446
CT‐MENTAL HEALTH
120413
CT‐PRISONER HOLDING
3419866144
CD‐PEN/REFILLS
3419866143
CD‐LABELS
3419866141
CD‐SUPPLIES/COPY PAPER/OFFICE
3423002828
AM‐SUPPLIES/OFFICE
2270948
CC/CD/AM/CT/PD‐OVERAGES/COPIER
08‐23‐19
HR‐REIMB/RECORDER/DEEDS/ANIMAL CONTROL/MEMBERSHIP
13973
ST‐STREET SIGNS
2213G0195/08‐26‐1AM‐POLICY AUDIT/2018
111282108
PD‐SUPPLIES/BUREAU
IG256982
PD‐SUPPLIES/RAT BAIT
INV000028716
PD‐INSTALL/DOCKING STATION/MOUNT‐S1
INV000028597
PD‐DECOMMISSION UNIT/OPD7
INV000028598
PD‐INSTALL/LPR SYSTEM/OPD9
OSV000001837991 PD‐GPS MONITORING
08‐24‐19
AM‐ADS
312007872‐1
ST‐REPAIRS/RADIO/T‐2
733151
ST‐TRANSMISSION/REPLACE/BRAKE SWITCH/T‐8
269817
PD‐PROX CARDS/CAMERA
1031118
ST‐RETURN/PURCHASE/PARTS/MOWERS
1049890
ST‐ REPLACE/TANK/VENT/TRIMMER
1051418
ST‐PLUGS/MOWERS
1050756
ST‐REPAIR/PARTS/MOWERS
1050759
ST‐BLADES/MOWERS
1042065
ST‐LATCH/MOWER
1042068
ST‐LOPPERS
990424
ST‐BROOMS/STREET SWEEPER
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FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND
POLICE D.A.R.E. FUND
POLICE D.A.R.E. FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND
GENERAL FUND

AMOUNT
799.38
97.40
593.60
294.62
95.75
174.96
143.04
500.00
184.00
223.90
135.93
109.95
300.00
510.00
12.95
26.49
180.74
144.36
741.66
16.00
570.50
1,338.00
164.50
84.65
150.00
750.00
420.00
323.25
290.00
80.60
3,544.90
506.68
6.46
70.12
11.84
144.00
47.97
7.22
57.74
665.99

City of Overland
Report of Disbursement Scheduled
For Checks Dated 09‐10‐19
VENDOR

INVOICE NBR

DESCRIPTION

WM NOBBE & CO

993509

ST‐REPLACE/PINS/O‐RING/PLUGS/STREET SWEEPER

AUTOMATIC DOOR SYSTEMS, LLC
BOBCAT OF ST LOUIS
BURNES‐CITADEL SECURITY COMPANY
CENTRAL STATES
DEKA SERVICE
DEKA SERVICE
DEKA SERVICE
DEKA SERVICE
ERIN WILLEY
FACTORY MOTOR PARTS CO.
FACTORY MOTOR PARTS CO.
FACTORY MOTOR PARTS CO.
FACTORY MOTOR PARTS CO.
FACTORY MOTOR PARTS CO.
FACTORY MOTOR PARTS CO.
LAKE MANAGEMENT SERVICES
LAKE MANAGEMENT SERVICES
MISSOURI LAWYERS MEDIA
NSC DIVERSIFIED INC.
OVERLAND HARDWARE CO.
OVERLAND HARDWARE CO.
OVERLAND PENSION FUND
R & R CONTRACTING SERVICES INC
ROYAL PAPERS INC
SAM'S CLUB/SYNCHRONY BANK
SAM'S CLUB/SYNCHRONY BANK
SAM'S CLUB/SYNCHRONY BANK
ST. LOUIS CARRIAGE CO
SUGARFIRE, LLC
SUMNERONE LEASING DIVISION
SUNBELT RENTALS
W & S PUBLISHERS

23948
R31693
125942
08‐07‐19
INV‐14274
INV‐14274‐02
INV‐14350
INV‐14310
08‐08‐19
151‐029876
59‐501217
161‐026192
161‐026193
58‐334022
161‐031469PK
17273
17348
744404607
19‐61228
06595
06826
SEPT 2019PK
0000178704
924240
3111815018
3960PK
3268013605
08‐20‐19
08‐26‐19
2270948PK
92596267‐0001
08‐24‐19PK

PARABEN CORPORATION
RCCEEG

46640
2019‐31

MS. PIGGIES SMOKEHOUSE

07‐08‐19
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FUND

AMOUNT

GENERAL FUND
335.55
GENERAL FUND TOTAL
$188,843.99
CC‐REPLACE/REPAIR/FRONT/INTEREOR DOOR
PARKS & RECREATION FUND
1,764.00
PK‐EQUIPMENT/BRUSH REMOVAL/WA
PARKS & RECREATION FUND
810.00
CC‐ALARM SYSTEM
PARKS & RECREATION FUND
54.00
CC‐CASINO BUS TRIP/OCT/REMAINING BALANCE
PARKS & RECREATION FUND
568.25
CC‐REPLACE/EXPANSION VALVE/HVAC
PARKS & RECREATION FUND
2,014.00
CC‐ADD/REFRIGERANT/HVAC
PARKS & RECREATION FUND
96.00
CC‐REPLACE/COMPRESSOR/RTU‐8/HVAC
PARKS & RECREATION FUND
3,336.00
CC‐REPAIR/RTU‐3 HVAC/COMBUST/FAN MOTOR
PARKS & RECREATION FUND
1,215.00
CC‐REIMB PETTY CASH/LIQUOR LIC/PRIZES/SR THANKSGIV LUNCH PARKS & RECREATION FUND
49.00
PK‐SUPPLIES/MAINTENANCE/RR
PARKS & RECREATION FUND
7.49
PK‐SUPPLIES/MAINTENANCE/RR
PARKS & RECREATION FUND
7.49
PK‐GLOVES/MANTENANCE/RR
PARKS & RECREATION FUND
7.49
PK‐GLOVES/MAINTEANANCE/RR
PARKS & RECREATION FUND
7.49
PK‐SUPPLIES/MAINTANCANCE/RR
PARKS & RECREATION FUND
7.49
PK‐BATTERIES/RR
PARKS & RECREATION FUND
43.58
PK‐LAKE TREATMENT
PARKS & RECREATION FUND
389.00
PK‐LAKE TREATMENT
PARKS & RECREATION FUND
389.00
CC‐BIDS/CLEAN/AIR DUCT SYSTEM
PARKS & RECREATION FUND
64.40
CC‐INK/PRINTER
PARKS & RECREATION FUND
251.47
PK/CC‐LOCK/WIRE TIES/OFM
PARKS & RECREATION FUND
30.98
HR‐SUPPLIES/MAINTENANCE
PARKS & RECREATION FUND
3.49
CC‐QTRLY PAYMENT/NUPCITY
PARKS & RECREATION FUND
16,782.67
PK‐PORTABLE RR/VERONA PAVILLION
PARKS & RECREATION FUND
180.00
CC‐SUPPLIES/MAINTENANCE
PARKS & RECREATION FUND
243.79
CC‐SUPPLIES/MAINTENANCE
PARKS & RECREATION FUND
430.88
PK‐SUPPLIES/RESTROOM
PARKS & RECREATION FUND
35.94
CC‐COPY PAPER
PARKS & RECREATION FUND
104.94
CC‐DEPOSIT/HAYWAGON/FALL/HAYRIDE/2019
PARKS & RECREATION FUND
75.00
CC‐FOOD/POST FW MEETING 2019
PARKS & RECREATION FUND
300.00
PK‐COPIER/OVERAGES
PARKS & RECREATION FUND
65.05
PK‐RENT/EQUIP/INSTALL/GAME TABLE/JACOBS
PARKS & RECREATION FUND
144.00
CC‐ADS
PARKS & RECREATION FUND
180.00
PARKS & RECREATION FUND TOTAL
$29,657.89
PD‐RENEW/CELLPHONE EXTRACT/IMAGE ANALYZER
POLICE ASSET FORFEITURE FUND
698.00
PD‐LOCKED CELL/PHONE SEARCH WARRANT
POLICE ASSET FORFEITURE FUND
100.00
POLICE ASSET FORFEITURE FUND TOTAL
$798.00
PD‐DEPOSIT/2ND HALF/FOOD/GOLF TOURNAMENT
POLICE D.A.R.E. FUND
906.48
$906.48

Memorandum
Date: 09/05/2019
To:

Mayor, City Council

Cc:

City Administrator

From: Melissa J. Burton, City Clerk
RE:

City Clerk’s Report

Out of Office for Training
Beginning Saturday, September 7, 2019, I will be out of the office intermittently due to
attendance at the IIMC Region VII & Missouri Municipal League Conference in St.
Charles. On Thursday, September 12, I will be attending the State Auditor’s Local
Government Day in Jefferson City. I will return to normal business hours on Monday,
September 16. I will be available by email while I am out of the office. I appreciate the
opportunity to continue my professional education by attending these training sessions.
Business Licenses
The following business license was issued:
 Magnolia Experiences, LLC – 9629 Echo Lane – Home Occupation Office
 IVP Plastics of Missouri, LLC – 1451 Page Industrial Boulevard – Warehouse
 Regional Finance Company of MO, LLC – 9154 Overland Plaza – Lending Office
Planning & Zoning Commission Report
The following items were recommended for approval at the August 27, 2019
Commission Meeting:
 9203 Page Avenue – Conditional Use Permit/Site Plan Review – fast food
restaurant with drive thru service (Burger King)
o Days and Hours of operation: twenty-four (24) hours per day, seven (7)
days per week
o Total number of employees: twenty-eight (28) employees with two (2)
employees maximum on shift.
o Outside storage is prohibited.
o No company vehicles to be kept on site overnight
 2065 Walton Road, Unit 201 – Conditional Use Permit/Site Plan Review –
Health & Fitness Center – Total Harmony Integrated Wellness
o Days of operation: Monday – Friday
o Hours of operation: 10:30 a.m. – 4:30 p.m.
o Owner-operated.
o Outside storage is prohibited.
o No company vehicles to be kept on site overnight.



9425 Midland Boulevard – Conditional Use Permit/Site Plan Review –
automotive repair facility (CarStar of Overland) new ownership
o Days of operation: Monday – Friday
o Hours of operation: 8:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.
o Total number of employees: five (5) employees.
o Vehicles will be kept on site overnight throughout the stages of auto body
repair.
o Vehicle sales prohibited.
o Conditional upon zoning map amendment before City Council on
September 23, 2019, and the Board of Adjustment Variance approvals on
September 11, 2019.

Records Management & Destruction
The City Council is requested to include in the minutes of this Council Meeting a list of
records scheduled for destruction. These records on file in the City Clerks Office or
Community Development have exceeded minimum retention requirements as
established by the Secretary of State through the Missouri Local Government Records
Management Guidelines.
From the City Clerk’s Office:
 Accounts Receivable Records through FY17/18 – (GS 008)
 Accounts Payable Records through FY17/18 – (GS 007)
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R E S O L U T I O N 2019-45
AUTHORIZING ISSUANCE OF A LIQUOR LICENSE
WHEREAS, Section 600.170 of Chapter 600. Alcoholic Beverages of the
Municipal Code of the City of Overland, Missouri requires that it shall be unlawful for
any person to sell or expose for sale in the City intoxicating liquor, malt liquor, or nonintoxicating beer, in any quantity without taking out a license from the City; and
WHEREAS, Section 600.200 requires that upon the filing of a Liquor License
application with the Office of the City Clerk, said application shall be presented to the
City Council at the next regular or special thereof;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF
THE CITY OF OVERLAND, MISSOURI, AS FOLLOWS:
THAT, in accordance with the provisions of Chapter 600, Alcoholic Beverages of
the Municipal Code of the City of Overland, Missouri, the following liquor license is
hereby granted subject to payment of the requisite fee and compliance with all statutes
and ordinances relating to the sale of intoxicating liquors:
Liquor By The Drink
Medici Media Space LLC – 2055 Walton Rd
THAT, the City Clerk is hereby authorized and directed to issue liquor licenses to
the above referenced places of business located in the City of Overland, Missouri upon
receipt of the requisite license fee.
This resolution passed and approved this 9th day of September 2019.

MAYOR
September 9, 2019
Date of Approval
ATTEST:
CITY CLERK

RESOLUTION 2019-46
AUTHORIZING CONTRACT WITH BURNES CITADEL SECURITY
FOR THE PURCHASE AND INSTALLATION OF SECURITY CAMERAS
AT THE OVERLAND COMMUNITY CENTER
WHEREAS, the FY 2019/2020 Capital Improvement Fund Budget includes an appropriation
of $8,500.00 for the purchase and installation of additional security cameras at the Overland
Community Center; and
WHEREAS, in accordance with the provisions of Section 100.140 Sole source, specialized
and nonstandard items; the City Council may, by resolution, approve negotiated procurement of goods
or services of a value in excess of five thousand dollars ($5,000.00) without requiring formal
competitive bids if the City Council determines from all information submitted to it by the purchasing
agent and the using agency that use of a specific product, manufacturer or vendor is desirable to
maintain consistency of equipment, such goods are of such specialized or nonstandard nature that they
can be acquired only from a sole source of supply and that no similar standard goods would reasonable
satisfy the city's requirements; and
WHEREAS, the Purchasing Agent has determined that the product proposed is a Sole Source
product, as Burnes Citadel Security (A+ Wiring) has previously installed and maintains the existing
security camera system within the facility and the proposed new system would integrate with the
system currently in operation; and
WHEREAS, the total cost for the above noted purchase is Seven Thousand Six Hundred FiftyEight Dollars and Ninety-Four Cents ($7,658.94); and
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY
OF OVERLAND, MISSOURI AS FOLLOWS:
THAT, the City Council acknowledges and agrees that Citadel Security (A+ Wiring) is
deemed a Sole Source provider, for the limited purpose of the above defined project, based on the
information provided.
FURTHER THAT, the Mayor is hereby authorized and directed to enter into a contract with
Citadel Security (A+ Wiring) 5027 Columbia Ave, St. Louis, MO 63139 for the purchase and
installation of additional security cameras at the Overland Community Center.
FURTHER THAT, the costs for the purchase and installation of said products shall not
exceed the sum of Seven Thousand Six Hundred Fifty-Eight Dollars and Ninety-Four Cents
($7,658.94); and shall be payable from FY 2019/2020 Capital Improvement Fund Budget, Community
Center/Community Center Equipment/Equipment line item of the city.
This resolution passed and approved this 9th day of September 2019.

MAYOR
September 9, 2019
Date of Approval
ATTEST:
CITY CLERK

RESOLUTION 2019-47
AUTHORIZING CONTRACT WITH PACE CONSTRUCTION COMPANY FOR THE
INSTALLATION OF ULTRA-THIN BONDED WEARING SURFACES ON VARIOUS
CITY STREETS
WHEREAS, the City has identified the need to explore additional options for the ongoing maintenance of the City’s street network; and
WHEREAS, the City has identified the installation of an ultra-thin bonded wearing
surface (NovaChip) as a viable alternative to current efforts used by the City; and
WHEREAS, the FY 19/20 Capital Improvement Fund includes and appropriation of
$135,000.00 for the installation of ultra-thin bonded wearing surface (NovaChip); and
WHEREAS, the City has identified Delphine Avenue – Stella Avenue to Orlando
Avenue, Dyer Avenue – Oak Avenue to Lackland Road and Gocke Place as eligible streets upon
which to install the ultra-thin bonded wearing surface (NovaChip); and
WHEREAS, the City of Overland advertised for and received sealed bids for the
installation of ultra-thin bonded wearing surface (NovaChip) in accordance with Section 100.140
of the Municipal Code with the following results:
Company
Pace Construction Company
N.B. West Contracting Company

Bid Total
$134,000.00
$159,773.00

WHEREAS, the bid of Pace Construction Company has been determined to be the best
and most responsible bid received in accordance with the specifications issued by the City; and
NOW THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF
OVERLAND, MISSOURI, AS FOLLOWS:
THAT, the Mayor is hereby authorized and directed to enter into a contract, as contained
in the RFP, with Pace Construction Company 1620 Woodson Road St. Louis, MO 63114 for the
installation of ultra-thin bonded wearing surface (NovaChip) in accordance with the specification
stated in the RFP issued by the City; and
FURTHER THAT, all costs associated with the for the installation of ultra-thin bonded
wearing surface (NovaChip) shall be paid from accounts established in the FY 19/20 Capital
Improvement Fund – Street Department/Department Expense/Streets-Major Projects line item;
and
This Resolution passed and approved this 9th day of September 2019.

MAYOR
September 9, 2019
Date of Approval
ATTEST:
CITY CLERK

R E S O L U T I O N 2019-48
AUTHORIZING CONTRACT FOR PURCHASE OF MOBILE TICKET PRINTERS
BARCODE READERS AND RELATED ACCESSORIES AND COMPONENTS FOR
USE BY THE OVERLAND POLICE DEPARTMENT USING CONTRACTS UNDER
THE MISSOURI COOPERATIVE PROCUREMENT PROGRAM
WHEREAS, the FY 2019/2020 Capital Improvement Fund Budget includes an appropriation
of $10,000.00 for the purchase and installation of mobile ticket printers, barcode readers and related
accessories and components in the patrol vehicles of the Overland Police Department; and
WHEREAS, Section 67.360, RSMO 2000, authorizes the Division of Purchasing of the State
of Missouri to extend to political subdivisions the opportunity to participate in a cooperative
procurement program for joint purchasing; and
WHEREAS, following a competitive bidding process, the State of Minnesota entered into a
series of contracts for purchase of mobile ticket printers, barcode readers and related accessories and
components which are offered to local governments under the cooperative procurement program;
and
WHEREAS, The State of Missouri, Division of Purchasing has signed a Participating
Addenda to utilize specific contracts established by NASPO ValuePoint (formerly WSCA-NASPO),
MMCAP, and Sourcewell (formerly NJPA) which are offered to local governments under the
cooperative procurement program;
WHEREAS, in accordance with the provisions of Section 100.140 Cooperative Purchasing
of the Municipal Code of the City of Overland, Missouri, purchasing under such cooperative
contracts shall be deemed to comply with Section 100.140 Formal Competitive Bidding which
otherwise prescribes the process for competitive bidding of all purchases in excess of $5,000; and
WHEREAS, the City proposes to purchase the following categories of items and services
Item
Quantity Total Unit Cost
Zebra Printer and Accessories
12
$1,042.15
Barcode Reader and Accessories
12
$536.50
Installation (Parts and Labor)
12
$119.50
Total Cost for Equipment and Services

Total Cost
$12,505.80
$6,438.00
$1,434.00
$20,377.80

WHEREAS, a copy of the sales quote with a breakdown of the various items and services to
be purchased is attached hereto and is marked as Exhibit “A”.

WHEREAS, the equipment will be purchased from Transource Service Corporation pursuant
to State Contract #: MNWNC-130; and
WHEREAS, the installation services will be performed by VIP Auto Accessories, 1424
Ashby Road Saint Louis, MO 63132; and
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY
OF OVERLAND, MISSOURI, AS FOLLOWS:
SECTION 1: The Mayor is hereby authorized and directed to enter into contract with
Transource Service Corporation 2405 W. Utopia Road, Phoenix, AZ 85027 for the purchase of 12
mobile ticket printers, barcode readers and related accessories and components as noted above,
under contracts being offered to municipalities under the Missouri Cooperative Procurement
Program in accordance with the terms of said cooperative procurement contract for a total order
price of Eighteen Thousand Nine Hundred Forty-Three Dollars and Eighty Cents ($18,943.80).
SECTION 2: The Mayor is hereby authorized and directed to enter into contract with VIP
Auto Accessories, 1424 Ashby Road Saint Louis, MO 63132 for the installation of the 12 mobile
ticket printers, barcode readers and related accessories as noted above for a total order price of One
Thousand Four Hundred Forty-Three Dollars and Eighty Cents ($1,434.00).
SECTION 3: The FY 19/20 Asset Forfeiture Fund Equipment line item is hereby amended
in the amount of Ten Thousand Three Hundred Seventy-Seven Dollars and Eighty Cents $10,377.80
for costs associated with the purchase of the above noted equipment and services.
SECTION 4: All costs associated with the purchase of the above noted equipment shall be
payable from the FY 19/20 Asset Forfeiture Fund Equipment line item.
This Resolution passed and approved this 9th day of September 2019.

MAYOR
ATTEST:
CITY CLERK
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R E S O L U T I O N 2019-49
AUTHORIZING CONTRACT WITH PRINT GROUP INC. FOR
THE PRINTING AND PREPARATION OF THE CITY CALENDAR
WHEREAS, the Mayor and City Council desire to prepare and distribute to the residents of
the City of Overland a City calendar; and
WHEREAS, on July 31, 2019, in accordance with Section 100.140 of the Municipal Code,
issued bid package 2019-08 for the printing and preparation for mailing of a City Calendar with the
following results:
Design &
Delivery
Company
Print Costs Prep Costs
Total
Print Group Inc
$4,524.52
$225.00
$4,749.52
Interprint
$4,557.00
$285.00
$4,842.00
Input Technology, Inc
$5,273.00
$390.00
$5,663.00
Messenger Print Group
$5,405.00
$735.00
$6,140.00
Vibrant Group
$5,046.68
$1,250.00
$6,296.68
Kopytek, Inc
$7,781.71
$1,243.71
$9,025.42
WHEREAS, City staff has determined that that bid of Print Group Inc to be the best, and
most responsive bid received; and
WHEREAS, City Staff is recommending that the City proceed with a 28-page calendar; and
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY
OF OVERLAND, MISSOURI, AS FOLLOWS:
SECTION 1: The Mayor is hereby authorized and directed to enter into contract with Print
Group Inc, 1440 W. Skyline Avenue, Ozark, MO, 65721, for the printing and preparation for
delivery of a City Calendar.
SECTION 2: The total cost of the printing and preparation for mailing of the calendar shall
not exceed Four Thousand Seven Hundred and Forty-Nine Dollars and Zero Cents ($4,749.52).
SECTION 3: All costs associated with this purchase shall be payable from the
Administration Department Expense/Professional Fees line item of the FY 19/20 General Fund
Budget.
This Resolution passed and approved this 9th day of September 2019.

MAYOR
September 9, 2019
Date of Approval
ATTEST:

CITY CLERK
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RESOLUTION 2019-50
AUTHORIZING CONTRACT WITH COCHRAN ENGINEERING RELATED TO THE
RENOVATION OF THE WILD ACRES MANSION CHAPEL
WHEREAS, in 2001 the City of Overland purchased the property and buildings at 2500
Ashby Road; and
WHEREAS, over the years the Mayor, City Council and City Staff have engaged in
multiple discussions regarding the potential redevelopment of the buildings on the site; and
WHEREAS, the Friends of Wild Acres have proposed renovating the Chapel for use as a
special events space that would be open to the public; and
WHEREAS, On January 14, 2019, the City Council, via Resolution 2019-05 authorized
the Mayor, on behalf of the City, to enter into a contract with Cochran Engineering to provide
Architectural and Engineering services to the City on an as needed basis; and
WHEREAS, at the request of City Staff, Cochran Engineering prepared a proposal to
inspect and analysis the Wild Acres Mansion Chapel for the purpose of determining the required
work to renovate the chapel to be used as a special events space; and
WHEREAS, a copy of the proposal from Cochran Engineering is attached hereto and is
marked as Exhibit “A”; and
NOW THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF
OVERLAND, MISSOURI, AS FOLLOWS:
THAT, the Mayor is hereby authorized and directed to enter into a contract with Cochran
Engineering, 8 East Main Street, Wentzville, MO 63385 to provide professional services to the
City of Overland related to the above noted project and pursuant to the attached proposal.
FURTHER THAT, all costs associated with the for the inspection and analysis of Wild
Acres Mansion Chapel shall be paid from accounts established in the FY 19/20 General Fund –
Administration/Department Expense/ Professional Fees line item.
This Resolution passed and approved this 9th day of September 2019.
MAYOR
September 9, 2019
Date of Approval
ATTEST:
CITY CLERK

Exhibit "A"

Recommended by: City Staff

Bill No.
Ordinance No.

14-2019
2019-

AN ORDINANCE BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF OVERLAND,
MISSOURI, AMENDING CHAPTER 500, BUILDING CODES AND REGULATIONS
OF THE CITY OF OVERLAND, BY AMENDING ARTICLE II, SECTION 500.060
ST. LOUIS COUNTY MECHANICAL CODE ADOPTED - ENFORCEMENT
NOW THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE
CITY OF OVERLAND, ST. LOUIS, COUNTY, MISSOURI, AS FOLLOWS:
Section 1: That Chapter 500 of the Municipal Code of the City of Overland,
Missouri, is hereby amended by the repeal of Section 500.060: A and B. St. Louis County
Mechanical Code Adopted-Enforcement in its entirety; and
Section 2: That Chapter 500 of the Municipal Code of the City of Overland,
Missouri, is hereby amended by the adoption of a new Section 500.060: A. St. Louis
County Mechanical Code Adopted-Enforcement to read as follows;
A. The City of Overland hereby enacts and adopts the St. Louis County
Mechanical Code, as amended by St. Louis County, Missouri, pursuant to
Ordinance No. 24,438 approved July 14, 2010 and effective November 1,
2010 and subsequently amended via St. Louis County Ordinance 24,624
effective December 14, 2010 and Ordinance 25,688 effective February 12,
2014.
Section 3: The Contract, as approved via City of Overland Ordinance 95-15 on
April 5, 1994, is hereby amended by the deletion of the provision related to the
enforcement of the Weights and Measures Code.
Section 4: The Contract, as approved via City of Overland Ordinance 95-15 on
April 5, 1994 is hereby extended pursuant to the terms of the contract.
Section 5: The Mayor is hereby authorized and directed to sign any additional
documents required by St. Louis County effectuate the contract.
Section 6: A copy of said ordinance and contract are attached hereto and marked
as Exhibit “A”.
Section 7: A copy of said St. Louis County Ordinance No. 24,438 24,624, and
25688 are attached hereto and marked as Exhibit “B” and incorporated herein by
reference.
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Section 8: All other existing provisions as contained in the Overland Municipal
Code, shall remain in full force and effect without change.
Section 9: This ordinance shall be in full force and effect from and after its
passage and approval according to law.

PASSED this

day of

, 2019.

MAYOR
September 9, 2019
Date of Approval
ATTEST:

CITY CLERK
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BILL NO.

119 - 95

ORDINANCE NO.

95 - I 5

I,

' AN ORDINANCE AUTHORIZING THE MAYOR AND CITY CLERK TO ENTER INTO A
:; CONTRACT, ON BEHALF OF THE CITY OF OVERLAND, WITH ST. LOUIS COUNTY, :
. i FOR
COUNTY ENFORCEMENT SERVICES IN CONNECTION WITH THE CITY OF
:: OVERLAND EXPLOSIVES, MECHANICAL, AND WEIGHTS AND MEASURES CODES.
BE IT ORDAINED BY THE BOARD OF ALDERMAN OF THE CITY OF
OVERLAND, ST. LOUIS COUNTY, MISSOURI AS FOLLOWS:
Section 1: The Mayor and City Clerk are hereby authorized
to enter into a contract on behalf of the City of Overland, with St.
Louis County, for County enforcement services in connection with the
: City of Overland, "Explosives," "Mechanical" and "Weights and
Measures" Codes.
A copy of said agreement is attached hereto and
, incorporated herein.
Section 2:
This ordinance shall be in full force and .
effect from and after its passage and approval according to law.
:' :'

0

PASSED this

0

'0

~ 1 f~ day of JY!~, 1995.
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ATTEST:
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CITY

1st Reading:
2nd Reading:

cri@(

Date of Approval
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BILL NO.

118 -

95

ORDINANCE NO.

95 -

ll.t

''
I ;

AN ORDINANCE ADOPTING AND ENACTING THE EXPLOSIVES, THE MECHANICAL .
, AND THE WEIGHTS AND MEASURES CODES OF ST. LOUIS COUNTY, AS AMENDED, •
; AS THE EXPLOSIVES, THE MECHANICAL AND THE WEIGHTS AND MEASURES CODES '
OF THE CITY OF OVERLAND.

i

BE IT ORDAINED BY THE BOARD OF ALDERMAN OF THE CITY OF
OVERLAND, ST. LOUIS COUNTY, MISSOURI AS FOLLOWS:
Section 1: The City of Overland hereby enacts and adopts
the st. Louis County "Explosives," "Mechanical" and "Weights and
· Measures" Codes, as amended, which were adopted by the County of St .
' Louis on June 2, 1994; March 17, 1994 and October 18, 1971,
; respectively, as the "Explosives," "Mechanical" and "Weights and ·
; Measures" Codes of the City of Overland, Missouri. True copies of .
: said St. Louis County Codes are attached hereto and incorporated
; herein.
I

Section 2: All ordinances of the City of Overland which .
• are in conflict, either in whole or in part, with the provisions of
, this Ordinance are, to the extent of such conflict, hereby repealed.

;!

Section 3:
This ordinance shall be in full force and
: effect from and after its passage and approval according to law.
PASSED this

;ztk

day of /n{LI)ili

,

1995.
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MAYOR
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ATTEST:

J/

' J

7.

Date of Approval

CONTRACT

AGREEMENT

THIS AGREEMENT, made and entered into this 5th
day of _ _;A.. ;_jp.;_r.;_l.;_.1=-----199_5_ , by and between ST. LOl.JlS COUNTY, MISSOURI, hereinafter referred to as
"COUNTY", and
The City of Over land , hereinafter referred to as "MUNICIPAUTY" .
WITNESSETH:
WHEREAS, Article II, Section 2.180 (20) of the 1979 Charter of ST. LOUIS COUNTY,
MISSOURI, authorized the COUNTY to contract with MUNICIPALITY for a common service;
and
WHEREAS, the provisions of Section 70.210 to 70.320 inclusive, R.S.Mo. 1978, as
amended, empower municipalities and other political subdivisions to contract and cooperate with each
other for a common service; and
WHEREAS, Section (s)
1)

2)
3)

N/A
N/A

4)
5)

Explosives

6)

~1 e chan i c a 1
N/ A
N/A

SLCRO 1974, as amended, authorize(s)
administration of MUNICIPALITY'S
1)

2)
3)

N/A
N/A
Explosives

COUNTY

7)

Weights & ~1easures

8)
9)

N/ A
N/ A

to contract with

4)

~1 e chan i c a 1

7

5)
6)

N/ A

8)
9)

~/ .4.

)

MUNICIPAUTY

Weights &
N/ A

for

~1easures

N/ A

Code(s) and
WHEREAS, MUNICIPALITY has duly enacted Ordinance(s) Number(s) _...;;a'-'"-=-.....J~!'l--
said ordinance(s) being identical in substance with COUNTY'S
1)
2)

N/ A
N/ A

3)

Explosives

4)

~1echanical

7) Weights

5)
6)

N/A
N/ a

8)
9)

& Measures

N/ A
N/ A

Code(s) as amended; and
9 5-15
,a
WHEREAS, MUNICIPALITY has duly enacted Ordinance Number
certified copy of which is attached hereto and made a part hereof, authorizing the execution of this
agreement on behalf of MUNICIPALITY.
NOW, THEREFORE, for and in consideration of the mutual promises, covenants, and
obligations hereinafter stated, the COUNTY and MUNICIPALITY murually agree as follows, to-wit:
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ARTICLE I
SCOPE OF SERVICES
1.1
SCOPE OF SERVICES .
COUNTY shall provide MUNICIPAUTY code
enforcement services in the manner proscribed in the applicable code provision for the following areas:

1)
2)

N/ A
N/ A

3)

Explosives

4) Mechanical

7) Weights & Measures

5) N/A
6) N/ A

9) N/ A

8) N/ A

ARTICLE II
TERM OF AGREEMENT
2.1
TERM OF AGREEMENT.
This Agreement shall commence on the '1 t h
day
of
April
, 199 j_, and shall continue in effect from year to year unless terminated as
provided in ARTICLE IX herein.

ARTICLE III
PERMITS. INSPECTIONS. UCENSING AND APPROVAL OF PLANS
3. 1
PERMITS.
COUNTY through its Department of Public Works shall issue all permits
required by the code(s) as set forth in Paragraph 1.1 herein.
3.2
INSPECTIONS.
COUNTY through its Department of Public Works shall execute
all inspections required by the code(s) as set forth in Paragraph 1.1 herein.
3.2.1 RE-OCCUPANCY AND COMPLAINT INVESTIGATIONS . Inspections under the
Property Maintenance Code for purposes of approved re-occupancy of existing dwelling units or to
investigate complaints of alleged violations shall be specifically and exclusively requested by
MUNICIP AUTY.
3.3
LICENSING.
COUNTY through its Department of Public Works shall license all
persons as required by the code(s) as set forth in Paragraph 1. 1 herein.
3.4
APPROVAL OF PLANS .
COUNTY through its Department of Public Works shall
examine all plans to determine their compliance with the code(s) as set forth in Paragraph 1.1 herein.

ARTICLE IV
RESTRICTIVE PROVISIONS
4.1
RESTRICTIVE PROVlSIONS.
If MUNICIPALITY has adopted provisions
applicable to the services as set forth in Paragraph 1. 1 herein said provisions being more restrictive
than those contained in COUNTY'S code(s), MUNICIPAUTY shall approve all plans, prior to
submission to COUNTY's Department of Public Works for issuance of permits.

-3ARTICLE V
REGULATORY ORDINANCES

5.1
REGULATORY ORDINANCES.
MUNICIPALITY shall approve all plans for
compliance with zoning or other regulatory ordinances prior to submission to COUNTY's Department
of Public Works .
ARTICLE VI
ENFORCEMENT OF MUNICIPAL ORDINANCE

6.1

ENFORCEMENT.
COUNTY shall not take any action, either at law or in equity,
to enforce the provisions of MUNICIPAUTY'S ordinance(s) as the same shall apply hereto .
COUNTY shall notify
MUNICIPALITY of any known violations of MUNICIPALITY's
ordinance(s).
ARTICLE VII
FEES
7.1
FEES .
All fees including, but not limited to "No Permit" penalties and administrative
penalties, shall be paid to COUNTY in accordance with the appropriate St. Louis COUNTY Ordinances
and shall be collected and retained by St. Louis COUNTY as payment for their services rendered
pursuant to this CONTRACT. MUNICIPAlJTY shall collect and retain all fines and costs arising from
MUNICIPAUTY'S prosecution of code violations.

ARTICLE VIII
AMENDMENTS TO COUNTY CODE
8.1
AMENDMENTS.
In the event COUNTY shall add to, delete or amend sections of
the code(s) as set forth in Paragraph 1.1 herein. MUNICIP AUTY shall amend its ordinance to make
it identical in substance to COUNTY'S amended code.
COUNTY shall supply MUNICIPAUTY
with a copy of its proposed amendment prior to its effective date and MUNICIPALITY shall amend
its ordinance within ninety (90) days of the effective date of said COUNTY amendment . In the event
COUNTY shall fail to provide a copy of its proposed amendment as provided above, MUNICIPALITY
shall have Ninety (90) days to amend its Ordinance after receipt of COUNTY'S amendments.

8.2

CERTIFIED COPY.
MUNICIPALITY shall supply COUNTY with a certified
copy of all amendments to its ordinance within five (5) days of said amendment's effective dates.

ARTICLE IX
TERMINATION
In the event MUNICIPALITY shall fail to amend its
9.1
FAILURE TO AMEND .
ordinance as provided in Paragraph 8.1 herein this Agreement shall be terminated .
Either COUNTY or MUNICIPALITY
9.2
TERMINATION FOR CONVENIENCE.
may terminate this Agreement at any time by giving Ninety (90) days prior written notice to the other
party .

- 4 -

IN WITNESS WHEREOF , the panies hereto have hereunto set their hands and seals the day
and year first above written.

ST . LOUIS COUNTY, MISSOURI

By

of

Mayor

Title:

MISSOURI
Municipality:

Attest:

City of Overland

Attest:
7

.

tf/aJ/

Approved :

Approved as to Legal Form:

.14 UMJ,i S'T-'IA GREEM l'fT.M UN
R ~~
12194

Exhibit "B"

MECHANICAL CODE
NOTICE
This is an unofficial user-friendly copy of St. Louis County Ordinances 24,438 and
24,624, and 25688 for the adoption of the 2009 International Mechanical Code, with
modifications. Said ordinances being approved by the County Executive on July 14, 2010
and December 14, 2010, and February 12, 2014 respectively.
Official copies of St. Louis County ordinances, in total, including certified copies,
may be obtained from the St. Louis County Clerk’s Office, 41 South Central Avenue,
Clayton, Missouri 63105 – Telephone: 314-615-7171

TITLE XI SLCRO 1974 AS AMENDED
PUBLIC WORKS AND BUILDING REGULATIONS
CHAPTER 1108 "MECHANICAL CODE”

1108.010 Short Title. --This Chapter shall be known and may be
cited as the "Mechanical Code" of St. Louis County, Missouri.
1108.020 Mechanical Code Adopted. --Certain documents, three
copies of which are filed in the Office of the Administrative
Director of the County Council and in the Office of the Director
of Highways and Traffic and Public Works, said copies being
marked and designated as the International Mechanical Code, 2009
Edition, as published by the International Code Council, Inc.,
including Appendix A are hereby adopted as the Mechanical Code
of St. Louis County, Missouri for the regulation of mechanical
equipment as herein provided; and each and all of the
regulations, provisions, penalties, conditions and terms of said
code are hereby referred to, adopted and made a part hereof, as
if fully set out herein with the additions, deletions and
changes as prescribed in this Chapter.
1108.030 General Administrative Definitions. --Throughout the
International Mechanical Code, 2009 Edition, wherever the terms
"Name of Jurisdiction" or "Local Jurisdiction" appear it shall
be deemed to mean "St. Louis County, Missouri." Likewise,
wherever the term "Department of Mechanical Inspection" or
"Mechanical Inspection Department" appears it shall be deemed to
mean "St. Louis County Department of Highways and Traffic and
Public Works", whenever the terms "Code Official" or "Building
Official" appear it shall mean the Director of St. Louis County
Department of Highways and Traffic and Public Works or the
Director’s duly authorized representative and wherever the terms

"code", "this code" or "Mechanical Code" appears it shall mean
the International Mechanical Code, 2009 Edition with the
additions, deletions and changes prescribed in this Chapter.
1108.040 References to Other St. Louis County Adopted Codes. -Throughout the International Mechanical Code 2009 Edition,
wherever a reference appears to the "International Plumbing
Code" or "plumbing code" it shall mean "The Plumbing Code" as
adopted by Chapter 1103, SLCRO 1974 as amended with the
additions, deletions and changes prescribed by that chapter.
Wherever a reference appears to the "International Electrical
Code" or "electrical code" it shall mean "The Electrical Code"
as adopted in Chapter 1102, SLCRO 1974 as amended with the
additions, deletions and changes prescribed by that chapter.
Wherever a reference appears to the "International Building
Code" or "building code" it shall mean "The Building Code" as
adopted in Chapter 1115, SLCRO 1974 as amended with the
additions, deletions and changes prescribed by that chapter.
1108.050 Contracting with Municipalities and Fire Protection
Districts for Code Enforcement Services.
1. The Code Official, with the approval of the County Executive,
is hereby authorized to contract with municipalities and fire
protection districts within St. Louis County to provide
appropriate mechanical code enforcement and further to collect
fees for the applicable permits and inspections issued or made
pursuant to such contracts. Contracts shall be approved by the
Code Official and shall be approved as to legal form by the
County Counselor. No contract shall be entered into until the
municipality or fire protection district desiring to contract
with St. Louis County for mechanical code enforcement shall
first have duly adopted appropriate legislation authorizing said
contract (a certified copy to be attached to and made a part of
the contract) and duly adopted a mechanical code identical in
substance to this code.
2. The Code Official is authorized to contract with fire
protection districts in St. Louis County to provide code
enforcement services with respect to building construction and
application of commercial and multi-family fire codes adopted by
the fire protection districts, including administration,
application processing, plan review, permit issuance, and
inspections and for County to charge the fire protection
districts fees as set out in Section 1100.130 SLCRO, as amended,
to cover the costs of providing such code enforcement services.
The contract may further provide for the fire protection
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district, at its option, to refer for prosecution in St. Louis
County Municipal Court, violations of such fire protection
district’s codes as are enforced within the fire protection
district by the County; for the County to retain the proceeds of
fines and costs assessed in such prosecutions; and for such
other terms and conditions as are approved by the County
Counselor.
1108.100 Amendments to International Mechanical Code Chapter 1-Administration. --Chapter 1 of the 2009 International Mechanical
Code is amended by the following provisions. Each section,
subsection or clause of the code that numerically corresponds to
one of the following numbered provisions is hereby deleted where
so noted, or amended to read as set forth below. Each provision
set out below without a corresponding section, subsection or
clause number in the code is hereby enacted and added thereto.
101.1 Title: These regulations shall be known as the Mechanical
Code of St. Louis County, Missouri hereinafter referred to as
"this code."
101.2 Scope. This code shall regulate the design, installation,
maintenance, alteration and inspection of mechanical systems
that are permanently installed and utilized to provide control
of environmental conditions and related processes within
buildings. This code shall also regulate those mechanical
systems, system components, equipment and appliances
specifically addressed herein. The installation of fuel gas
distribution piping and equipment, fuel gas-fired appliances and
fuel gas-fired appliance venting systems shall be regulated by
the International Fuel Gas Code.
Exception: For requirements other than those specified in
Chapter 1 of this code, detached one- and two-family dwellings
and multiple single-family dwellings (townhouses) not more than
three stories high with separate means of egress and their
accessory structures shall comply with the International
Residential Code.
101.5 Committee of Mechanical Code Review. There is hereby
created and established a Committee of Mechanical Code Review.
The committee shall consist of the Code Official and five (5)
members appointed by the County Executive. The Code Official
shall act as executive secretary and shall keep full and
complete minutes of the acts and proceedings of said committee.
The appointed members shall be residents of St. Louis County and
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have the following qualifications: an architect registered in
the State of Missouri; a mechanical engineer registered in the
State of Missouri; a mechanical contractor engaged in HVAC
contracting; an industrial mechanical contractor and a member of
the fire service. Three (3) members shall be appointed for terms
of three (3) years and two (2) members shall be appointed for an
initial term of two (2) years after which all terms shall be for
three (3) years, or until their successors shall be qualified
and appointed by the County Executive. At no time shall there be
two (2) members of the committee who work for or are members of
the same company, entity or international union organization or
affiliate, thereof. The Committee shall meet at least annually
in order to consider any proposed changes to this code, and make
recommendations to the Building Commission. The committee
members shall elect one of their members to serve as chairman
and one to serve as vice chairman.
101.5.1 Compensation. The members of the Mechanical Code Review
Committee with the exception of the Code Official shall be
compensated in accordance with Chapter 201, SLCRO 1974 as
amended.
101.6 Application of References. Unless otherwise specifically
provided for in this code, all references to chapter or section
numbers, or to provisions not specifically identified by number,
shall be construed to refer to such chapter, section or
provision of this code.
SECTION 101A
LICENSING OF PERSONS OR ENTITIES PERFORMING WORK
UNDER THIS SECTION
101A.1 License Required. Except as otherwise provided in this
Section 101A, hereinafter referred to as "this Section", no
individual or business entity shall engage in or perform HVAC
Residential Service-Installer Work, HVAC Servicer-Installer
Work, Process Piping System Work, HVAC Duct System Work, or Fire
Suppression System Work, unless licensed under this Section to
perform such work. In addition, no person shall hold
herself/himself out as being available to perform any work that
requires a license under this Section unless she/he shall be
licensed as aforesaid, and no partnership, corporation or other
legal entity, or person conducting business under a fictitious
name shall hold out such entity as being available to perform
any work that requires a license under this Section in any
advertising medium or publication unless a principal or employee
of such entity shall be licensed as aforesaid. No person having
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obtained any license under this Section shall allow his/her name
or license to be used by another person either for the purpose
of obtaining permits, doing business or performing work that
requires a license under this Section.
101A.1.1 Definitions.
1.
The Board is the Board of Examiners for Mechanical
Licensing of St. Louis County, Missouri.
2.
A Contractor is an individual or Entity who is licensed
under this Section to perform work on any or all of the
following: Process Piping Systems, HVAC Duct Systems, Fire
Suppression Systems, HVAC Piping Systems or HVAC systems.
A)
A Mechanical Contractor is an individual or Entity
licensed to perform work under this Section who employs at
least one Pipefitter Journeyman.
B)
A Sheet Metal Contractor is an individual or Entity
licensed to perform work under this Section who employs at
least one Sheet Metal Journeyman.
C)
A Sprinkler Fitter Contractor is an individual or
Entity licensed to perform work under this Section who
employs at least one Sprinkler fitter Journeyman.
D)
An HVAC Servicer-Installer Contractor is an individual
or Entity licensed to perform work under this Section who
employs at least one HVAC Servicer-Installer Journeyman.
A Contractor licensed under this Section who performs work under
any of the foregoing categories may take out permits for and
perform work that falls under one of the other categories
provided such Contractor uses a Journeyman (or an Apprentice
under the required supervision and inspection of such
Journeyman) who is licensed to perform the specific work
involved pursuant to the applicable provisions of this Section.
3.
An Entity is any company, corporation, partnership, joint
venture or other business establishment, which performs work
that requires a license under this Section.
4.
A Journeyman is anyone who is licensed under this Section
to perform work under one of the following categories.
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(A) A Pipefitter Journeyman is anyone who has been
licensed under subsection 101A.3.2 below to perform Process
Piping System Work.
(B) A Sheet Metal Journeyman is anyone who has been
licensed under subsection 101A.3.2 below to perform HVAC
Duct System Work.
(C) A Sprinkler Fitter Journeyman is anyone who has been
licensed under subsection 101A.3.2 below to perform Fire
Suppression System Work.
(D) An HVAC Servicer-Installer Journeyman is anyone who
has been licensed under subsection 101A.3.2 below to
perform HVAC Servicer-Installer Work.
(E) An HVAC Residential Servicer-Installer Journeyman is
anyone who has been licensed under subsection 101A.3.2
below to perform HVAC Residential Servicer-Installer Work.
5.
An Apprentice is anyone who has been licensed under
subsection 101A.3.1 below to perform work that requires a
license under this Section under the supervision and inspection
of a Journeyman in the employ of a Contractor in one of the
following categories:
(A) A Pipefitter Apprentice is anyone who has been
licensed under subsection 101A.3.1 below to perform Process
Piping System Work under the supervision and inspection of
a Pipefitter Journeyman.
(B) A Sheet Metal Apprentice is anyone who has been
licensed under subsection 101A.3.1 below to perform HVAC
Duct System Work under the supervision and inspection of a
Sheet Metal Journeyman.
(C) A Sprinkler Fitter Apprentice is anyone who has been
licensed under subsection 101A.3.1 below to perform Fire
Suppression System Work under the supervision and
inspection of a Sprinkler fitter Journeyman.
(D) An HVAC Servicer-Installer Apprentice is anyone who
has been licensed under subsection 101A.3.1 below to
perform HVAC Servicer-Installer Work under the supervision
and inspection of an HVAC Servicer-Installer Journeyman,
Pipefitter Journeyman or Sheet Metal Journeyman; or who has
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been formerly licensed as a Service Apprentice under this
code.
6.
A Fire Suppression System is all or any part of a system,
which utilizes water, gasses or chemicals for the control, or
suppression of fires.
Fire Suppression System Work is all work related to the
installation, alteration, reconstruction, repair, replacement
and other servicing of fire suppression systems.
7.
An HVAC Duct System is all or any part of the duct system
for a heating, ventilation, or air conditioning system
regardless of the materials used and includes ducts, duct
fittings, risers, stacks, dampers, casings, recess boxes,
radiator enclosures, exhausts, ventilators, frames, grilles,
louvers, registers, cabinets, plenums, air filters, fans, motors
and accessory air handling equipment and appliances.
HVAC Duct System Work is all work related to the installation,
alteration, reconstruction, repair, replacement and other
servicing of an HVAC Duct System as well as HVAC ServicerInstaller work as defined herein.
8.
An HVAC Piping System is all or any part of the piping
system for a heating, ventilation, or air conditioning system
and includes pipes, valves, pipe fittings, pumps, and
distribution lines and accessory equipment, including boilers
and compressor assemblies.
HVAC Piping System Work is all work related to the installation,
alteration, reconstruction, repair, replacement and other
servicing of HVAC Piping Systems as well as HVAC ServicerInstaller work as defined herein.
9.
An HVAC System is a heating, ventilation, or air
conditioning system or any part thereof, including an HVAC
Piping System and/or HVAC Duct System, specifically addressed
and regulated in this code.
Note: If an HVAC System consists of multiple individual units or
split systems, each such individual unit or split system shall
be considered a separate system for purposes of this Section.
10. A Process Piping System is all or any part of a piping
system (excluding Fire Suppression Systems), which falls within
one of the following categories:
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(A)

A medical gas system

(B)

An HVAC Piping System

(C)

A pneumatic system

(D)

A pressurized or vacuum piping system

(E)

A fuel gas system

(F)

An oxygen system

(G)

A gasoline system not for public sale

Process Piping System Work is all work related to the
installation, alteration, reconstruction, repair, replacement
and other servicing of Process Piping systems as well as HVAC
Servicer-Installer work as defined herein.
NOTE: A St. Louis County licensed installer shall install fuel
gas systems. A licensed installer is defined as a licensed HVAC
Servicer Installer, a licensed Sheetmetal worker, or licensed
Pipefitter working for a contractor licensed under this Code.
The licensed installer shall install fuel gas systems, including
Liquid Petroleum Gas, from the tank regulator to and throughout
the building under the limitations of Section 101A.1.1
paragraphs 11 and 13. A licensed installer or a St. Louis County
licensed plumber shall install fuel gas systems, including
Liquid Petroleum Gas, from the tank regulator to and throughout
dwellings regulated by the Residential Code of St. Louis County.
11.

HVAC Servicer-Installer Work is all work related to:
The installation, alteration, reconstruction, repair,
replacement and servicing of HVAC Systems
(1) that provide no more than 25 tons of air
conditioning or no more than 1,000,000 (One Million)
BTU's of heating and
(2) do not contain chillers, fire-tube type boilers,
or boilers that operate at a pressure of more than 15
psi of steam;

Note: In those cases where an HVAC System is composed of
individual units or split systems that are no more than 25 tons
of air conditioning or 1 M BTU's of heat which are connected by
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a common fuel line, that is more than 2 inches in diameter, or
which is under more than 2 psi pressure, the fuel line shall be
installed by a licensed Journeyman Pipefitter and/or licensed
Apprentice Pipefitter under the supervision and inspection of a
licensed Journeyman Pipefitter. The individual units may be
installed by licensed HVAC Servicer-Installers.
Exceptions:
1.
HVAC Servicer-Installer Work does not include
replacement of an HVAC System that provides 25 tons or less
of air conditioning or 1 M BTU's or less of heating with a
system that is over 25 tons of air conditioning or 1 M
BTU's of heating, or contains chillers, fire-tube type
boilers or heating boilers that operate at a pressure of
more than 15 psi of steam. This work must be performed by
applicable Pipefitter and Sheet Metal Journeyman and
Apprentices under the supervision and inspection of
appropriately licensed Journeymen.
2.
HVAC Servicer-Installer Work does not include the
total replacement or reconstruction of an HVAC System that
provides more than 25 tons of air conditioning or 1 M BTU's
of heating, or contains chillers, fire-tube type boilers or
boilers that operate at a pressure of more than 15 psi of
steam. This work must be performed by applicable Pipefitter
and Sheet Metal Journeyman and Apprentices under the
supervision and inspection of appropriately licensed
Journeymen.
3.
HVAC Servicer-Installer Work does not include
replacement of gas fuel lines that are more than 2 inches
in diameter, or which are under pressure of more than 2
psi. These lines must be replaced by a licensed Journeyman
Pipefitter and/or licensed Apprentice Pipefitter under the
supervision and inspection of a licensed Journeyman
Pipefitter.
12. HVAC System Service Work is the reconstruction, repair or
replacement of any part of an existing HVAC System, which does
not alter the capacity, or capability of the original system.
13. HVAC Residential Service Installer Work is work related to
single family residences, duplexes, and condominiums and
apartments that do not exceed 3 stories in the front with a
walk-out basement in the back, and containing no more than 14
dwelling units including townhouses, garden apartments and
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multiple family dwelling units, (but excluding boarding houses
and dormitories), and where heating and cooling units do not
exceed five tons of cooling capacity or 150,000 BTU’s of heating
capacity.
101A.1.2 Board of Examiners for Mechanical Licensing.
1.
There is hereby created and established a Board of
Examiners for Mechanical Licensing. The Board shall consist of
the Code Official and four (4) members appointed by the County
Executive, within the categories and with the qualifications set
forth in paragraph 2 of this subsection below.
2.
The appointed members of the Board shall be residents of
St. Louis County. The respective appointed members shall be
comprised as follows and shall have the following
qualifications:
(A) one (1) registered professional engineer with at least
a bachelor's degree in mechanical engineering actively
engaged in the design of mechanical systems;
(B) one (1) representative from owners actively engaged in
the purchase of mechanical systems or services for the
design, construction, installation or repair of mechanical
systems;
(C) one (1) licensed contractor who employs at least on
Journeyman;
(D)

one (1) licensed Journeymen, as defined herein.

Four (4) members shall be appointed as follows two (2) for a
term of three (3) years, one (1) member shall be appointed for
an initial term of two (2) years and one (1) member shall be
appointed for an initial term of one (1) year after which all
terms shall be for three (3) years or until their successors
shall be qualified and appointed by the County Executive. At no
time shall there be two members of the Board who work for or are
members of the same company, Entity or international union
organization or an affiliate thereof. With respect to the
Contractor and Journeyman representatives, if the Contractor
representative employs primarily pipefitting or sprinkler fitter
employees, then the Journeyman representative shall be a Sheet
Metal Journeyman or HVAC Servicer-Installer Journeyman. If the
Contractor representative employs primarily Sheet Metal or HVAC
System Servicer-Installer Journeymen, then the Journeyman
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representative shall be either a Pipefitter Journeyman or a
Sprinkler Fitter Journeyman. The Board shall elect one of their
members to serve as chairman and one to serve as vice chairman.
3.
The Code Official shall be the fifth voting board member,
shall act as Secretary, shall keep full and complete minutes of
all acts and proceedings of said Board, and shall provide all
applicants for a license under this Section with proper
application forms. The Secretary shall maintain and secure all
examinations, examination documents and materials as directed by
the Board, review all applications for licenses to determine
their completeness within fifteen (15) days of their filing,
keep a file of the name and address of every person or firm
licensed by the Board and the name and address of every person
or firm whose application for a license has been denied, give
all applicants approved for examination a written notice of the
date and place of examination and an informational letter on
examination procedures with an outline of suggested study for
the examination applied for, and return all incomplete
applications to applicants within fifteen (15) days of
determination of incompleteness, specifying the respects in
which the application is incomplete. The Secretary shall file
with the County Clerk a copy of all rules and regulations
adopted by the Board and make such rules and regulations
available to all license holders and current applicants.
4.
The Board shall meet at least once every month and more
often if the Board deems it necessary for the performance of its
duties. Except for the Code Official, Board members shall
receive compensation as provided in Chapter 201, SLCRO 1974 as
amended. A majority of the members of the Board shall constitute
a quorum.
5.
The Board shall, pursuant to the regulations and standards
herein set forth, determine the qualification of and provide for
the examining and licensing of applicants who meet the
qualifications and successfully pass the appropriate
examination, if required, under this Section.
6.
The Board shall select an independent testing firm to
design and administer any examinations provided for under this
Section.
7.
At every Board meeting, the Board shall consider and take
action to grant or reject all open and properly completed
license applications that have been filed at least fifteen (15)
days prior to the Board meeting. For any application that is
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rejected, the Code Official shall notify the applicant in
writing of the reasons for rejection, within five (5) days after
the Board's action. Notice of the date, time and place of each
Board meeting, together with an agenda of the meeting, shall be
made publicly available at least seven (7) days prior to the
Board meeting.
8.
The Board shall have the power to suspend and revoke any
license issued pursuant to this Section for cause as set forth
in subsection 101A.4.1 below. The Chairman or acting Chairman,
with the approval of the Board, shall have power to administer
oaths, subpoena witnesses and compel the production of books,
papers and tangible things and the inspection of premises
pertinent to any investigation or hearing authorized by this
Section.
9.
The Board shall have the authority, after providing
reasonable opportunity for public participation and comment, to
adopt reasonable rules and regulations to interpret and
implement the provisions of this Section with respect to
licensing, continuing education, and any other matters within
the general authority of the Board. A copy of any rules or
regulations proposed for adoption by the Board shall be made
available for public inspection at least forty-five (45) days
prior to the Board meeting at which the adoption is to be
considered and notice of such availability shall be included in
the notice for at least two Board meetings before the Board may
take action on the proposed rule or regulations. During any
Board meeting at which a rule or regulation is considered for
adoption, the Board shall allow reasonable opportunity for
public comment. Such rules and regulations shall become
effective upon the majority vote of the Board, and shall be on
file in the office of the Code Official and the office of the
County Clerk, and shall be open to public inspection and
copying. Copies of all rules and regulations adopted by the
Board shall be mailed to all persons or Entities holding a
license under this Section.
10. The Board shall consider and approve any apprentice
training program provided that any such apprentice training
program requires a minimum of 7,500 hours of combined on-the-job
and classroom training, if it provides an equivalent training
program to those certified by the Bureau of Apprenticeship and
Training of the U.S. Department of Labor "BAT" (now known as the
Office of Apprenticeship Training, Employer and Labor Services
("ATELS") or to those approved, accredited or certified, as
applicable, by any of the other organizations listed in
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subsection 101A.3.1.1 below. In addition, the Board shall
consider and approve any educational or training program or
class covering any work that requires a license under this
Section, if such program or class is equivalent to one that is
offered by a school or organization that is approved, accredited
or certified, as applicable, by one of the organizations listed
in subsection 101A.3.1 below.
11. Unlicensed Work: The Board of Examiners for Mechanical
Licensing shall have the power to assess a fine, not to exceed
$1,000.00, against any person, firm, corporation, limited
liability company or other business entity who performs
mechanical work without possessing a valid license issued under
this code, after a hearing is convened by the Board. A fine
imposed by the Board shall be paid within thirty (30) days.
Failure to pay an assessed fine shall result in referral to the
St. Louis County Counselor’s Office for further legal action.
101A.2 License Exemptions.
101A.2.1 The following work shall not require a license under
this Section:
1.
Work performed on an owner’s own facility by personnel
directly in the employment of the owner of the facility, or a
business affiliate of such owner. For purposes of this
exemption, a “business affiliate” shall mean any parent,
subsidiary or sister corporation of the owner and any other
corporation, partnership, limited liability company or joint
venture in which the owner or its parent, subsidiary or sister
company has an ownership interest.
2.
Installation, repair and replacement of portable heating,
cooling and refrigeration equipment. (Portable equipment is not
permanently installed into or onto a structure or premises, it
is not directly wired or piped, it is not connected to duct
work, and it does not require the venting of combustion
products.)
3.
Installation, repair and replacement of domestic stoves,
ranges, dryers and other domestic appliances.
4.
Installation, repair and replacement of fireplaces and
fireplace lighters.
5.
Work for a public utility regulated by the Missouri Public
Service Commission.
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6.
Installation, testing or repair of backflow devices, if the
person performing such work is licensed pursuant to the Plumbing
Code of St. Louis County, Chapter 1103 SLCRO 1974 as amended, to
perform such work.
7.
Work related to an addition or repair, replacement,
modification or reconstruction of an existing mechanical system
or component thereof, on the premises of a detached singlefamily dwelling, including accessory structures, performed by
the owner or a member of the owner’s immediate family residing
with the owner under the following conditions:
(A) The dwelling shall be designed and used solely for
living purposes.
(B) The dwelling shall be occupied by or vacant and
intended for immediate occupancy by the owner and the
owner’s family and no other persons.
(C) A permit shall be obtained for work not exempted by
Section 101A.2.1.11 below and the permittee shall
personally perform all required work. Prior to issuance of
a permit under this Section, the Code Official may require
an affidavit or other reasonable proof that the request for
permit complies with the foregoing provisions and that the
applicant has the necessary knowledge and ability to
perform the proposed work. This Section does not authorize
a waiver or modification of any provision of this code
relating to the materials, design, installation, or
practice of mechanical work or the preparation and approval
of construction documents or fees for permits or
inspections.
8.
System installation, start-up, warranty service or warranty
repair work that is performed by a technician trained and
certified by the manufacturer of that system to perform such
work.
9.
Work historically and traditionally performed by boiler
makers, except for repair and alteration of boilers, steam
generators and pressure vessels with respect to which the
provisions of Section 101A.3.3.1 below shall apply.
10. Installation, repair and replacement of elevators,
escalators, dumbwaiters, moving walks, hoists, automotive lifts,
conveyors, freight lifts, and manlifts.
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11. Work which does not require a permit under the provisions
of Section 106 of this code, including, but not limited to,
ordinary repairs for the purpose of maintenance and service
items such as the repair or replacement of any minor part of a
piece of equipment that does not alter the approval of the
equipment, the replacement of piping within heating or cooling
equipment, replacement of leaking or defective valves, fittings
or connections of system components, changing of belts, parts,
filters and lubrication of equipment, testing and balancing of
equipment and similar service work.
12. The reconstruction, repair or replacement of mechanical
equipment and/or any part of a mechanical system when performed
on a facility by personnel in the direct employment of the
lessee of the facility, or in the direct employment of a
property manager, provided that such property manager has filed
with the Department of Public Works evidence of an agreement
with the owner or lessee to provide property management services
for the facility or to provide regular service work on the
mechanical equipment and systems of the facility.
13. Receiving, unloading, moving, storing, hoisting, setting,
aligning and leveling of machinery and related equipment.
14. Fabrication and installation of process ducts and process
sheet metal blow pipe systems.
15. Any refrigeration work involving less than 7 1/2 tons of
refrigeration
including but not limited to such work on reachin coolers, walk-in coolers, water coolers, beverage and beer
dispensing machines and related equipment, beverage coolers,
soda carbonated systems, reach-in freezers and walk-in freezers.
In those cases where any refrigeration system is composed of
several individual but connected units or split systems, each
such individual unit or split system shall be considered a
separate unit or system for purposes of this exemption.
16. Work that does not fall within the definitions of Fire
Suppression System Work, HVAC Duct System Work, HVAC Piping
System Work, Process Piping System Work or HVAC ServicerInstaller Work as set forth herein.
Note: For a period of no more than sixty (60) days after the
effective date of this Ordinance a company holding a Registered
Financial Responsibility Certificate may perform HVAC System
Work without a license in detached one or two family dwellings
and detached buildings no more than three (3) stories above
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grade in height, with a walk-out basement, containing no more
than 14 dwelling units including townhouses, garden apartments
and multiple family dwelling units but excluding boarding houses
and dormitories, and where heating and cooling units do not
exceed five tons of cooling capacity or 150,000 BTU’s of heating
capacity.
101A.3 Qualifications for Application, Examination, License. An
individual or Entity applying for a license shall be licensed as
follows:
101A.3.1 Apprenticeship License. Applicants shall be issued an
apprenticeship license promptly upon submission to the Board of
a complete application together with.
1.

Proof of enrollment in:
(A) an applicable apprenticeship program certified by the
Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training of the United States
Department of Labor (BAT/ATELS); or
(B) a Board approved, equivalent apprenticeship program
that includes classroom/laboratory training by Ranken
Technical College, Vatterott Educational Center, Jefferson
College or Southwestern Illinois College or by any school
or organization approved, accredited or certified, as
applicable, by:
(1) the Higher Learning Commission, a Commission of
the North Central Association of Colleges and Schools;
(2) the Accrediting Commission of Career Schools and
Colleges of Technology; or
(3) the National Center for Construction Education
and Research; or
(C) an applicable, integrated 7,500-hour combined
classroom and field training apprenticeship program that is
conducted by any school or organization approved,
accredited or certified, as applicable, by:
(1) the Higher Learning Commission, a Commission of
the North Central Association of Colleges and Schools;
or
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(2) the Accrediting Commission of Career Schools and
Colleges of Technology; or
(3) the National Center for Construction Education
and Research;
Note: As used in this Section an HVAC Servicer-Installer
Apprenticeship Program includes but is not limited to any
program certified by BAT/ATELS as a Mechanical ServicerInstaller Apprenticeship Program.
OR
2.
Presentation by the applicant or any Entity or organization
of a written, individual training program providing a total of
7,500 combined hours of educational training or classes and
field work or on-the-job training obtained as follows:
(A) at least 540 classroom hours of educational training
or classes covering work that requires a license under this
Section (and/or certain exempt work as allowed by the Note
to this subsection below) that is conducted by any
combination of schools or other organizations approved,
accredited, or certified as applicable by:
(1) the Higher Learning Commission, a commission of
the North Central Association of colleges and Schools;
or
(2) the Accrediting Commission of Career Schools and
Colleges of Technology;
(3) the National Center for Construction Education
and Research; or (iv) the Board pursuant to subsection
101A 1.2.10 above; and
(B) the balance of the required hours needed to equal
7,500 through field work and/or on-the-job training under
the supervision and inspection of a Journeyman licensed
under this Section to perform the work involved.
Note: Within the total 540 classroom hours presented as part of
any individualized training program pursuant to subsection
101A.3.1.2 above, the individual program must contain a minimum
of 480 hours technical instruction in the installation,
alteration, reconstruction, repair, replacement and/or servicing
of HVAC Systems, HVAC Duct Systems, HVAC Piping Systems, Fire
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Suppression Systems and/or Process Piping Systems, as applicable
based on the Apprentice license sought by the applicant, and
within these 480 hours:
(1) no more than 75 hours may be introductory level
courses and
(2) with respect to individuals seeking a Pipefitter,
Sheet Metal or Sprinkler fitter license, no more than
75 hours may relate to technical training on work that
is exempt from licensure under subsections 101A.2.1.2
through 101A.2.1.13 and 101A.2.1.15 through
101A.2.1.18 above. All technical training on work that
is exempt from licensure under subsections 101A.2.1.1
and 101A.2.1.14 above shall be counted, without
limitation, to the full extent required by subsection
101A.3.2.1 below. Individuals seeking an HVAC
Servicer-Installer license shall have no limitation on
the number of course hours that relate to work that is
exempt from licensure under any or all of subsection
101A.2.1 above, and
(3). $10.00 registration fee
The Secretary shall present the complete application to the
Board for action in accordance with the provisions of subsection
101A.1.2.7 above.
Upon determination by the Board that the applicant has satisfied
the requirements of this subsection, the Secretary shall issue
an apprenticeship license to the applicant with "Pipefitting
Apprentice, Sheet Metal Apprentice, Sprinkler Fitter Apprentice,
or HVAC Servicer-Installer Apprentice" plainly marked on it
(which determination shall be based on the nature of the program
or class in which the applicant has enrolled or has completed),
and the apprentice's name and date of issue.
The apprentice license shall be valid for seven years from the
date of issue and may not be renewed. However, the apprentice
license may be extended by the Board for good cause shown in
individual cases or classes of cases involving hardship or
extenuating circumstances.
Apprentices are authorized to perform work described in this
Section under the supervision and inspection of a licensed
Journeyman in the employ of a Mechanical Contractor, Sheet Metal
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Contractor, Sprinkler Fitter Contractor, or HVAC ServicerInstaller Contractor.
101A.3.2 Journeyman License. Applicants shall be issued a
Journeyman license promptly upon submission of a complete
application and a $45.00 registration fee to the Board together
with:
1.

Proof of:
(A) A total of 7,500 hours of training and/or experience
obtained through:
(1) the successful completion of a pipefitting, sheet
metal, sprinkler fitter, or HVAC Servicer-Installer
apprenticeship program conducted by any school or
organization approved, accredited or certified, as
applicable, as required by subsection 101A.3.1.1
above; or
(2) completion of at least 540 (Five Hundred Forty)
hours of education or training classes, plus field
work and/or on-the-job training under the supervision
and inspection of a Journeyman licensed under this
Section to perform the work involved, pursuant to an
individual training program as allowed by subsection
101A.31.2 above; or
(B)

7,500 hours of:
(1) HVAC Residential Servicer-Installer Work for an
HVAC Residential Servicer-Installer Journeyman
License, OR
(2) HVAC Servicer-Installer Work, which may include
all work on HVAC Systems that are exempt from
licensure under Subsection 101A.2.1 above for an HVAC
Servicer-Installer Journeyman license, OR
(3) Process Piping System Work for a Pipefitter
Journeyman license, OR
(4) HVAC Duct System Work for a Sheet Metal
Journeyman license, OR
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(5) Fire Suppression System Work for a Sprinkler
fitter Journeyman license during the preceding twelve
(12) years.
Notes:
(A) In determining whether an applicant has acquired
sufficient experience to qualify for a Pipefitter, Sheet
Metal, Sprinkler Fitter or HVAC Servicer-Installer
Journeyman’s license, the Board shall include all of the
applicant’s experience, as applicable based on the type of
Journeyman license sought by the applicant, obtained while
installing, constructing, altering, repairing, replacing or
servicing Process Piping Systems, HVAC Duct Systems, fire
Suppression Systems, HVAC Piping Systems or HVAC Systems
(as applicable), except for work that is exempt from
licensure under subsections 101A.2.1.2 through 101A.2.1.11
and 101A.2.1.13 through 101A2.1.16 above. All work that is
exempt from licensure under subsection 101A.2.1.1 and
101A.2.1.12 above shall be counted without limitation,
provided the work is of a similar nature and technical
requirements as work that requires a license under this
Section. All experience will be considered by the Board
regardless of where the work was performed, in St. Louis
County or elsewhere. For HVAC Residential ServicerInstaller applicants, all Residential HVAC System Work will
be considered regardless of whether or not the work was
performed under the supervision of a licensed contractor or
by a sole proprietor of a company that maintained a
Registered Financial Responsibility Certificate or exempt
from licensure under Subsections 101A.2.1.1 and
101A.2.1.12.
(B) For the purposes of determining whether an applicant
for a Journeyman license has completed 540 or more hours of
educational or training classes pursuant to an individual
training program as described in subsection 101A.3.1.2
above, each applicant shall submit for each class
successfully completed by the applicant, pursuant to the
grading system used by the school or organization
conducting the class, the total number of hours indicated
by the school or organization as applying to the work for
which the applicant seeks a license (a syllabus, or a
transcript or grade sheet or a letter from any Dean or
equivalent administrator at the school or organization will
satisfy this requirement).
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2. The Secretary shall present the complete application to the
Board for action in accordance with the provisions of subsection
101A.1.2.7 above.
Upon determination by the Board that the applicant has satisfied
the above requirements and falls within one of the exceptions
set forth in Section 101A.3.4, the Secretary shall issue the
Journeyman license. Upon determination by the Board that the
applicant has satisfied the above requirements and does not fall
within one of the exceptions set forth in Section 101A.3.4, the
Secretary shall give the applicant a written notice of the date
and place of the examination. The cost of the examination(s)
shall be paid by the applicant. If the applicant fails to pass
the examination, the applicant shall not be permitted to re-take
the examination for a period of three (3) months. If the
applicant fails to pass the examination a second time, the
applicant shall not be permitted to re-take the examination for
a period of one (1) year and the applicant shall resubmit a new
application and a new application fee. If the applicant passes
the examination, a Journeyman license shall be issued.
3. The Journeyman license shall be valid for three (3) years
from the date of issue. The Secretary of the Board shall send a
notice of renewal to the last known address of each licensed
Journeyman and a thirty (30) day grace period after the
expiration shall be given in which renewal shall be given
without re-qualification or re-examination. Failure of the
Secretary to provide the renewal notice shall not excuse the
licensee from filing for the renewal license prior to the
expiration of the grace period.
All licensed Journeymen seeking renewal shall furnish proof of
twelve (12) Professional Education Units (24 hours) received
within the last three (3) years on the then current Mechanical
Code or accepted practices in the performance of work covered by
the then current Mechanical Code or equivalent proof of
maintaining and improving Journeyman work skills as determined
and approved by the Board. Said proof shall be provided at the
time of renewal. There may be a carryover of four (4)
Professional Education Units (8 hours) in excess of the required
hours to the next license cycle.
4.
There shall be no limitation as to the type or number of
Journeymen licenses that can be obtained by an individual.
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5. Any person who possesses a valid Journeyman license under
this Section for a minimum of one year shall be allowed to test
for another Journeyman's license under this Section.
Exception: An HVAC Service-Installer Journeyman or an HVAC
Residential Service-Installer Journeyman shall not
take the Sprinkler Fitter Journeyman’s license test
unless the applicant has received the necessary
sprinkler training and/or experience per Section
101A.3.2.1.
Upon submission to the Board of a completed application by a
person licensed under this Section as a Journeyman (which
application shall not require any proof of the applicant's
experience or training except the applicant must provide proof
of possessing a Journeyman’s license for a minimum of one year)
and a $45.00 registration fee, such person shall be permitted to
take the examination for an additional Journeyman's license and,
upon passage of such examination, shall promptly be issued a
Journeyman's license in the trade covered by the examination so
passed.
101A.3.2.A Manufacturer and Manufacturer's Representative
Restricted License. A restricted license shall be issued under
this Section to any manufacturer or manufacturer's
representative and their employees engaged in the supply of
equipment and appliances covered by this Section and/or in the
supply of parts and/or the performance of service work, repairs,
maintenance, start-up, testing or tuning of such equipment and
appliances. Such license shall be issued by the Board upon
submission by the applicant of evidence that the applicant is a
manufacturer of, or has a representative relationship with one
or more manufacturers of, equipment and/or appliances covered by
this Section and payment of a $45.00 license fee. Upon such
submission, the Secretary shall issue a license in the name of
the applicant, identifying the equipment and/or appliance
manufacturers with respect to which the license is issued. Such
license shall authorize the licensee and its employees to supply
parts and perform service work, repairs, maintenance, start-up,
testing and/or tuning of any equipment and/or appliances which
are supplied by the manufacturers listed on the license. There
shall be no restriction on the number of such licenses that are
issued to any one person or entity. Each such license shall be
valid for as long as the licensee remains a manufacturer or a
manufacturer's representative of the equipment and/or appliance
manufacturers listed in the license. Notwithstanding the
foregoing, however, no license shall be required for any
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manufacturer, manufacturer's representative or their employees
to perform work covered by subsection 101A.2.1.10 above or to
perform emergency repair work on any equipment or appliance
supplied or represented by the manufacturer or manufacturer's
representative.
101A.3.3 Mechanical Contractor, Sheet Metal Contractor,
Sprinkler Fitter Contractor; HVAC Service-Installer Contractor.
1.
Any entity, which has in its employ one or more individuals
having any of the following qualifications, may submit an
application for a Contractor’s License:
(A) a minimum of three (3) years verifiable training
and/or experience directing and supervising at least one
(1)Journeyman; or
(B) a degree in civil or mechanical engineering from an
accredited college and a minimum of one (1) year verifiable
training or experience directing and supervising at least
one (1) Journeyman; or
(C) a license for at least three (3) years under the
Plumbing Code of St. Louis County as a Master Plumber or
Master Pipefitter and a minimum of one (1) year verifiable
training or experience directing and supervising at least
one (1) Journeyman; or
(D) an individual having a minimum of three (3) years
verifiable experience who performed or who was the owner,
operator or supervisor of a company, that performed
residential HVAC Servicer-Installer work exempted from
licensing by previous ordinances, may submit an application
for a HVAC Servicer-Installer Contractor’s License
2.
The application shall be accompanied by proof of the
qualifications of the individual or individuals with the
foregoing training or experience and proof of the Journeyman’s
license, proof of bond and insurance as specified in subsection
101A.3.3.2 and $100.00 registration fee.
3.
The Secretary will present the complete Contractor’s
application to the Board for action in accordance with the
provisions of subsection 101A.1.2.7 above. Upon determination
that the applicant has satisfied the requirements of this
subsection, a license shall be issued.
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4.
The Contractor’s License shall be valid for three (3) years
from the date of issue. The Secretary of the Board shall send a
notice of renewal to the last-known address of the Contractor,
and a thirty (30) day grace period after the expiration shall be
given in which renewal shall be given without re-qualification.
Failure of the Secretary to provide renewal notice shall not
excuse the licensee from filing for the renewal license prior to
the expiration of the grace period.
5.
The contractor shall provide the Department of Public Works
with current proof of bond and insurance in order to maintain
the license. The Secretary shall inform the Board of any
Contractor who has failed to provide such proof of bond and
insurance.
6.
The Contractor shall notify the Department of Public Works
within ten (10) days if it no longer employs a supervisor who
possesses the qualifications set forth herein.
7.
There shall be no limitation as to the type or number of
Contractor’s licenses that an individual or entity can obtain,
so long as the applicant satisfied the requirements for each
license.
101A.3.3.1 Holder of Certificate of Authority from A.S.M.E. or
National Board of Boiler and Pressure Vessel Inspectors. Any
entity which holds appropriate A.S.M.E. Certificate of Authority
with extension to field work or an "R" Certificate of Authority
issued by the National Board of Boiler and Pressure Vessel
Inspectors shall be authorized to engage in the repair and
alteration of boilers, steam generators and pressure vessels
which are covered by this code. Any such Entity holding such
Certificate of Authority shall be authorized to perform the
aforesaid work and shall be issued a license hereunder as a
Contractor, provided that such Entity shall pay a registration
fee of $45.00, file with the Secretary of the Board a copy of
its Certificate or Certificates of Authority and proof of bond
and insurance as specified in subsection
101A.3.3.2 Upon receipt of such Certificate or Certificates of
Authority and proof of bond and insurance, there shall be issued
to such entity a Contractor's license.
101A.3.3.3 Bond and Insurance Required. Notwithstanding any
provisions of Section 101B to the contrary, no permits for
Residential HVAC Servicer-Installer Work shall be denied, during
the sixty (60) day period starting from the effective date of
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this Section, because the applicant for the permit has not filed
proof of a surety bond and insurance with the Department of
Public Works, as required by Section 101B. Following expiration
of said sixty (60) day period, no permit shall be issued for
installing, constructing, replacing, altering or repairing any
HVAC System, Process Piping System, HVAC Duct System, Fire
Suppression System, or any other work requiring a license under
this Section, until the permit applicant shall have on file in
the Department of Public Works, a current approved Surety Bond &
Certificate of Insurance as specified in Section 101B. Permit
applicants who have paid the license or registration fees
specified in this Section, shall not be required to pay the
registration fee specified in Section 101B.
101A.3.4

Examination and Re-Examination.

1.
All individuals desiring to be licensed as a Journeyman
under this Section must successfully pass an examination in
order to qualify as same.
Exception:
(A)
Every person who is licensed under the Plumbing
Code of St. Louis County as a Journeyman Pipefitter or
Journeyman Sprinkler fitter shall not be required to pass
an examination to be licensed as a Pipefitter Journeyman or
Sprinkler fitter Journeyman under this Section.
101A.3.5 Temporary Licenses. A temporary license shall be
issued to journeymen for up to six (6) months upon submittal to
the Secretary of the Board of the name and location of the
project and the name of the licensed Mechanical Contractor,
Sheet Metal Contractor, Sprinkler Fitter Contractor, or HVAC
Servicer-Installer Contractor for such project, provided the
Board first finds that issuance of said temporary license will
not compromise the public safety of St. Louis County residents.
The temporary license may be renewed upon application and proof
of employment by a licensed contractor.
101A.4 Suspension or Revocation of License.
1.
The Board of Examiners shall have the power to suspend or
revoke any license issued pursuant to this Section on any of the
following grounds:
(A) Said license was obtained by fraud or
misrepresentation.
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(B)

Violation of any of the provisions of this code.

(C) The licensee employed an unlicensed individual or
business entity to perform work for which a license is
required under this Section.
(D) The licensee permitted Apprentices to work without the
supervision and inspection of a Journeyman required by this
Section or falsified the documentation of any Apprentice's
training and experience.
(E) Procurement of permits for individuals who are not in
the licensee's employ.
(F) Failure to protect the health, safety and welfare of
the public by violating the expressed intent of this code
through irresponsibility, incompetence, neglect or wrongful
intent.
(G) Performance of work requiring a license under this
Section without the required license.
Note: Applications filed on or before the effective date of this
Ordinance may be withdrawn without prejudice for ninety (90)
days after this Ordinance becomes effective, regardless of the
current status of the application. Upon withdrawal, the Director
of Highways and Traffic and Public Works shall return all
submitted materials to the applicant and refund all fees, which
have been collected.
2.
No license shall be suspended or revoked until the licensee
has been afforded an opportunity for a hearing before the Board
after notice of at least fifteen (15) days.
3.
Notice shall be served either personally or by Certified
Mail to the licensee's address of record and shall state the
date, time and place of hearing and set forth the charges
against the licensee. In the event service cannot be made by
certified mail, personal service shall be accomplished in such
manner as is reasonably calculated to achieve actual service
upon the licensee.
4.
A licensee shall have the opportunity to present evidence
and/or witnesses before the Board in person or by counsel. A
record of the hearing shall be made. The Board shall issue a
decision in writing denying or compelling suspension or
revocation within thirty (30) days of the conclusion of the
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hearing. The suspension period shall not commence until at least
30 days after the mailing or delivery of the written decision,
unless the licensee requests an earlier commencement date and
there are no outstanding permits.
5.
The duration of suspension of any license suspended
pursuant to this section shall be as follows:
(A) First Offense shall result in a warning or a
suspension period of not more than ninety (90) days and
shall continue until reinstated by order of the Board
pursuant to paragraph 6 of this subsection.
(B) Second Offense shall result in a suspension period of
not more than one hundred and eighty (180) days and shall
continue until reinstated by order of the Board pursuant to
paragraph 6 of this subsection.
(C) Subsequent Offenses shall result in revocation of the
license, certificate or registration for a period of not
less than one (1) year.
Note: If the Board determines the particular violation charged
is of such a major or aggravated nature that a license should be
revoked, nothing in this subsection shall limit the Board's
authority to do so regardless of whether there be any prior
offenses or suspensions.
6.
A suspended license shall be reinstated by order of the
Board upon written request of the holder provided that said
request is submitted to the Code Official not more than 30 days
prior to or 180 days after the expiration of the suspension
period and provided that the suspended license holder has
complied with all requirements of the suspension.
7.
A revoked license may be reinstated by order of the Board
only upon application and examination, if required, and in the
same manner as provided for new applicants.
SECTION 101B
REGISTERED FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
101B.1 When Registration Required. Any company, corporation,
partnership, joint venture, individual, or other business entity
that performs work which requires a permit under this code,
including those licensed and exempted from licensing as
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specified in Section 101A.2.1, shall register proof of financial
responsibility with the Code Official prior to issuance of a
permit.
101B.2 Registration not Required. Registered financial
responsibility shall not be required for the following work:
(A) Work exempted from licensure by Section 101A.2.1.7
above.
(B) Work exempted from licensure by Section 101A.2.1.1
above.
(C) Work exempted from licensure by Section 101A.2.1.12
above.
(D) Work exempted from licensure by Sections 101A.2.1.8
and 101A.3.2.A above.
101B.3 Registration. Proof of financial responsibility shall be
demonstrated by filing and maintaining in the Department of
Public Works an approved surety bond in the amount of $10,000.00
and a Certificate of Insurance for combined $500,000.00 minimum
limits liability insurance for bodily injury and property
damage. Owners or operators of amusement devices shall carry a
minimum of $1,000,000.00 per occurrence general liability
insurance as specified in Section 2201.6. The bonds and
insurance required herein shall be approved by the County
Counselor and shall be given for the faithful observance of this
Code and all orders, rules and regulations adopted hereunder for
the protection of the public health and safety and shall
indemnify St. Louis County, Missouri or any other governmental
agency, or any person, firm or corporation for any damage or
injury sustained through the negligence or malfeasance of such
applicant, their servants, agents or employees in performing
work or for any damages or injury sustained due to such
applicant's failure to perform work in a careful and workmanlike
manner, in conformity with this Code and the orders, rules and
regulations adopted hereunder or for the use of St. Louis
County, Missouri due to non- payment of fees thirty (30) days
from the due date, or for the use of any person, firm or
corporation with whom said applicant contracts to do work to
indemnify any such person, firm or corporation for damages
sustained due to failure of applicant to do work so contracted.
101B.4

Issuance, Expiration and Renewal of Registration.
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1.
Registration of Licensed Entities: The Registration of a
licensed entity shall run concurrently with the issuance,
expiration and renewal of the license. The bond and insurance
shall be maintained in place without interruption during the
full period of the license.
2.
The Registration of unlicensed entities that hold a
Financial Responsibility Registration Certificate on the
effective date of this Ordinance shall expire sixty (60) days
after this effective date with respect to the mechanical system
work on the three types of residential buildings, identified on
the reverse side of the Certificate. The Registration shall
expire for all work identified on the reverse side of the
Certificate 120 days after the effective date of this Ordinance,
after this date, the Registration must be renewed every three
(3) years. The fee for such renewal shall be $75.00 and the
Registrations will remain effective for the three year period so
long as the entity maintains the bond and insurance in place
without interruption, and the Registration is not suspended or
revoked as identified in Section 101B.5.
3.
The registration of unlicensed entities that do not hold a
Financial Responsibility Registration Certificate on the
effective date of this Ordinance shall be issued for a three (3)
year period. The fee for such registration and subsequent
renewals (if any) shall be $75.00 and the Registration will
remain effective for the three year period so long as the entity
maintains the bond and insurance in place without interruption
and the Registration is not suspended or revoked as identified
in Section 101B.5.
101B.5

Suspension or Revocation of Registration.

1. The Board of Examiners shall have the power to suspend or
revoke the Registration of any entity pursuant to this Section
on any of the following grounds:
(A) Said Registration was obtained by fraud or
misrepresentation.
(B) Violation of any of the provisions of this code
including working without required permits.
(C) Procurement of permits for individuals who are not in
the Registrants employ or entities that are not Registered.
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(D) Failure to protect the health, safety and welfare of
the public by violating the expressed intent of this Code
through irresponsibility, incompetence, neglect or wrongful
intent.
(E) Performance of work requiring a license under this
Code without the required license.
2. No Registration shall be suspended or revoked until the
licensee has been afforded an opportunity for a hearing before
the Board after notice of at least fifteen (15) days.
3. Notice shall be served either personally or by certified
mail, to the Registrant’s address of record and shall state the
date, time and place of hearing and set forth the charges
against the Registrant. If notice cannot be served by certified
mail, notice shall be served by such other manner as is
reasonably calculated to achieve personal service upon the
Registrant.
4. A registrant shall have the opportunity to present evidence
and/or witnesses before the Board in person or by counsel. A
record of the hearing shall be made. The Board shall issue a
decision in writing denying or compelling suspension or
revocation within thirty (30) days of the conclusion of the
hearing. The suspension period shall not commence until at least
30 days after the mailing or delivery of the written decision,
unless the registrant requests an earlier commencement date and
there are no outstanding permits.
5. The duration of suspension of any Registration suspended
pursuant to this section shall be as follows:
(A) First Offense shall result in a warning or a
suspension period of not more than ninety (90) days and
shall continue until reinstated by order of the Board
pursuant to paragraph 6 of this subsection.
(B) Second Offense shall result in a suspension period of
not more than one hundred and eighty (180) days and shall
continue until reinstated by order of the Board pursuant to
paragraph 6 of this subsection.
(C) Subsequent Offenses shall result in revocation of the
Certificate of Registration for a period of not less than
one (1) year.
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Note: If the Board determines the particular violation charged
is of such major or aggravated nature that a Registration should
be revoked, nothing in this subsection shall limit the Board's
authority to do so regardless of whether there be any prior
offenses or suspensions.
6. A suspended Registration shall be reinstated by order of the
Board upon written request of the holder provided that said
request is submitted to the Code Official not more than 30 days
prior to or 180 days after the expiration of the suspension
period and provided that the suspended Registration holder has
complied with all requirements of the suspension.
7. A revoked Registration may be reinstated by order of the
Board only.
8. The Registrant shall surrender the Registered Financial
Responsibility Certificate to the Code Official during the
period of any suspension or revocation of the Registration.
9. Decisions of the Board are subject to judicial review
pursuant to Chapter 536 R.S. Mo.
103.1 Code Official. The Code Official shall be the Director of
Highways and Traffic and Public Works of St. Louis County,
Missouri or the Director’s duly authorized representative who is
vested with executive and administrative authority to enforce
all laws, Ordinances and codes regulating construction,
alteration, addition, repair, removal, demolition, use,
location, occupancy and maintenance of all buildings and
structures, electrical, plumbing, drain laying and mechanical
systems pursuant to Chapters 1102, 1103, 1108, 1115, 1116 and
1117, SLCRO 1974 as amended. Said Director shall be appointed
and qualified pursuant to St. Louis County Charter.
103.2 Appointment.

Delete.

104.1.1 Rule-making authority. The Code Official shall have
authority, as necessary in the interest of public health, safety
and general welfare, to adopt and promulgate rules and
regulations to interpret and implement the provisions of this
code, to secure the intent thereof and to designate requirements
applicable because of local climatic or other conditions. Such
rules, copies of which shall be retained in the office of the
Code Official, shall not have the effect of waiving structural
or fire performance requirements specifically provided for in
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this code or of violating accepted engineering practice
involving public safety.
104.5 Authority to Enter. Upon presentation of proper
credentials, the Code Official shall have the authority to enter
at reasonable times any building, structure or premises to
perform any duty imposed upon him by this code, subject to
constitutional restrictions on unreasonable searches and
seizures. If entry is refused or not obtained, the Code Official
is authorized to pursue recourse as provided by law and the
person who failed to provide entry will be subject to the
penalties provided in this code.
104.5.1 Interference with Code Official. No person shall
hinder, obstruct, resist, fail to provide entry at reasonable
times or otherwise interfere with the Code Official in the
performance of his official duties.
104.8 Code Interpretations. When the Code Official deems it
appropriate, or at the request of the Building Commission, the
Code Official shall be permitted to issue formal code
interpretations to the provisions of this code. A written record
of all such code interpretations shall be maintained and subject
to review and appeal in accordance with Section 109.
105.1.1 Records of Modifications. The application for
modification and the final decision of the Code Official shall
be in writing and shall be officially recorded with the
application for the permit in the permanent records of the
Department of Public Works. A copy of the application and the
final decision shall be distributed to the Mechanical Code
Review Committee and the Building Commission.
106.1.1 Authorization to Proceed. The Code Official shall be
permitted to authorize the commencement of construction prior to
issuance of a building or mechanical permit, when it can be
shown that (a) the project is in compliance with the applicable
regulations of St. Louis County for that portion of the work to
be performed, and (b) the applicant agrees to proceed at his own
risk. All necessary inspections shall be performed as required
by this code.
106.3.1 Construction Documents. The application for permit
shall be accompanied by four or more complete sets of
construction documents prepared in accordance with Section 111
of this code. The Code Official is permitted to waive the
requirements for filing construction documents when the scope of
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the work is of a minor nature. When the quality of the materials
is essential for conformity to this code, specific information
shall be given to establish such quality, and this code shall
not be cited, or the term "Legal" or its equivalent used as a
substitute for specific information.
106.3.3 Time Limitation of Application. An application for a
permit for any proposed work shall be deemed to have been
abandoned 180 days after the date of filing, unless such
application has been diligently pursued or a permit has been
issued. However, the Code Official may grant one or more
extensions of time for additional periods not exceeding ninety
(90) days each. An extension fee equal to the permit application
extension fee in the amount specified in Chapter 1100, shall be
paid for each additional extension period of 90 days beyond the
initial 180 days allowed after the date of filing. An additional
inspection fee may be charged for an inspection to verify that
work has not been started prior to granting the extension. The
extension shall be requested in writing and justifiable cause
demonstrated. The Code Official shall notify those delinquent
applicants in writing and give them fourteen (14) days notice
prior to abandonment of the application and destruction of the
plans.
106.3.4 Transfers Prohibited. The transfer of an application
for mechanical permits from one location to another shall be
prohibited. When relocation is necessary, the original
application shall be canceled and a new application submitted.
106.4 Permit Issuance. The Code Official shall examine or cause
to be examined all applications for permits and amendments
thereto within a reasonable time after filing. If the
application or the construction documents do not conform to the
requirements of all pertinent laws, the Code Official shall
notify the applicant in writing of all such deficiencies. If the
Code Official is satisfied that the proposed work conforms to
the requirements of this code and all laws and Ordinances
applicable thereto, the Code Official shall issue a permit
therefor as soon as practicable.
106.4.1.1 Compliance with construction documents. Work shall be
installed in accordance with the approved construction
documents. Any changes made during construction that are not in
compliance with the approved construction documents shall be
resubmitted for approval as an amended set of construction
documents.
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106.4.3 Expiration. Every permit issued shall become invalid
unless the work commences within 180 days after permit issuance
or if the work on the site authorized by such permit is
suspended or abandoned for a period of 180 days after the time
the work is commenced. The Code Official is authorized to grant,
in writing, one or more extensions of time, for periods not more
than 180 days each. Each extension shall be requested in writing
and justifiable cause demonstrated.
106.4.4 Extensions. Mechanical Permits may be extended at any
time up to thirty days prior to the expiration date of the
specific permit.
106.4.9 Separate Permits. Permit applicants shall be permitted
to submit separate applications for building, mechanical,
electrical, or plumbing permits. As a condition of approval the
owner or owner's agent shall agree to assume full responsibility
for the coordination of all applicable code requirements
relating to these permits.
106.4.10 Additional Approval Requirements. Prior to issuing any
permit, approvals shall be obtained from the following
departments when applicable: The St. Louis County Department of
Highways and Traffic, the St. Louis County Department of Health,
and Metropolitan St. Louis Sewer District. Missouri State
Highway Department approval must be submitted when property
developed fronts on a State right-of-way.
106.4.11 Addendums to Permits. Once a permit is issued all
addendums submitted as an amendment to the approved construction
documents shall be charged an additional review fee as specified
in Chapter 1100, SLCRO 1974 as amended and in accordance with
this code.
106.4.12 Integrated Permits. The Code Official shall be
permitted to issue integrated building, plumbing, electrical
and/or mechanical permits on a single permit application.
106.4.12.1 Applicant Responsibility. The integrated permit
applicant shall be responsible for the return to the Department
of Public Works copies of the plumbing, electrical and/or
mechanical permit form with the name, signature and license
number of the appropriate sub-contractor. Any change in the
identity of the named sub-contractor after issuance of the
permit shall result in the assessment of a transfer fee in the
amount specified in Chapter 1100, SLCRO 1974 as amended.
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106.4.13 Approval of Part. The Code Official is authorized to
issue a permit for a portion of the mechanical work to be
performed for a particular project, provided that adequate
information and detailed statements have been filed complying
with all of the pertinent requirements of this code. The holder
of such permit for a portion of the mechanical work shall
proceed, at the holder's own risk, with the building operation
and without assurance that a permit for the entire mechanical
project will be granted.
106.4.14 Existing Violations. If the Code Official determines
that an applicant for a permit governed by this code has failed
to pay any permit fees or related charges, the Code Official
shall not issue such permit until the applicant pays such fees
and related charges. If the Code Official determines that an
applicant has failed to correct violations of this code, the
Code Official shall not issue permits related to this code to
such applicant except to correct such violations.
106.4.15 Federal, State or other public entities: The Code
Official may withhold issuance of a permit for any facility or
site if any Federal, State or other public entity determines
that such facility or site is in violation of any code or
regulation of such entity
106.4.16 Emergency and Disaster Work: In the event of emergency,
as defined in this code, work may begin by securing permission
from the Code Official upon condition that written application
be filed with the Code Official the next working day. The
application shall describe in detail the nature of such work and
shall state the location thereof.
In the event of a disaster,
as defined in this code, no work shall begin on a mechanical
system unless the Code Official issues the appropriate permit.
106.5 Fees. The fees for plan examinations, filing fee, permits
and inspection pursuant to this code shall be charged at the
rate specified in Chapter 1100, SLCRO 1974 as amended, and shall
be paid to the Treasurer of St. Louis County.
106.5.1 Fees for Amending Permits. After a permit has been
issued and an amendment or supplemental revision is applied for,
the fee or service charge shall be as follows:
(A) All amendments, which involve additional work not
originally applied for to complete the project, shall be
charged the appropriate fee for the additional work
calculated in the normal manner plus the partial permit
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fee. The minimum fee shall be as established in Chapter
1100, SLCRO 1974 as amended.
(B) All amendments or supplements not involving additional
work shall be charged a minimum fee or service charge even
though the scope of the work may be reduced. See Chapter
1100, SLCRO 1974 as amended for the amount of the service
charge.
106.5.2 Partial Permit Fee. The fee for a partial permit as
described in this code shall be charged in addition to the
permit fee as normally computed for that part of the work
involved. See Chapter 1100, SLCRO 1974 as amended for amount of
fees.
106.5.3 Permit Extension Fee. Permits that are extended in
accordance with this code are charged an extension fee at the
rate prescribed in Chapter 1100, SLCRO 1974 as amended.
106.5.4 Board
review by the
this code are
Chapter 1100,

of Appeals Filing Fee. All appeals filed for
Board of Appeals under the procedures described in
to be accompanied by a filing fee as prescribed in
SLCRO 1974 as amended.

106.5.5 Subcontractor Transfer Fee. A transfer fee shall be
charged whenever a subcontractor is replaced by another
subcontractor for whatever reason. The amount of the transfer
fee shall be at the rate prescribed in Chapter 1100, SLCRO 1974
as amended.
106.5.6 Extra Inspection Fee. An extra inspection fee shall
apply for each preliminary inspection required and for each reinspection that the Code Official must perform due to
noncompliance with the approved development or site plans,
construction documents or the applicable requirements of this
code or work not ready or accessible for inspection when
requested. The amount of such extra inspection fee shall be as
prescribed in Chapter 1100, SLCRO 1974 as amended.
(A)Work Not Commenced, Suspended or Abandoned: An extra
inspection fee may be charged for each inspection made to
determine the status of a project when work is not
commenced, or is suspended or abandoned, for more than six
months.
106.5.7 Refunds. In the case of revocation of a permit no
refund shall be permitted. Any excess fee for the incomplete
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work on abandoned or discontinued projects shall be returned to
the permit holder upon written request received not later than
twelve (12) months after the date the permit was issued. All
plan examination and permit processing fees and all penalties
that have been imposed upon the permit holder under the
requirements of this code shall be deducted from the refund or
paid by the permit holder prior to any refund being issued.
106.5.8 Disaster Damage Repair Permit Fees: The Code Official
may reduce or waive mechanical permit fees for repairs related
to a disaster as defined in this code if the permit is issued
within 90 days after the end of a disaster, as determined by the
Code Official, and authorizes the work indicated therein to be
completed within one year of the date of issuance. The Code
Official may extend the 90 day period if the Code Official
determines that just cause exists.
107.1 General. Work for which a permit is required shall be
subject to inspection by the Code Official and such work shall
remain accessible and exposed for inspection purposes until
approved. Neither the Code Official nor the County or any other
jurisdiction shall be liable for any expenses entailed in the
removal or replacement of any material required to allow full
inspection. All work shall be installed in accordance with the
approved construction documents. Any changes made during
construction that are not in compliance with the approved
construction documents shall be resubmitted for approval as an
amended set of construction documents. Approval as a result of
an inspection shall not be construed to be an approval of a
violation of the provisions of this code or of other ordinances
of the jurisdiction. Inspections presuming to give authority to
violate or cancel the provisions of this code or of other
ordinances of the jurisdiction shall not be valid.
107.2.2 Inspection requests. It shall be the duty of the holder
of the permit or their duly authorized agent to notify the Code
Official when work is ready for inspection. It shall be the duty
of the permit holder to provide access to and means for
inspections of such work that are required by this code. Failure
of the permit holder to request and obtain required inspections
shall constitute a violation of this code.
107.7 Periodic Inspections. Periodic inspections shall be made
by the Code Official of all equipment and devices listed in
Table 107.7 at the frequency specified in Table 107.7, or at
such other times as the Code Official shall deem appropriate.
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Fees for inspections shall be paid by the owner of such
equipment or devices in accordance with Chapter 1100, SLCRO 1974
as amended.
Table 107.7
Periodic Mechanical Inspection Frequencies
Item
Air filtration
systems required to
maintain indoor air
quality

Frequency

Annually

Remarks
Engineered systems
specifically approved
to allow reduced
outdoor air
quantities

Amusement Devices,
Kiddie Rides and
concessions
Permanent
Location

Twice during
season

Not
Permanent

Whenever
relocated

Auto Lifts

Annually

Boilers

Annually

Conveyors, Power
Operated

Annually

Crematories

Annually

Dumbwaiters Power
Operated over 100
lb. capacity

Annually

Elevators - Freight
and Passenger, Man
lifts, Moving
Stairways and

Not less than
annually, up to
three times per
year, at the

R-2 and R-3 residential
heating boilers are
exempted

An elevator mechanic is
required to perform
tests witnessed by a
qualified County
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Chairlifts

discretion of
the Code
Official

Inspector during a
Comprehensive Annual
Elevator Inspection
that meets both County
and State
obligations.

Emergency
Generator

Annually

Hoists

Annually

Incinerators

Annually

Class IA and domestic
are exempted

Kitchen Exhaust
Systems

SemiAnnually

Domestic systems within
individual dwelling
units are exempted.

Miscellaneous
Equipment

Annually

Moving Walks

Annually

Paint Spray Booth
Exhaust Systems

Annually

Pressure Vessels
with Manhole

Annually

Unfired Pressure
Vessels (Air
Compressors)

Annually

Water Heaters
and/or Storage
Tanks of 120
Gallons or More

Annually

107.8 Additional Inspections. In addition to the required
inspections specified above, Code Official may make other
inspections, which in his judgment are reasonably necessary to
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enforce this code. The Code Official shall have the authority to
inspect any construction work to verify compliance with this
code and to properly enforce the rules promulgated pursuant to
this code. Fees for additional inspections shall be as specified
in Chapter 1100, SLCRO 1974 as amended.
107.9 Extra Inspections. In addition to the inspections
otherwise required the Code Official is authorized to perform
extra inspections or re-inspections which in his judgment are
reasonably necessary due to non-compliance with Mechanical Code
requirements, or work not ready or accessible for inspection
when requested. Fees for extra inspections shall be as specified
in Chapter 1100, SLCRO 1974 as amended.
107.10 Special or Qualified Inspectors. Whenever a special or
qualified inspection has been made by an insurance company or
special inspector, the owner or user of equipment shall pay a
certification fee as prescribed in Chapter 1100, SLCRO 1974 as
amended, in lieu of the prescribed fees set forth in this code.
A copy of the special or qualified inspection report dated not
more than 90 days prior to the scheduled certificate month shall
be transmitted to the Code Official not less than 60 days before
the first of the scheduled certificate month, who shall, upon
receipt of payment of the proper fees, issue a certificate
evidencing that said equipment has been inspected in accordance
with the provisions of this code.
107.10.1 Special Inspectors. Insurance inspectors or special
inspectors of mechanical equipment, such as air conditioning and
cooling towers, boilers, unfired pressure vessels, hot water
heaters, elevators and escalators, shall apply for a Certificate
of Competency issued by the Department of Public Works. Upon
receipt of the proper application, a photostatic copy of their
National Board Certificate, and a fee as prescribed in Chapter
1100, SLCRO 1974 as amended, the applicant shall be issued a
Certificate of Competency, valid for one year from date of
issue, and renewable annually prior to the anniversary date. If
the holder of the Certificate of Competency should change his
employment, a new certificate shall be issued without charge
upon receipt of a request by letter, stating the change of
employment, and his proper certificate. The inspection
certificate shall be current for the year in which inspections
are made.
107.11 Duty to Request Final Inspection. Upon completion of the
work described in the permit application, the permit holder
shall request and obtain a final inspection before any occupancy
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of the structure except as provided in Section 111 of the
Building Code, Chapter 1115 SLCRO 1974 as amended. Failure of
the permit holder to request and obtain a final inspection
before occupancy will constitute a violation of this code.
108.2 Notices of Violation. When the Code Official determines
that a violation of this code exists, the Code Official shall
notify the violator as soon as practicable. The notification
shall be in writing and shall be hand delivered to the violator
or his legally authorized representative or mailed to his last
known address via certified mail, or served in such manner as is
reasonably calculated to achieve personal service upon the
violator. Any person having been notified that a violation
exists by means other than a stop work order and who fails to
promptly abate the violation after notification shall be subject
to the penalties enumerated in this code. If a permit has been
issued, the permit holder shall be notified of any violations of
the approved construction documents or permit and the notice
shall set forth the discrepancies.
108.4 Violations and Penalties.
108.4.1 A person, firm or corporation is in violation of this
code if they:
1.

Fail to comply with any of the requirements thereof; or

2.
Erect, construct, alter, occupy, or repair a structure in
violation of the approved construction documents, a directive of
the Code Official or a permit or certificate issued under the
provisions of this code; or
3.
Start any work requiring a permit without first obtaining
such permit; or
4.
Continue any work in or about a structure after having been
served a stop work order, except for such work which that
person, firm or corporation has been directed to perform to
remove a violation or unsafe condition; or
5.
Maintain any structure or premises in which a violation
exists; or
6.
Fail to request a required inspection after a permit is
issued.
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A violation of this code may be punishable by a fine of not more
than $1,000 or by imprisonment not exceeding 90 days or by both
such fine and imprisonment. Each day that a violation continues
after due notice has been served shall be deemed a separate
offense.
No-permit and no-inspection request penalties. In addition to
the penalties set out above, the following procedure shall be
followed where the Code Official determines that work has been
started prior to the acquisition of a permit required by this
code or when the permit holder failed to perform due diligence
as per Code Official’s Policy in attempting to schedule the
required inspection:
1.
The Code Official shall issue a stop work order when work
requiring a permit was started prior to the acquisition of that
permit. The Code Official shall issue a Notice of Violation when
a required inspection was not requested.
2.
The Code Official shall notify the violator of the penalty
amount to be assessed against the violator. A no-permit penalty
shall not exceed the greater of $500 or 1 percent of the cost of
construction of the work involved. A no-inspection request
penalty shall not exceed $500.
In making the assessment, the Code Official shall consider
whether the violator has previously violated this code and
whether the occupation or experience of the violator indicates
that the violator knew or should have known that a permit or
inspection was required. In no case will a penalty be assessed
against a property owner unless the property owner actually
performed the work involved.
If 180 days has transpired since the last inspection on record
or if the permit has automatically expired, a permit extension
fee shall be added to a no-inspection request penalty amount.
3.
The stop work order for failure to obtain a permit or the
violation for failure to request an inspection shall remain in
full force and effect until such time as the penalty amount is
paid and the violator has complied with all other regulations
pertaining to the issuance of the required permit, or requested
the required inspection.
At the violator’s option, the violator may place the assessed
penalty amount in escrow (by certified check or cash only) with
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the Department of Highways and Traffic and Public Works and the
violator’s right to an appeal is preserved.
4.
No-permit and no-inspection request penalties are
appealable to the Board of Appeals in the same manner as other
decisions of the Code Official. The Code Official may revise the
assessment upon notice to both the Board of Appeals and the
alleged violator at any time prior to the hearing. At any time
prior to the hearing, the violator may accept and pay the
assessed penalty amount and the hearing will be canceled.
At the hearing before the Board of Appeals, said board
shall afford both the Code Official and the alleged violator an
opportunity to present any evidence or make any statements they
wish to have considered.
Following the hearing, the Board of Appeals shall determine
whether a permit or inspection was required:
4.1. If the Board of Appeals determines that a permit or
inspection was required, an appropriate penalty amount shall be
assessed, taking into account the same considerations as noted
in 108.4.1. The stop work order for failure to obtain a permit
or the violation for failure to request an inspection shall
remain in full force and effect until such time as the penalty
amount is paid and the violator has complied with all other
regulations pertaining to the issuance of the required permits,
or requesting the required inspection.
4.2. If the Board of Appeals determines that a permit or
inspection was not required, the Code Official shall immediately
cancel the stop work order for failure to obtain a permit or
abate the no-inspection request violation. Any associated
penalty assessment amount held in escrow shall be released.
108.4.2 No-Certificate Penalty. In addition to the penalties set
out under 108.4.1, the following procedure shall be followed
where the Code Official determines that no certificate has been
issued due to equipment requiring periodic inspection listed in
Table 107.7, a re-inspection failure or for failure to pay a
Mechanical Invoice for a periodic inspection.
1. The owner of equipment shall submit to the Code Official in
writing, within 30 days of re-inspection failure, the
reason the equipment is in a failed status and a plan to
remedy the failure. No penalty will be assessed if the plan
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is approved by the Code Official. If the failure is not
remedied in accordance with the approved plan a penalty
will be assessed.
The Code Official shall notify the violator of his assessment
regarding the appropriate penalty amount to be assessed against
the violator, which shall not exceed $250.00. If equipment
continues to remain in a failed status 30 days after official
notification of penalty, the equipment will be deemed unsafe for
use and shall be removed from service.
108.5 Stop Work Orders. Upon notice from the Code Official that
mechanical work is being done contrary to the provisions of this
code or in a dangerous or unsafe manner, such work shall
immediately cease. Such notice shall be in writing and shall be
given to the owner of the property, or to the owner's agent, or
to the person doing the work. The notice shall state the
conditions under which work is authorized to resume. Where an
emergency exists, the Code Official shall not be required to
give a written notice prior to stopping the work.
108.5.1 Unlawful Continuance. Any person who fails to obtain
permits when required, fails to request a required inspection,
or continues any work in or about the structure or premises
after having been served with a stop work order, except such
work as that person is directed to perform to remove a violation
or unsafe condition, shall be subject to penalties as specified
in this code.
108.7.4 Temporary Safeguards. When, in the opinion of the Code
Official, there is imminent danger due to an unsafe condition,
the Code Official shall cause the necessary work to be done to
render such structure temporarily safe, whether or not the legal
procedure herein described has been instituted.
108.8 Closing Streets. When necessary for the public safety,
the Code Official shall temporarily close structures and close,
or order the authority having jurisdiction to close, sidewalks,
streets, public ways and places adjacent to unsafe structures,
and prohibit the same from being used.
108.9 Emergency Repairs. For the purposes of this section, the
Code Official shall employ the necessary labor and materials to
perform the required work as expeditiously as possible.
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108.10 Costs of Emergency Repairs. Costs incurred in the
performance of emergency work shall be paid from the treasury of
the jurisdiction on approval of the Code Official. The legal
counsel of the jurisdiction shall institute appropriate action
against the owner of the premises where the unsafe structure is
or was located.
108.11 Unsafe Equipment. Equipment deemed unsafe by the Code
Official shall not be operated after the date stated in the
notice unless the required repairs or changes have been made and
the equipment has been approved, or unless an extension of time
has been secured from the Code Official in writing.
108.11.1 Authority to Seal Equipment. In the case of an
emergency, the Code Official shall have the authority to seal
out of service immediately any unsafe device or equipment
regulated by this code.
108.11.2 Unlawful to Remove Seal. Any device or equipment
sealed out of service by the Code Official shall be plainly
marked with a sign or tag indicating the reason for such
sealing. The sign or tag shall not be tampered with, defaced or
removed except by the Code Official.
109.1 Application for Appeal. Any person aggrieved by any
decision, ruling or order of the Code Official or the Board of
Examiners may appeal to the Board of Appeals pursuant to the
procedures set out in Chapter 1115, SLCRO, 1974 as amended. An
application for appeal shall be based on a claim that the true
intent of this code or the rules legally adopted there under
have been incorrectly interpreted, the provisions of this code
do not fully apply, or an equivalent form of construction is to
be used.
109.1.1 Limitation of Authority.

Deleted.

109.2 Membership of Board. The Board of Appeals shall consist
of the five members of the St. Louis County Building Commission
as set forth in the St. Louis County Charter.
109.2.1 Qualifications.

Deleted.

109.2.2 Alternate Members.

Deleted.

109.2.3 Chairman, Vice Chairman and Secretary. The Board shall
select one of its members to serve as chairman, and one to serve
as vice-chairman, and the Code Official shall designate a
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representative of the Department to serve as Secretary to the
Board, who shall keep a detailed record of all proceedings on
file in the Department.
109.2.5 Secretary.

Deleted.

109.3 Notice of Hearing on Appeal. The Board shall meet and
shall give notice of all appeals in accordance with the
procedures set forth in Chapter 1115, SLCRO 1974 as amended.
109.4.1 Procedure. Hearings shall be conducted in accordance
with the procedures set forth in Chapter 1115, SLCRO 1974 as
amended.
109.5 Postponed Hearing. When a quorum is not present to hear
an appeal, the hearing shall be postponed in accordance with the
procedures set forth in Chapter 1115 SLCRO 1974 as amended.
109.6 Board Decision. The Board shall render a decision in
accordance with the procedures set forth in Chapter 1115, SLCRO
1974 as amended.
109.6.1 Notification of Decision. The Secretary of the Board
shall notify the appellant of the decision of the Board in
writing in a timely manner.
109.7 Judicial Review. Decisions of the Board of Appeals are
subject to judicial review pursuant to Chapter 536 R.S.Mo.
SECTION 111
PROFESSIONAL ARCHITECTURAL AND ENGINEERING SERVICES
111.1 General. The construction documents for new construction,
alteration, repairs, expansion, addition or modification of
mechanical systems shall be prepared by a registered design
professional. All construction documents shall be prepared by
the appropriate registered design professional consistent with
the professional registration laws of the State of Missouri.
The construction documents shall include the name and address of
the registered design professional and shall be signed, sealed
and dated by the registered design professional in accordance
with this code.
Exceptions:
1.
Construction documents for mechanical systems in singlefamily dwellings that are designed by and signed by the owner of
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the proposed building. Such buildings shall be built for the
exclusive occupancy by the owner for a period of at least one
year. The Code Official may request that a registered design
professional participate in the design and/or preparation of
construction documents when the owner prepared documents are not
comprehensive and complete or when engineering expertise is
necessary to verify compliance with this code.
2.
Miscellaneous structures related to buildings of the R-3
and R-4 Use Groups, such as room additions, carports, garages,
sheds and other similar structures.
3.

Work of a minor nature approved by the Code Official.

4.
Construction documents for pre-engineered wet and dry
chemical fire suppression systems.
5.
Construction documents for the installation of aboveground
or in-ground hydraulic auto lifts that bear the label of an
approved agency.
6.
Construction documents for the relocation of less than 5
automatic sprinkler heads.
7.
Relocation of ceiling supply and return air diffusers
without a change of occupancy.
8.
Replacement of commercial rooftop units, if unit has
similar design capacities and no additional structural load is
applied to the roof.
9.

Walk-in cooler or freezer units.

111.2 Application of Seals. All construction documents
submitted with an application for a permit shall bear an
original embossed or wet ink seal, the date and original
signature of the registered design professional for each
discipline on the front sheet of each discipline within each set
of construction documents; or, on the cover sheet of each set of
construction documents.
In addition, all other sheets of the construction documents
other than specifications or calculations shall bear the
original embossed, wet ink, or mechanically reproduced seals of
the registered design professional. Any addenda or
modifications submitted for changes to the construction
documents shall also bear an original seal and signature of the
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registered design professional.
indicated.

Such changes shall be clearly

1108.200 Amendment to International Mechanical Code - Chapter 2
Definitions. --Chapter 2 of the 2009 International Mechanical
Code is amended by the following provisions. Each section,
subsection or clause of the code that numerically corresponds to
one of the following numbered provisions is hereby deleted where
so noted or amended to read as set forth below. Each provision
set out below without a corresponding section, subsection or
clause number in the code is hereby enacted and added thereto.
SECTION 202.0
GENERAL DEFINITIONS
Additional Inspection: An inspection which is not otherwise
required by this code, but which in the judgment of the Code
Official is reasonably necessary to enforce this code.
Board of Appeals: The St. Louis County Building Commission
created in the St. Louis County Charter.
Building Commission: The St. Louis County Building Commission
created in the St. Louis County Charter.
Code Official: The Director of Highways and Traffic and Public
Works of St. Louis County or the Director’s duly authorized
representative.
Disaster: A disaster shall include but not necessarily be
limited to flood, windstorm, tornado, severe storm, earthquake,
bomb blast, explosion or similar natural or man-made type event.
The Code Official shall make the determination whether an event
shall be declared a disaster.
Emergency: An event or occasion that requires immediate action
in order to preserve or restore the public peace, health, safety
or welfare.
Extra Inspection: An inspection not otherwise required by this
code, but which in the judgment of the Code Official is
reasonably necessary due to non-compliance with Mechanical Code
requirements, or work not ready or accessible for inspection
when requested.
Health Department:

The St. Louis County Department of Health.
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Highways and Traffic: The St. Louis County Department of
Highways and Traffic and Public Works.
Owner: Any person, agent, firm or corporation having a legal or
equitable interest in the property.
Pressure Vessels. A vessel or an unfired steam boiler, in which
the pressure is obtained from one of the following sources:
1.

Any external source.

2.

The application of heat from an indirect source.

3.
The application of heat from a direct source other than as
defined in this code.
Transfer air: Air transferred from occupied spaces to make up or
replenish air being mechanically exhausted to the atmosphere or
air being transferred to another space for uncontaminated heat
dissipation.
Water Heater. A closed vessel in which potable water is heated
by the combustion of fuels, electricity or any other source and
withdrawn for use external to the vessel at pressures not
exceeding one hundred fifty (150) psig and shall include all
controls and devices necessary to prevent water temperatures
from exceeding two hundred and ten degrees Fahrenheit (210 F).
1108.300 Amendment to International Mechanical Code - Chapter 3
General Regulations. --Chapter 3 of the 2009 International
Mechanical Code is amended by the following provisions. Each
section, subsection or clause of the code that numerically
corresponds to one of the following numbered provisions is
hereby deleted where so noted or amended to read as set forth
below. Each provision set out below without a corresponding
section, subsection or clause number in the code is hereby
enacted and added thereto.
305.3 Structural Attachment. Hangers and anchors shall be
attached to the building construction in a manner approved by a
Registered Design Professional.
307.2.1 Condensate Disposal. Condensate from all cooling coils
and evaporators shall be conveyed from the drain pan outlet to
an approved place of disposal. Condensate shall not discharge
into a street, alley or other area so as to cause a nuisance.
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Condensate from roof mounted equipment shall be discharged as
follows:
1.
Condensate shall be piped directly to the roof surface and
shall be discharged a minimum of 15 feet away from the fresh air
inlet to the unit, any operable window or any other fresh air
intake to the building.
2.
Condensate shall be piped to a section of roof that slopes
to the roof drain, gutter or scupper and does not pool. At no
time shall the open condensate drainage across the roof come
within 15 feet of any operable window or any fresh air intake to
the building.
3.
Condensate may be piped directly to a roof drain or roof
gutter.
4.
Condensate piping shall maintain a minimum horizontal slope
in the direction of discharge of not less than one–eighth inch
per foot.
307.2.3.1 Water-level monitoring devices. Delete.
312.1.1 Design Conditions. Calculations for sizing HVAC
equipment shall use the following minimum design parameters for
St. Louis County:
Outdoor temperature

Indoor temperature

WINTER

DB 2 F

DB 72 F

SUMMER

DB 95 F

DB 75 F

WB 76 F
312.1.2 Air Conditioning Design Conditions. Where air
conditioning is provided in the following occupancies, it shall
be designed in accordance with the specified design conditions
listed in Section 312.1.1.
1.

private dwellings, single or multiple, and hotel rooms

2.

offices and conference rooms

3.

customer areas in food and beverage service

4.

customer areas in retail stores and specialty shops
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1108.400 Amendment to International Mechanical Code - Chapter 4
Ventilation. --Chapter 4 of the 2009 International Mechanical
Code is amended by the following provisions. Each section,
subsection or clause of the code that numerically corresponds to
one of the following numbered provisions is hereby deleted where
so noted or amended to read as set forth below. Each provision
set out below without a corresponding section, subsection or
clause number in the code is hereby enacted and added thereto.
401.2 Ventilation Required. Every occupied space shall be
ventilated by mechanical means in accordance with Section 403
except where ventilation by natural means in accordance with
Section 402 is otherwise allowed by Sections 401.2.1 through
401.2.5. Operable windows are not prohibited where ventilation
by mechanical means is required, but cannot be used to satisfy
the ventilation requirements.
401.2.1 General Requirements for Group R Occupancies.
1.
Rooms or spaces containing water closets, showers, hot tubs
or spas shall be equipped with a means of mechanical exhaust
which discharges to the outside.
2.
Kitchens shall be equipped with a means of mechanical
exhaust directly over, or adjacent to, a range or cook top. The
mechanical exhaust system may be of the recirculating type or
may exhaust directly to the outside. Recirculating systems
shall be equipped with the appropriate filtration for grease
removal and odor control, and must be capable of operating in a
moist environment. Either type of system shall be a listed
exhaust system. With either type, the mechanical exhaust
systems shall be allowed to run on an intermittent basis.
Provisions for makeup air shall be in accordance with 505.2.
3.
Enclosed common core areas of all multi-family dwellings
shall be provided with continuous mechanical ventilation. Any
areas within the common core that require exhaust shall be
provided with continuous mechanical exhaust. The mechanical
ventilation must offset the mechanical exhaust requirements.
4.
Where either natural or mechanical ventilation is allowed,
the required ventilation shall be provided entirely by one or
the other method.
401.2.2. Occupancy Group R1. The required ventilation for all
Occupancy Group R1 buildings shall be provided with continuous
mechanical ventilation and continuous mechanical exhaust.
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Mechanical ventilation and exhaust systems shall conform to the
ventilation and exhaust requirements of this code.
Exception: Occupancy Group R1 buildings where each guest room
unit has at least one door opening directly to an exterior exit
access which leads directly to the exit, may have the required
ventilation provided by natural ventilation with operable
windows, or by mechanical ventilation. Each guest room’s
toilet/bath/shower/spa areas shall be provided with mechanical
exhaust. The operation of the exhaust system may be on an
intermittent basis.
401.2.3. Occupancy Group R2. The required ventilation for all
Occupancy Group R2 buildings may be provided by natural
ventilation with operable windows or by means of mechanical
ventilation. Each toilet, bath, shower, spa, or similar area
shall be provided with mechanical exhaust. The operation of the
exhaust system may be on an intermittent basis.
401.2.4. Occupancy Group R3. The required ventilation for all
Occupancy Group R3 buildings may be provided by natural
ventilation with operable windows or by means of mechanical
ventilation. Each toilet, bath, shower, spa, or similar area
shall be provided with mechanical exhaust. The operation of the
exhaust system may be on an intermittent basis.
401.2.5. Occupancy Group R4. The required ventilation for all
Occupancy Group R4 buildings may be provided by natural
ventilation with operable windows, or by means of mechanical
ventilation. Each toilet, bath, shower, spa, or similar area
shall be provided with mechanical exhaust. The operation of the
exhaust system may be on an intermittent basis.
Exception: Occupancy Group R4 buildings, other than Child Day
Care Homes or Adult Day Care Homes as defined in the St. Louis
County Building Code, where supervised care may be available
shall be provided with continuous mechanical ventilation and
continuous mechanical exhaust. Mechanical ventilation and
exhaust systems shall conform to the ventilation and exhaust
requirements of this code. Types of R4 facilities where
supervised care may be given include, but are not limited to,
residential care facilities, assisted living, alcohol and drug
rehab homes, convalescent homes, and other similar types of
occupancy housing not more than 16 people.
401.8 Moisture sources. Rooms containing bathtubs, showers, spas
and similar bathing fixtures or other sources of excessive
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moisture shall be mechanically ventilated in accordance with
Section 403.
1108.500 Amendment to International Mechanical Code - Chapter 5
Exhaust Systems. --Chapter 5 of the 2009 International
Mechanical Code is amended by the following provisions. Each
section, subsection or clause of the code that numerically
corresponds to one of the following numbered provisions is
hereby deleted where so noted or amended to read as set forth
below. Each provision set out below without a corresponding
section, subsection or clause number in the code is hereby
enacted and added thereto.
502.1.1 Exhaust Location. The inlet to an exhaust system shall
be located in the area of heaviest concentration of
contaminants. It shall be the responsibility of the registered
design professional to determine the location, number, and
manner that exhaust is collected.
504.6.8 Multiple Dryers. Multiple domestic dryers shall not be
connected to a single exhaust system.
Exception: Multiple domestic clothes dryers may be connected to
a single exhaust system designed by a registered design
professional.
504.8 Common Exhaust Systems for Clothes Dryers Located in
Multistory Structures. Where a common multistory duct system is
designed and installed to convey exhaust from multiple clothes
dryers, the construction of the system shall be in accordance
with all of the following:
1.
The shaft in which the duct is installed shall be
constructed and fire-resistance rated as required by the
International Building Code.
2.
Dampers shall be prohibited in the exhaust duct.
Penetrations of the shaft and ductwork shall be protected in
accordance with Section 607.5.5, Exception 2.
3.
Rigid metal ductwork shall be installed within the shaft to
convey the exhaust. The ductwork shall be constructed of sheet
steel having a minimum thickness of 0.0187 inch (0.4712 mm) (No.
26 gage) and in accordance with SMACNA Duct Construction
Standards.
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4.
An approved means for cleanout shall be provided at each
offset in ductwork installed in shafts.
5.
The exhaust fan motor design shall be in accordance with
Section 503.2.
6.
The exhaust fan motor shall be located outside of the
airstream.
7.

The exhaust fan shall run continuously.

8.
Exhaust fan operation shall be monitored in an approved
location and shall initiate an audible or visual signal when the
fan is not in operation.
9.

Makeup air shall be provided for the exhaust system.

10. A cleanout opening shall be located at the base of the
shaft to provide access to the duct to allow for cleaning and
inspection. The finished opening shall be not less than 12
inches by 12 inches (305 mm by 305 mm).
11.

Screens shall not be installed at the termination.

505.2 Makeup Air Required. Exhaust hood systems capable of
exhausting in excess of 600 cfm shall be provided with makeup
air at a rate approximately equal to the exhaust air rate. Such
makeup air systems shall be equipped with a means of closure and
shall be automatically controlled to start and operate
simultaneously with the exhaust system.
506.1 General. Commercial kitchen hood ventilation ducts and
exhaust equipment shall comply with the requirements of this
section. Commercial kitchen grease ducts shall be designed for
the type of cooking appliance and hood served. All kitchen
exhaust equipment shall be installed in accordance with NFPA 96
listed in Chapter 15.
506.2 Corrosion protection. Ducts exposed to the outside
atmosphere or subject to a corrosive environment shall be
protected against corrosion in a manner compatible with the
material of duct construction to protect against premature
failure.
506.3.7.1 Cleaning Schedule. The owner or occupant shall
maintain a cleaning schedule on the premises for each commercial
kitchen exhaust system. The schedule shall be available to the
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inspector and shall indicate methods of cleaning and time
intervals between cleanings.
506.3.8.1 Personnel Entry. Where ductwork is 22 inches by 20
inches or greater, not less than one approved or listed opening
having dimensions not less than 22 inches by 20 inches (559 mm
by 508 mm) shall be provided in the horizontal sections, and in
the top of vertical risers. Where such entry is provided, the
duct and its supports shall be capable of supporting the
additional load and the cleanouts specified in Section 506.3.8
are not required.
507.1 General. Commercial kitchen exhaust hoods shall comply
with the requirements of this section. Hoods shall be Type I or
Type II and shall be designed to capture and confine cooking
vapors and residues. Commercial kitchen exhaust hood systems
shall operate during the cooking operation. All kitchen exhaust
hoods and cooking equipment shall be installed in accordance
with NFPA 96 listed in Chapter 15.
Exceptions:
1.
Factory-built commercial exhaust hoods which are tested in
accordance with UL 710, listed, labeled and installed in
accordance with Section 304.1 shall not be required to comply
with Sections 507.4, 507.7, 507.11, 507.12, 507.13, 507.14 and
507.15.
2.
Factory-built commercial cooking recirculating systems
which are tested in accordance with UL 710B, listed, labeled and
installed in accordance with Section 304.1 shall not be required
to comply with Sections 507.4, 507.5, 507.7, 507.12, 507.13,
507.14 and 507.15. Spaces in which such systems are located
shall be considered to be kitchens and shall be ventilated in
accordance with Table 403.3. For the purpose of determining the
floor area required to be ventilated, each individual appliance
shall be considered as occupying not less than 100 square feet
(9.3 m2).
3.
Net exhaust volumes for hoods shall be permitted to be
reduced during part-load cooking conditions, where engineered or
listed multispeed or variable-speed controls automatically
operate the exhaust system to maintain capture and removal of
cooking effluents as required by this section. Reduced volumes
shall not be below that required to maintain capture and removal
of effluents from the idle cooking appliances that are operating
in a standby mode.
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507.2.2 Type II Hoods. Type II hoods shall be installed above
dishwashers and light-duty appliances that produce heat or
moisture and do not produce grease or smoke, except where the
heat and moisture loads from such appliances are incorporated
into the HVAC system design or into the design of a separate
removal system. Type II hoods shall be installed above all
light-duty appliances that produce products of combustion and do
not produce grease or smoke. Spaces containing cooking
appliances that do not require Type II hoods shall be ventilated
in accordance with Section 403.3. For the purpose of determining
the floor area required to be ventilated, each individual
appliance that is not required to be installed under a Type II
hood shall be considered as occupying not less than 100 square
feet (9.3 m2).
Exceptions:
1.

Under-counter-type commercial dishwashing machines.

507.12 Canopy Size and Location. The inside lower edge of
canopy-type Type I and Type II commercial cooking hoods shall
overhang or extend a horizontal distance of not less than 6
inches (152mm), beyond the edge of the top horizontal surface of
the appliance on all open sides. Hoods over enclosed cooking
appliances and dishwashers shall overhang horizontally a minimum
of 6 inches on all sides which have openable doors. The vertical
distance between the front lower lip of the hood and the cooking
surface shall not exceed 4 feet (1219mm).
Exception: The hood shall be permitted to be flush with the
outer edge of the cooking surface where the hood is closed to
the appliance side by a noncombustible wall or panel.
508.1.2 Separate Makeup Air Unit. A separate makeup air unit
shall be provided when the volumetric rate of exhaust exceeds
1000 cfm or when the air balance within the kitchen area cannot
be achieved by using existing equipment.
Exception: Makeup air that is part of the air conditioning
system and dedicated to the kitchen area.
508.2 Compensating Hoods. Manufacturers of compensating hoods
shall provide a label indicating minimum exhaust flow and/or
maximum makeup airflow that provides capture and containment of
the exhaust effluent. All compensating hoods shall have their
capture and containment verified in accordance with 507.16.1.
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Exception: Compensating hoods with makeup air supplied only from
the front face discharge and side face discharge openings shall
not be required to be labeled with the maximum makeup airflow.
509.1 Where Required. Commercial cooking appliances required by
Section 507.2.1 to have a Type I hood shall be provided with an
approved automatic fire suppression system complying with the
International Building Code, the International Fire Code, and
Sections 509.2 through 509.2.6.
509.1.1 Existing commercial food heat processing appliances that
produce grease laden vapors or smoke, such as occurs with
griddles, fryers, broilers, open and conveyor type ovens, ranges
and wok ranges shall be provided with an approved automatic fire
suppression system complying with the International Building
Code, the International Fire Code, and Sections 509.2 through
509.2.6.
(F) 509.2 Commercial Cooking Systems. The automatic fireextinguishing system for commercial cooking systems shall be of
a type recognized for protection of commercial cooking equipment
and exhaust systems of the type and arrangement protected.
Preengineered automatic dry- and wet-chemical extinguishing
systems shall be tested in accordance with UL 300 and listed and
labeled for the intended application. Other types of automatic
fire-extinguishing systems shall be listed and labeled for
specific use as protection for commercial cooking operations.
The system shall be installed in accordance with this code, its
listing and the manufacturer’s installation instructions.
Automatic fire-extinguishing systems of the following types
shall be installed in accordance with the referenced standard
indicated, as follows:
1.

Carbon dioxide extinguishing systems, NFPA 12.

2.

Automatic sprinkler systems, NFPA 13.

3.
Foam-water sprinkler system or foam-water spray systems,
NFPA 16.
4.

Dry-chemical extinguishing systems, NFPA 17.

5.

Wet-chemical extinguishing systems, NFPA 17A.

Exception: Factory-built commercial cooking recirculating
systems that are tested in accordance with UL710B, and listed,
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labeled and installed in accordance with Section 304.1 of the
International Mechanical Code.
(F) 509.2.1 Manual System Operation. A manual actuation device
shall be located at or near a means of egress from the cooking
area a minimum of 10 feet (3048 mm) and a maximum of 20 feet
(6096 mm) from the kitchen exhaust system. The manual actuation
device shall be installed not more than 48 inches (1200 mm) nor
less than 42 inches (1067 mm) above the floor and shall clearly
identify the hazard protected. The manual actuation shall
require a maximum force of 40 pounds (178 N) and a maximum
movement of 14 inches (356 mm) to actuate the fire suppression
system.
Exception: Automatic sprinkler systems shall not be required to
be equipped with manual actuation means.
(F) 509.2.2 System Interconnection. The actuation of the fire
extinguishing system shall automatically shut down the fuel or
electrical power supply to the cooking equipment. The fuel and
electrical supply reset shall be manual.
509.2.2.1 System Interlock. Dedicated makeup air units shall be
electrically interlocked with the automatic fire suppression
system and shall shut down upon activation of the automatic fire
suppression system. The exhaust fan(s) shall remain in operation
during fire conditions unless the listing of the hood requires
the fan(s) to shut down.
(F) 509.2.3 Carbon Dioxide Systems. When carbon dioxide systems
are used, there shall be a nozzle at the top of the ventilating
duct. Additional nozzles that are symmetrically arranged to give
uniform distribution shall be installed within vertical ducts
exceeding 20 feet (6096 mm) and horizontal ducts exceeding 50
feet (15 240 mm). Dampers shall be installed at either the top
or the bottom of the duct and shall be arranged to operate
automatically upon activation of the fire-extinguishing system.
Where the damper is installed at the top of the duct, the top
nozzle shall be immediately below the damper. Automatic carbon
dioxide fire-extinguishing systems shall be sufficiently sized
to protect against all hazards venting through a common duct
simultaneously.
(F) 509.2.3.1 Ventilation System. Commercial-type cooking
equipment protected by an automatic carbon dioxide-extinguishing
system shall be arranged to shut off the ventilation system upon
activation.
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(F) 509.2.4 Special Provisions for Automatic Sprinkler Systems.
Automatic sprinkler systems protecting commercial-type cooking
equipment shall be supplied from a separate, readily accessible,
indicating-type control valve that is identified.
(F) 509.2.4.1 Listed Sprinklers. Sprinklers used for the
protection of fryers shall be tested in accordance with UL 199E,
listed for that application and installed in accordance with
their listing.
509.2.5 Nozzles. Access shall be provided to all nozzles or
sprinklers in the automatic fire suppression system for the
purposes of inspection and maintenance.
509.2.6 System Test and Inspection. The automatic fire
suppression system shall be acceptance-tested in accordance with
the fire prevention code and installation standard listed in
Section 509.2, and with the manufacturer’s instructions.
510.1 General. This section shall govern the design and
construction of duct systems for hazardous exhaust and shall
determine where such systems are required. Hazardous exhaust
systems are systems designed to capture and control hazardous
emissions generated from product handling or processes, and
convey those emissions to the outdoors. Hazardous emissions
include flammable vapors, gases, fumes, mists or dusts, and
volatile or airborne materials posing a health hazard, such as
toxic or corrosive materials. For the purposes of this section,
the health-hazard rating of materials shall be as specified in
NFPA 704. Laboratory ventilation systems and hoods shall be
designed and installed in accordance with NFPA 45 Chapter 8.
514.3 Access. A means of access shall be provided to the heat
exchanger and other components of the system as required for
service, maintenance, repair or replacement. Access shall be
provided in accordance with Section 306.
1108.600 Amendment to International Mechanical Code - Chapter 6
Duct Systems. --Chapter 6 of the 2009 International Mechanical
Code is amended by the following provisions. Each section,
subsection or clause of the code that numerically corresponds to
one of the following numbered provisions is hereby deleted where
so noted or amended to read as set forth below. Each provision
set out below without a corresponding section, subsection or
clause number in the code is hereby enacted and added thereto.
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601.2 Exception 1. Use of a corridor as a source of makeup air
for exhaust systems in rooms that open directly onto such
corridors, including toilet rooms, bath rooms, dressing rooms,
locker rooms, smoking lounges and janitors closets, shall be
permitted provided that each such corridor is directly supplied
with outdoor air at a rate greater than the rate of makeup air
taken from the corridor. A dwelling unit or guest room with an
enclosed bathroom that opens directly into the dwelling unit is
not considered to open directly to the corridor. Outside air
for ventilation for these types of spaces must be ducted
directly into the dwelling unit or guest room and may not be
transferred from the corridor. The outside air must be
introduced in such a manner that the outside air is allowed to
traverse the entire distance of the living space before being
exhausted into the bathroom. Corridors may be used as supply
plenums in all types of occupancies only if the direction of
airflow is from the corridor to the space for transfer of makeup
air to spaces that open directly onto the corridor. This shall
be permitted for rated and nonfire rated corridors, and
sprinklered and unsprinklered buildings up to a maximum of 200
cfm per space.
1.
For 100 cfm or less the air may be transferred by natural
leakage at the door, or by undercutting of the door to allow the
air to be transferred. Undercutting of doors shall comply with
NFPA 80 Fire Doors and Fire Windows as required by the building
code.
2.
For an amount greater than 100 cfm but less than 201 cfm
the air shall be transferred by means of grilles and associated
ducts, or by utilizing a door louver. If the corridor is rated,
either for fire or smoke, the transfer shall be accomplished
with grilles, associated ducts and dampers in the ducts in
compliance with the building code.
601.5 Return Air Intakes. Separate return air is required from
each floor in multi-story dwelling units regulated by this code.
Open stairways shall not be used as a means to convey return
air.
603.2 Duct Sizing. Ducts installed within a single dwelling
unit shall be sized in accordance with ACCA Manual D or other
approved methods. Ducts installed within all other buildings
shall be sized in accordance with the ASHRAE Handbook of
Fundamentals, SMACNA HVAC Duct Construction Standards or other
equivalent computation procedure.
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603.6.1.1 Duct Length. Flexible air ducts shall be limited to 14
feet in length.
603.6.1.2 Duct Penetration Limitations. Flexible air ducts shall
not pass through any wall, floor or ceiling.
603.10.1 Structural Attachment. Hangers and anchors shall be
attached to the building construction in a manner approved by
the Registered Design Professional.
603.16 Weather Protection. All ducts including linings,
coverings and vibration isolation connectors installed on the
exterior of the building shall be protected against the
elements. Where galvanizing is used as the method of weather
protection, the galvanizing shall be applied to a minimum level
of G90 in accordance with ASTM A653.
604.8 Lining Installation. Linings shall be interrupted at the
area of operation of a fire damper and at a minimum of 6 inches
(152mm) upstream of and 6 inches(152mm) downstream of electricresistance and fuel burning heaters in a duct system. Exposed
duct liner edges that face opposite the direction of air flow
shall be constructed in accordance with the appropriate SMACNA
standard referenced in Chapter 15.
604.9 Thermal Continuity.

Deleted.

607.2 Installation. Fire dampers, smoke dampers, combination
fire/smoke dampers and ceiling dampers located within air
distribution and smoke control systems shall be installed in
accordance with the requirements of this section, and the
manufacturer’s installation instructions and listing. Ductwork
shall be connected to damper sleeves or assemblies in such a way
that collapse of the ductwork will not dislodge the damper or
impair its proper operation.
1108.700 Amendment to International Mechanical Code - Chapter 7
Combustion Air. --Chapter 7 of the 2009 International Mechanical
Code is amended by the following provisions. Each section,
subsection or clause of the code that numerically corresponds to
one of the following numbered provisions is hereby deleted where
so noted or amended to read as set forth below. Each provision
set out below without a corresponding section, subsection or
clause number in the code is hereby enacted and added thereto.
703.1.3 Size of Horizontal Duct Openings. The net free area of
each opening, calculated in accordance with Section 709 and
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connected to the outdoors through a horizontal duct, shall be a
minimum of 1 square inch per 2,000 Btu/h (1100 mm2/kW) of
combined input rating of the fuel-burning appliances drawing
combustion and dilution air from the room. The cross-sectional
area of the duct shall be equal to or greater than the required
size of the opening.
703.1.4 Size of Vertical Duct Openings. The net free area of
each opening, calculated in accordance with Section 709 and
connected to the outdoors through a vertical duct, shall be a
minimum of 1 square inch per 4,000 Btu/h (550 mm2/kW) of combined
input rating of the fuel-burning appliances drawing combustion
and dilution air from the room. The cross-sectional area of the
duct shall be equal to or greater than the required size of the
opening.
704.1.3 Ratio of Horizontal Duct Openings. Where openings
connected to the outdoors through horizontal ducts are provided
in accordance with Section 703.1, the ratio of horizontal
openings shall be the sum of the net free areas of both such
openings, divided by the sum of the required areas for both such
openings as determined in accordance with Section 703.1.3.
704.1.4 Ratio of Vertical Duct Openings. Where openings
connected to the outdoors through vertical ducts are provided in
accordance with Section 703.1, the ratio of vertical openings
shall be the sum of the net free areas of both such openings,
divided by the sum of the required areas for both such openings
as determined in accordance with Section 703.1.4.
1108.900 Amendment to International Mechanical Code - Chapter 9
Specific Appliances, Fireplaces and Solid Fuel-Burning
Equipment. --Chapter 9 of the 2009 International Mechanical Code
is amended by the following provisions. Each section, subsection
or clause of the code that numerically corresponds to one of the
following numbered provisions is hereby deleted where so noted
or amended to read as set forth below. Each provision set out
below without a corresponding section, subsection or clause
number in the code is hereby enacted and added thereto.
918.4 Dampers. Volume dampers shall not be placed in the return
air inlet to a furnace in a manner that will reduce the required
air to the furnace.
Exception: This provision shall not apply to engineered nonresidential applications.
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918.5 Circulating air ducts for forced-air warm-air furnaces.
Circulating air for fuel-burning, forced-air type, warm-air
furnaces shall be conducted into the blower housing from outside
the furnace enclosure by continuous ducts constructed in
accordance with Chapter 6.
1108.1000 Amendment to International Mechanical Code - Chapter
10 Boilers, Water Heaters and Pressure Vessels. --Chapter 10 of
the 2009 International Mechanical Code is amended by the
following provisions. Each section, subsection or clause of the
code that numerically corresponds to one of the following
numbered provisions is hereby deleted where so noted or amended
to read as set forth below. Each provision set out below without
a corresponding section, subsection or clause number in the code
is hereby enacted and added thereto.
1001.1 Scope. This chapter shall govern the installation,
alteration and repair of boilers, water heaters and pressure
vessels.
Exceptions:
1.
Vessels with a nominal water containing capacity of one
hundred twenty gallons or less for containing potable water
under pressure, including those containing air, the compression
of which serves only as a cushion.
2.
Portable unfired pressure vessels and Interstate Commerce
Commission containers.
3.

Containers for bulk oxygen and medical gas.

4.
Unfired pressure vessels that do not exceed any of the
following:
4.1 Fifteen cubic feet in volume and two hundred fifty psig
when not located in a place of public assembly.
4.2 Five cubic feet in volume and two hundred fifty psig when
located in a place of public assembly.
4.3 One and one-half cubic feet in volume or an inside diameter
of six inches with no limitation on pressure.
5.
Pressure vessels used in refrigeration systems that are
regulated by Chapter 11 of this code.
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6.
Pressure tanks used in conjunction with coaxial cables,
telephone cables, power cables and other similar humidity
control systems.
7.
Any boiler or pressure vessel subject to inspection by
federal or state inspectors.
8.
Pressure vessels installed on the right-of-way of railroads
and used directly in the operation of trains.
9.
Pressure vessels designed for and operating at a working
pressure not exceeding fifteen psig.
10. Any boiler constructed, reconstructed or maintained as a
personal hobby or for other recreation purposes.
11. Vessels containing water and operating as water softeners,
water filters, dealkalizers, demineralizers and cold water
storage tanks when:
11.1 The temperature of the water in the vessel does not exceed
one hundred twenty degrees Fahrenheit.
11.2 Heat is not applied to the water prior to entering the
vessel or to the vessel itself.
11.3 The pressure of the water in the vessel does not exceed one
hundred fifty psig.
11.4 The vessel does not contain any hazardous, toxic or
explosive material.
12. Potable water heaters where none of the following
limitations are exceeded which are governed by the St. Louis
County Plumbing Code:
12.1 Heat input of one hundred ninety nine thousand nine hundred
ninety nine (199,999) British thermal units per hour (BTU/hr)
(57.1kw).
12.2 Water temperature of two hundred ten degrees Fahrenheit
(210 F).
12.3 Nominal water capacity of one hundred nineteen gallons
(119 gallons) and which are provided with one or more safety
relief valves.
12.4 An operating pressure of 150 psig.
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1003.1 General. All pressure vessels shall be constructed in
accordance with BPVC Section VIII or similar approved standard
and shall be installed in accordance with the manufacturer’s
installation instructions.
1004.1 Codes and Standards. Boilers and water heaters shall be
designed and constructed in accordance with the requirements of
the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Sections I, II, IV, V,
and IX as applicable. Boilers with a heat input less than
12,000,000 Btu/hr shall meet the requirements of ASME CSD-1.
Single unit boilers with heat inputs of 12,500,00 Btu/hr or
greater shall meet the requirements of NFPA 85. Oil-fired
boilers and their control systems shall be listed and labeled in
accordance with UL 726. Electric boilers and their control
systems shall be listed and labeled in accordance with UL 834.
Exemptions. The following shall be exempt from the ASME Code
construction requirements of 1004.1:
1.
Water heaters where none of the following limitations are
exceeded:
1.1 Heat input of two hundred thousand (200,000) British
thermal units per hour (BTU/hr) (57.1kw).
1.2 Water temperature of two hundred ten degrees Fahrenheit
(210 F).
1.3 Nominal water capacity of one hundred twenty gallons (120
gallons) and which are provided with one or more safety relief
valves.
2.
Coil-type hot water boilers used only for steam vapor
cleaning when none of the following limitations are exceeded:
2.1 One inch diameter tubing or three-fourths inch nominal pipe
size with no steam drums or headers attached.
2.2 Nominal water containing capacity does not exceed six
gallons.
2.3 Water temperature does not exceed three hundred fifty
degrees Fahrenheit.
2.4

Steam is not generated within the coil.

2.5 One or more safety relief valves must be installed and
adequate controls provided.
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1006.5 Installation. Safety
directly into the safety or
or pressure vessel. Valves
of a safety or relief valve
discharge by gravity.

or relief valves shall be installed
relief valve opening on the boiler
shall not be located on either side
connection. The relief valve shall

Exception: Shutoff valves on either side of a safety or relief
valve connection appropriate for the unfired system type and
allowed by BPVC-2004.
1009.2 Closed-type Expansion Tanks. Closed-type expansion tanks
shall be installed in accordance with the manufacturer’s
installation instructions. The size of the tank shall be based
on the capacity of the hot-water-heating system. The minimum
size of the tank shall be determined in accordance with the 2008
ASHRAE HVAC Systems and Equipment Handbook.
SECTION 1012 CONDENSATE RETURN
1012.1 Condensate when discharging into a sanitary sewer system
shall not be in excess of 140F and shall discharge into an open
floor drain, a special drain connection or an approved receptor.
If the floor drain or drain connection to the sewer is above the
level of the return piping so that it cannot flow by gravity, an
automatic sump pump shall be installed to pump the condensate
from the sump to the sewer drain.
1108.1100 Amendment to International Mechanical Code - Chapter
11 Refrigeration. --Chapter 11 of the 2009 International
Mechanical Code is amended by the following provisions. Each
section, subsection or clause of the code that numerically
corresponds to one of the following numbered provisions is
hereby deleted where so noted or amended to read as set forth
below. Each provision set out below without a corresponding
section, subsection or clause number in the code is hereby
enacted and added thereto.
1105.3 Refrigerant Detector. Machinery rooms shall contain a
refrigerant detector with an audible and visual alarm. The
detector, or a sampling tube that draws air into the detector,
shall be located in an area where refrigerant from a leak will
concentrate. The alarm shall be actuated at a value not greater
than the corresponding TLV-TWA values shown in Table 1103.1 OEL
column for the refrigerant classification. Detectors and alarms
shall be placed in approved locations. The detector shall
transmit a signal to an approved location.
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Exception: Detectors shall not be required for ammonia systems
where the machinery room complies with Section 1106.3.
1108.1200 Amendment to International Mechanical Code - Chapter
12 Hydronic Piping. --Chapter 12 of the 2009 International
Mechanical Code is amended by the following provisions. Each
section, subsection or clause of the code that numerically
corresponds to one of the following numbered provisions is
hereby deleted where so noted or amended to read as set forth
below. Each provision set out below without a corresponding
section, subsection or clause number in the code is hereby
enacted and added thereto.
1201.1 Scope. The provisions of this chapter shall govern the
construction, installation, alteration, and repair of hydronic
piping systems. This chapter shall apply to hydronic piping
systems that are part of heating, ventilation, and airconditioning systems. Such piping systems shall include, but
are not limited to, steam, hot water, chilled water, steam
condensate and ground source heat pump loop systems. Potable
cold and hot water distribution systems shall be installed in
accordance with the plumbing code.
1202.2 Used Materials. Reused pipe, fittings, valves or other
materials shall be clean and free of foreign materials and shall
be approved by the registered design professional for reuse.
1202.5 Pipe Fittings. Hydronic pipe fittings shall be rated for
the temperatures and pressures of the systems in which they are
installed and shall be constructed of materials compatible with
the piping materials and fluids in the system and shall conform
to the respective pipe standards or to the standards listed in
Table 1202.5.
1202.7 Flexible Connectors, Expansion and Vibration
Compensators. Flexible connectors, expansion, and vibration
control devices and fittings shall be rated for the temperatures
and pressures of the systems in which they are installed and
shall be constructed of materials compatible with the piping
materials and fluids in the system.
1205.1.5 Equipment and Appliances. Shutoff valves shall be
installed on connections to mechanical equipment and appliances.
This requirement does not apply to components of a hydronic
system such as air separators, metering devices and similar
equipment.
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1205.1.6 Expansion Tanks. This section is deleted.
1206.1 General. Piping, valves, fittings, and connections shall
be installed in accordance with the code.
1206.10 Pipe Support. Pipe shall be supported in accordance with
Section 305 or as determined by the registered design
professional.
1208.1 General. Hydronic piping systems other than ground-source
heat pump loop systems shall be tested hydrostatically at one
and one-half times the maximum system design pressure. The
duration of each test shall not be less than one hour. Groundsource heat pump loop systems shall be tested in accordance with
section 1208.1.1.
1108.1300 Amendment to International Mechanical Code - Chapter
13 Fuel Oil Piping and Storage. --Chapter 13 of the 2009
International Mechanical Code is amended by the following
provisions. Each section, subsection or clause of the code that
numerically corresponds to one of the following numbered
provisions is hereby deleted where so noted or amended to read
as set forth below. Each provision set out below without a
corresponding section, subsection or clause number in the code
is hereby enacted and added thereto.
CHAPTER 13
FLAMMABLE AND COMBUSTIBLE LIQUID AND FUEL OIL PIPING AND STORAGE
1301.1 Scope. This chapter shall govern the design,
installation, construction and repair of flammable and
combustible liquid and fuel-oil storage and piping systems. The
storage of fuel oil and flammable and combustible liquids shall
be in accordance with the International Fire Code.
1301.2 Fuel-Oil Storage and Piping Systems. Fuel-oil storage
systems shall comply with the International Fire Code. Fuel-oil
piping systems shall comply with the requirements of this code
and NFPA 31.
1301.3 Fuel Type. An appliance shall be designed for use with
the type of fuel to which it will be connected. Such appliance
shall not be converted from the fuel specified on the rating
plate for use with a different fuel without securing reapproval
from the appliance manufacturer and the registered design
professional.
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1301.4 Flammable and Combustible Liquid Tanks, Piping and
Valves. The tank, piping and valves for appliances burning oil
shall be installed in accordance with the requirements of this
chapter and NFPA 31. When an oil burner is served by a tank, any
part of which is above the level of the burner inlet connection
and where the fuel supply line is taken from the top of the
tank, an approved antisiphon valve or other siphon-breaking
device shall be installed in lieu of the shutoff valve.
Flammable and combustible liquid tanks, piping and valves shall
be in accordance with the International Fire Code.
1302.3 Pipe Standards. Flammable and combustible liquids and
fuel oil piping shall comply with one of the standards listed in
Table 1302.3.
TABLE 1302.3 FLAMMABLE AND COMBUSTIBLE LIQUID and FUEL OIL
PIPING
MATERIAL

STANDARD (see Chapter 15)

Brass pipe

ASTM B 43

Brass tubing

ASTM B 135

Copper or copper-alloy pipe

ASTM B 42; ASTM B 302

Copper or copper-alloy tubing
(Type K, L or M)

ASTM B 75; ASTM B 88; ASTM B 280

Labeled pipe

(See Section 1302.4)

Nonmetallic pipe

ASTM D 2996

Steel pipe

ASTM A 53; ASTM A 106

Steel tubing

ASTM A 254; ASTM A 539

1302.5 Fittings and Valves. Fittings and valves shall be listed
by the manufacturer as suitable for the piping systems, and
shall be compatible with, or shall be of the same material as,
the pipe or tubing.
1302.7 Pumps. Pumps that are not part of an appliance shall be
of a positive-displacement type. The pump shall automatically
shut off the supply when not in operation. Fuel oil pumps shall
be listed and labeled in accordance with UL 343. Flammable and
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combustible liquid pumps shall be listed and labeled by an
approved agency.
1303.1 Approval. Joints and connections shall be approved and of
a type approved for the liquid in the piping systems. All
threaded joints and connections shall be made tight with
suitable lubricant or pipe compound. Unions requiring gaskets or
packings, right or left couplings, and sweat fittings employing
solder having a melting point of less than 1,000 E F (538 E C)
shall not be used in oil lines. Cast-iron fittings shall not be
used. Joints and connections shall be tight for the pressure
required by test.
1305.2 Protection of Pipe, Equipment and Appliances. All fuel
oil pipe, tanks, equipment and appliances shall be protected
from physical damage.
1305.2.1 Flood Hazard. All fuel oil pipe, tanks, equipment and
appliances located in flood hazard areas shall be located above
the design flood elevation or shall be capable of resisting
hydrostatic and hydrodynamic loads and stresses, including the
effects of buoyancy, during the occurrence of flooding to the
design flood elevation. Underground tanks shall be installed in
accordance with Section 1309.
1305.6 Fill Piping. A fill pipe shall terminate outside of a
building at a point at least 5 feet (1524 mm) from any building
opening at the same or lower level. A fill pipe shall terminate
in a manner designed to minimize spilling when the filling hose
is disconnected. Fill opening shall be equipped with a tight
metal cover designed to discourage tampering.
1305.7 Vent Piping. Liquid fuel vent pipes shall terminate
outside of buildings at a point not less than 2 feet (610 mm)
higher measured vertically or 10 feet measured horizontally from
any building opening. Outer ends of vent pipes shall terminate
in a weatherproof vent cap or fitting or be provided with a
weatherproof hood. All vent caps shall have a minimum free open
area equal to the cross-sectional area of the vent pipe and
shall not employ screens finer than No. 4 mesh. Vent pipes shall
terminate a minimum of 24 inches above the ground to avoid being
obstructed with snow or ice. Vent pipes from tanks containing
heaters shall be extended to a location where oil vapors
discharging from the vent will be readily diffused. If the
static head with a vent pipe filled with oil exceeds 10 pounds
per square inch (psi) (69 kPa), the tank shall be designed for
the maximum static head that will be imposed.
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Liquid fuel vent pipes shall not be cross connected with fill
pipes, lines from burners or overflow lines from auxiliary
tanks.
1307.2 Appliance Shutoff. A shutoff valve shall be installed at
the connection to each appliance. The shutoff valve shall be in
the same room and within 6 feet of the appliance served. Access
shall be provided to the shutoff valve.
1308.1 Testing Required. Fuel oil piping shall be tested in
accordance with NFPA 31. Flammable and combustible liquid piping
shall be tested in accordance with the International Fire Code.
SECTION 1309 UNDERGROUND STORAGE TANK INSTALLATION
1309.1 General. Flammable and combustible liquid and fuel oil
storage tanks shall be installed in accordance with the
International Fire Code.
1309.2 Anchoring Required. All underground tanks shall be
anchored to resist the effects of buoyancy because of a rise in
the water table, flooding or accumulation of water from fire
suppression operations. Uplift protection shall be provided in
accordance with NFPA 30.
SECTION 1310 FUEL-DISPENSING SYSTEMS
1310.1 General. All fuel-dispensing systems shall be installed
in accordance with the International Fire Code.
1108.1500 Amendments to International Mechanical Code - Chapter
15 Referenced Standards. --Chapter 15 of the 2009 International
Mechanical Code is amended by the following provisions. Each
reference standard of the code that corresponds to one of the
following numbered standards is hereby deleted where so noted or
amended to read as set forth below. Each provision set out below
without a corresponding standard in the code is hereby enacted
and added thereto. Standards appearing in the published edition
of this code which are not set forth below remain a part of this
code.
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ASHRAE

American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air
Conditioning Engineers, Inc.
1791 Tullie Circle, NE; Atlanta, GA 30329-2305

Standard
Reference
Number
ASHRAE
Handbook –
2008

Title

Referenced in Code Section Number

HVAC Systems &
Equipment

1009.2

American Society of Mechanical Engineers
ASME
Standard
Reference
Number

345 East 47th Street, New York, NY 10017

Title

Referenced in Code Section Number

BPVC-2004

Boiler &
Pressure Vessel
Code

1003.1, 1004.1 1006.5, 1011.1

B19.1-95

Safety standard
for air
compressor
systems

2216.1

ASTM

ASTM International
100 Barr Harbor Dr.
West Conshohocken, PA 19428

Standard
Reference
Number

A653/A653M07

Title

Referenced in Code Section Number

Standard
Specification
for Steel Sheet, 603.16
Zinc-Coated
(Galvanized) or
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Zinc-Iron AlloyCoated
(Galvannealed)
by the Hot-Dip
Process

F853-05

Standard
Practice for
Maintenance
Procedures for
Amusement Rides
and Devices

2201.5.1

GOVERNMENT
OF ST LOUIS 41 S. Central Ave
COUNTY
Clayton, MO 63105
MISSOURI
Standard
Reference
Number
Building
Code

Title

Referenced in Code Section Number

Chapter 1115
SLCRO 1974, as
amended

101A.2.1, 107.11, 109.1, 109.3,
109.4.1, 109.5, 109.6, 201.3, 202,
301.12, 301.12, 301,.14, 301.15,
302.1, 302.2, 304.7, 304.10, 308.8,
308.10, 401.4, 401.6, 406.1, 502.10,
502.10.1, 504.2, 504.8, 506.3.3,
506.3.10, 506.3.12.2, 506.4.1,
509.1, 509.1.1, 510.6, 510.6.1,
510.6.2, 510.7, 511.1.1.5, 513.1,
513.2, 513.3, 513.4.3, 513.5,
513.5.2, 513.5.2.1, 513.6.2,
513.10.5, 513.12, 513.12.2, 513.20,
601.2, 602.2.1.5.1, 602.2.1.5.2,
602.3, 603.1, 603.10, 604.5.4,
607.1.1, 607.3.2.1, 607.5.1,
607.5.2, 607.5.3, 607.5.4,
607.5.4.1, 607.5.5, 607.5.5.1,
607.6, 701.4.1, 701.4.2, 801.3,
801.16.1, 801.18.4, 902.1, 908.3,
908.4, 910.3, 925.1, 1004.6, 1105.1,
1206.4, 1402.4, 1402.4.1, 1601.1,
1901.1, 2001.1, 2212.2, 2217.4.1,
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2217.5
Electrical
Code

Chapter 1102
SLCRO 1974, as
amended

201.3, 301.7, 306.3.1, 306.4.1,
513.11, 513.12.1, 602.2.1.1,
2100.40, 2218.1

Existing
Building
Code

Chapter 1117
SLCRO 1974, as
amended

101.2

Plumbing
Code

Chapter 1103
SLCRO 1974, as
amended

Residential
Code

Chapter 1116
SLCRO 1974, as
amended

101A.2.1,101A.3.4,201.3, 301.8,
512.2, 908.5, 1001.1, 1002.1,
1002.2, 1002.3, 1005.2, 1006.6,
1008.2, 1009.3, 1101.4, 1201.1,
1206.2, 1206.3, 1401.2, 2100.40

101.2,

1601.1

International Code Council, Inc.
ICC

500 New Jersey Avenue N.W., 6th floor
Washington, D.C. 20001

Standard
Reference
Number

IFC-09

Title

International
Fire Code

Referenced in Code Section Number

201.3, 310.1, 311.1, 502.4, 502.5,
502.7.2, 502.8.1, 502.9.5,
502.9.5.2, 502.9.5.3, 502.9.8.2,
502.9.8.3, 502.9.8.5, 502.9.8.6,
502.10, 502.10.3, 502.16.2, 509.1,
509.1.1, 510.2.1, 510.2.2, 510.4,
511.1.1 513.12.3, 513.15, 513.16,
513.17, 513.18, 513.19, 513.20.2,
513.20.3, 606.2.1, 908.7, 1101.9,
1105.3, 1105.9, 1106.5, 1106.6,
1301.1, 1301.2, 1301.4, 1308.1,
1309.1, 1310.1, 2217.6
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IFGC-09

State of
Missouri
Standard
Reference
Number

Chapter 20Hospitals

101.2, 201.3, 301.3, 701.1, 801.1,
901.1, 906.1, 1101.5, 2100.020,
2100.040

International
Fuel Gas Code

State of Missouri, Department of Health
Jefferson City , MO

Title

Referenced in Code Section Number

Missouri Rules
of the Dept. of
Health
1701.2
Division 30,
Chapter 20
Hospitals
National Fire Protection Association

NFPA
Batterymarch Park, Quincy, MA 02269
Standard
Reference
Number

Title

Referenced in Code Section Number

NFPA 10-07

STANDARD FOR
PORTABLE FIRE
EXTINGUISHERS

2217.6

NFPA 12-05

STANDARD ON
CARBON DIOXIDE
EXTINGUISHING
SYSTEMS

509.2

NFPA 13-07

STANDARD FOR THE
INSTALLATION OF
509.2
SPRINKLER
SYSTEMS
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NFPA 16-07

STANDARD FOR THE
INSTALLATION OF
FOAM-WATER
509.2
SPRINKLER AND
FOAM-WATER SPRAY
SYSTEMS

NFPA 17-02

STANDARD FOR DRY
CHEMICAL
509.2
EXTINGUISHING
SYSTEMS

NFPA 17A-02

STANDARD FOR WET
CHEMICAL
509.2
EXTINGUISHING
SYSTEMS

30-2008

Flammable and
Combustible
Liquids Code

1309.2

31-06

Installation of
Oil-burning
Equipment

801.2.1, 801.18.1, 801.18.2, 920.2,
922.1, 1301.2, 1301.4, 1308.1

45-2004

Fire Protection
for Laboratories 510.1
using Chemicals

54-2009

National Fuel
Gas Code

Chapter 21-301.3(IFGC)

80-07

STANDARD FOR
FIRE DOORS AND
OTHER OPENING
PROTECTIVES

601.2

85-2007

Boiler and
Combustion
Systems Hazards
Code

1004.1

96-2008

Ventilation
Control and Fire 506.1,507.1
Protection of
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Commercial
Cooking
Operations

99-2005

701-2004

SMACNA

Standard for
Health Care
Facilities

1701.2

Standard Methods
of Fire Tests
for Flame
2217.2
Propagation of
textiles and
films
Sheet Metal & Air Conditioning Contractors National
Assoc., Inc.
4021 Lafayette Center Road, Chantilly, VA 22021

Standard
Reference
Number

Title

Referenced in Code Section Number

HVAC Duct
SMACNA/ANSI- Construction
2005
Standards-Metal
and Flexible

504.8, 603.2, 603.4, 603.9, 604.8,

Underwriters Laboratories, Inc.
UL
333 Pfingsten Road, Northbrook, IL 60062-2096
Standard
Reference
Number

Title

Referenced in Code Section Number

UL 197-03

Commercial
Electric Cooking 507.1
Appliances

199E-04

FIRE TESTING OF
SPRINKLERS AND
WATER SPRAY

509.2.4.1
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NOZZLES FOR
PROTECTION OF
DEEP FAT FRYERS

300-05

710B-04

Standard for
Fire Testing of
Fire
Extinguishing
Systems for
Protection of
Commercial
Cooking
Equipment

509.2, 2213.1

Recirculating
Systems

507.1, 509.2

1108.1600 Amendments to International Mechanical Code - Chapter
16 Residential Mechanical Systems. --The 2009 International
Mechanical Code is hereby amended by enacting and adding thereto
Chapter 16, Residential Mechanical Systems to read as follows:
1601.1 General. Mechanical Systems for detached one and two
family dwellings and townhouses, as defined by the St. Louis
County Building Code, shall be designed and installed in
accordance with the applicable provisions of the St. Louis
County Residential Code, Title XI, Chapter 1116, SLCRO 1974, as
amended and referenced standards listed therein.
1108.1700 Amendment to International Mechanical Code - Chapter
17 Medical Gas Systems. --The 2009 International Mechanical Code
is hereby amended by enacting and adding thereto Chapter 17,
Medical Gas Systems to read as follows:
1701.1 Scope. The provisions of this chapter shall govern the
design, construction, installation, and repair of medical gas
piping systems. This chapter shall apply to all medical gas
piping systems including, but not limited to Oxygen, Surgical
Air, Nitrous Oxide, Nitrogen, Carbon Dioxide, and Clinical
Suction.
1701.2 Requirements. The medical gas systems, components,
appurtenances and piping shall conform to the requirements of
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NFPA 99-2005 edition and the “Missouri Rules of the Department
of Health Division 30 Chapter 20 - Hospitals”.
1108.1900 Amendments to International Mechanical Code - Chapter
19 Mechanical Fire Protection Systems. --The 2009 International
Mechanical Code is hereby amended by enacting and adding thereto
Chapter 19, Mechanical Fire Protection Systems to read as
follows:
1901.1 General. Mechanical Fire Protection Systems including
automatic fire suppression systems, automatic fire sprinkler
systems, standpipe systems, and smoke control systems shall be
designed and installed in accordance with the applicable
provisions of the St. Louis County Building Code, Title XI,
Chapter 1115, SLCRO 1974, as amended and referenced standards
listed therein.
1108.2000 Amendments to International Mechanical Code - Chapter
20 Elevators and Conveying Systems. --The 2009 International
Mechanical Code is hereby amended by enacting and adding thereto
Chapter 20, Elevators and Conveying Systems to read as follows:
2001.1 General. Elevators, escalators, dumbwaiters, moving
walks, hoists, automotive lifts, conveyors, freight lifts, and
manlifts shall be designed and installed in accordance with the
applicable provisions of the St. Louis County Building Code,
Title XI, Chapter 1115, SLCRO 1974, as amended and referenced
standards listed therein.
1108.2100 Amendment to International Mechanical Code - Chapter
21 Fuel Gas Code. --The 2009 International Mechanical Code is
hereby amended by enacting and adding thereto Chapter 21, Fuel
Gas Code which shall read as follows:
2100.020 Fuel Gas Code Adopted. The International Fuel Gas Code
2009 edition is hereby adopted as the Fuel Gas Code of St. Louis
County.
2100.40 References to Other St. Louis County Adopted Codes.
Throughout the International Fuel Gas Code 2009 Edition,
wherever a reference appears to the “International Plumbing
Code” or “plumbing code” it shall mean “The Plumbing Code” as
adopted by St. Louis County ordinance with the additions,
deletions and changes prescribed by that ordinance. Wherever a
reference appears to the “International Electrical Code” or
“electrical code” it shall mean “The Electrical Code” as adopted
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by St. Louis County ordinance with the additions, deletions and
changes prescribed by that ordinance.
2100.100 Amendments to International Fuel Gas Code 2009 Edition.
The 2009 International Fuel Gas Code is amended by the following
provisions. Each section, subsection or clause of the code that
numerically corresponds to one of the following numbered
provisions is hereby deleted where so noted, or amended to read
as set forth below. Each provision set out below without a
corresponding section, subsection or clause number in the code
is hereby enacted and added thereto.
Section 102(IFGC) Applicability. Delete.
Section 103(IFGC) Department of Inspection. Delete.
Section 104(IFGC) Duties and Powers of Code Official. Delete.
Section 105(IFGC) Approval. Delete.
Section 106(IFGC) Permits. Delete.
Section 107(IFGC) Inspections and Testing. Delete.
Section 108(IFGC) Violations. Delete.
Section 109(IFGC) Means of Appeal. Delete.
Section 110(IFGC) Temporary Equipment, Systems and Uses. Delete
301.3(IFGC) Listed and Labeled. Appliances regulated by this
code shall be listed and labeled for the application in which
they are used unless otherwise approved in accordance with
Section 105. The approval of unlisted appliances in accordance
with Section 105 shall be base upon approved engineering
evaluation and the NFPA 54.
403.10.5(IFGC) Joints Between Different Piping Materials. Joints
between different piping materials shall be made with approved
adapter fittings. Joints between different metallic piping
materials at the point of delivery, and at other locations where
necessary, shall be made with approved dielectric fittings to
isolate electrically above-ground piping from underground piping
or to isolate electrically different metallic piping materials
joined underground. Dielectric fittings shall not be required
in joints located within the interior of the building.
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404.18 (IFGC) Piping into Masonry Fireboxes. Above ground gas
piping serving an appliance installed in a masonry firebox shall
be installed as required by this Chapter. Piping shall enter the
firebox through the firebox wall a minimum of 3 inches above the
firebox floor. A high temperature seal is required on the inside
of the firebox and a weatherproof seal is required on the
outside if exposed to weather. Fuel-gas piping serving
decorative gas-fired appliances shall be allowed to be installed
through an existing ash dump.
409.5.4 (IFGC) Gas Barbeque Shutoff Valve. Shutoff valves for
gas barbeques installed outdoors shall not be required to be
within 6 feet of the appliance. Such valves shall not be
prohibited from being installed indoors provided they are
readily accessible, permanently identified and serve no other
equipment.
411.1(IFGC) Connecting Gas Appliances. Except as required by
Section 411.1.1, appliances shall be connected to the piping
system by one of the following:
1.

Rigid metallic pipe and fittings.

2.
Corrugated stainless steel tubing (CSST) where installed in
accordance with the manufacturer's instructions.
3.
Semirigid metallic tubing and metallic fittings. Lengths
shall not exceed 6 feet (1829 mm) and shall be located entirely
in the same room as the appliance. Semirigid metallic tubing
shall not enter a motor-operated appliance through an
unprotected knockout opening.
4.
Listed and labeled appliance connectors in compliance with
ANSI Z21.24 and installed in accordance with the manufacturer's
installation instructions and located entirely in the same room
as the appliance.
5.
Listed and labeled quick-disconnect devices used in
conjunction with listed and labeled appliance connectors.
6.
Listed and labeled convenience outlets used in conjunction
with listed and labeled appliance connectors.
7.
Listed and labeled outdoor appliance connectors in
compliance with ANSI Z21.75/CSA 6.27 and installed in accordance
with the manufacturer's installation instructions.
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8.
A union shall be installed between the appliance and the
appliance shutoff valve.
501.16(IFGC). The outdoor winter design temperature for St.
Louis County shall be 2F.
603.2 Shutoff Valves(IFGC). Shutoff valves required by Section
409.5 and serving gas-fired log lighters shall be located
outside of the fireplace firebox, adjacent to within 6 feet and
in the same room as the fireplace.
614.6.8 Multiple Dryers(IFGC). Multiple domestic dryers shall
not be connected to a single exhaust system.
Exception: Multiple domestic clothes dryers may be connected to
a single exhaust system designed by a registered design
professional.
614.8 (IFGC) Common Exhaust Systems for Clothes Dryers Located
in Multistory Structures. Where a common multistory duct system
is designed and installed to convey exhaust from multiple
clothes dryers, the construction of such system shall be in
accordance with all of the following:
1.
The shaft in which the duct is installed shall be
constructed and fire-resistant rated as required by the
International Building Code.
2.
Dampers shall be prohibited in the exhaust duct.
Penetrations of the shaft and ductwork shall be protected in
accordance with Section 607.5.5, Exception 2, of the
International Mechanical Code.
3.
Rigid metal ductwork shall be installed within the shaft to
convey the exhaust. The ductwork shall be constructed of sheet
steel having a minimum thickness of 0.0187 inch (0.471 mm) (No.
26 gage) and in accordance with SMACNA Duct Construction
Standards.
4.
The ductwork within the shaft shall be designed and
installed without offsets.
5.
The exhaust fan motor design shall be in accordance with
Section 503.2 of the International Mechanical Code.
6.
The exhaust fan motor shall be located outside of the
airstream.
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7.

The exhaust fan shall run continuously.

8.
The exhaust fan operation shall be monitored in an approved
location and shall initiate an audible or visual signal when the
fan is not in operation.
9.

Makeup air shall be provided for the exhaust system.

10. A cleanout opening shall be located at the base of the
shaft to provide access to the duct to allow for cleaning and
inspection. The finished opening shall be not less than 12
inches by 12 inches (305 mm by 305 mm).
11. Screens shall not be installed at the termination.
618.3 (IFGC) Dampers. Volume dampers shall not be placed in the
return air inlet to a furnace in a manner that will reduce the
required air to the furnace.
Exception: This provision shall not apply to engineered nonresidential applications.
618.4 (IFGC) Circulating Air Ducts for Forced-Air Warm-Air
Furnaces. Circulating air for fuel-burning, forced-air-type,
warm-air furnaces shall be conducted into the blower housing
from outside the furnace enclosure by continuous ducts
constructed in accordance with the mechanical code.
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IFGC Chapter 8 Referenced Standards

International Code Council, Inc.
ICC

500 New Jersey Avenue N.W., 6th floor
Washington, D.C. 20001

Standard
Reference
Number

IMC-09

Title

Referenced in Code Section Number

International
Mechanical Code

101.2.5, 201.3, 301.1.1, 301.13,
304.11, 501.1, 614.2, 614.8, 618.4,
618.5, 621.1, 624.1, 631.2, 632.1,
703.1.2

IFGC Appendix B. Replace Figure B-19 with the following text:
Figure B-19(IFGC). The winter design temperature for St. Louis
County shall be in accordance with 501.16
1108.2200 Amendments to International Mechanical Code - Chapter
22 Amusement Devices. --The 2009 International Mechanical Code
is hereby amended by enacting and adding thereto Chapter 22,
Amusement Devices to read as follows:
CHAPTER 22 AMUSEMENT DEVICES
SECTION 2201 GENERAL
2201.1 Scope: The provisions of this chapter shall govern the
installation, repair, alteration, maintenance, operation, and
inspection of every amusement ride or device and any accessories
connected or attached to such rides or devices.
Exception: Non-powered playground equipment.
2201.2 Requirements Not Covered. Any requirement necessary for
the strength or stability of an amusement ride or device or for
the protection of the health or safety of the occupants or
general public, which is not specifically covered by this
chapter shall be determined by the Code Official.
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2201.3 Identification. Every amusement ride or device shall be
identified by a descriptive name, manufacturer and
identification number. There shall be permanently attached to
every ride or device, in a readily visible location, the name of
the manufacturer, name of the ride or device, the year of
manufacture, and the unique identification number. The Code
Official may request additional information and reports of tests
and analysis, as necessary.
2201.4 Permit-Required. No person shall install, erect, set up
or operate any amusement ride or device unless the required
permit therefore has been issued. Application for such permit
shall be made not less than fourteen (14) days prior to date of
installation or operation. Special circumstances will be
reviewed by the Code Official.
2201.4 1 Permit Status. A St. Louis County issued permit shall
be construed to be a license to proceed with installation and
erection. The operation after inspection and approval shall not
be construed as authority to set aside, neglect, cancel or
violate any provisions of this code nor shall issuance of such
permit prevent the Code Official thereafter from requiring
correction of errors or provision of additional needed
safeguards. No amusement ride shall operate without a current
Missouri state operating permit.
Exception: Inflatable bounce houses do not require a state
permit.
2201.4.2 Application. The permit application procedure for
permanent amusement rides or devices shall be as required by
Section 106 of the mechanical code.
2201.4.3 The application for a Temporary amusement ride or
device permit shall be accompanied by the following:
1.
A copy of the site plan identifying the location of each
amusement ride or device and the required separation distances
showing buildings and overhead electrical wiring.
2.
Copy of the general liability insurance certificate
required by Section 2201.6.
3.
A copy of the current certificate of compliance required by
Section 2204.2.
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2201.5 Inspections. No person shall operate or permit the
operation of an amusement ride or device unless it is certified
for operation pursuant to a currently valid inspection and
approval as provided by this chapter and other applicable
provisions of this code.
2201.5.1 Owners and operators shall comply with ASTM F-24
Standard Practice for Maintenance Procedures for Amusement Rides
and Devices.
2201.6 Insurance. All owners or operators of amusement devices
shall carry general liability insurance through a carrier
licensed and operating in the State of Missouri. The minimum
amount of such coverage shall be: $1,000,000.00 per occurrence
to include Bodily Injury and Property Damage. No permits shall
be issued until proof of such insurance coverage is provided to
the St. Louis County Department of Public Works in the form of
an insurance certificate.
2201.6.1 Insurance Certificates. The limits of liability
specified in Section 2201.6 are minimum requirements and shall
be carried by the amusement operator or owner covering all
operations in St. Louis County, Missouri and said County shall
be named as an additional insured. Insurance certificates shall
be filed with the Code Official.
2201.7 Fees. Permit and inspection fees shall be as specified in
Chapter 1100, SLCRO 1974 as amended.
SECTION 2202 DEFINITIONS
2202.1 Definitions. For the purposes of this chapter, words and
phrases listed below shall have the meanings indicated.
Amusement Rides or Devices: Any device or combination of
devices, which carries passengers or expects persons to walk or
crawl along, around or over a fixed or restricted course for the
purpose of amusement.
Inflatable devices/rides – Structures made of flexible outer
membrane or fabric that is filled with air to give shape and
strength to the structure while individuals climb, jump or slide
within the structure.
Mechanical device/ride – Any device that is propelled by
actuation of either motors, hydraulics or by manual operation.
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Major attraction device/ride – Any permanent device that has a
passenger height requirement of 42 inches or greater.
Owner: Any person, agent, firm or corporation having a legal or
equitable interest in the equipment.
Restraining Device: A safety belt, harness, chain, bar or other
physical support, retention, or restraint to the passenger of a
ride or device.
Special Amusement Buildings: Any temporary or permanent building
or portion thereof that is occupied for amusement and
entertainment and the means of egress path is not readily
apparent due to visual or audio distractions or is not readily
available because of the nature of the attraction or mode of
conveyance though the building or structure.
SECTION 2203 OPERATORS
2203.1 Operators. An amusement ride or device shall be operated
by a ride operator certified by the owner or his designated
agent. A ride or device operator shall have knowledge of the use
and function of all normal operating controls, signal systems
and safety devices applicable to the ride or device and of the
proper use, function, capacity and speed of the particular ride
or device which is operating. When the ride or device is shut
down, provision shall be made to prevent operations by the
public. No person other than a certified ride operator shall be
permitted to handle the controls of a ride or device during
normal operation except where such ride or device is designed to
be controlled by the passenger.
2203.2 All devices shall have the proper number of ride
operators in accordance with the manufacturer’s requirements.
SECTION 2204 NON DESTRUCTIVE TESTING
2204.1 Non Destructive Test (NDT). A non destructive test as
required by the manufacturer of amusement ride or device shall
be performed on an annual basis, or at the frequency specified
by the manufacturer. This examination shall be performed in
accordance with the manufacturer’s written inspection procedure
by a certified testing agency. NDT is not required on inflatable
bounce houses.
2204.2 Certificate of Compliance. A current certificate of
compliance must be submitted annually by the owner certifying
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that each amusement device has been tested in accordance with
the manufacturers’ written test procedures.

SECTION 2205 MODIFIED OR REBUILT EQUIPMENT
2205.1 Modified and Rebuilt Rides and Devices. An amusement ride
or device which has been rebuilt or modified other than repaired
and restored to its original condition shall be re-identified by
a new name and identification number and shall be re-certified
as a completely new piece of equipment.
SECTION 2206 ASSEMBLY AND DISASSEMBLY
2206.1 Assembly and Disassembly. Assembly and disassembly of
amusement rides or devices shall be by competent personnel
trained and experienced in assembly and erection of such
equipment.
2206.2 Supervision. The
ride or device shall be
supervision of a person
such work in respect to

assembly and disassembly of an amusement
done by or under the immediate
experienced in the proper performance of
the device or structure.

2206.3 Assembly. Parts shall be properly aligned, and shall not
be bent, distorted, cut or otherwise modified to force a fit.
Parts requiring lubrication shall be lubricated in course of
assembly and as required by the manufacturer. Fastening and
locking devices, such as bolts, cap screws, cotter pins and lock
washers shall be installed where required for dependable
operation. Nuts shall be drawn tight, cotter pins shall be
spread and lock nuts firmly set. Welding shall be done by
welders certified in accordance with the requirements of the
American Welding Society (AWS).
2206.4 Replacement of Parts. Parts which are excessively worn or
which have been materially damaged shall be replaced or
repaired.
2206.5 Tools and Equipment. Persons engaged in the assembly or
disassembly of amusement rides or devices or temporary
structures shall use tools of proper size and design to enable
the work to be done safely.
2206.6 Supports Required. A portable amusement ride or device
shall be placed on stable supports to prevent shifting, tipping,
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swaying or erratic motion. Use of shim blocks shall be kept to a
minimum. Adequate means of drainage shall be provided to prevent
water from collecting and softening supporting areas. The area
surrounding the amusement ride or device shall be clear and kept
free from trash and tripping hazards.
2206.7 Permanent Foundations. A non-portable amusement ride or
device permanently erected shall be set on properly designed and
constructed foundations or footings and secured to these
footings in a manner to prevent shifting, tipping, swaying or
erratic motion.
Exception: The provisions pertinent to erratic motion or sway
does not apply to an amusement ride or device designed to permit
flotation characteristics or flexibility.
2206.8 Leveling and Alignment. Corner posts, central columns or
support structures of an amusement ride or device designed to
operate on a vertical axis shall be plumbed and secured so that
the path of the sweeps or platforms shall be level and operate
on a true horizontal plane at right angles to the axis of the
pivot. An amusement ride or device whose carriers are designed
to operate on a horizontal axis shall be leveled so that the
carriers all orbit in a true vertical plane.
2206.8.1 The base of an amusement ride or device employing a
combination of orbiting planes or a ride whose carriers operate
normally in a plane other than true horizontal or vertical shall
be leveled, plumbed and secured so that they will not tip or
shift and will be stable under the most adverse operating
conditions, except for an amusement ride or device designed to
permit flotation characteristics or flexibility or designed to
operate properly regardless of whether the base is plumb or
level.
SECTION 2207 SAFEGUARDS
2207.1 Guarding of Machinery. Machinery used in or with an
amusement ride or device shall be enclosed, barricaded or
otherwise effectively guarded against contact. Guards removed
for maintenance purposes shall be replaced before normal
operation is resumed. All amusement rides or devices containing
or having a mounting or mountings that would catch, wind up or
entangle long hair shall have adequate guards.
2207.2 Public Protection. An amusement ride or device shall not
be used or operated while any person is to be endangered by it.
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Areas in which persons may be so endangered shall be fenced,
barricaded or otherwise guarded against public intrusion.
2207.3 Signage. Signage describing any limitations of usage or
the safety of riders or operators shall be placed in a prominent
location at the entry to the ride where the patrons cannot
obstruct it. The signage shall include number of riders, minimum
or maximum rider height, weight, age or any other restrictions
imposed by the ride manufacturer.
SECTION 2208 DESIGN LOAD AND SPEED
2208.1 Design Load and Speed Shall Not be Exceeded. An amusement
ride or device shall not be overcrowded or loaded in excess of
its safe carrying capacity, nor shall it be operated at an
unsafe speed or at any speed beyond that recommended by the
manufacturer. See Section 2201.3.
SECTION 2209 INSPECTIONS
2209.1 Daily Inspection. Prior to carrying passengers, the
owner/operator shall conduct or cause to be conducted a daily
documented and signed pre-opening inspection, based on the
manufacturer provided instructions, to ensure the proper
operation of the ride or device. The inspection program shall
include, but not be limited to the following:
1.
Inspection of all passenger-carrying devices, including
restraint devices and latches.
2.
Visual inspection of entrances, exits, stairways, and
ramps.
3.
Functional test of all communication equipment necessary
for the operation of the ride.
4.
Inspection or test of all automatic and manual safety
devices.
5.
Inspection or test of the brakes, including service brakes,
emergency brakes, parking brakes, and backstops.
6.
Visual, inspection of all fencing, guarding, and
barricades.
7.

Visual inspection of the ride structure.
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8.
The ride or device shall be operated for a minimum of one
complete operating cycle.
9.
Hydraulic systems shall be checked for leaks, damaged pipes
and worn or deteriorated hoses. Only manufacturer approved
hydraulic fluid shall be used.
10. A record of each inspection shall be maintained and shall
be readily available to the Code Official at the time of
inspection.
2209.2 Unscheduled Cessation. An amusement ride or device, or
the specifically affected element, shall be appropriately
inspected and operated, without passengers, to determine that it
is functioning properly following an unscheduled cessation of
operation caused by:
1.

Malfunction or significant adjustment, or

2.

Mechanical, electrical, or operational modification, or

3.
Environmental conditions that affected the operation, or
any combination of the three.
4.
A record of each inspection shall be maintained and shall
be readily available to the Code Official at the time of
inspection.
2209.3 Documentation. Device setup, maintenance and inspection
manuals from the manufacture, along with an operator training
record signed by the trainer and trainee, shall be presented to
the Code Official at the time of inspection.
SECTION 2210 WEATHER HAZARDS
2210.1 Wind and Storm Hazards. An amusement ride or device shall
not be operated above wind limits established by the
manufacturer or when storm warnings have been posted by the
weather service, except as may be necessary to release or
discharge passengers.
SECTION 2211 LIGHTING
2211.1 Lighting. Amusement rides or devices, temporary
structures, access thereto and exits there from shall, while in
operation or occupied, be provided with illumination by natural
or artificial means sufficient to guard against personal
injuries.
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SECTION 2212 ACCESS AND EGRESS
2212.1 Access and Egress. Safe and adequate means of access to
and egress from amusement rides, devices and temporary
structures shall be provided. Such means of access and egress
shall have:
1.
Protection provided from hazards or falling by the use of
rails, enclosures, barriers or similar means.
2.
All passageways shall be kept free from debris,
obstructions, projections and other hazards. All surfaces shall
be maintained to prevent slipping and tripping.
3.
Width of passageways shall not be less than the width of
exit doors or stairs to which they lead. Headroom clearance
shall not be less than 6' 8".
4.
Stairways or ramps and the necessary connecting landings or
platforms shall be provided whenever the entrance to or exit
from such amusement device, ride, or temporary structure is
above or below grade or floor level.
2212.2 Design. Stairways, landings and ramps shall provide the
following:
1.
Stairways, landings and ramps shall be designed,
constructed and maintained to sustain safely a live load of at
least 100 pounds per square foot.
2.
Stairways, landing and ramps leading to or from an
amusement ride or device intended for the public shall not be
less than 36 inches wide for single lane passage. Landings shall
have at least dimensions equal to the ramp width. Stair treads
shall not be less than 11 inches (measured from riser to riser)
and the rise shall not be greater than 7 inches (measured from
tread to tread). Between any two connected levels, the treads
shall be of uniform depth and the risers shall be of uniform
height. The slope of ramps shall not exceed one-foot rise in 12
feet of run.
3.
Guard rails shall be a minimum of 42 inches in height, nonclimbable with no opening greater than 4 inches.
4.
Handrails for stairs shall be a minimum of 34 inches in
height and a maximum of 38 inches. The intermediate rail shall
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be 30 inches in height. These measurements are from nose of
tread.
SECTION 2213 BOOTHS
2213.1 General. Temporary booths utilized for cooking food shall
be located such that at least ten (10) feet of clearance exists
on two sides for the use of fire equipment or other emergency
vehicles, and shall not be located within ten (10) feet of
amusement rides or devices. Each booth used for cooking shall be
provided with at least one 2A10BC fire extinguisher. When
cooking produces grease the cooking appliance shall be under a
Type 1 hood with a UL300 fire suppression system with a current
service inspection tag and a Type K fire extinguisher shall also
be provided.
Exception: Type I hoods are not required for cooking equipment
in tents.
SECTION 2214 SIGNAL SYSTEMS
2214.1 Signal Systems. Signal systems for the starting and
stopping of amusement rides or devices shall be provided where
the operator of the device does not have a clear view of the
point at which passengers are loaded or unloaded. Any code of
signals adopted shall be printed and kept posted at both
operator’s and signalman’s stations. All persons who may use
these signals shall be carefully instructed in their use.
Signals for the movement or operation of an amusement device
shall not be given until all passengers, operators, and other
persons who may be endangered are in a position of safety.
SECTION 2215 DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
2215.1 Allowable Loads. Amusement rides or devices subject to
the provisions of this code shall be so designed and constructed
that the maximum allowable loads will not stress any part beyond
allowable limits.
2215.2 Anchors. Amusement rides or devices shall be anchored,
guyed, stayed or otherwise supported to provide proper stability
and to restrict any adverse change in stability.
2215.3 Brakes. If tubs or other components of an amusement ride
or device may collide upon failure of normal controls, emergency
brakes sufficient to prevent such collisions shall be provided.
On rides or devices which make use of inclined tracks, automatic
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anti-rollback devices shall be installed to prevent backward
movement of the tubs in case of failure of the propelling
mechanism.
2215.4 Speed Limiting Devices. An amusement ride or device
capable of exceeding its maximum safe operating speed shall be
provided with a speed-limiting device.
2215.5 Passenger Protections. The interior and exterior parts of
all passenger-carrying amusement rides or devices with which a
passenger may come in contact shall be smooth and rounded, free
from sharp, rough or splintered edges and corners, with no
protruding studs, bolts, screws or other projections that could
cause injury. Interior parts upon which or against which a
passenger may be forcibly thrown by the action of the ride shall
be adequately padded.
2215.5.1 Guards. Devices that are self-powered and that are
operated by passengers shall have the driving mechanism so
guarded and the guards so locked in place as to prevent
passengers from gaining access to the mechanism.
2215.5.2 Restraining Devices. Restraining devices, such as
belts, bars, foot rests and other equipment as may be necessary
for safe entrance and exit and for support while the device is
in operation shall be provided. Such equipment and the
fastenings shall be of sufficient strength to retain the
passengers. The fastenings shall be of a type, which cannot be
inadvertently released.
2215.6 Fences. All amusement devices shall be enclosed with a
fence with entrance and exit gates. Fences shall be a minimum of
42 inches high with no opening or space over 4 inches, non
climbable, and shall be self supporting. The exit gate shall
swing away from the device.
SECTION 2216 ANCILLARY EQUIPMENT
2216.1 Air Compressors. Air compressors, air compressor tanks
and equipment used in connection therewith, shall be
constructed, equipped and maintained in accordance with ASME
B19.1 listed in Chapter 15. The equipment shall be inspected and
tested at least once a year. A record of each inspection shall
be kept by the owner and/or manager on the premises where the
equipment is located and shall be made available on request by
the Code Official. Compressor relief valves shall be piped so as
to direct the relieved air away from passengers and operators.
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2216.2 Engine Driven Power Sources. Internal combustion power
sources shall be of adequate type, design and capacity to handle
the design load.
2216.2.1 Fuel Supply. Fuel tanks shall be of adequate capacity
to permit uninterrupted operation during normal operating hours.
Where it is impossible to provide tanks of proper capacity for a
complete day, the ride or device shall be shut down and unloaded
or evacuated during the refueling procedure. Under no
circumstances shall the fuel supply be replenished while the
engines are running.
2216.2.2 Ventilation. An enclosed area in which an internal
combustion engine is operated shall be ventilated. Exhaust fumes
from the engine shall be discharged outside the area.
2216.2.3 Location. Internal combustion power sources shall be
located in a manner permitting proper maintenance and shall be
protected either by guards, fencing or enclosure.
2216.3 Mechanical Power Transmission. All power transmission
parts shall be shielded, enclosed or barricaded to protect the
public.
SECTION 2217 FIRE PROTECTION
2217.1 Accessibility. Provisions shall be made for fire and
emergency vehicle access to all portions of any site on which
amusement devices or rides, as defined herein, are located
whether permanent or temporary installations.
2217.2 Fire Resistance of Fabrics. Fabrics constituting part of
an amusement ride or device or enclosure therefore shall be
flame resistant and shall be capable of passing a flame
resistant field test in accordance with Chapter 6 of NFPA 701
listed in Chapter 15.
2217.3 Flammable Waste. Flammable waste such as oily rags and
other flammable materials shall be placed in covered metal
containers. Such containers shall not be kept at or near site.
2217.4 Flammable Liquids and Gases. Gasoline and other volatile
liquids and flammable gases shall be stored in cool and
ventilated places. Smoking and the carrying of lighted cigars,
cigarettes or pipes is prohibited in any area where such liquids
or gases are stored or are transferred from one container to
another.
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2217.4.1 Storage. Storage and use of flammable liquids and gases
shall comply with the requirements of the building code as
listed in Chapter 15.
2217.5 Special Amusement Buildings. Temporary amusement
buildings shall be equipped with an automatic fire detection
system and an automatic sprinkler system throughout. Actuation
of any fire detection device shall immediately sound an alarm at
a constantly attended location at the building. Permanent
amusement building shall comply with the building code.
2217.6 Fire Extinguishers. Each ride shall have at least one
serviceable and tagged type ABC fire extinguisher provided by
the ride operator and shall be sized in accordance with NFPA 10
and the requirements of the IFC. Extinguishers shall be within
an easy reach of operator.
SECTION 2218 ELECTRICAL INSTALLATIONS
2218.1 Electrical Installation. Electrical permits shall be
required for permanent installations including wiring, equipment
and appliances. All electrical installations shall be in
accordance with the St. Louis County Electrical Code. All
electrical disconnects, connection boxes, connectors, raceways
and wiring shall be UL listed. The Code Official shall be
permitted to require additional safety measures such as extra
grounding, ground fault interrupters, etc. if in his opinion
conditions at the site or the type or condition of equipment
justify such additional protection. The Code Official may issue
supplemental rules and regulations to further interpret the
electrical requirements as provided for in paragraph 104.1.1 of
this code.
2218.2 Junction Boxes and Components. All junction boxes and
electrical components for operation of amusement rides or
devices shall be segregated from passageways by fencing. All
fencing shall be constructed such that it prohibits unauthorized
entry, and shall be maintained for the duration of the event.
SECTION 2219 INFLATABLE DEVICES
2219.1 Stakes. Inflatable devices shall be staked in accordance
with the manufacturer’s and Consumer Product Safety Commission
requirements, whichever is more restrictive. Stakes shall be a
minimum of 30 inches in length, 7/8 in diameter and driven a
minimum of 24 inched into the ground. Sandbags shall not be used
outdoors unless specifically approved by the manufacturer.
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Sandbags shall have documentation of their weight or a scale
shall be provided to verify the weight.
2219.2 Tethers. All tethers shall be in good condition, of the
proper length and size with no knots and shall not be frayed.
Connections at each end shall be made in accordance with the
manufacturer’s directions. The connection points at the
inflatable shall be in good condition and not modified.
2219.3 Repairs. The inflatable shall be clean and in good
condition. All repairs shall be approved by the manufacturer.
2219.4 Blower and Fans. Inflation devices shall be of proper CFM
required by the manufacturer, UL listed and in good condition.
All air supply tubes shall be utilized unless manufacturer
states a different requirement.
2219.5 Electrical Connection. Extension cords shall be a minimum
of 12 gauge wire size, listed for rough service and not over 100
feet in length. If building power is utilized to power the
blower only one extension cord may be plugged into a branch
circuit. GFIC protection is required.
SECTION 2. If any section, subsection, sentence, clause or
phrase of this ordinance is, for any reason, held to be
unconstitutional; such decision shall not affect the validity of
the remaining portions of this ordinance. The St. Louis County
Council hereby declares that it would have passed this
ordinance, and each section, subsection, clause or phrase
thereof, irrespective of the fact that any one or more sections,
subsections, sentences, clauses and phrases be declared
unconstitutional.
SECTION 3.

Nothing in this ordinance or in the Codes

hereby adopted shall be construed to affect any suit or
proceeding impending in any court, or any rights acquired, or
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liability incurred, or any cause or causes of action acquired or
existing, under any act or ordinance hereby repealed as cited in
Section 2 of this ordinance; nor shall any just or legal right
or remedy of any character be lost, impaired or affected by this
ordinance.
SECTION 4.

This ordinance and the rules, regulations,

provisions, requirements, orders and matters established and
adopted hereby shall take effect and be in full force and effect
on the 1st day of the month following ninety (90) calendar days
from and after the date of its adoption by the St. Louis County
Council and approved by the County Executive.

ADOPTED:

February 11, 2014

APPROVED: February 12, 2014
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HAZEL M. ERBY
CHAIR, COUNTY COUNCIL
CHARLIE A. DOOLEY
COUNTY EXECUTIVE

Recommended by: City Staff

Bill No.
Ordinance No.

15-2019
2019-

AN ORDINANCE BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF OVERLAND,
MISSOURI, TO AMEND ARTICLE II CODE ADOPTIONS AND AMENDMENTS,
SECTION 500.070: BUILDING CODE – ADOPTED AND AMENDMENTS.
NOW THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE
CITY OF OVERLAND, ST. LOUIS, COUNTY, MISSOURI, AS FOLLOWS:
Section 1: That Chapter 500 of the Municipal Code of the City of Overland,
Missouri, is hereby amended by the repeal of Section 500.070: Building Code – Adopted
and Amendments. in its entirety; and
Section 2: That Chapter 500 of the Municipal Code of the City of Overland,
Missouri, is hereby amended by the adoption of a new Section 500.070: Building Code –
Adopted and Amendments to read as follows;
A. Building Code. A certain document, one (1) copy of which is on file in the office
of the City Clerk of the City of Overland, being marked and designated as "The
2015 International Building Code" as published by the International Code
Council, Inc., is hereby adopted as the Building Code of the City of Overland,
Missouri, for the control of buildings and structures as herein provided; and each
and all of the regulations, provisions, conditions and terms of said ICC Code are
hereby referred to, adopted and made a part hereto as if fully set out in this
Section with the additions, insertions, deletions and changes, if any, prescribed in
Subsection 500.070(B) hereof.
B. Amendments to Building Code. The Building Code adopted in Subsection (A) is
revised by the addition, deletion or modification of the following:
1. Section 101.1 is hereby amended by substituting "City of Overland" for the
words "(name of jurisdiction)."
2. Insert new Section 102.7 to read as follows:
102.7 Matters not provided for: Any requirements that are essential for the
structural, fire or sanitary safety of an existing or proposed building or
structure or for the safety of the occupants thereof, which are not specifically
provided for by this code, shall be determined by the Code Official. The Code
Official may invoke the requirements of the standards referenced and listed in
Chapter 35 of this code in matters not provided for to secure the structural,
fire or sanitary safety of a building or structure or the safety of the occupants.
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3. Section R103.1 is hereby repealed and a new Section R103.1 is hereby
adopted in lieu thereof to read as follows:
Section R103.1 Enforcement agency. The term "Department of Building
Safety" whenever employed herein shall be construed to mean the Department
of Community Development of the City of Overland, Missouri. The term
"Building Official" shall be construed to mean the Director of Community
Development of the City of Overland, Missouri or the duly authorized
representative of the Director of Community Development.
4. Section 105.1.1 Annual Permit is hereby deleted without substitution.
5. Section 105.1.2 Annual Permit Records is hereby deleted without substitution.
6. Section 105.2 is hereby deleted without substitution. Sections 105.2.1 through
105.2.7 to remain.
7. Add new Section 105.3.3 to read as follows:
105.3.3 Rejected application: Rejected applications will be held on file for
thirty (30) days after the date of rejection. If the required information or
corrections are not received within this period of time, the application shall be
deemed to have been abandoned.
8. Section 107.3.4 of IBC to be replaced with new Section 107.3.4, Professional
Architectural and Engineering Services.
107.3.4 Professional Architectural and Engineering Services.
107.3.4.1 General: The provisions of this Section 107.3.4 define the
construction controls required for buildings involving professional
architectural or engineering services and delineate the responsibilities of
providers of such professional services during construction.
107.3.4.1.1 Design and construction documents: All design for
new construction, alteration, repair, expansion, addition or
modification work involving the practice of professional
architecture or engineering, as defined by the statutory
requirements of the professional registration laws of the State of
Missouri, shall be prepared by registered design professionals
certified by the Missouri Board for Architects, Professional
Engineers and Land Surveyors. All construction documents
required for a building permit application for such work shall be
prepared by or under the direct supervision of a registered design
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professional, shall include the name, address and telephone number
of the design professional, and shall bear the seal and signature of
the design professional in accordance with Section 107.3.4.1.3 of
this code.
107.3.4.1.2 Shop drawing and samples: The registered design
professional whose seal is on the approved construction documents
shall be responsible for review and approval of shop drawings and
samples, as required by the approved construction documents for
conformance to the design concept and compliance with this code.
This review process may be contracted by the owner to another
registered design professional licensed by the State of Missouri,
should the original design professional not desire to provide such
services.
107.3.4.1.3 Application of seals and signatures: All construction
documents required by Subsection 107.3.4.1.1 of this code to bear
the seal of a registered design professional shall bear seals and
signatures in accordance with the following:
a. The registered design professional for each discipline shall
place his or her original embossed or wet ink seal and
signature upon the cover sheet of each set of construction
documents or on the front sheet of each discipline within
each set of construction documents.
b. In addition, all other sheets of the construction documents
other than specifications or calculations shall bear the
original embossed, wet ink or mechanically reproduced
seals of the registered design professional.
c. Any addenda or modification to the construction
documents shall also bear an original seal and signature by
the registered design professional. Such changes shall be
clearly indicated.
107.3.4.2 Special professional services: When applications are filed for
unusual designs or for a magnitude of construction either of which require
construction document review or inspection services beyond the capacity
of the Code Official, or where code reference standards in Chapter 35 of
this code require special architectural or engineering inspections, the Code
Official may require that the owner retain a properly qualified registered
design professional to perform the services necessary for code compliance
in addition to that provided in Subsection 107.3.4.1.2 of this code. The
project representative shall keep daily records and submit reports as shall
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be required by the Code Official. Upon completion of the work, the
registered design professional shall file a final report indicating whether
all required inspections were performed and listing pertinent deviations
from the requirements of this code or from the approved construction
documents and the source of authority for such deviations.
107.3.4.2.1 Building permit requirement: The necessity for
special professional services shall be determined by the Code
Official prior to issuance of the building permit, unless postponed
to a later date by the Code Official in writing. Refusal by the
applicant to provide such services as required by the Code Official
shall result in the denial of the permit.
107.3.4.2.2. Fees and costs: All fees and costs related to the
performance of special inspection services shall be the
responsibility of the owner.
107.3.4.2.3 Visits to site: When so directed by the Code Official,
or when required by the special inspection provisions of this code,
the registered design professional shall make visits to the site at
intervals appropriate to the applicable stage of the construction to
observe the progress and the quality of the work; to observe
construction components requiring controlled materials; or to
determine that the work is proceeding in accordance with the
construction documents approved for the building permit. The
registered design professional shall periodically submit reports to
the Code Official showing the results of such periodic visits.
107.3.4.3 Deferred submittals: Deferral of any submittal items shall have
the prior approval of the building official. The registered design
professional in responsible charge shall list the deferred submittals on the
construction documents for review by the building official.
Documents for deferred submittal items shall be submitted to the
registered design professional in responsible charge who shall
review them and forward them to the building official with a
notation indicating that the deferred submittal documents have
been reviewed and found to be in general conformance to the
design of the building. The deferred submittal items shall not be
installed until the deferred submittal documents have been
approved by the building official.
9. Section 109.6 is hereby repealed, and a new Section 109.6 is hereby adopted
in lieu thereof to read as follows:
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109.6 Refunds: No portion of any fee shall be returned to a permit holder in
the case of a revocation of a building permit or a suspension, discontinuance
or abandonment of work
10. Add new Section 110.7 to read as follows:
110.7 Extra Inspections: In addition to the inspections normally provided,
the Code Official may require that additional inspections or reinspection’s be
conducted due to non-compliance with code requirements or due to work
which is not ready for inspection or not accessible for inspection at the time of
a scheduled inspection. Fees for such additional inspections shall be assessed
when such inspections are conducted.
11. Section 114.4 is hereby repealed in its entirety and a new section 114.4 is
hereby adopted in lieu thereof to read as follows:
114.4 Violation penalties: Any person who shall violate a provision of this
code, or who shall fail to comply with any of the requirements thereof, or who
shall erect, move, construct, alter, remove, demolish or repair a structure in a
manner that is not in compliance with an approved plan or directive of the
Code Official, or of a permit or certificate issued under the provisions of this
code, or who shall start any work requiring a permit without first obtaining the
permit thereof, or who shall continue any work in or about a structure after
having been served a stop work order, except such work as that person has
been directed to perform to remove a violation or unsafe condition; or any
owner or tenant of a building or premises, or any other person, who takes part
or assists in any violation of this code or who has charge of any building,
premises or part thereof in which such violation shall exist shall constitute an
offense punishable as provided for in Section 100.150 of this Code.
12. Add new Section 115.4 to read as follows:
115.4 Refusal to comply: The Code Official shall revoke a permit in the case
of refusals to comply with stop work orders.
13. Section 1612.3 is hereby amended by substituting "St. Louis County Flood
Insurance Rate Maps" for the words "(name of jurisdiction)" and "February 4,
2015," for the words "(date of issuance)."
14. New Sections 2901.2 and 2901.3 added to read as follows:
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2901.2 Public water supply: The water distribution system of any building in
which plumbing fixtures are installed shall be connected to a public water
supply.
2901.3 Sewer connection: The water drainage system of any building in
which plumbing fixtures are installed shall be connected to a public sewer
system.
15. Section 3306.5 Barriers is hereby deleted without substitution.
16. Section 3306.6 Barriers Design is hereby deleted without substitution.
17. Insert a new Section 3307.2 to read as follows:
3307.2 Protection. All adjoining public and private property shall be
protected from damage caused by construction. For any property on which site
grading, excavation or demolition will occur during or incident to any
construction, alteration or demolition activity, the owner, contractor or permit
holder before initiating any work under a permit issued therefor shall cause to
be clearly demarcated with survey stakes or similar devices placed by a land
surveyor licensed to practice by the State of Missouri each boundary corner of
such property and shall maintain the survey stakes or similar devices for the
duration of work authorized under the permit.
Section 3: All other existing provisions as contained in the Overland Municipal
Code, shall remain in full force and effect without change.
Section 4: This ordinance and the rules, regulations, provisions, requirements,
orders and matters established and adopted hereby shall take effect and be in full force
and effect on January 1, 2020.
PASSED this

day of

, 2019.

MAYOR
Date of Approval
ATTEST:

CITY CLERK
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Bill No.
Ordinance No.

16-2019
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AN ORDINANCE BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF OVERLAND,
MISSOURI, AMENDING CHAPTER 500, BUILDING CODES AND REGULATIONS
OF THE CITY OF OVERLAND, BY AMENDING ARTICLE II, SECTION 500.080
PLUMBING CODE - ADOPTION, AMENDMENTS
NOW THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE
CITY OF OVERLAND, ST. LOUIS, COUNTY, MISSOURI, AS FOLLOWS:
Section 1: That Chapter 500 of the Municipal Code of the City of Overland,
Missouri, is hereby amended by the repeal of Section 500.080: Plumbing Code Adoption, Amendments in its entirety; and
Section 2: That Chapter 500 of the Municipal Code of the City of Overland,
Missouri, is hereby amended by the adoption of a new Section 500.080: Plumbing Code Adoption, Amendments to read as follows;
A. Plumbing Code: The City hereby enacts and adopts the 2015 Uniform Plumbing
Code, as modified and adopted as the St. Louis County Plumbing Code pursuant
to Ordinance No. 27,424 approved June 5, 2019 and effective September 3, 2019.
Copies of which are on file in the office of the City Clerk of the City of Overland
and incorporated herein by reference. However, the modifications of the St. Louis
County Plumbing Code listed in Section 500.080(B) are applicable to the
Plumbing Code of the City of Overland.
B. Amendments to Plumbing Code. The following modifications shall be applicable
to the Plumbing Code adopted in Subsection 500.080(A):
1. Definitions. Certain terms and words or phrases are defined as follows:




the word "person" includes the plural "persons", individuals,
partnerships, firms or corporations;
the words "plumbing device" include the plural "plumbing devices",
drains, sewers, septic tanks, absorption trenches, gas fittings, plumbing
apparatus, fixtures and attachments.
The head of the Department of Public Works, whether his/her title be
the Director of Public Works or the Commissioner of Public Works,
shall be the Plumbing Commissioner and the supervisor of plumbing
inspections and the administrator of the Building, Mechanical,
Electrical and Plumbing Codes of the City.
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2. Licenses. It shall be unlawful for any person to engage in the installation of
plumbing or plumbing devices or drainlaying or sewage treatment work
within the City without first having obtained a license from the Department of
Community Development of the City authorizing such person to engage in
such work.
3. Minimum standards. All plumbing installations and plumbing devices and
materials shall conform to the minimum standards and requirements of the St.
Louis County Plumbing Code approved by the County Council as Ordinance
No. 27,214 effective June 5, 2019.
4. Plumbing Commissioner to disconnect service. The Plumbing Commissioner
shall have the power and authority to disconnect any plumbing or plumbing
device which has been installed, set up, or connected in violation of the
provisions of the Plumbing Code, and may prohibit the use thereof by notice
posted in a conspicuous place on the premises.
5. Permit and inspection fees. Any plumbing or drainlaying permit that is issued
under this Code shall expire within one (1) year from the date of issuance. The
minimum total permit fee shall be sixty dollars ($60.00) with one (1)
inspection where no plan review is required and one hundred forty dollars
($140.00) with two (2) inspections where plan review is required.
6. Inspection fees. An inspection fee of forty dollars ($40.00) shall be charged
for each of the following inspections of initial installations or repairs:
 Building water connection
 Building water pipe repairs
 Sanitary building sewer connection repairs
 Storm building sewer connection repairs
 Ground rough repairs
 Rough-in repairs
 Final (finish) repairs
There shall be a plumbing fixture inspection charge of five dollars ($5.00) for
each fixture installed.
Additional inspections of any type shall be made upon request or when
deemed necessary by the office of the Plumbing Commissioner. A fee of forty
dollars ($40.00) shall be charged for these types of inspections.
7. Licensed plumber and drainlayer qualifications. All applicants for master or
employing plumber's license and all applicants for drainlayer's license, upon
proof of having a State license by St. Louis County as such, shall be entitled
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to a license to engage in the business of plumbing or drainlaying as a master
plumber or drainlayer in the City for a period of one (1) year.
8. License fees. The fee for a master plumber, employing plumber's license or
drainlayer's license shall be fifty dollars ($50.00) per annum. All license
periods shall be issued for one (1) year.
9. Certificate of insurance. Any City-licensed master, employing plumber or
drainlayer may engage in the business of plumbing and drainlaying upon
furnishing the City with a current one million-dollar ($1,000,000.00)
certificate of insurance to be kept on file in the office of the City Clerk.
10. Power to revoke license or certificate. The Plumbing Commissioner shall have
power to revoke or suspend any license or certificate issued by him/her upon
satisfactory proof that the holder of such license obtained the same by fraud or
misrepresentation or has been convicted of the violation of the provisions of
the Plumbing Code. If any such license or certificate shall be revoked, the
same shall not be reinstated within one (1) year and if any license or
certificate shall be suspended, the same shall not be reinstated for three (3)
months.
11. License — registration. No person shall work at the trade or engage in the
business of plumbing or drainlaying until he/she shall have first obtained from
the Plumbing Commissioner a license as provided herein, nor shall any
member of any firm or officer of any corporation or the agent of any firm or
corporation, after procuring said license, engage in or work at the business of
plumbing or drainlaying without first registering his/her name and address as
well as the location of his/her, their or its place of business with the Plumbing
Commissioner.
12. Section 1103.P-130 Home Owner Permits as noted in the 2015 Uniform
Plumbing Code, as modified and adopted as the St. Louis County, is hereby
deleted without substitution.
C. Penalties. Any person violating or failing to comply with any of the provisions of
this Chapter shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and, upon conviction
thereof, shall be punished as provided for in Section 100.150 of this Code.
Section 3: A copy of said St. Louis County Ordinance No. 27,424 is attached
hereto and marked as Exhibit “A” and incorporated herein by reference.
Section 4: All other existing provisions as contained in the Overland Municipal
Code, shall remain in full force and effect without change.
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Section 5: This ordinance and the rules, regulations, provisions, requirements,
orders and matters established and adopted hereby shall take effect and be in full force
and effect on January 1, 2020.
PASSED this

day of

, 2019.

MAYOR
Date of Approval
ATTEST:

CITY CLERK
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Exhibit "A"

PLUMBING CODE
NOTICE




This is an unofficial user-friendly copy of St. Louis
County, Missouri Ordinance 27,424 for the adoption of the
2015 Uniform Plumbing Code, with modifications. The County
Executive approved this ordinance on June 05, 2019.
Official copies of this St. Louis County ordinance,
including certified copies, may be obtained from the St.
Louis County Clerk’s Office, 41 South Central Avenue,
Clayton MO 63105 – Phone: 314-615-7171

BILL NO.

119

ORDINANCE NO.
Introduced by Councilmember

27,424

, 2018
, 2019

__Clancy_______

AN ORDINANCE
AMENDING CHAPTER 1103, TITLE XI SLCRO 1974 AS
AMENDED, “PUBLIC WORKS AND BUILDING REGULATIONS”
BY REPEALING AND RE-ENACTING CHAPTER 1103, “THE
PLUMBING CODE.”
BE IT ORDAINED BY THE COUNTY COUNCIL OF ST. LOUIS COUNTY,
MISSOURI, AS FOLLOWS:
SECTION 1.
Title XI SLCRO 1974 as amended, “Public Works
and Building Regulations,” Chapter 1103, “The Plumbing Code,” is
amended by repealing and re-enacting Chapter 1103 which shall
read as follows:
1103.P-010 Short Title. --This Chapter shall be known and may be
cited as “The Plumbing Code.”
1103.P-020 Uniform Plumbing Code Adopted. --Certain documents,
three copies of which are filed in the Office of the Director of
Public Works and the Administrative Director of the County
Council, said copies being marked and designated as the “Uniform
Plumbing Code, 2015 (hereinafter “UPC”) Edition” “IAPMO/ANSI UPC
1-2015”, including Appendices A through G and I through L, as
published by the International Association of Plumbing and
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Mechanical Officials are hereby referred to, adopted, and made a
part hereof, as if fully set out in this Ordinance, with the
additions, deletions, insertions and changes prescribed by the
following sections herein; provided that should any conflict of
interpretations or requirements occur between the provisions of
the aforementioned documents and the St. Louis County
Ordinances, then said St. Louis County Ordinances shall apply
and prevail. Whenever the term “this Code” is used in this
Ordinance or in the Uniform Plumbing Code, it shall mean the
Uniform Plumbing Code with the additions, deletions, and changes
prescribed in this Ordinance.
1103.P-020.1 Plumbing and Drainage System Related Requirements
From Supplemental Codes Adopted.
The plumbing and drainage system related requirements from
the “Uniform Swimming Pool, Spa, and Hot Tub Code”, 2015
(hereinafter “USPSHTC”) and the “Uniform Solar Energy Code”,
2015 (hereinafter “USEC”), as published by the International
Association of Plumbing and Mechanical Officials, are hereby
referred to, adopted, and made a part hereof, as if fully set
out in this Ordinance.
1103.P-030. Declaration of Public Necessity.
In accordance with Chapter 341 RSMo 2000, it is hereby found and
determined that adoption of a nationally recognized standard
plumbing code is necessary for the promotion of the public
health and safety of St. Louis County, Missouri. Unless
otherwise expressly stated or clearly contrary to the context,
terms, phrases, words and abbreviations not defined herein shall
be given the meaning set forth in Sections 341.090 through
341.200 RSMo and, if not defined therein, their common and
ordinary meaning. To the extent that the provisions of Sections
341.090 through 341.220 RSMo do not conflict with the provisions
in this Ordinance, those sections are hereby adopted by
reference as if fully set out herein.
This Code shall be construed, interpreted and enforced so as to
secure its expressed intent which is to ensure public health,
safety, welfare and by appropriate regulation of plumbing, sewer
and cross-connection control systems installations, testing and
maintenance.
1103.P-040 Scope.
The provisions of this Ordinance shall be in effect in all parts
of St. Louis County outside incorporated cities, and also within
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the limits of all municipalities in St. Louis County, except
those incorporated cities which have provided or which may
hereafter provide by ordinance for the regulation of plumbing,
sewer and water installations therein, which ordinance shall
conform to and not be in conflict with the provisions of this
Ordinance; provided, however, that the provisions of this
Ordinance or any section or sections thereof may be placed in
effect in such excepted incorporated cities by contract between
St. Louis County and such excepted city, as provided in this
Ordinance. Licensing, Registration, and Certification provisions
shall apply throughout incorporated and unincorporated areas of
St. Louis, County, Missouri.
The Code Official shall determine any plumbing, sewer, or crosscontrol connection requirement essential for the health, safety,
and general welfare of the community, which is not specifically
covered by this Code.
1103.P-041 Conflicts Between Codes.
When the requirements within the jurisdiction of this Plumbing
Code, conflict with the requirements of any other ordinance, or
with referenced standards, or with manufacturer’s installation
requirements, the more stringent requirement shall apply.
1103.P-100 Board Of Plumbing Examiners; Establishment, Powers
And Duties.
1. The County Executive shall appoint a Board of Plumbing
Examiners, in accordance with the provisions of Article IV,
Section 4.330 of the Charter for St. Louis County, Missouri
comprised of one licensed Master Plumber, one licensed Master
Drainlayer, one licensed Journeyman Plumber, and a Registered
Engineer or a practicing plumbing designer holding a Certified
in Plumbing Design Certificate, CPD, issued by the American
Society of Plumbing Engineers, who has actually engaged in the
design of plumbing or sewer systems. In addition, the Code
Official shall serve as a member of the Board. The terms of the
members of the Board, except the Code Official, shall be 3 years
or until such time as their successor shall have been qualified
and appointed. Appointments may be made for shorter periods to
fill unexpired terms, or in order to maintain experienced
members on the Board. New appointments shall, at the time of
their appointment be active in the trade or business they
represent and have had at least five (5) years of experience in
the St. Louis Metropolitan area.
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2.
The Master Plumber shall act as Chairman of the Board. The
Code Official shall act as Secretary, shall keep full and
complete minutes of all acts and proceedings of said Board, and
shall provide all applicants for a license, registration and/or
certification under this Code with proper application forms. The
Secretary shall maintain and secure all examinations,
examination documents and materials for examinations given by
the Board in lieu of an outside entity which administers and
maintains records of the examination.
3.
The Board shall meet at least quarterly and more often if
the Board deems it necessary for the performance of its duties.
Except for the Code Official, Board members shall receive
compensation as provided in Chapter 201, SLCRO 1974 as amended.
4.
The Board shall, pursuant to the regulations and standards
herein set forth, determine the qualifications of and provide
for the examining, licensing, registration and/or certification
of applicants who meet the qualifications and successfully pass
the appropriate examination, if required, under this Code. A
License Identification Badge shall be issued by the Department
of Public Works to those who meet the qualifications and pass
the appropriate examination, or successfully meet all
requirements for renewal of the license. The License
Identification Badge shall be surrendered to the Code Official
immediately upon suspension or revocation of the license, or
when the license is inactivated for failure to successfully
renew. The License Identification Badge shall be produced and
provided to the Board at the commencement of a suspension and/or
revocation hearing.
5.
The Board shall have the power to suspend or revoke any
license, registration or certificate issued pursuant to this
Code for cause. The Chairman or acting Chairman, with the
approval of the Board, shall have power to administer oaths,
subpoena witnesses and compel the production of books and papers
pertinent to any investigation or hearing authorized by this
Chapter.
6.
The Board shall have the authority, after providing
reasonable opportunity for public participation, to adopt
reasonable rules and regulations to interpret and implement the
provisions of this Code with respect to licensing, continuing
education, and any other matters within the general authority of
the Board. The Secretary of the Board shall post on the St.
Louis County internet site a copy of all rules and regulations
adopted by the Board.
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1103.P-102 Examination and Re-Examination.
1.
All persons desiring to be licensed registered or certified
under any provision of this Code as a Master or a Journeyman
must successfully pass the appropriate examination(s), as
determined by the Board of Plumbing Examiners, in order to
qualify as a Master or Journeyman. An examination is not
required for an Interim Journeyman License.
2.
Each person shall file an application with the Code
Official on the form provided and shall specify thereon which
examination(s) he/she desires to take.
3.
The Board shall, within sixty (60) days of receipt, examine
all applicants who have been determined to have met the
qualifications for examination pursuant to Section 1103.P-152.
(A) The Board shall notify each qualified applicant of the
time and place of the appropriate examination.
(B) On the date set by the Board for an examination, all
applicants for each examination shall be given an
equivalent examination by the Board.
(C) The Board of Examiners may authorize the use of an
outside entity to provide Board approved examinations, and
shall provide credentials authorizing the applicant to take
such examination(s).
4.
The examination for license, certificate and registration
shall be developed and/or selected by the Board of Plumbing
Examiners for that particular discipline. A cumulative
percentage score of not less than seventy-five percent (75%) is
required for passage of each examination.
5.
The examination for each discipline shall be designed to
evaluate the applicant's ability, experience and skill in the
discipline for which the applicant desires to be licensed,
certified or registered.
6.
An applicant failing to pass an examination for a license,
certificate or registration may submit a new application for an
examination to take place not less than ninety (90) days after
the date of the previous examination.
1103.P-104 Suspensions Or Revocation Of License, Registration Or
Certification.
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1.
The Board of Examiners shall have the power to suspend or
revoke any license, registration or certificate issued pursuant
to this Code for cause. Although such actions may be based upon
causes other than those enumerated, the following are declared
to be adequate causes for suspension or revocation:
(A) Said license, registration or certification was
obtained by fraud or misrepresentation.
(B) Failure or refusal to comply with the provisions of
this Code.
(C) The Master employed unlicensed or unregistered
personnel to perform work under this Code in which a
license or registration is required.
(D) The Master or Journeyman permitted Apprentices to
without the direct, personal and immediate supervision
Licensed Master or Journeyman as required by the terms
provisions of this Code or falsified the documentation
any Apprentice's training and experience.

work
of a
and
of

(E) Procurement of permits for individuals who are not in
the Permit Holder's employ or for a company or individual
which has not been registered by the Master as required by
this code.
(F) Failure to produce the License Identification Badge at
the beginning of any hearing pursuant to this Code.
(G) The suspension or revocation of a Master or Journeyman
license by any jurisdiction, within the last five (5)
years;
(H) Failure to display a valid License Identification
Badge upon request by a consumer or code enforcement
official;
(I). Violation of any of the provisions of this Code.
(J). Failure to protect the health, safety and welfare of
the public by violating the expressed intent of this Code
through irresponsibility, neglect or wrongful intent.
2.
No license, registration or certification shall be
suspended or revoked until the holder has been afforded an
opportunity for a hearing before the Board after notice of at
least ten (10) days.
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3.
Notice shall be served either personally or by certified
mail, to the holder's address of record and shall state the
date, time and place of hearing and set forth the charges
against the holder. In the event the notice is returned
undelivered, notice shall be served by such method as is
reasonably calculated to achieve actual service upon the holder.
4.
A holder shall have the opportunity to present evidence
and/or witnesses before the Board in person or with counsel. A
record of the hearing shall be made. As soon as practicable
after the conclusion of the hearing, the Board shall adopt a
written decision, including findings of fact and conclusions of
law, and give written notice of its decision to the license
holder or his/her attorney of record in accordance with Chapter
536 R.S.Mo.
5.
The duration of suspension of any license, registration or
certificate suspended pursuant to this section shall be as
follows:
(A)

First Offense shall result in a suspension period of
not more than ninety (90) days and shall continue
until reinstated by order of the Board pursuant to
paragraph 6 of this section.

(B)

Second Offense shall result in a suspension period of
not more than one hundred and eighty (180) days and
shall continue until reinstated by order of the Board
pursuant to paragraph 6 of this section.

(C)

Subsequent Offenses shall result in revocation of the
license, certificate or registration for a period of
not less than one (1) year.

Note: If the Board determines the particular violation charged
is of such a major or aggravated nature that a license,
registration or certificate should be revoked, nothing in this
subsection shall limit the Board's authority to do so regardless
of whether there are any prior offenses or suspensions.
6. A suspended license, registration or certificate may be
reinstated by order of the Board upon written request of the
holder. Said request must be submitted to the Code Official not
more than 30 days prior to or 180 days after the expiration of
the suspension period.
7. A revoked license, registration or certificate may be
reinstated by order of the Board only upon application and
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examination, if required, and in the same manner as provided for
new applicants.
8. If the Board of Plumbing Examiners suspends or revokes a
license upon good cause shown, the holder shall immediately
surrender the license at the conclusion of the hearing. Any
person, plumber or drainlayer who shall violate this provision
shall be subject to a fine imposed by the Board of not less than
five dollars and not more than one thousand dollars.
1103.P-104.1
Fines.

Authority of Board of Plumbing Examiners to Levy

The Board of Plumbing Examiners shall have the authority to take
disciplinary action as set out in the Code and/or to impose
civil penalties, of not less than $5.00 and not more than
$1,000.00 for each offense, if the Board finds, after notice and
a hearing on the matter, that the individual or entity has
violated a provision of this Code.
In determining the amount of penalty to be imposed, the Board
may consider both any mitigating circumstances and the severity
of the violation in relation to the deterrent value of the fine.
A final order imposing a civil penalty is subject to appeal or
review as specified in section 1103.P-109.
Payment of a civil penalty shall be made within thirty (30) days
after the decision of the Board, pending an appeal. Failure to
pay a civil penalty by any person licensed under this code shall
be grounds for non-renewal or denial of reinstatement of a
license. In addition, action shall be taken against individual
bonds to obtain payment of an assessed civil penalty.
1103.P-106 Committee Of Plumbing Code Review; Establishment,
Powers And Duties.
There is hereby established a Committee of Plumbing Code Review,
which shall consist of seven (7) members appointed by the County
Executive, for a term of three (3) years or until such time as
their successor shall be qualified and appointed. Appointments
may be made for shorter periods to fill unexpired terms, or in
order to maintain experienced members on the Board. The
Committee shall be composed of the following: a Licensed Master
Plumber, a Licensed Journeyman Plumber, a Licensed Master
Drainlayer, a Registered Engineer engaged in the design of
plumbing and sanitary systems, a Registered Engineer engaged in
the design of sewer systems, a Registered Architect, and the
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Code Official. Upon retirement of the current chairman, the
Master Plumber shall act as Chairman. A practicing plumbing
designer holding a Certified in Plumbing Design Certificate,
CPD, issued by the American Society of Plumbing Engineers who
has actually engaged in the design of plumbing or sanitary
systems, may be appointed as a substitute for the position held
by the Registered Engineer engaged in the design of plumbing and
sanitary systems, or the Registered Architect, however not for
both concurrently. New appointments shall at the time of their
appointment be active in the trade or business they represent
and have had at least five (5) years of experience in the St.
Louis metropolitan area.
1.

The Committee shall meet at least quarterly. It shall be
the duty of the Committee to consider all proposed changes
in this Code relative to the use, adoption or incorporation
of any plumbing material, methods of construction, or
installation of plumbing and to review all petitions
submitted to the Building Commission for adoption or
incorporation into this Code of any proposed changes by
addition, deletion, revision or repeal and reenactment of
this Code. IAPMO accepted TIA’s (Tentative Interim
Amendment) which could become requirements of the 2015
UPC, may be reviewed for acceptance or rejection by this
Committee.

2.

The Building Commission shall forward all said petitions to
the Committee. Upon receipt of same, the Committee shall
review said petition and all supporting data and make a
recommendation regarding same within sixty (60) days. The
Building Commission may extend this time period upon
request from the Committee or the Building Commission may
assume full authority and act upon its own motion.

3.

The Plumbing Code Review Committee may review new and/or
unique plumbing systems, methods of piping, appurtenances,
and appliances and make recommendations to the Authority
Having Jurisdiction for the purpose of finding acceptable
such unique plumbing systems, piping, appurtenances and/or
appliances acceptable for use under this Code.

1103.P-108 Code Official Authority.
1. The Code Official is vested with the executive and
administrative authority to see that all laws, ordinances and
codes regulating plumbing, sewer and cross-connection control
systems are observed and enforced.
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2.
The Code Official may promulgate reasonable regulations for
the purpose of effective administration and enforcement of this
Code.
3.
This Code shall apply to all new construction, repairs,
modifications, testing and maintenance of plumbing, drainlaying
and cross-connection control systems.
1103.P-109 Appeals.
Any person aggrieved by any decision, ruling or order
Code Official, the Code Review Committee or the Board
Examiners may appeal to the Board of Appeals pursuant
procedures set out in Chapter 1115, 1116, 1117, SLCRO
amended.
1103.P-112

of the
of
to the
1974 as

Powers And Duties Of Code Official.

1.
It shall be the duty of the Code Official to cause
inspections to be made of all plumbing, sewer and crossconnection control installations for which permits have been
issued, in a manner and to the extent necessary to carry out the
provisions of this Code regulating such installations in all
buildings and premises, public and private, in the course of
erection, alteration, reconstruction, testing or repair and
cause the inspection of existing installations as often as may
be necessary to insure health, safety and general welfare of the
public. He shall see that all work is done in accordance with
the provisions of this Code and that persons duly authorized to
do such work do the work. The Code Official shall have the
power to recommend suspension or revocation of any license,
registration and/or certification issued pursuant to this Code.
2.
Upon presentation of proper credentials, the Code Official
shall have the authority to enter at reasonable times any
building, structure or premises to perform any duty imposed upon
him by this Code, subject to constitutional restrictions on
unreasonable searches and seizures. If entry is refused or not
obtained, the Code Official is authorized to pursue recourse as
provided by law and the person who failed to provide entry will
be subject to the penalties provided in this Code.
3.
No person shall hinder, obstruct, resist, and fail to
provide entry at reasonable times or otherwise interfere with
the Code Official in the performance of his/her official duties.
1103.P-114

Code Interpretations.
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1.
When the Code Official deems it appropriate, or at the
request of the Building Commission, the Code Official may issue
"Code Interpretations" relating to the provisions of this Code.
2.
Code Interpretations shall be subject to appeal or review
by any aggrieved party in the same manner as other decisions of
the Code Official.
3.
A written record shall be maintained of all "Code
Interpretations" relating to the Plumbing Code which shall be
open to the public upon request and a copy furnished to the
Plumbing Code Review Committee and the Building Commission as
soon as practicable after issuance and in every case prior to
the next scheduled meeting of the Plumbing Code Review Committee
and the Building Commission.
1103.P-116
Districts.

Contracting with Municipalities and Fire Protection

1. The Code Official, with the approval of the County Executive
of St. Louis County, is hereby authorized to contract with
municipalities and fire protection districts within St. Louis
County, Missouri, to provide: enforcement of the St. Louis
County Plumbing Code as adopted in Chapter 1103 of the Revised
Ordinances of St. Louis County, and as amended, and further to
collect fees for applicable permits and inspections issued or
made pursuant to such contracts. Contracts shall be approved by
the Code Official and shall be approved as to legal form by the
St. Louis County Counselor. No contract shall be entered into
until the municipality or fire protection district desiring to
contract with St. Louis County for Plumbing Code Enforcement
shall have first duly adopted appropriate legislation
authorizing said contract, and said contract expressly states
that both the St. Louis County Plumbing Code and all amendments
thereto, until such time the contract terminates, are adopted by
reference during the term of the contract. The St. Louis County
Plumbing Code and amendments thereto, are thereby incorporated
into said contract.
2. The Code Official is authorized to contract with fire
protection districts in St. Louis County to provide code
enforcement services with respect to building construction and
application of commercial and multi-family fire codes adopted by
the fire protection districts, including administration,
application processing, plan review, permit issuance, and
inspections and for County to charge the fire protection
districts fees as set out in Section 1100.130 SLCRO 1974, as
amended, to cover the costs of providing such code enforcement
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services. The contract may further provide for the fire
protection district, at its option, to refer for prosecution in
St. Louis County Municipal Court, violations of such fire
protection district’s codes as are enforced within the fire
protection district by the County; for the County to retain the
proceeds of fines and costs assessed in such prosecutions; and
for such other terms and conditions as are approved by the
County Counselor.
1103.P-118

Modification From Specific Code Requirements.

When there are practical difficulties involved in carrying out
the provisions of the Code, the Code Official shall have the
right to vary or modify such provisions upon application of the
owner or the owner’s representative, provided that the spirit
and intent of the law is observed and that the public health,
safety and welfare is assured. The application for modification
and the final decision of the Code Official shall be in writing
and shall be officially recorded with the application for the
permit in the permanent records of the Department of Public
Works. A copy of the application and the final decision shall be
distributed to the Plumbing Code Review Committee and the
Building Commission.
1103.P-120

Defective Plumbing And Drainlaying.

1.
The plumbing or drainlaying system of any building which
the Code Official has reason to believe has become defective,
shall be subject to inspection under this Code.
2.
If the Code Official, upon the inspection of the plumbing
and drainage system of any building finds that either or both of
said systems are in such condition as to permit the emission or
discharge of sewer gas in such buildings or to cause the cellar
or basement of such building to be wet or damp by reason of
leakage of water or other liquid from the plumbing or drainage
system of any building or premises, the Code Official shall
promptly notify the owner, agent, or lessee of the building in
accordance with Section 1103.360.1, to remove or repair said
plumbing or drainage system immediately.
3.
In the event the necessary repairs have not been made
and/or in the opinion of the Code Official, a danger to public
health exists by reason of the occupancy of said building or
premises, the Code Official is hereby authorized and empowered
to order and require the occupants to vacate the same forthwith.
He shall cause to be posted at each entrance to such building or
12

premises a notice reading as follows:
"THIS BUILDING IS UNSAFE AND ITS USE OR OCCUPANCY HAS BEEN
PROHIBITED BY THE PUBLIC WORKS DIRECTOR OF ST. LOUIS
COUNTY, MISSOURI."
No person shall enter such building or structure except for the
purpose of making the required repairs.
1103.P-122 Office Of Plumbing And Sewer Inspection,
Establishment.
There is hereby created and established, within the Department
of Public Works, an "Office of Plumbing and Sewer Inspection",
which office has jurisdiction co-extensive with the provisions
of this Code and which is charged with the enforcement of the
provisions of this Code, except as otherwise provided herein or
in the Charter of St. Louis County, Missouri. The Office of
Plumbing and Sewer Inspection shall be under the supervision of
an officer who shall be known as the Chief Plumbing Inspector or
other successor title as determined administratively. The Chief
Plumbing Inspector or other successor title shall be supervised
by the Code Official. The qualifications of the Chief Plumbing
Inspector or other successor title as determined
administratively shall be those specified in the current Civil
Service Commission classification plan.
1103.P-124

Relief From Personal Liability.

The Code Official, officers or employees charged with the
enforcement of this Code, while acting within the scope of their
employment, shall not thereby render themselves personally
liable and are hereby relieved of all personal liability for any
damage that may accrue to persons or property as a result of any
act required or permitted in the discharge of their official
duties. Any suit instituted against any officer or employee
arising out of an act performed in the lawful discharge of said
person's duties under the provisions of this Code shall be
defended by the legal representative of St. Louis County,
Missouri until the final termination of the proceedings. The
Code Official or any of his subordinates shall not be liable for
costs in any action, suit or proceeding that may be instituted
pursuant to the provisions of this Code; and any officer or
employee acting in good faith and without malice shall be free
from liability for acts performed under any of its provisions or
by reason of any act or omission in the performance of official
duties in connection therewith.
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1103.P-126

Permits Required.

1.
Except as otherwise specifically provided in this Code, a
permit must be obtained prior to any person performing the
following work:
(A) Any plumbing, drainlaying, or process drainage
systems, including industrial waste sewers to site
pretreatment, (with the exception of minor repairs, as
defined in this Code), in, upon, or about any building or
premise, whether private or public and whether any such
work has been ordered by the Code Official, or any other
authorized official;
(B)

Any connection to any sewer.

(C) The installation or replacement or permanent removal
of any Backflow Prevention Device or assembly.
(D) The connection of any dedicated fire suppression water
main to any potable water main.
Exception: No permits shall be required for storm or sanitary
sewer accepted for maintenance by Metropolitan St. Louis Sewer
District, municipal street department or County highway
department.
2.
Except as provided in Section 1103.128 SLCRO, a plumbing or
drainlaying permit, either partial or full as requested by the
applicant, shall be issued prior to the review, approval and/or
issuance of other applicable permit applications normally
required prior to such issuance upon the following conditions:
(A) Receipt from applicant of a signed application for
issuance of a partial plumbing or drainlaying permit;
(B) Receipt from applicant of a signed statement
containing a release of all liability, indemnifying and
holding harmless St. Louis County, its officers, employees,
agents and assigns for any expense, error or omission
resulting from such issuance; and
(C) The plans, specifications and other required
documentation, including but not limited to any approval
required from the St. Louis County Department of Health is
in order and all other provisions of this Code are met.
Note:

A COPY OF EACH SUCH REQUEST AND RELEASE AS WELL AS A
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LISTING OF APPLICABLE AND OUTSTANDING PERMITS REQUIRED FOR EACH
PROJECT SHALL BE SENT TO THE RECORD OWNER OF THE PROPERTY
INVOLVED AND THE APPLICANT.
3. Permits for the installation, removal or replacement of any
plumbing, drainlaying, water heater or backflow prevention
devices shall be issued only to bonded and insured Masters who
are licensed to be in responsible charge of the work covered by
the permit. All plumbing, water heater replacement, and
replacement, removal or installation of backflow prevention
devices shall be performed by the permit holder or by persons
who are properly licensed, in the permit holder's employ, and
under the permit holder's direct supervision. All drainlaying
shall be performed by the permit holder or by persons in the
permit holder's employ and under the permit holder's direct
supervision.
Permits for the installation, testing and/or repair of drainage
waste and vent piping to laboratory equipment shall be issued
only to bonded and insured Master Plumbers or Master
Pipefitters. All work shall be performed in accordance with the
conditions established in this ordinance.
Permits for the connection of Fire
water main shall be issued only to
Sprinkler fitters. All work shall
with the conditions established in

Suppression main to a potable
Master Plumbers or Master
be performed in accordance
the preceding paragraphs.

Permits authorizing water heater replacement shall only be
issued to a licensed bonded and insured Master Plumber or Master
Water Heater Replacement Specialist.
4.
In addition to those permits obtained under
Code 1108, permits shall be obtained by a Master
work on wet or dry standpipes which are not part
fire sprinkler system or does not have as a part
one or more automatic sprinkler heads.

the Mechanical
Plumber for
of an automatic
of the system

5. Any permit issued may become invalid if the authorized work
is not commenced within six (6) months after issuance of the
permit, or if the authorized work is suspended or abandoned for
a period of six months (6) after the time of commencing the
work, unless extended by the Code Official. Permits may be
extended at any time up to thirty (30) days prior to the
expiration date of the specific permit.
6. Unless otherwise specified in this code, the fees for
permits and inspection pursuant to this code shall be charged at
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the rate specified in Chapter 1100, SLCRO 1974 as amended, and
shall be paid to the Treasurer of St. Louis County.
7.
Emergency and Disaster Work: In the event of emergency, as
defined in this code, work may begin upon notification to the
Code Official upon condition that written application be filed
with the Code Official the next working day. The application
shall describe in detail the nature of such work and shall state
the location thereof. In the event of a disaster, as defined in
this code, no work shall begin on a plumbing system unless the
Code Official issues the appropriate permit. The Code Official
may reduce or waive plumbing permit fees for repairs related to
a disaster as defined in this code if the permit is issued
within 90 days after the end of a disaster, as determined by the
Code Official, and authorizes the work indicated therein to be
completed within one year of the date of issuance. The Code
Official may extend the 90 day period if the Code Official
determines that just cause exists.
8. Correction of existing violations. A permit may be withheld
by the Code Official if there are unabated written violations
against the facility until the violations are corrected and
abated or proposed to be corrected and abated by the work to be
done under the current application.
9. Federal, State or other public entities. The Code Official
may withhold issuance of a permit for any facility or site if
any Federal, State or other public entity determines that such
facility or site is in violation of any code or regulation of
such entity.
10. Time limitation of application. An application for a permit
for any proposed work shall be deemed to have been abandoned 180
days after the date of filing, unless such application has been
pursued in good faith or a permit has been issued. The Code
Official is authorized to grant one or more extensions of time
for additional periods not exceeding 90 days each. An extension
fee equal to the permit application extension fee in the amount
specified in Chapter 1100, SLCRO, shall be paid for each
additional extension period of 90 days beyond the initial 180
days allowed after the date of filing. An additional inspection
fee may be charged for an inspection to verify that work has not
started. The extension shall be requested in writing and
justifiable cause demonstrated.
11. Outstanding Fees. If the Code Official determines that an
applicant for a permit governed by this code has failed to pay
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any permit fees or related charges, the Code Official shall not
issue such permit until the applicant pays such fees and related
charges.
1103.P-128 Permits From Other Authorities – Required.
1.
Right-of-way Approval. No person, firm, association or
corporation shall excavate, encroach on, cause to be excavated,
or cause the encroachment of the right-of-way of any street,
avenue, boulevard, road, alley, public easement or highway in
order to lay, locate, maintain or remove any mains, pipes,
sewers or drains without first having obtained the approval of
the appropriate authority having jurisdiction of the right-ofway.
2.
Other Required Approvals. No person, firm, association or
corporation shall do any work, which requires approval from the
Code Official, or any other authority having jurisdiction,
without first having obtained the required approval.
3.
Seismic Resistance. Plumbing equipment and system
components shall be anchored and/or sway braced to resist
applicable seismic forces prescribed by the St. Louis County
Building Code.
4.
Mechanical systems. When fire suppression systems, solar
systems, medical gas systems, fuel gas systems, fossil fuel
systems and other systems regulated by the Mechanical Code are
installed; those systems shall be installed in accordance with
the St. Louis County Mechanical Code.
1103.P-130

Home Owner Permits.

1.
A permit may be issued for an addition to or repair,
modification or reconstruction of an existing plumbing or
drainage system within a detached single-family dwelling,
including accessory structures, to the owner or to a member of
his immediate family residing with him, provided:
(A) The dwelling shall be designed and used solely for
living purposes;
(B) The dwelling shall be occupied by, or vacant and
intended for immediate occupancy by, the owner and his
family, and by no other persons; and
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(C) The owner or member of his immediate family who
obtains the permit shall personally perform all required
work.
(D) Only one (1) permit may be open at any one time by the
owner or member of his immediate family.
(E)

This Home Owner Permit is limited as follows:
(1) One (1) bathroom consisting of no more than
one (1) water closet, two(2) lavatories, One (1) tub
and One (1) shower. A sink may be added if it is
connected to the common plumbing wall. Or,
(2)

One (1) water heater. Or,

(3) Miscellaneous fixtures totaling no more than
Eight(8)drainage fixture units
2.
Prior to the issuance of a permit under this section, the
Code Official may require an affidavit or other reasonable proof
that the request for a permit complies with the foregoing
provisions and that the applicant has the necessary knowledge
and ability to perform the proposed work.
3.
Homeowner permits may be revoked by the Code Official if
said Official determines that work under the permit is not being
properly performed or that the application did not comply or no
longer complies with this section. Homeowner permits issued may
become invalid if the authorized work is not commenced within
six (6) months after issuance of the permit, if the authorized
work is suspended or abandoned for a period of six (6) months,
or no inspections requested, after the time of commencing the
work, unless extended by the Code Official. Permits may be
extended at any time up to thirty (30) days prior to the
expiration date of the specific permit.
Upon such revocation, the Code Official may require the property
owner to proceed immediately to procure a qualified person to
correct or complete the work.
Note: This section does not authorize a waiver or modification
of any provision of this Code relating to: the materials, design
or installation of plumbing, drainage, or sewers; the
preparation and approval of plans; or fees for permits,
inspection and re-inspection.
1103.P-132 Inspection And Permit Fees.
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1.
The fees for plumbing inspections and permits pursuant to
this code shall be charged at the rate specified in Chapter 1100
SLCRO 1974 as amended.
2.
In addition to the plumbing permit fees, an additional fee
of one (1) extra inspection shall be charged for the
installation of fuel gas piping in one (1) and two (2) family
residences under a plumbing only permit.
3.
The fee for Standpipe Systems shall be determined using the
same method as other plumbing permits with the number of access
points to be counted as fixtures.
1103.P-134

Permit Fee Refunds.

Any excess fee for the incomplete work on abandoned or
discontinued projects shall be returned to the permit holder
upon written request received not later than twelve (12) months
after the date the permit was issued. Prior to issuance of a
refund, the Code Official will deduct all plan examination and
permit processing fees and any penalties imposed under the
requirements of this Code. If the amount of the fees and
penalties exceeds the amount of the refund, the permit holder
will have to pay the difference. In the case of revocation of a
permit, no refund shall be issued.
1103.P-136 Plans And Specifications.
1.
Plumbing and sewer plans and specifications shall be
submitted to support the application for permit and shall be
approved prior to the issuance of any permit for the
installation, alteration of, or addition to the plumbing,
sewerage or drainage piping systems of any building, structure
or premises except as herein specifically provided.
The plans and specifications shall show in sufficient detail the
layout and spacing of fixtures; the size, material and location
of all building sewers and drains, storm sewer and drains, and
the soil, waste, vent and water supply piping.
2.
Four (4) copies of legible plans drawn to a scale of not
less than one-eighth (1/8”) inch to the foot of each floor and
of a typical floor shall be filed. The plans shall show the
complete plumbing system, all plumbing fixtures and all water
supply piping, together with building sections showing vertical
and diagrammatic elevations of the soil, waste, vent and water
supply lines with traps and valves, location, size, and
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potential date of availability of the public sewer or other
disposal system.
3.
When the installation of a water distribution system or the
replacement or alteration of a water supply system is
contemplated, the plumbing plans shall show the location and
sizes of all the water lines and branches involved, the fixtures
or other devices to be supplied, and the minimum water pressure
in the main into which the connection will be made.
4.
The same set of plumbing or water supply plans and
specifications may be used for two (2) or more buildings or
structures when the buildings are of identical design and are
located on adjoining lots under the same ownership, provided the
applications for permission to construct or alter are filed
simultaneously.
5.
All plumbing installations shall be performed in accordance
with the plans as approved and any changes made during
construction, which are not in conformity to the approved plans,
shall be resubmitted for approval on amended plans.
Note: The approval of a plan shall not be construed so as to
relieve the contractor of complying with all the provisions of
this Code.
6.
Plans for new plumbing systems or alterations to existing
plumbing systems shall be accompanied by a diagram showing the
relative elevation of the lowest fixture, elevation of the next
upstream manhole cover and flow line, and the next downstream
manhole cover and flow line and the top of the public sewer
referred to the established datum of Metropolitan St. Louis
Sewer District or other appropriate sewer district when such
public sewer is available. The plans shall show the size,
number, location, and potential date of availability of all new
sewer connections.
7.
The filing of plans and specifications shall not be
required for minor repairs as defined in this Code or for the
installation or alteration of plumbing and drainage systems in
buildings or structures herein specifically exempted, including
open sheds for storage purposes, isolated private garages
without sanitary fixtures, temporary sanitary installations for
exhibition purposes when not designed for sanitary use and not
directly connected to a sewerage system.
Note:
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(A) Requirement for plans may be waived by the Code
Official for commercial plumbing installation(s)and for
strip stores with twenty (20) fixtures or less and for any
plumbing installation for a single family dwelling with
twenty-five (25) fixtures or less and/or when the work is
of a minor nature. However, plumbing and sewer plans and
specifications shall be submitted where required by the
Code Official.
(B) Details of Plumbing work in 1 & 2 Family dwellings and
details of Plumbing work in a commercial plumbing
installation and for strip stores with twenty (20) fixtures
or less may be submitted as shop drawings prepared by a
Master Plumber. Such shop drawings shall be signed by the
Master Plumber and bear his St. Louis County License
Number.
(C) Detailed Specifications of Plumbing Work for
Commercial buildings housing beauty/hair/nail/spa
facilities, medical facilities or restaurants shall be
prepared by the appropriate registered design professional
consistent with the professional registration laws of the
State of Missouri and shall bear an original embossed or
wet ink seal, the date and original signature of the
registered design professional.
Exception:
The Code Official may allow shop drawings for three or
fewer fixtures or equipment in an existing
beauty/hair/nail/spa facility, medical facility or
restaurant, to be signed by the Master Plumber and
bear such Master Plumber’s License Number.
8.
All plans, specifications and/or applications for permits
for any proposed work shall be deemed to have been abandoned six
months after the date of filing, unless such application has
been diligently pursued or a permit shall have been issued.
However, the Code Official may grant one or more extensions of
time for additional periods not exceeding ninety (90) days each
for reasonable cause shown. The Code Official shall notify those
delinquent applicants in writing and give them fourteen (14) day
notice prior to abandonment of the application and destruction
of the plans and/or specifications.
9.
All plumbing plans and specifications required by this Code
shall be prepared by the appropriate registered design
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professional consistent with the professional registration laws
of the State of Missouri and shall bear an original embossed or
wet ink seal, the date and original signature of the registered
design professional. Minor revisions to plumbing plans and
specifications when required to ensure Code compliance may be
performed by the Office of Plumbing and Sewer Inspection. The
acceptance of any revisions so performed shall be acknowledged
by the preparer either in letter form or, shall acknowledge the
acceptance of any revisions so performed, by signature and
initial of all revisions as required.
10.

Specifications for Sanitary Sewers.
(A) Installation Within Rights-of-Way. All sanitary
sewers designed to serve more than one property or
building, whether designated main or lateral, to be
installed in a public or private right-of-way or easement
dedicated for use by public utilities, shall be designed by
a registered design professional consistent with the
professional registration laws of the State of Missouri and
shall comply with the "Rules and Regulations and
Engineering Design Requirements for Sanitary Sewerage and
Storm Water Drainage Facilities", and the "Standard
Construction specifications for Sewers and Drainage
Facilities", issued by the Metropolitan St. Louis Sewer
District (M.S.D.) and the St. Louis County Department of
Highways & Traffic.
(B) Installation Outside of Rights-of-Way. All sanitary
sewers designed to serve private property, buildings or
structures, which will not be installed on public rightsof-way or easements dedicated for use by public utilities,
shall be designed by a registered design professional
consistent with the professional registration laws of the
State of Missouri, and shall comply with the "Rules and
Regulations and Engineering Design Requirements for
Sanitary Sewerage and Storm Water Drain Facilities" of the
St. Louis County Department of Highways and Traffic, the
Metropolitan St. Louis Sewer District and the St. Louis
County Public Works Department.

11.

Specifications for Storm Sewers.
(A) Installation Within Rights-of-Way. All storm sewers
designed to serve more than one property, building, parking
lot or structure, to be installed in a public right-of-way,
or easement dedicated for use by public utilities, shall be
designed by a registered design professional consistent
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with the professional registration laws of the State of
Missouri and shall comply with the "Rules and Regulations
and Engineering Design Requirements for Sanitary Sewerage
and Storm Water Drainage Facilities", and the "Standard
Construction Specifications for Sewers and Drainage
Facilities", issued by Metropolitan St. Louis Sewer
District (M.S.D.), and the St. Louis County Department of
Highways and Traffic.
(B) Installation Outside of Rights-of-Way. All storm
sewers designed to serve private properties, buildings,
parking lots or structures, which will not be installed on
public rights-of-way or easements dedicated for use by
public utilities, shall be designed by a registered design
professional consistent with the professional registration
laws of the State of Missouri and shall comply with the
"Rules and Regulations and Engineering Design Requirements
for Sanitary Sewerage and Storm Water Drainage Facilities”,
and those of the St. Louis County Department of Public
Works.
1103.P-138 Inspection.
1.
Required Inspections. After issuing a permit, the Code
Official shall conduct inspections from time to time during and
upon completion of the work for which a permit has been issued.
It shall be the duty of the holder of the permit or their duly
authorized agent to notify the Code Official when work is ready
for inspection. Failure of the permit holder to request a
required inspection will constitute a violation of this Code. It
shall be the duty of the permit holder to provide access to and
means for inspections of such work that are required by this
Code. The Code Official shall maintain a record of all such
examinations and inspections and of all violations of this Code.
2.
Inspection Sequence and Approval. No work shall be done on
any part of the structure beyond the point indicated in each
successive inspection without first obtaining the written
approval of the Code Official or his authorized representative.
The permit holder shall be notified of any violations of this
Code. Written approval shall be given only after an inspection
has been made of each successive step in the construction and
all discrepancies are corrected.
3.
Duty to Request Final Inspection: Upon completion of the
work described in the permit application, the permit holder
shall request and obtain a final inspection before any occupancy
of the structure or within 10 days of effective use of a
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backflow device except as provided in Chapter 1115, 1116, 1117,
SLCRO 1974 as amended. Failure of the permit holder to request
and obtain a final inspection before occupancy will constitute a
violation of this Code.
4.
Inspection Placard. Work requiring a permit shall not
commence until the permittee or his agent posts a ten inch by
twelve inch board affixed to a post which is firmly imbedded in
the ground, containing the lot and block number, and affixes the
job inspection placard for recording inspections. Failure to
maintain this inspection placard and identification board will
not relieve the permittee of responsibility as provided by the
Building Code. When work has progressed to a point of having
windows, or when the job is an alteration or addition, the
placard shall be attached to the available glass in view for
recording the balance of inspections required by the Building
Code. Absence of inspection placard will result in imposition of
the charge for an additional inspection specified in Chapter
1100 SLCRO 1974 as amended. Upon payment of the fee for an
additional inspection, an extra inspection placard will be
issued to the permittee.
5.
Identification Requirements. The licensed Master,
Journeyman or registered Apprentice performing the work under
this Code shall write his license number on the Identification
Card or Identification Sticker before starting work on the job.
The Identification Card or Identification Sticker shall have the
written permit number for the work in the proper place, before
starting the work. The Identification Card shall be posted in
the same manner as, and in the vicinity of, the job inspection
placard.
6.
Exposure of Work. All new, altered, extended or replaced
plumbing and drainlaying shall be left uncovered and unconcealed
until it has been tested and approved. Where such work has been
covered or concealed before it is tested and approved, the Code
Official may require that it be exposed for testing and
approval.
1103.P-140 Violations And Penalties.
1.
Notice of Violations. When the Code Official determines
that a violation of this Code exists, he shall notify the
violator as soon as practicable. The notification shall be in
writing and shall be hand-delivered to the violator or his
legally authorized representative, or mailed by certified mail,
to his last known address, or by such other means as is
reasonably calculated to achieve actual notice to the violator.
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Any person having been notified that a violation exists by means
other than a stop work order and who fails to promptly and
diligently abate the violation after notification shall be
subject to the penalties enumerated below in Paragraph 2. If a
permit has been issued, the permit holder shall be notified of
any violations of the approved construction documents or permit
and the notice shall set forth the discrepancies.
2.
Penalties. Any person, firm or corporation who shall
violate any provision of this Code, or who shall fail to comply
with any of the requirements thereof, or who shall occupy,
erect, construct, alter or repair a structure in violation of
the approved construction documents or directive of the Code
Official, or of a permit or certificate issued under the
provisions of this Code, or shall start any work requiring a
permit without first obtaining a permit therefore, and who shall
continue any work in or about a structure after having been
served a stop-work order, except for such work which that
person, firm or corporation has been directed to perform to
remove a violation or unsafe conditions, or any owner or tenant
of a structure or premises or any other person who commits,
takes part or assists in any violation of this Code or who
maintains any structure or premises in which such violation
shall exist, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, punishable by a
fine of not more than $1000.00 or by imprisonment not exceeding
90 days or both such fine and imprisonment. Each day that a
violation continues after due notice has been served shall be
deemed a separate offense.
3.
No Permit and No-Inspection Request Penalties. In addition
to the penalties set out above, the following procedure shall be
followed where the Code Official determines that work has been
started prior to the acquisition of a permit required by this
Code or the permit holder failed to perform their due diligence
as per Code Official’s Policy in attempting to schedule the
required inspection:
(A) The Code Official shall issue a stop work order when
work requiring a permit was started prior to the
acquisition of that permit. The Code Official shall issue a
Notice of Violation when a required inspection was not
requested.
(B) The Code Official shall notify the violator of the
penalty amount to be assessed against the violator. A nopermit penalty shall not exceed the greater of Five Hundred
Dollars ($500.00) or one percent (1%) of the cost of
construction of the work involved. A no-inspection request
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penalty shall not exceed five hundred dollars ($500.00).In
making the assessment, the Code Official shall consider
whether the violator has previously violated this Code and
whether the occupation or experience of the violator
indicates that he knew or should have known that a permit
or inspection was required. In no case will a Penalty be
assessed against a property owner unless he actually
performed the work involved. If 180 days as transpired
since the last inspection on record or if the permit has
automatically expired, a permit extension fee shall be
added to a no-inspection request penalty amount.
(C) The stop work order for failure to obtain a permit or
the violation for failure to request an inspection shall
remain in full force and effect until such time as the
penalty amount is paid and the violator has complied with
all other regulations pertaining to the issuance of the
required permit, or requesting the required inspection.
(D) No-Permit and No-Inspection Request Penalties are
subject to appeal in the same manner as other decisions of
the Code Official. The Code Official may revise his
assessment upon notice to both the Board of Appeals and the
alleged violator at any time prior to the hearing.
Likewise, at any time prior to the hearing, the violator
may accept and pay the recommended penalty amount and the
hearing will be canceled.
(E) At the hearing before the Board of Appeals, said board
shall afford both the Code Official and the alleged
violator an opportunity to present any evidence or make any
statements they wish to have considered.
(F) Following the hearing, the board shall determine
whether a permit or inspection was required:
(1) If the Board of Appeals determines that a permit
or inspection was required, an appropriate penalty
amount shall be assessed, taking into account the same
considerations as noted above. The stop work order for
failure to obtain a permit or the violation for
failure to request an inspection shall remain in full
force and effect until such time as the penalty amount
is paid and the violator has complied with all other
regulations pertaining to the issuance of the required
permit, or requesting the required inspection.
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(2) If the Board of Appeals determines that a permit
or inspection was not required, the Code Official
shall immediately cancel the stop work order for
failure to obtain a permit or abate the no-inspection
request violation.
(G) License and Permit Violations: Violations involving
the licensing and permit provisions of this Code shall be
issued and pursued first against those persons, companies,
corporations or other entities, performing such work or
activities which constitute said violations.
1103.P-142

Subdivision Stop Work Order.

1.
Where the Code Official finds that any storm water drainage
or sub-soil drainage has been connected to a sanitary sewer
within a subdivision, or that construction is being performed in
such a manner that, in the judgment of the Code Official, the
intent is to connect storm water or sub-soil drainage to a
sanitary sewer, the Code Official may, by written notice to the
owner or developer of the property or the holder of the building
permits for such property, at the address reflected in the St.
Louis County records, specifically list the violation(s) found
and require the person to whom such notice is sent to show cause
before the Building Commission why a Subdivision Stop Work Order
should not be issued. A Subdivision Stop Work Order, if issued,
shall require such owner, developer, holder of any building,
electrical, mechanical, or plumbing permits and all contractors
or sub-contractors to cease and desist all work on all
buildings, structures and premises, within said subdivision
until such violations have been corrected.
2.
Any person so notified shall, within 10 days after the Code
Official shall permit such notice or such longer period as,
appear before the Commission and either:
(A) Produce evidence satisfactory to the Commission that
the violation(s) have been or are diligently being
corrected; or
(B) Show cause why the Subdivision Stop Work Order should
not be issued.
3.
In the event such person shall fail to satisfy the
Commission that the violation(s) has been or is diligently being
corrected or to show cause why the Subdivision Stop Work Order
should not be issued, a Subdivision Stop Work Order shall be
issued in writing by the Commission and served upon such
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person(s) as were notified and posted at the site of the work.
Such order shall state the violation(s) and the specific
conditions under which work terminated by the Order may be
resumed.
1103.P-144

Stop Work Order.

Upon notice from the Code Official that work on any building,
structure, or premises is proceeding contrary to the provisions
of this Code or in an unsafe manner, such work shall immediately
be stopped. The Code Official shall issue a Stop-Work Order in
writing to the owner of the property involved or to the owner's
agent, or to the person doing the work. The Stop-Work Order
shall state the conditions under which the work may resume.
1103.P-146

Unlawful Continuance Of Work.

No person shall continue any work in or about any building,
structure or premise after the issuance of any Stop-Work Order
pertaining to such building, structure or premise except such
work that is directed to be performed to abate a violation or
unsafe condition.
1103.P-148

License, Registration Or Certification – Required.

1.
Plumbing. Except as otherwise provided in this Code, no
person shall engage in or perform the work of installing,
altering or repairing plumbing including the initial
installation of backflow prevention devices and assemblies
appurtenant to a plumbing system, including the installation
testing and repair of drainage waste and vent piping, hot and
cold water piping to laboratory equipment in hospitals, clinics,
first-aid stations, dispensaries, and all elementary schools,
high schools and college level schools including graduate level
schools, residential dishwasher replacement, multi-purpose fire
sprinkler system, except minor repairs, and except work
performed in accordance with Home Owner Permits issued under
this Code, unless licensed as a Master Plumber, a Journeyman
Plumber, or an Interim Journeyman Plumber under this Code or
registered as a Plumber Apprentice or Experienced Plumber
Apprentice under this Code and working under the direction of a
licensed Master Plumber.
In addition to those licenses authorized by the Mechanical Code,
a Master Plumber, Journeyman Plumber, Interim Journeyman
Plumber, Plumber Apprentice, or Experienced Plumber Apprentice
under this Code and working under the direction of a licensed
Master Plumber, may work on wet or dry standpipes under this
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Code, that are not part of an automatic Fire Sprinkler system
and that do not have as a part of the standpipe system one or
more sprinkler heads. A licensed Master, Journeyman, Interim
Journeyman, Experienced Apprentice and an Apprentice Plumber may
install fuel gas systems in one (1) and two (2) family dwellings
under this Code. No person shall hold herself/himself out as
being available to perform any such work unless she/he shall be
licensed as aforesaid. No partnership, corporation or other
legal entity, or person conducting business under a fictitious
name shall hold out such entity as being available to perform
any such work in any advertising medium or publication unless a
principal or employee of such entity shall be licensed as
aforesaid.
2.
Drainlaying. Except as otherwise provided in this Code, no
person shall engage in or perform the work of installing the
sanitary or storm building sewer, starting five (5’) feet beyond
the building foundation wall (end of building drain) or any work
concerning the installation of sanitary or storm, trunk, main
and lateral sewers, in public property, recorded easements or
private property, unless said person is a Master Drainlayer or
under the direct supervision of a Master Drainlayer duly
licensed pursuant to this Code. No person shall hold
herself/himself out as being available to perform any such work
unless she/he shall be licensed as aforesaid. No person shall
engage in or perform the work of installing or repairing private
sewage systems unless licensed to perform such work by the
Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services (MoDHSS), and
unless said person is a Master Drainlayer or under the direct
supervision of a Master Drainlayer duly licensed pursuant to
this Code. No partnership, corporation or other legal entity,
or person conducting business under a fictitious name shall hold
out such entity as being available to perform any such work in
any advertising medium or publication unless a principal or
employee of such entity shall be licensed as aforesaid.
(A) Direct supervision shall mean that the Master
Drainlayer is directly responsible for the installation of
the drainlaying work and shall supervise such
installations, or provide an appropriately certified and
trained individual, employed by the Master Drainlayer, to
be on site to directly supervise the work. The actual
installation of all piping, and setting of grade shall be
performed by full-time employees of the individual or
business entity which possesses the Master Drainlayers
license, and for which the permit corresponding to the work
was issued. Individuals or entities performing the
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excavation, backfill, and/or hauling shall be under the
direct supervision of the Master Drainlayer or his
representative.
Exception: When a proprietary material requiring special
training is used, individuals who have been trained and
certified pursuant to the requirements of the manufacturer for
the particular installation may perform the installation of
proprietary components.
At all times the installation shall be
supervised by an appropriately certified and trained individual,
employed by the Master Drainlayer, and assisted by an equivalent
minimum number of personnel employed by the Master Drainlayer
equal to the number of manufacturer personnel required.
3.
Cross-Connection Control Backflow Prevention Assembly and
Device Testing and Repair. No person shall test, repair,
undertake to test or repair or hold himself/herself as being
available for the testing or repair of any backflow prevention
assembly or device unless he/she shall possess a Backflow
Prevention Device Tester Certificate for the particular
application involved pursuant to this Code. No person shall hold
herself/himself out as being available to perform any such work
unless she/he shall be certified as aforesaid. No partnership,
corporation or other legal entity, or person conducting business
under a fictitious name shall hold out such entity as being
available to perform any such work in any advertising medium or
publication unless a principal or employee of such entity shall
be certified as aforesaid.
4.
Process Piping Systems. Except as otherwise provided in
this Code, no person shall install, test or repair backflow
prevention devices within or appurtenant to process drains,
process drain facilities, process drainage systems including
industrial waste sewers to site pretreatment, or piping drains,
drainage systems, or facilities from mechanical manufacturing,
industrial processing, refrigeration, heating, air conditioning
or parts, materials, devices or appurtenances in connection
therewith, drainage waste or vent piping specifically installed
for laboratories in commercial, industrial, research, and
manufacturing plants and like entities, the primary purpose of
these installations being the development, improvement,
research, or discovery of a product or products, unless he/she
shall be a licensed Journeyman Pipefitter or a licensed Master
Pipefitter pursuant to this Code. No person shall test or repair
backflow prevention devices within or appurtenant to process
drains, process drain facilities, process drainage systems or
piping drains, drainage systems or facilities from mechanical
manufacturing, industrial processing, refrigeration, heating,
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air conditioning or parts, materials, devices or appurtenances
in connection therewith unless he/she shall be certified as a
Backflow Prevention Device Tester pursuant to this Code. No
person shall hold himself/herself out as being available to
perform such work unless he/she shall be a licensed Journeyman
Pipefitter or registered and bonded as a licensed Master
Pipefitter and possess the appropriate Backflow Prevention
Device Tester Certificate pursuant to this Code. No person
shall hold herself/himself out as being available to perform any
such work unless she/he shall be licensed, certified or
registered as aforesaid. No partnership, corporation or other
legal entity, or person conducting business under a fictitious
name shall hold out such entity as being available to perform
any such work in any advertising medium or publication unless a
principal or employee of such entity shall be licensed,
certified or registered as aforesaid.
5.
Fire Suppression Systems. Except as otherwise provided in
this Code, no person shall install, undertake to install or hold
himself/herself out as being available for the installation of
backflow prevention devices appurtenant to fire suppression
systems, unless he/she shall be a licensed Journeyman Sprinkler
fitter or a Licensed and Bonded Master Sprinkler Fitter pursuant
to this Code. No person shall test or repair backflow prevention
devices appurtenant to fire suppression systems, unless he/she
shall be Certified as a Backflow Prevention Device Tester
pursuant to this Code. No person shall hold herself/himself out
as being available to perform any such work unless she/he shall
be licensed, certified or registered as aforesaid. No
partnership, corporation or other legal entity, or person
conducting business under a fictitious name shall hold out such
entity as being available to perform any such work in any
advertising medium or publication unless a principal or employee
of such entity shall be licensed, certified or registered as
aforesaid.
6.
Lawn Irrigation Systems. Except as otherwise provided in
this Code, no person shall test or repair, undertake to test or
repair or hold himself/herself out as being available for the
testing or repair of backflow prevention devices appurtenant to
lawn irrigation systems , whether such system is connected to a
commercial water supply system or a shared or individual well,
unless he/she shall be Licensed a Journeyman Lawn Irrigation
Installer when in the employ of a Master Lawn Irrigation System
Installer, a licensed and bonded Master Lawn Irrigation System
Installer, a Licensed and Bonded Master Plumber or a Licensed
Journeyman Plumber when in the employ of a Master Plumber and
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possess the appropriate Backflow Prevention Device Tester
Certificate pursuant to this Code. No person shall hold
herself/himself out as being available to perform any such work
unless she/he shall be licensed, certified or registered as
aforesaid. No partnership, corporation or other legal entity, or
person conducting business under a fictitious name shall hold
out such entity as being available to perform any such work in
any advertising medium or publication unless a principal or
employee of such entity shall be licensed, certified or
registered as aforesaid.
7.
Water Heater Replacement. Except as otherwise provided in
this Code, no person shall replace, undertake to replace or hold
himself/herself out as being available for such replacement of
residential water heaters of a size not to exceed 120 gallon
capacity or 40 KW or 140,000 BTU’s unless he/she shall be a
Licensed and Bonded Master Plumber, a Licensed Journeyman
Plumber when in the employ of a Master Plumber, a Licensed and
Bonded Master Water Heater Replacement Specialist, or a Licensed
Journeyman Water Heater Replacement Specialist when in the
employ of a Master Water Heater Replacement Specialist or Master
Plumber pursuant to this Code. No person shall hold
herself/himself out as being available to perform any such work
unless she/he shall be licensed as aforesaid. No partnership,
corporation or other legal entity, or person conducting business
under a fictitious name shall hold out such entity as being
available to perform any such work in any advertising medium or
publication unless a principal or employee of such entity shall
be licensed, certified or registered as aforesaid.
8.
Residential Hydronic Heat Systems. Except as otherwise
provided in this Code, no person shall install, test or repair,
undertake to install, test or repair or hold himself/herself out
as being available for the installation, testing or repair of
backflow prevention devices appurtenant to residential heating
systems of a size not exceeding four hundred thousand (400,000)
BTUH heating, and steam generators intended for the production
of steam for single person, single family residential steam
saunas, unless he/she shall be a Licensed and Bonded Master
Pipefitter or Master Plumber or a Licensed Journeyman Pipefitter
or Journeyman Plumber when in the employ of a Master Pipefitter
or Master Plumber and possess the appropriate Backflow
Prevention Device Tester Certificate pursuant to this Code. No
person shall hold herself/himself out as being available to
perform any such work unless she/he shall be licensed, certified
or registered as aforesaid. No partnership, corporation or other
legal entity, or person conducting business under a fictitious
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name shall hold out such entity as being available to perform
any such work in any advertising medium or publication unless a
principal or employee of such entity shall be licensed,
certified or registered as aforesaid.
9.
Hardship Clause. In the event of a loss of a Master
Licensee to a company employing tradesmen licensed in St. Louis
County, through no fault of that company, a licensed Journeyman
of the trade of the absent Master Licensee; or in the event of
the loss of a Master Drainlayer to a company through no fault of
that company, a person who would otherwise be eligible to
qualify as a Master Drainlayer in the trade of the absent Master
Drainlayer; and who shall be a full time employee of that
company, shall be designated as an Interim Master after meeting
all bonding and insurance requirements. That company may operate
under an Interim Master, who will have the same rights,
responsibilities and standing of a Master in that trade, for a
period of not more than one (1) year from the date of the
hardship. That company must submit to the Department of Public
Works, Division of Plumbing Inspection, the information required
by this Code to activate a Master License.
The granting or denial of a hardship license may be appealed to
the Board of Plumbing Examiners at the next regularly scheduled
meeting of the Board, no sooner than seven (7) calendar days and
no later than thirty-eight (38) calendar days following the date
appeal is received by the Board Secretary. The appeal must state
the reasons for the appeal and must be accompanied by a fee of
one hundred ($100.00) dollars. The final decision of the Board
involving a hardship privilege is appealable in the same manner
as other decisions of the Board. Additional appeals may be made
pursuant to the procedures in Chapter 1115, 1116, 1117, SLCRO
1974 as amended.
10.

Residential Fire Sprinkler Systems.
Fire protection for one (1) and two (2) family dwellings
that is part of a system as follows:
A) A multipurpose fire sprinkler system that provides
potable domestic water to both fire sprinklers and all
plumbing fixtures shall be permitted by this Code and
installed by a licensed Master Plumber or Journeyman
Plumber certified by the Board of Plumbing Examiners
for this installation.
B) A stand-alone sprinkler system, separate and
independent from the water distribution system, shall
be permitted and installed as required by the
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Mechanical Code. On a combination main, the connection
to the potable water service and/or distribution system
shall be permitted by this Code by a licensed Master
Plumber whom shall leave a tee and valve for connection
by Master Sprinkler Fitter. The dedicated fire line
connection to the potable water main shall be permitted
by this Code by a licensed Master Sprinkler Fitter.
1103.P-150

Bond And Insurance Required.

1.
No permits required under the provisions of this Code shall
be issued until such applicant shall have on file in the Office
of Plumbing and Sewer Inspection an approved surety bond in the
amount of Twenty-Five Thousand Dollars ($25,000.00), and a
certificate of Contractor Commercial General Liability Insurance
in the minimum amount of One Million Dollars ($1,000,000.00) per
occurrence. Contractor shall agree to maintain a standard ISO
version Commercial General Liability policy form, or its
equivalent, providing coverage for, but not limited to, Bodily
Injury and Property Damage, Premise/Operations,
Products/Completed Operations, Contractual Liability, Broad Form
Property Damage, Explosion (X), Collapse (C), and (U)
Underground coverage, Sever ability of Interest commercial
General Liability with limits of not less than $1,000,000 per
occurrence, Combined Single Limits (CSL) for bodily injury and
property damage that may occur as result from operations.
Coverage shall also extend to products and completed operations,
contractual liability, and Explosion (X), Collapse (C) and
Underground (U). St. Louis County, Missouri, shall be named as
an additional insured.
2.
County Counselor Approval. The bonds and insurance required
herein shall be approved by the County Counselor and shall be
given for the faithful observance of this Code and Sections
341.090 to 341.220 R.S.Mo. and all orders, rules and regulations
adopted hereunder or under the provisions of sections 341.090 to
341.220 R.S. Mo. for the protection of the public health and
safety and shall indemnify St. Louis County, Missouri, or any
other governmental agency, or any person, firm, or corporation
for any damage or injury sustained through the negligence or
malfeasance of such applicant, their servants, agents or
employees in performing work or for any damages or injury
sustained due to such applicant's failure to perform work in a
careful and workmanlike manner, in conformity with this Code and
the orders, rules and regulations adopted hereunder or under the
provisions of Sections 341.090 to 341.220 R.S. Mo. or for the
use of St. Louis County, Missouri due to non-payment of fees
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thirty (30) days from due date, or for the use of any person,
firm or corporation with whom said applicant contracts to do
work to indemnify any such person, firm or corporation for
damages sustained due to failure of applicant to do work so
contracted and shall be conditioned that the principal in said
bond will employ licensed Journeyman in the performance of work
which requires a Journeyman license under this Code.
1103.P-152 Qualifications For Application, Examination, License,
Registration Or Certification.
1.

Master Plumber.

An applicant for a Master Plumber's license shall have the
following qualifications:
(A) At least five (5) years of experience as a Journeyman
Plumber licensed under this Code, in addition to fulfilling
the requirements of the Journeyman Plumber License, or
under laws and regulations requiring similar
qualifications. The applicant for Master Plumber shall have
at least ten (10) years of practical experience in the
design, planning, installation and supervision of plumbing
systems including but not limited to, drainage and vent
piping facilities; potable water supply and distribution
piping systems; Plumbing Appliances, Appurtenance, and
fixtures; and potable water cross connection control
facilities. Or, in lieu thereof, possess such experience or
training, as is the equivalent thereto. Equivalent training
and experience shall mean that:
(1) The applicant shall be a civil or mechanical
engineer, registered with the Missouri Board for
Architects, Professional Engineers and Land Surveyors,
and have four (4) years of experience in the design,
planning and installation of plumbing, drainage, vent
piping facilities, potable water supply and
distribution piping and potable water cross connection
control which must be obtained under the direction of
a Master Plumber licensed under this Code or under
laws and regulations requiring similar qualifications;
Or:
(2) The applicant shall have satisfactorily completed
a five (5) year course in practical plumbing,
drainage, vent piping facilities, potable water supply
and distribution piping and potable water cross
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connection control at a recognized trade or technical
school, and five (5) years of experience in the
design, planning and installation of plumbing,
drainage, and vent piping facilities, potable water
supply and distribution piping and potable water cross
connection control, which must be obtained under the
direction of a Master Plumber licensed under this Code
or under laws and regulations requiring similar
qualifications;
Or:
(3) The applicant shall be a Master Plumber who has
qualified for a license under examination, rules and
regulations, similar to the St. Louis County,
Missouri, Board of Plumbing Examiners Examination
rules and regulations; has been working under rules
and regulations equal to or exceeding the rules and
regulations of this Code; has been examined and
qualified for a St. Louis County Journeyman Plumber
license; and has worked under the direction of a
licensed St. Louis County, Missouri, Master plumber
for at least two (2) years;
Or:
(4) Such other experience and/or training as the
Board of Plumbing Examiners determines is equivalent.

2.

(B)

He/she shall possess the ability to direct other
persons in the performance of plumbing work and shall
be skilled in designing and installing plumbing
fixtures and facilities, and shall have a thorough
knowledge of the art of plumbing necessary for the
protection of the public health.

(C)

An applicant shall be required to successfully pass an
examination approved or selected by the Board of
Examiners in addition to the foregoing requirements.

Journeyman Plumber.

An applicant for a Journeyman Plumber license shall possess
training and experience in all phases of the plumbing industry.
They shall be skilled in installing plumbing fixtures and
facilities and shall have a thorough knowledge of the art of the
plumbing system as it relates to the protection of the public
health and shall have at least five (5) years of experience as
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an Apprentice Plumber under the direction and supervision of a
Master or Journeyman Plumber licensed under the rules and
regulations of this Code. In addition, an applicant shall
provide proof of apprenticeship training as required in Section
P-154 par 5, (effective January 1, 2016), or under laws and
regulations requiring similar qualifications, or, in lieu
thereof, the applicant shall provide proof of such experience
and/or training as is equivalent to the requirements of this
Code. Proof of apprentice class room training shall be a
transcript, grade sheet or letter from a Dean or Administrator
at the school or organization for each class completed with a
passing grade by the student. (To become effective January 1,
2016.)
Equivalent training and experience may be considered to mean
either:
(A) A degree in civil or mechanical engineering from an
accredited college or university, and three (3) years of
experience in the design, planning and/or installation of
plumbing, drainage, vent piping facilities, potable water
supply and distribution piping and potable water cross
connection control under the direction of a Master or
Journeyman Plumber licensed under the rules and regulations
of this Code, or under laws and regulations requiring
similar qualifications.
Or
(B) The satisfactory completion of a three (3) year course
in practical plumbing, drainage, vent piping facilities,
potable water supply and distribution piping, and potable
water cross connection control at a recognized trade or
technical school and five (5) years of experience as an
Apprentice Plumber under the personal direction of a Master
or Journeyman Plumber licensed under the rules and
regulations of this Code, or under rules and regulations
requiring similar qualifications;
Or
(C) Such other experience and/or training as the Board of
Plumbing Examiners determines is equivalent.
Note 1.
Employment in plumbing maintenance for one
year may be deemed the equivalent of one (1) year of
experience required for Master or Journeyman Plumber
License.
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Note 2.
Experience for any license may not be
acquired during the identical times and dates as the
experience is acquired for a second license
(D) An applicant shall be required to successfully pass an
examination approved or selected by the Board of Examiners
in addition to the foregoing requirements.
3.

Master Drainlayer.

An applicant for a Master Drainlayers license shall possess a
current Master Plumber license issued by St. Louis County or
have the following qualifications:
(A) Five (5) years of experience in drainlaying under the
personal direction of a Master Drainlayer licensed under
the rules and regulations of this Code, or under laws and
regulations requiring similar qualifications or such other
experience and/or training as the Board of Plumbing
Examiners determines is equivalent. In lieu thereof the
applicant shall have a degree in civil or mechanical
engineering from an accredited college or university, and
three (3) years of experience in design, installation and
planning of private and public sanitary storm sewers and
sewerage systems.
(B) The applicant shall possess the ability to direct
other persons in the installation of sanitary and storm
sewers, and sewerage systems, private and public and shall
have a thorough knowledge of the art of drainlaying
necessary for the protection of the public health.
(C) An applicant shall be required to receive a passing
grade on an examination approved or selected by the Board
of Examiners in addition to the foregoing requirements.
4.

Master Pipefitter.

An applicant for a license as a Master Pipefitter shall have the
following qualifications:
(A) A minimum of ten (10) years of verifiable training
and/or experience as a pipefitter under a Department of
Labor approved apprenticeship program or with a reputable,
bona fide process piping contractor, at least five (5)
years of which has been in a supervisory capacity or such
other training and experience as the Board of Examiners
determines to be equivalent.
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(B) A thorough knowledge of the design and installation of
process piping systems in general and backflow prevention
devices, assemblies and methods relating to process piping
systems in particular.
(C) Meet all appropriate local, state and federal
requirements for conducting a business in St. Louis County,
Missouri, including but not limited to, obtaining
applicable licenses, registrations and tax numbers.
(D) An applicant shall be required to receive a passing
grade on an examination approved or selected by the Board
of Examiners in addition to the foregoing requirements.
5.

Journeyman Pipefitter.

An applicant for a Journeyman Pipefitter License shall have the
following qualifications:
(A) A minimum of five (5) years of verifiable training
and/or experience as a pipefitter under a Department of
Labor approved apprenticeship program or with a reputable,
bona fide process piping contractor or such other training
and experience as the Board of Examiners determines to be
equivalent.
(B) A thorough knowledge of the installation of process
piping systems in general and backflow prevention devices,
assemblies and methods relating to process piping systems
in particular.
(C) An applicant shall be required to receive a passing
grade on an examination approved or selected by the Board
of Examiners in addition to the foregoing requirements.
6.

Master Sprinkler Fitter.

An applicant for a Master Sprinkler Fitter license shall have
the following qualifications:
(A) A minimum of ten (10) years of training and/or
experience as a Sprinkler fitter, at least five years of
which shall have been under a Department of Labor approved
apprenticeship program or with a reputable, bona fide Fire
Suppression Sprinkler System Contractor, and at least five
(5) years of which shall have been as a licensed Journeyman
or in a similar supervisory capacity, or such other
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experience and/or training as the Board of Examiners
determines to be equivalent.
Or
(B) A bachelor’s of science degree in Civil or Mechanical
engineering from an accredited university and the applicant
shall have had at least five (5) years of experience in
automatic sprinkler system design, planning and/or
installation of same under the supervision of a Master
Sprinkler Fitter licensed under this Code or equivalent
license, and must be a licensed professional engineer
licensed to practice in the State of Missouri.
Or
(C) A NICET Level IV certification in the Automatic
Sprinkler System Layout field, in which the applicant shall
have received training in the sprinkler system design, and
the applicant shall have had at least five (5) years of
experience in automatic sprinkler system design, planning
and/or installation of same under the supervision of a
Master Sprinkler Fitter licensed under this Code or
equivalent license, at least five (5) years of which shall
have been in a supervisory capacity.
Or
(D) A NICET Level III certification in the Automatic
Sprinkler System Layout field, in which the applicant shall
have received training in the sprinkler system design, and
the applicant shall have had at least ten (10) years of
experience in automatic sprinkler system design, planning
and/or installation of same under the supervision of a
Master Sprinkler Fitter licensed under this Code or
equivalent license, at least five (5) years of which shall
have been in a supervisory capacity.
(E) A thorough knowledge of the design and installation of
fire suppression sprinkler systems in general and backflow
prevention devices, assemblies and methods relating to fire
suppression systems in particular.
(F) Meet all appropriate local, state and federal
requirements for conducting a business in St. Louis County,
Missouri, including but not limited to, obtaining
applicable licenses, registrations and tax numbers.
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(G) An applicant shall be required to receive a passing
grade on an examination approved or selected by the Board
of Examiners in addition to the foregoing requirements.
7.

Journeyman Sprinkler Fitter.

An applicant for a Journeyman Sprinkler fitter license shall
have the following qualifications:

(A) A minimum of five (5) years of verifiable training
and/or experience as a sprinkler fitter under a Department
of Labor approved apprenticeship program or with a
reputable, bona fide Fire Suppression Sprinkler System
Contractor or such other training and experience as the
Board of Examiners determines to be equivalent.
(B) Be thoroughly familiar with the installation of fire
suppression sprinkler systems in general and backflow
prevention devices, assemblies and methods relating to fire
suppression systems in particular.
(C) An applicant shall be required to successfully pass an
examination designed or selected by the Board of Examiners
in addition to the foregoing requirements.
(D) An applicant shall be required to receive a passing
grade on an examination approved or selected by the Board
of Examiners in addition to the foregoing requirements.
8.

Lawn Irrigation Installer.

An applicant for a Master Lawn Irrigation Installer license
shall have the following qualifications:
(A) A minimum of six (6) years of verifiable training
and/or experience in the design and installation of lawn
irrigation systems under a Department of Labor-approved
program or bona fide Lawn Irrigation Contractor, at least
three (3) of which was in a supervisory capacity, or such
other experience and/or training as the Board of Examiners
determines to be equivalent.
(B) A thorough knowledge of the design and installation of
lawn irrigation systems, particularly the installation and
repair of backflow prevention devices relating to lawn
irrigation systems.
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(C) Meet all appropriate local, state and federal
requirements for conducting a business in St. Louis County,
Missouri including but not limited to obtaining applicable
licenses, registrations and tax numbers.
(D) An applicant shall be required to receive a passing
grade on an examination approved or selected by the Board
of Examiners in addition to the foregoing requirements.
9.

Journeyman Lawn Irrigation Installer.

An applicant for a Journeyman Lawn Irrigation Installer license
shall have the following qualifications:
(A) A minimum of three (3) years of verifiable training
and/or experience in the installation of lawn irrigation
systems under a Department of Labor-approved program or
bona fide Lawn Irrigation Contractor, or such training and
experience as the Board of Examiners determines to be
equivalent.
(B) A thorough understanding of the methods of
installation of lawn irrigation systems, particularly the
testing and repair of backflow prevention devices relating
to lawn irrigation systems.
(C) An applicant shall be required to receive a passing
grade on an examination approved or selected by the Board
of Examiners in addition to the foregoing requirements.
10.

Backflow Prevention Assembly and Device Tester.

An applicant for a Backflow Prevention Assembly and Device
Tester Certificate shall have the following qualifications:
(A) Be certified by the Missouri Department of Natural
Resources as a Backflow Prevention Device Tester.
(B) Must be licensed, certified and/or registered as a
Master Plumber, Journeyman Plumber, Journeyman Pipefitter,
Master Pipefitter, Journeyman Sprinkler Fitter, Master
Sprinkler fitter, Journeyman Lawn Irrigation Installer or a
Master Lawn Irrigation Installer under the foregoing
provisions of this Code.
Note: EVERY BACKFLOW PREVENTION CERTIFICATE / LICENSE NUMBER
SHALL INDICATE THE TYPE(S) OF WATER SYSTEMS FOR WHICH THE HOLDER
IS QUALIFIED.
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11.

Interim Journeyman License.

In the event the Board of Plumbing Examiners determines that a
shortage of licensed Journeymen in a particular trade exists in
St. Louis County, an Interim Journeyman License for that trade
may be granted.
(A) An applicant for an Interim Journeyman License for
that trade may be granted to a person whose most recent
residence and employment as a journeyman or apprentice was
more than 125 miles from the St. Louis County courthouse
and who has previously registered and is currently
registered as an apprentice or experienced apprentice
working under a bonded St. Louis County Licensed Master in
that trade and who meets all the practical experience and
training qualifications required by this Code for license
as a Journeyman in that trade, and by the applicants choice
has not passed the required written examination. Applicants
for an Interim Journeyman License shall submit a written
application to the Board and pay the same fee(s) as an
applicant for a regular Journeyman License.
(B) Interim Journeyman licenses shall expire one year
after the date of issuance and are non-renewable. A person
who’s Interim Journeyman License has expired is not
eligible to apply for another Interim Journeyman license in
that trade.
(C) An Interim Journeyman license may be upgraded to a
regular Journeyman license by passing the appropriate
examination. Applicant for the appropriate examination
must apply for issuance of the exam credentials during the
term of the Interim License. If the Interim license has
expired, a new application must be made to the Board. The
Board will accept the previous review of qualification for
experience and training unless there is information that
the previous review considered information that was
falsified or otherwise invalid.
(D) An interim Journeyman License may not be used to
qualify the number of Apprentices that may be approved for
an entity employing Journeymen.
12.

Master Water Heater Replacement Specialist.

An applicant for a Master Water Heater Replacement Specialist
license shall have the following qualifications:
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(A)
The applicant shall submit supporting documents to
demonstrate a thorough understanding of the methods of
installation of water heaters.
Supporting documents may consist of:






Completion certificates from WH manufacturer’s
installation training programs (including training
outline) with a minimum of 50 hours collectively.
Verification of installation experience (time
associated with experience; W-2 and a notarized
affidavit(s) from previous employers)from working for
appliance stores, repair shops, etc.
Completion certificate from a certified vocational
program (Ranken, etc.)

It will be the discretion of this Board of Examiners to
determine if the applicant meets the minimum “thorough
understanding of the methods of installation of water
heaters.”
(B) Meet all appropriate local, state and federal
requirements for conducting a business in St. Louis County,
Missouri including but not limited to obtaining applicable
licenses, registrations and tax numbers.
(C) Pass an examination approved or selected by the Board
of examiners in addition to the foregoing requirements.
13.

Journeyman Water Heater Replacement Specialist.

An applicant for a Journeyman Water Heater Replacement
Specialist license shall have the following qualifications:
(A) A thorough understanding of the methods of
installation of water heaters, as evidenced by the
submission of supporting documents.
Supporting documents may consist of:


Completion certificates from a Water Heater
manufacturer’s installation training programs
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(including training outline) with a minimum of 50
hours collectively.
Verification of installation experience (time
associated with experience; w2 and a notarized
affidavit(s) from previous employers) from working for
appliance stores, repair shops, etc.
Completion certificate from a certified vocational
program (Ranken, etc.)

It will be the discretion of this Board of Examiners to
determine if the applicant meets the minimum “thorough
understanding of the methods of installation of water
heaters.”
(B) Pass an examination approved or selected by the Board
of Examiners in addition to the foregoing requirements.
14.

Clarification of Experience Qualification.

Where the qualifications in this Section (152) indicate years of
experience, then education, by itself, when not accompanied by
actual on job training, may only be used to meet one-half the
license requirements for experience. The education that shall
qualify to substitute for experience must meet the following
criteria: a) be full time beyond high school education
(alternate high school education will not be considered); b)
must be from a fully accredited educational institution and part
of a fully accredited program of instruction; and c) must be a
program of instruction applicable to the license.
1103.P-154 Apprenticeship.
1.
A Master licensed by St. Louis County, who employs an
apprentice in St. Louis City, and/or the Missouri Counties of
St. Louis, Jefferson, Franklin, and St. Charles County, and/or
the Illinois Counties of Monroe, Madison, and St. Clair County
shall register that apprentice in St. Louis County under the
rules contained in this ordinance. All persons serving an
apprenticeship in any trade registered under this Code shall
register with the Board of Plumbing Examiners prior to the start
of their apprenticeship training in that trade. The Master is
held solely responsible to register all apprentices. Penalties
for failure to register an apprentice shall be suspension or
revocation of the Master license by the Board of Plumbing
Examiners. A Joint Apprenticeship Training Committee (JATC),
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registered with the Labor Department, may act on behalf of an
employer who is not a licensed Master under this Code, to
facilitate the registration of apprentices.
(A) The word "apprentice" as used in this Code shall mean
a person learning, or already having experience, in the
principles and art of the trade category in which the
person is registered, under the personal direction and
supervision of a licensed Master or Journeyman.
(B) The word "Experienced Apprentice" as used in this Code
shall mean a person, who in the judgment of the Board of
Plumbing Examiners, previous to his application, has
received a minimum of two and one-half (2-½) years of
equivalent training and experience learning the principles
and art of the trade category in which the person is
registered during which the applicant has received a
minimum of five hundred (500) hours of approved classroom
training, and who has received a minimum of ten (10) hours
of OSHA approved Safety Training for Construction, and who
has been certified by the Master for whom he/she is
currently employed that said apprentice is capable of
performing installations that are in compliance with the
Code and with the principals and art of the trade category,
and who shall continue his training and experience under
the direction and supervision of a licensed Master until
qualified to apply for Journeyman in that trade.
(C) An Apprentice applicant whose training was not
received under a St. Louis County licensed Master may also
apply for “Experience Apprentice” upon meeting the
requirements listed in the above paragraph or the
equivalent as determined by the Board.
2.

Personal Supervision of Apprentices.

An Apprentice is to be under the supervision of a Master or
Journeyman at all times. An apprentice may only be supervised by
a Master or Journeyman. The Master or Journeyman is not required
to constantly watch the Apprentice but is to lay out the work
required and permit the Apprentice to perform the work on
his/her own. Masters or Journeymen are permitted to leave the
immediate work area and remain on job site without being
accompanied by the Apprentice. But, the Apprentice should know
where the Master or Journeyman is located on the job site, so
she/he can request assistance and/or direction.
Job site is defined as follows:
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(A) A single building or structure, or a group of related
and supporting buildings, on one site covered by one or
more permits, or
(B) A designated subdivision consisting of more than one
single family residence on one contiguous section of land,
or
(C) A residential complex containing one or more multifamily structures on one contiguous section of land and
contained within one designated development.
3.
No licensed apprentice plumber shall serve more than a
seven year licensed apprenticeship period. If, upon completion
of a 7-year licensed apprenticeship period, such licensed
apprentice plumber does not apply for the examination for a
journeyman plumber's license within the licensed apprenticeship
period and successfully pass the examination for a journeyman
plumber's license, his or her apprentice plumber's license shall
not be renewed and will be deemed expired.
Exception:
Pursuant to Board Policy 1201015N: if a licensed apprentice
plumber cannot meet the number of hours required to take the
Journeyman’s test within the seven years of the apprenticeship
period due to no fault of the licensed apprentice plumber, the
Board may extend the expiration of that license.
An apprentice or experienced apprentice must make an initial
application to the Board within twelve (12) months of completion
of the experience requirement for license (minimum term as set
forth in this section). The Board may revoke an apprentice
license for failure to make such application for Journeyman
License. The Board may review all apprentice and experienced
apprentice’s registrations that have extended more than two (2)
years beyond the listed minimum term. Registration may be
canceled if the Board determines, after providing the registrant
with notice and an opportunity to be heard, that the registrant
is not learning the principles and art of the trade category in
which he or she is registered, and is not making an attempt to
become licensed. The Board may remove “Experienced Apprentice”
status, if the Board determines that the registrant has
inadequate knowledge of the principals and art of the trade
category to hold such registration in which he or she is
registered. The Board may return such registrant to a lesser
classification. The decision of the Board involving a
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registration may be appealed in the same manner as other
decisions of the Board.
If an applicant fails to take an examination for license as
required by this Code, the application shall be denied. The
applicant may submit a new application for examination,
accompanied by the required application fee. Application fees
for examination for a plumber's license are not refundable.
(A) Plumber Apprentice - minimum term of apprenticeship
shall be five (5) years.
(B) Experienced Plumber Apprentice - minimum term of
apprenticeship shall be as determined by the Board of
Plumbing Examiners but no less than a total of five (5)
years of equivalent training and experience.
4.
Apprentices and/or Experienced Apprentices are prohibited
from registering in more than one (1) trade category in the same
time period.
5.
An applicant for Apprentice or Experienced Apprentice
Registration shall:
(A) Register with the Board of Plumbing Examiners using
the form approved and provided by the Board. Said
registration shall include the applicant's name, Social
Security Number, address, zip code, age and telephone
number. The applicant shall also include on the
application the name of the licensed Master under which the
applicant will be receiving training and instructions.
(B) Furnish a letter from a St. Louis County Master,
licensed in the trade in which he/she is registering
confirming the apprentice's or experienced apprentice’s
employment and previous experience and accepting
responsibility for training said apprentice.
(C) Furnish a listing of all journeymen, apprentice and
experienced apprentices currently in the St. Louis County
Master’s employ by name and license or registration number.
(D) Proof of enrollment within six months of application
in (This requirement to become effective January 1, 2011):
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(1) An applicable apprenticeship program certified by
the Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training of the
United States Department of Labor (BAT/ATELS); OR
(2) A Board approved, equivalent apprenticeship
program such as classroom/laboratory training by a
Trade School such as Ranken Technical College, or
Jefferson College or by any school or organization
approved, accredited or certified, as applicable, by:
(a) The Higher Learning Commission, a Commission
of the North Central Association of Colleges and
Schools; or
(b) The Accrediting Commission of Career Schools
and Colleges of Technology; or
(c) The National Center for Construction
Education and Research; or
(3) An applicable, integrated five (5) year combined
classroom and field training apprenticeship program
that is conducted by any school or organization
approved, accredited or certified, as applicable, by:
(a) The Higher Learning Commission, a Commission
of the North Central Association of Colleges and
Schools; or
(b) The Accrediting Commission of Career Schools
and Colleges of Technology; or
(c) The National Center for Construction
Education and Research; or
(E) A written, individual training program, providing five
(5) years of combined of educational training, classes and
field work or on-the-job training obtained as follows:
(1) At least 500 classroom hours of educational
training or classes covering work that requires a
license under this Section as allowed by the (Note to
this subsection below) that is conducted by any
combination of schools or other organizations
approved, accredited, or certified as applicable by:
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(a) The Higher Learning Commission, a Commission
of the North Central Association of Colleges and
Schools; or
(b) The Accrediting Commission of Career Schools
and Colleges of Technology; or
(c) The National Center for Construction
Education and Research; and
(2) The balance of the required hours needed to equal
five (5) years through field work and/or on-the-job
training under the supervision and inspection of a
Journeyman licensed under this Section to perform the
work involved.
Note: Within the total 500 classroom hours presented as part of
any individualized training program the individual program must
contain a minimum of 440 hours technical instruction in the
installation, alteration, reconstruction, repair, replacement
and/or servicing of Plumbing Systems.
(E) Applicants shall pay a registration fee of Ten Dollars
($10.00) and provide a photograph for identification
purposes to the Board.
6.
Apprentices and Experience Apprentices shall, during the
month of July of each year after registration, report their
training and employment status to the Board. Such report shall
be on a form provided by the Board, shall list for the past
year, (July 1 to June 30,) all employers, and period of time
worked.
Note: Failure to report this required information to the Board
of Examiners may cause the registration to be canceled.
7.
Any Master employing an apprentice and/or an experienced
apprentice shall advise the Board in writing immediately upon
the commencement or termination of the apprentice’s employment.
In addition by the last work day of July of each year the Master
shall provide to the Board a list of each apprentice and/or
experienced apprentice in their employ as of June 30th of the
prior month.
8.
The total number of apprentices and experienced apprentices
employed by a Master at any given time shall not exceed the
total number of licensed Journeyman employed at that time plus
one (1) additional apprentice or experienced apprentice for each
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active Master. In times of work shortages, application may be
made to the Board of Plumbing Examiners, by a St. Louis County
licensed Master or JATC, to waive the aforementioned
requirement.
1103. P-155 Interceptors (Separators) – Registration,
Maintenance And Inspection Required.
1.
Upon adoption of Rules and Regulations by The Metropolitan
St. Louis Sewer District, MSD, for inspections of existing
interceptors to be scheduled annually, the County Executive
and/or the Code Official is authorized to enter into a contract
with MSD for record keeping of such inspections per the
requirements of this section.
2.
Interceptors, including but not limited to grease
interceptors, oil interceptors/separators, installed in
accordance with this code shall be inspected and certified as to
proper maintenance and operation annually, by persons who are
properly licensed Plumbers pursuant to this Code. The
owner/user shall maintain all interceptors in proper working
condition.
3.
The owner of these devices shall maintain a written record
of interceptor maintenance for two years. All such records
shall be available at all times and shall be submitted to the
inspector at the inspector’s request. These records shall
contain the date of inspection or maintenance, name of the
person performing the inspection or maintenance, and the
manager’s signature or initials for verification.
(A) Hydromechanical grease interceptors shall be cleaned
as required by use and as required by the manufacturer, but
at intervals not longer than ninety (90) days at the
owners/users expense. Gravity Grease interceptors and Oil
and sand interceptors shall be cleaned as required by use,
but at intervals not longer than one hundred eighty (180)
days. Interceptors shall be kept free of inorganic solid
materials such as grit, rocks, gravel, sand, eating
utensils, cigarettes, shells, towels, rags, etc., which
could settle into the interceptor and thereby reduce the
effective volume. The use of biological chemicals as a
grease degradation agent is conditionally permissible upon
written approval of the Chief Plumbing Inspector. Any
establishment using this method shall maintain the
interceptor in such a manner that abatement from the
interceptor’s outlet is consistently attained.
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(B) The results of such inspections shall be submitted to
the Office of Plumbing and Sewer Inspection, within thirty
(30) days after making such test, on a form which is
acceptable to the Code Official, and shall be completed and
signed by the tester. A copy shall also be provided at time
of inspection, or an appropriate sticker shall be applied
to maintenance records posted in the location of the
device.
(C) The Office of Plumbing and Sewer Inspection shall
maintain all records of inspections performed in accordance
with the Code requirements and notify all owners when
retesting is required. Violation notices shall be issued
and notification shall be sent to the Health Department and
MSD, for failure to perform or register the required test.
(D) The fee for such notification, record maintenance and
registration shall be the rate specified in Chapter 1100,
SLCRO 1974 as amended. Fees shall be paid by the employing
Master in a manner approved by the Code Official, at the
time the test report is submitted by the device tester to
the Office of Plumbing and Sewer Inspection.
(E) Installations of grease and oil
interceptors/clarifiers shall be performed in accordance
with this code by persons who are properly licensed
pursuant to this Code as a Plumber.
(F) Inspections of grease and oil interceptors/clarifiers
by persons who are properly licensed pursuant to this Code
as a Plumber and certified by the Board of Plumbing
Examiners for this inspection.
(G)
year
this
such

This provision shall take effect no later than one
and no sooner than 90 days after the final adoption of
ordinance and the adoption of regulations requiring
inspections by MSD.

1103. P-156 Backflow Prevention Assembly and Devices –
Registration, Maintenance And Testing Required.
1.
Backflow prevention assembly and devices installed in
accordance with this code shall be tested and certified as to
proper operation at the time of installation and each year
thereafter by persons who are properly licensed and certified
pursuant to this Code. At the time of installation a permanent
tag shall be attached to the backflow prevention assembly and
device on which shall be recorded the permit number, the
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tester's name, registration number, and the date tested. Each
subsequent test shall be recorded on the tag in like manner.
This tag shall remain attached to the device until such time as
the device is replaced or retired. Tags shall be made of
materials sufficiently durable to withstand the environment in
which the device is installed. The water user, whether water
originates from a commercial water supply system or shared or
individual well, shall maintain all backflow prevention devices
in proper working condition.
2.
The installation testing and maintenance of backflow
prevention devices shall be performed in accordance with this
Code. In addition regulations, requirements, standards and
procedures established by the Missouri Department of Natural
Resources, Public Drinking Water Program become a requirement of
this Code.
3.
The results of such tests shall be submitted to the Office
of Plumbing and Sewer Inspection, within thirty (30) days after
making such test, on a form which is acceptable to the Code
Official, and shall be completed and signed by the tester. A
copy shall also be provided, within thirty (30) days, to the
owner, and water customer if different than the owner and if
records for the device are not maintained by St. Louis County,
the supplier of water.
4.
Where the supplier of water has contracted with St. Louis
County to maintain records of backflow testing required by state
law, the Office of Plumbing and Sewer Inspection shall maintain
all records of tests performed in accordance with the Code
requirements and notify all water customers and device owners
when retesting is required, send a list of licensed and bonded
Masters with such notification, issue violation notices for
failure to perform or register the required test, notify the
supplier of water and request termination of the potable water
connection of any water customer and owner of a device who shall
fail to have any required test performed. If the device owner
receives water from a shared or individual well, the Office of
Plumbing and Sewer Inspection shall maintain all records of
tests performed in accordance with the Code requirements, notify
all device owners when re-testing is required, send a list of
licensed and bonded Masters with such notification, and issue
violation notices for failure to perform or register the
required test.
5.
The fee for such notification, record maintenance and
registration shall be the rate specified in Chapter 1100 SLCRO
1974 as amended. Fees shall be paid by the employing Master in
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a manner approved by the Code Official, at the time the test
report is submitted by the device tester to the Office of
Plumbing and Sewer Inspection.
1103. P-157 Replacement of Residential Dishwasher – Registration
And Certification Required.
Residential Dishwashers shall be replaced by a licensed Master
Plumber or Licensed Journeyman Plumber in accordance with this
code and shall be certified as to proper installation at the
time of replacement. At the time of replacement a permanent tag
shall be attached to the dishwasher on which shall be recorded
the Certificate of Replacement number, the installer’s name,
license number, and the date installed. This tag shall remain
attached to the dishwasher until such time as the dishwasher is
replaced or retired and shall be made of materials sufficiently
durable to withstand the environment in which the device is
installed.
2. The results of such replacement shall be submitted to the
Office of Plumbing and Sewer Inspection within fifteen (15) days
after making such replacement and test, on a form acceptable to
the Code Official, and shall be completed and signed by the
Master Plumber. A Certificate of Completion shall be provided by
the Master Plumber, within fifteen (15) days of completion of
the replacement, to the owner.
4. The Office of Plumbing and Sewer Inspection shall maintain
all records of all Certificates of Replacement in accordance
with the Code requirements and issue violation notices for
failure to perform or register the required Certificate of
Replacement.
5. The fee for such notification, record maintenance and
registration shall be specified in Chapter 1100, SLCRO 1974 as
amended. Fees shall be paid by the employing Master in a manner
approved by the Code Official.
6. Residential Dishwasher Replacement under a Homeowner Permit
requires an inspection and appropriate fees as specified in
Chapter 1100 SLCRO 1974 as amended. The homeowner must make all
dishwasher connections visible at the time of inspection.
1103.P-158 Installations And Initial Test Of Backflow
Prevention Assembly and Devices.
The installation and initial test of backflow prevention
assembly and devices shall be performed in accordance with this
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code and the standards and procedures established by the
Missouri Department of Natural Resources, Public Drinking Water
Program by persons who are properly licensed pursuant to this
Code and who also possess a current Backflow Prevention Device
Tester Certificate issued under the Standards and Procedures
established by the Missouri Department of Natural Resources, and
registered with the Code Official.
The testing, repair, replacement or retrofit installation of
existing Backflow Prevention assembly and Devices for Plumbing
systems, and Process Piping systems may be performed by
Journeyman Plumbers, Journeyman Pipefitters, Master Plumbers, or
Master Pipefitters licensed under this Code who also possess a
current Backflow Prevention Device Tester Certificate issued
under the Standards and Procedures established by the Missouri
Department of Natural Resources, and registered with the Code
Official. All testing must be performed under the supervision of
an appropriately licensed and certified Master.
Clarification:
To test and repair Backflow assemblies in compliance with the
Plumbing Code Ordinance the tester shall hold the appropriate
license (Plumber, Pipefitter, Sprinkler Fitter) and shall have
certification by the Missouri Department of Natural Resources as
a Backflow tester and that certification shall be registered and
a Backflow Tester license issued under the Plumbing Code
Ordinance. All testing must be performed under the supervision
of an appropriately licensed Master.
1103. P-159 Residential Multi-Purpose Fire Protection
Systems Installers.
Residential Multi-Purpose Fire Protection Systems
Installers for One and Two Family Dwellings.
The installation of Residential Multi-Purpose Fire
Protection Systems shall be performed in accordance
with this code and the standards and procedures
established by the St. Louis County Board of Plumbing
Examiners, by persons who are properly licensed
pursuant to this Code and possess a current
certification for ASSE Series 7000 (current edition),
Professional Qualifications Standard for Residential
Potable Water Fire Protection System Installers &
Residential Fire Protection System Inspectors for One
and Two Family Dwellings issued by American Society of
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Sanitary Engineering (ASSE) or other approved third
party certification agencies with similar or more
stringent qualifications.
The installation documents shall contain the following
statement signed by the ASSE Series 7000 Certified or
equivalent Master Plumber:
A) ”I certify that I personally prepared and/or
directly supervised an ASSE Series 7000
Certified Journeyman in preparation of the
installation documents. I assume full
responsibility for document accuracy.”
B) Master Plumber Signature:
Master Plumber STL. Co LIC #:
ASSE Series 7000 Certification #:
The testing, repair, replacement or retrofit
installation of existing Residential Multi-Purpose
Fire Protection Systems may be performed by Journeyman
Plumbers or Master Plumbers licensed under this Code
who also possess a current certification for ASSE
Series 7000(current edition), Professional
Qualifications Standard for Residential Potable Water
Fire Protection System Installers & Residential Fire
Protection System Inspectors for One and Two Family
Dwellings issued by American Society of Sanitary
Engineering (ASSE) or other approved third party
certification agencies with similar or more stringent
qualifications.
To install Residential Multi-Purpose Fire Protection
Systems the Plumbing Code Ordinance requires the installer
to hold the appropriate license (Plumber or Master Plumber)
as well as be certified by American Society of Sanitary
Engineering (ASSE) or other approved third party
certification agencies with similar or more stringent
qualifications as a ASSE Series 7000(current edition),
Professional Qualifications Standard for Residential Fire
Protection System Installers & Residential Fire Protection
System Inspectors for One and Two Family Dwellings and that
certification be registered with the code official. All
installations must be performed under the supervision of an
appropriately licensed Master Plumber.
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1103.P-160 Licenses, Registration Or Certification Application
And Renewal.
In order to obtain any license, registration or certification
required under this Code, a person must comply with the
following:
1.

New Applicants shall:
(A) Submit a completed application for examination form
with the required application fee to the Board of Plumbing
Examiners.
(B) Said form shall include all information and
documentation necessary to verify that the applicant meets
all the practical experience and training qualifications
required by this Code for the appropriate license,
registration or certification. Applicants may attach
additional documentation as needed.
(C) Upon receipt of an application for examination, no
later than seven (7) calendar days prior to their next
meeting, it shall be provided to the Board of Plumbing
Examiners at its next scheduled meeting. The Board shall
conduct an investigation to verify that the information on
the application is true and accurate and that all
requirements and qualifications are met.
(D) The Board shall, within sixty (60) days of final
action by the Board notify the applicant in writing of the
approval or denial of said application. If the application
is approved, the applicant becomes eligible to take the
examination, if examination is required by this Code. If
the Board denies an application, the Board shall include in
the notice the reason for the denial. Any applicant whose
application is denied shall have the right to request a
hearing before the Board of Appeals. A request for hearing
may not be filed more than thirty (30) days after the
applicant is notified in writing of the Board's denial of
the application. As soon as practicable after receipt of a
timely request for hearing, the Board of Appeals shall
send written notice to the applicant or his attorney of
record of the time and place of the hearing, and such
notice shall in every case be given at least ten days
before the hearing. Hearings shall be conducted in
accordance with the requirements of Chapter 536 R.S.Mo. As
soon as practicable after the conclusion of the hearing,
the Board shall adopt a written decision, including
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findings of fact and conclusions of law, and give written
notice of its decision to the applicant or his attorney of
record in accordance with Chapter 536 R.S. Mo. The decision
of the Board of Appeals may be reviewed in the same manner
as decisions of the Code Official.
(E) Applicants who pass the examination must submit
application for license with the required license fee;
provide all information required on the application form a
full-face photograph or the equivalent as determined by the
Board, for identification purposes.
(F) Applicants who fail the examination will be notified
by the Board and advised of re-application procedures.
(G) An applicant shall pay all appropriate examination,
registration, certification and/or license fee(s) as
required by this Code.
(H) The Board of Examiners may withhold approval of an
otherwise qualified applicant if the applicant was
previously determined by the Board either to have violated
a provision of this Code or to have possessed any license,
registration or certificate issued pursuant to this Code,
which was suspended or revoked within the six-month period
immediately preceding the date of his/her application.
2.

Licensed Renewal Applicants shall:
(A) Submit a completed application for license renewal, a
full-face photograph or the equivalent as determined by the
Board, for identification purposes with each renewal.
(B) As soon as practicable after the passage of this Code,
the Board of Plumbing Examiners shall, after providing
reasonable opportunity for public participation, adopt
reasonable rules and regulations to interpret and implement
the provisions of this Code with respect to continuing
education. A licensee may obtain a copy of the rules and
regulations upon application and upon payment of fee
established for this purpose. Holders of active licenses
shall also submit verification that they have attended
continuing education courses, seminars, films or other
training approved by the Board of Plumbing Examiners in the
following minimums starting January 1, 1999:
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(1) Master Contractors twelve (12) PEU (Professional
Education Units) per three-year (3) license cycle prorated on a yearly base.
(2) Journeyman Licensee twelve (12) PEU per threeyear license cycle pro-rated on a yearly base.
(3) There may be a carryover of a maximum of four (4)
PEU’s in excess of the required amount of PEU’s to the
next license cycle.
(4) PEU’s earned under the licensing provisions of
the Mechanical Code shall also apply to the PEU’s
required in this code, if PEU’s earned under the
licensing provisions of the Plumbing Code shall also
apply to the Mechanical Code.
(C) A person applying for renewal of a license,
registration or certification may file his/her application
up to ninety (90) days but not less than thirty (30) days
before the license, registration or certificate expires. A
person applying for such renewal, prior to its expiration,
shall file only a new application form, surety bond, (if
required) and pay the fee(s) required under this Code.
(D) Upon written application and for good cause shown,
waivers or extension of time of the credit hour or
reporting requirements of this Code may be granted by the
Board in individual cases or classes of cases involving
hardship or extenuating circumstances. Extensions granted
by the Board may be conditioned on the payment of a late
filing fee of thirty ($30) dollars. If the Board grants an
extension, the license expiration date shall be extended to
the date set by the Board for completion of the credit hour
and reporting requirements.
(E) A person who fails to comply with all of the above
requirements for renewal of a license, registration or
certificate prior to its expiration, shall, in addition to
becoming compliant with the requirements of this subsection,
pay a processing fee of one hundred ($100) dollars. A person
who submits a renewal application more than one (1) month
after the license expiration shall be required to submit to
re-examination (if examination is required) under the same
terms and conditions imposed upon new applicants.
(F) Failure to receive an application for renewal of a
license or certificate of authority shall not relieve the
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licensee or certificate holder from their duty to timely
renew, nor shall it relieve them from the obligation to any
additional fee(s) necessitated by any late renewal.
3.

Inactive Licenses:

Any licensed person who is not working at his/her licensed trade
and who desires to retain his/her license may do so by notifying
the Board of Plumbing Examiners that he/she wishes to be placed
in inactive status. Such notice shall be in writing and shall
state that the license holder is not working at his/her licensed
trade, wishes to be placed in inactive status, understands that
he/she is prohibited from working while inactive and agrees to
notify the Board to activate his/her license prior to resuming
work. It shall be a violation of this Code for a license holder
to perform work in his/her license category while in inactive
status. Inactive Master license holders may maintain a
Journeyman License concurrently and enjoy the privileges of that
license. The Board shall respond in writing to the license
holder in each inactivation or reactivation action and each such
action shall be noted in the Board minutes. An inactive license
shall be issued stating the license number and type, which is
inactive. This inactive license shall be valid for a period of
ten (10) years. Three (3) months prior to the expiration date,
the department shall notify the holder at his last known
address, the date that his inactive license will expire so that
it can be renewed at the holder’s request and payment of fees
and other requirements of the Board.
It is the responsibility of the Inactive License holder to
notify the Board of any license change or change in address.
Maintenance of any other license will be equivalent to notifying
the Board of address change.
License holders in inactive status, who renew their licenses,
are not required to accrue continuing education course hours, as
a condition of renewal. However, they are required to accrue the
minimum continuing education hours for any prior year or any
part thereof in which their license was active.
1103.P-161 Use and Re-use of Non-potable water within or upon a
premises.
Clarification of requirements of other sections of this code.
1. Gray water collected from plumbing drainage piping and used
within a building for appropriate purposes shall be installed
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as permitted by this Code by a licensed Master Plumber or a
licensed Journeyman Plumber.
2. Reclaimed water delivered to a building site/premises by a
public reclaimed water distribution system’s series of mains
and appurtenances: The connection to that system, any
treatment as needed, and the distribution of the reclaimed
water within the site shall be installed as permitted by this
Code by a Licensed Master plumber, a licensed Journeyman
Plumber or Master Drainlayer.
3. Rainwater collected from exterior downspouts to a collection
container and the overflow from such container piped to a
discharge point shall be installed as permitted by this Code
by a Licensed Master Drainlayer.
Exception:
A) A Licensed Master Irrigation Installer or licensed
Journeyman Irrigation Installer, with additional
certification obtained under guidelines determined by or
acceptable to the Board of Plumbing Examiners, may
install collection container(s) not to exceed an
accumulated 1200 gallons for use in irrigation and /or
watering premises for one (1) and two (2) family
residences.
B) A Licensed Master Plumber or a licensed Journeyman
Plumber may install any collection container within the
property boundaries of the building.
C) For one and two family attached residential dwellings,
the homeowner is authorized to install a single tank of
not more than sixty-five (65) gallons or a series of
interconnected tanks, none of which is larger than sixtyfive (65) gallons accumulating not more than two-hundred
(200) gallons.
4. Overflow authorized to discharge to public sewers and public
waterways from all collection containers shall be piped as
permitted by this Code by a licensed Master Drainlayer.
5. Any Rainwater drawn from a collection container or tank for
use:
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A) For plumbing devices and appurtenances, shall be piped and
installed as permitted by this Code by a licensed Master
Drainlayer, Master Plumber or a licensed Journeyman Plumber.
B) For stand-alone fire suppression, shall be used and
installed as permitted by the Mechanical Code. The connection
to the container and/or tank shall be permitted by this Code
by a licensed Master Sprinkler Fitter or licensed Journeyman
Sprinkler Fitter.
C) For process piping, shall be used and installed as
permitted by the Mechanical Code. The connection to the
container and/or tank shall be permitted by this Code by a
licensed Master Pipe Fitter or licensed Pipe Fitter.
D) For irrigation, including irrigation water piping, pumps
and appurtenances, the connection to container or tank shall
be used and installed as permitted by this Code. The
connection to the container and/or tank shall be permitted by
this Code by a licensed Master Irrigation Installer or
licensed Journeyman Irrigation Installer licensed to test
backflow devices under this code, or by a licensed Master
Plumber or a licensed Journeyman Plumber.
6. Any potable make-up water to any tank or container collecting
storm water runoff, shall be protected by a backflow device or
assembly per this Code and shall be piped and installed to
that tank or container, as permitted by this Code by a
licensed Master Plumber or a licensed Journeyman Plumber.

1103.P-162 Duration Of Licenses, Registrations And
Certifications.
Master and Journeyman Licenses shall expire on the date of the
expiration as indicated on the Master and Journeyman License.
All licenses must be renewed to remain in effect as described in
this Ordinance and in this section. The duration of each license
shall be the period set by the Board of Examiners. The normal
duration of a Master and Journeyman License is three (3) years
or as specified elsewhere in this Ordinance.
1. Master and Journeyman licenses must be renewed for a threeyear (3) period on expiration.
2.

The duration of an Interim Journeyman License is one (1)
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year, and is non-renewable.
Note: Failure to renew Department of Natural Resources Backflow
Prevention Assembly Certification or to notify the Office of
Plumbing and Sewer Inspection of such renewal shall cancel any
registration or certification issued by the Board of Plumbing
Examiners for the testing of Backflow Prevention Assemblies on
the expiration date indicated on the Department of Natural
Resources certification.
1103.P-164 License Limitations.
Any Master licensed or registered under this Code shall be
limited to obtaining permits required under the provisions of
this Code, for a single company, firm, proprietorship,
partnership or corporation at any given date or time and shall
be registered with the St. Louis County Office of Plumbing and
Sewer Inspection as an officer or a full time employee of said
company at least thirty (30) days prior to exercising the
privileges of the license/registration on behalf of said
company. Such companies shall be registered with the State of
Missouri, Office of Secretary of State, and Jefferson City,
Missouri.
1103.P-166

Advertising.

No person, corporation, partnership, joint venture or other
entity shall place or authorize the placement of an
advertisement or message offering any services subject to any
provision of this Code in any advertising medium unless the
advertisement or message clearly states the name, business
address and license number of at least one (1) appropriately
licensed, certified and/or registered person qualified to
perform such services and who is in responsible charge and
control of work performed by said entity.
1103.P-168 Credentials.
1.

Credentials not Assignable.

No license, registration or certificate issued under this Code
shall be assigned or transferred.
2.

Use of Holder’s Name by Another.

No person having obtained any license, registration or
certificate under this Code shall allow his/her name, license,
certificate or registration to be used by another person either
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for the purpose of obtaining permits, doing business or
performing work regulated by this Code.
3.

Notification to Office of Plumbing and Sewer Inspection.

In the first month of each calendar year, every person licensed,
registered or certified under this Code shall notify the Office
of Plumbing and Sewer Inspection of the name of the business for
which they are the licensee, registration or certificate holder,
the address of their place of business, their current telephone
number and shall give immediate notice to the Office of any
changes in any of the above.
4.

Use on Permit Applications.

Every person licensed, registered or certified under this Code
shall indicate both their name and the name of their business on
all permit applications.
5.
Illegal Use of Names – Companies, Firms or Corporations.
Any company, firm or corporation in the business of installing
plumbing, backflow prevention devices, water heaters or
drainlaying shall employ a licensed and bonded Master who shall
be in responsible charge of all work performed by the company in
the applicable discipline. Such company, firm or corporation
shall be registered with the Secretary of State of Missouri at
least thirty (30) days prior to performance of any work covered
by this Code. Any change in the management of a company, firm or
corporation with regard to employment or participation of the
required Licensed Master must be reported to the Examining Board
prior to exercising the privileges of the license on behalf of
that company, firm or corporation.
1103.P-170 Application, Examination, Registration,
Certification, License, And Miscellaneous Fees.
1.
The fee for registration as an Apprentice is Ten Dollars
($10.00).
2.

(A) The application fee for each examination required by
this Ordinance, or for qualification as an Interim
Journeyman is Thirty ($30.00) Dollars.
(B) The fee for each examination, if administered by St.
Louis County is One Hundred Forty Dollars ($140.00).
(C) The fee for replacement of each examination
authorization is Fifteen Dollars ($15.00).
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(D) The fee for each Home Owner examination administered
by St. Louis County is Twenty-Five Dollars ($25.00).
3.
The fee for issuance or renewal of each Master license
shall be One Hundred-fifty Dollars ($150.00), (Fifty Dollars
($50.00) per year), prorated on an annual basis.
4.
The fee for issuance or renewal of a Journeyman license,
shall be Forty-five Dollars ($45.00), (Fifteen Dollars ($15.00
per year), prorated on an annual basis.
5.
The fee for issuance or renewal of a Backflow Prevention
Device Tester's Certificate is Five Dollars ($5.00).
6.
The fee for issuance or renewal of an inactive license is
Thirty Dollars ($30.00).
7.
The fee for replacement of lost licenses shall be Ten
Dollars ($10.00).
8.
The fee for a replacement list of currently credited PEU’s
per licensee shall be Ten Dollars ($10.00).
9. The fee for issuance or renewal of a Residential MultiPurpose Potable Water Fire Protection Systems Installer
Certificate is Five Dollars ($5.00).
1103.401 Amendments To The Uniform Plumbing Code – Chapter 1 –
Administration.
Chapter 1 is not adopted and not included in the Plumbing Code
adopted by St. Louis County pursuant to Section 1103.020
1103.402 Amendments To The Uniform Plumbing Code

TM

Chapter 2 – Definitions.
Chapter 2 of the 2015 Uniform Plumbing Code TM is amended by the
following provisions. Each section in the UPC that corresponds
to one of the following provisions is hereby deleted where so
noted or amended to read as set forth below. Each section set
forth below without a corresponding provision in the UPC is
added thereto.
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201.1 Terms Defined in Other Codes:
Where terms are not defined in this Code and are defined in
Chapters 1003, 1008, 1100, 1115, 1116, 1117, 1102, 1105, 1107,
1108, 1109, or 1110 SLCRO 1974 as amended, such terms shall have
the meanings ascribed to them in those Codes.
Addition. An increase in building area, aggregate floor area,
height or number of stories of a structure.
Additional Inspection. An inspection which is not a required
inspection as defined in this Code but which in the judgment of
the Code Official is reasonably necessary to enforce this Code
or as an inspection which is required as a result of unusual or
complicated construction and/or is defined as an inspection
which is made as a result of non-compliance, not ready, lockout
etc. See Extra Inspection. Fees for additional inspections
shall be as specified in Chapter 1100 SLCRO 1974 as amended.
Alteration. Any construction or renovation to an existing
structure other than repair or addition.
Authority Having Jurisdiction. St. Louis County
Bedroom. A room furnished with a bed and intended primarily for
sleeping.
Board. The Board of Plumbing Examiners.
Board of Appeals. The St. Louis County Building Commission
created in Article IV, Section 4.330 of the St. Louis County
Charter.
Board of Registration. The Missouri Board for Architects,
Professional Engineers, Professional Land Surveyors, and
Landscape Architects.
Boiler. See Water Heater Boiler
Building Commission. The St. Louis County Building Commission
created in Article IV, Section 4.330 of the St. Louis County
Charter.
Building Code. The St. Louis County Building Code, 1115, 1116,
1117 SLCRO 1974 as amended.
Building Drain. That part of the lowest piping of a drainage
system which receives the discharge from soil, waste, and other
drainage pipes inside the walls of the building and conveys it
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to the building sewer beginning five (5) feet (1525 mm) outside
the building wall, or five (5) feet (1525 mm) beyond plumbing
appliances, appurtenances or equipment installed outside the
walls of the building such as but not limited to grease, oil,
and sand interceptors.
Building Classification. The arrangement adopted by the
Authority Having Jurisdiction for the designation of buildings
in classes according to occupancy.
Building Trap. A device, fitting, or assembly of fittings
installed in the building drain to prevent circulation of air
between the drainage system of the building and the building
sewer.
Central Use Facility(s). A restroom facility or facilities
designed and sized to accommodate the total occupant load of the
building, located within the distance required by the Code for
maximum access and meeting the requirements of the Code within
its use category.
Certified Backflow Assembly Tester. A person who is certified by
the Missouri Department of Natural Resources as a Backflow
Prevention Device Tester and possesses a Backflow Prevention
Device Tester Certificate issued pursuant to this Code for the
particular application involved.
Certified in Plumbing Design (CPD). A person who has
successfully completed the CPD examination as a part of the
international certification program for engineers and designers
of plumbing systems and so designated by the American Society Of
Plumbing Engineers.
Code Authority/Code Official. The Director of Public Works of
St. Louis County, Missouri or his duly authorized
representative.
Committee. The Committee of Plumbing Code Review as created
herein.
Containment. (Cross-connection) Protection of the public water
system is obtained by installation of an approved backflow
prevention assembly or air-gap separation at the user connection
from the main service line(s).
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Cross-Connection. Any actual or potential connection or
structural arrangement, between a public or private potable
water supply system and any other source or system through which
it is possible to introduce into any part of the private or
public water system any used water, industrial fluid, gas or
substance other than the intended potable water with which the
system is supplied. By-pass arrangements, jumper connections,
removable sections, swivel or change-over devices through which
or because of which, backflow can or may occur are considered to
be cross-connections.
Cross-Connection, Direct. A continuous, enclosed interconnection
or cross-connection to allow the flow of fluid from one system
to the other.
Cross-Connection, Indirect. A potential cross-connection such
that the interconnection is not continuously enclosed and the
completion of the cross-connection depends on the occurrence of
one or more abnormal conditions.
Cross-Connection, Isolation. Protection of the user water system
by installation of an approved backflow prevention device or
assembly at the point of connection between the users water
system and any device, equipment, appliance, appurtenance
assembly or area which might constitute a real or potential
cross-connection.
Customer. Any person who receives water from a public water
system, except those persons receiving water for resale.
Customer Service Line. The pipeline from the public water system
to the first tap, fixture, receptacle or other point of customer
water use or to the first auxiliary water system or pipeline
branch in a building.
Customer Water System. All piping, fixtures and appurtenances,
including auxiliary water systems, used by a customer to convey
water on his/her premises.
Dead End. That part or branch of a drainage piping system, which
is without a free circulation of air.
Direct Cross-Connection. A continuous, enclosed interconnection
or cross-connection to allow the flow of fluid from one system
to the other.
Disaster. A disaster shall include but not necessarily be
limited to flood, tornado, severe storm, earthquake or similar
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type event. The Code Official shall make the determination
whether an event shall be declared a disaster.
Downspout. The rain leader from the roof to the building storm
drain, combined building sewer, or other means of disposal
located outside of the building.
DWV. An acronym for “drain-waste-vent” referring to the combined
sanitary drainage and venting systems and the storm water
drainage system. This term is technically equivalent to “soilwaste-vent” (SWV).
Emergency. An event or occasion that requires immediate action
in order to preserve or restore the public peace, health, safety
or welfare.
Employee. A person, who produces a product or service, employed
by another usually for wages or salary in a position below the
executive level.
Engineer. An engineer registered or licensed to practice
professional engineering in Missouri in accordance with the
professional registration laws of the state of Missouri.
Extra Inspection. Is defined as an inspection, which is required
as a result of unusual or complicated construction and/or is
defined as an inspection, which is made as a result of noncompliance, not ready, lockout etc. An inspection, which is not
a required inspection as defined in this Code but which in the
judgment of the Code Official, is reasonably necessary due to
non-compliance with Code requirements, or work not ready or
accessible for inspection when requested. Fees for extra
inspections shall be as specified in Chapter 1100 SLCRO 1974 as
amended.
Facility. A single tract or contiguous tracts of land and any
improvements on them, upon which one (1) or more service
connections are located, and which, except for easements and
public right-of-way, are wholly owned, leased or otherwise
subject to the control of the customer.
Fixture Group. A set of fixtures within a room or rooms serving
an individual or group of individuals at a unique single time.
Floor Area, Net. The actual occupied area not including
unoccupied accessory areas such as corridors, stairways, toilet
rooms, mechanical rooms and closets.
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Health Department. The St. Louis County Department of Public
Health.
HDPE. High Density Polyethylene.
Transportation. The St. Louis County Department of
Transportation.
Irrigation Backflow Assembly. An assembly consisting of a
Reduced Pressure Zone Backflow Device and a properly sized Shock
Arrestor located downstream and within 12 inches of the backflow
device.
Isolation - (Cross-Connection). Protection of the user water
system by installation of an approved backflow prevention device
or assembly at the point of connection between the users water
system and any device, equipment, appliance, appurtenance
assembly or area which might constitute a real or potential
cross-connection.
Main & Branch System. The conventional method of water
distribution. This system utilizes a main to service several
branches, which in turn service individual fixtures.
Manifold System.
1) The “home run” system utilizes a centrally located manifold
to individually distribute supply lines to each fixture.
2) The “remote manifold” system utilizes a trunk or main,
which services several small manifolds that in turn service
individual fixtures.
Master License Disabled. Master licensee who is unable to obtain
permits and receive inspections because an approved bond or the
required insurance certificate, current phone and address on
file is not correct, or the Master licensee is in arrears on any
fees or charges owed St. Louis County.
Master License Enabled. Master licensee who is able to obtain
permits, receive inspections and who has on file with approved
bond and insurance certificate, current phone and address is on
file with St. Louis County. The Master licensee shall not be in
arrears on any fees and charges owed St. Louis County.
Master License Inactive. A Master licensee who has chosen to put
his Master license inactive.
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Mechanical Code. The St. Louis County Mechanical Code, Chapter
1108 SLCRO 1974 as amended.
Minor Repairs. The term "minor repairs" shall be construed to
mean repairs within the interior of any building to leaks in
drains, pipes, traps and valves, opening waste or supply pipes,
and traps or drains. It shall not be construed to include any
work involving connections to or replacement or rearrangement of
soil pipes, supply pipes, waste pipes, vent pipes or inside rain
leader pipes, or the replacing or setting of any fixture, or
replacement or repairs to Backflow Prevention Devices, pressure
reducing or regulating valves, or any other installation, repair
or alteration which in the judgment of the Chief Plumbing
Inspector is of such a nature which if improperly installed,
repaired or altered would endanger the public health. Exemption
from the permit requirements of this Code shall not be deemed to
grant authorization for any work to be done in violation of the
provisions of this Code or any other laws or ordinances of this
jurisdiction.
MSD. The Metropolitan St. Louis Sewer District.
Multiple Single-Family Dwelling. Wherever the term multiple
single-family dwelling is used in this Code, it shall be
construed to include two-family dwellings.
Multipurpose Residential Fire Protection Piping Systems – A
piping system intended to serve all plumbing fixtures and fire
protection needs.
Net Floor Area. The actual occupied area not including
unoccupied accessory areas such as corridors, stairways, toilet
rooms, mechanical rooms, and closets.
Office. The Office of the Chief Plumbing Inspector. (Plumbing
and Sewer Inspection).
Other Establishment. Any public or private structure other than
a dwelling, which generates sewage.
Parallel Water Distribution System. A Parallel Water
Distribution System usually refers to plastic pipe systems,
usually PEX or PEX-AL-PEX systems that use a manifold in the
system.
Plumbing System. Includes all potable water building supply and
distribution pipes, all plumbing fixtures and traps, all
drainage and vent pipe(s), and all building drains and building
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sewers, including their respective joints and connection,
devices, receptors, and appurtenances within the property lines
of the premises, and shall include potable water piping, potable
water treating or using equipment, and water heaters and water
heating boilers for potable water.
Exclusion: The receiving, unloading, moving, storing, hoisting,
setting, aligning and leveling of casework housing plumbing
components, such as laboratory fume hoods and hospital headwall
units, shall not be considered to be components of plumbing
systems and shall not be subject to the licensing provisions of
this code.
Exclusion: Lawn Irrigation Systems, when connected to potable
water supply and protected by a reduced principle backflow
preventer assembly shall be considered to be irrigation
equipment and not subject to specific Plumbing Code
requirements. The lawn irrigation system is considered to be
all piping, components, sprinklers, valves, etc., beyond the
discharge side of the Irrigation Backflow Assembly.
Exclusion: Residential Fire Protection Systems, separate and
independent from the water distribution system and protected by
a backflow prevention assembly shall be considered to be a Stand
Alone Fire Sprinkler System. The Residential Fire Protection
System is considered to be all piping, components, sprinklers,
valves, etc. beyond the discharge side of the Potable Water
Service and Potable Water Distribution System Valve as installed
and permitted under the Mechanical Code.
Public Water System. A system for the provision to the public of
piped water for human consumption, if such system has at least
fifteen (15) service connections or regularly serves an average
of at least twenty-five (25) individuals daily at least sixty
(60) days per calendar year. Such system includes any
collection, treatment, and storage or distribution facilities
used in connection with such system.
Quick Closing Valve. A fast-action solenoid valve, spring loaded
self-closing faucet, push-pull type valves and faucets, or any
other device capable of instantaneously closing.
Rainwater Harvesting. A technology used to collect, convey, and
store rain from relatively clean surfaces such as a roof, land
surface or rock catchment for later use.
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Re-inspection. See Extra Inspection.
Required Inspection. An inspection which falls within the
minimum number of inspections required by this Code and Chapter
1115, 1116, 1117, SLCRO 1974 as amended.
Roof Drain. A drain installed to receive water collecting on the
surface of a roof and to discharge it into a leader, down spout,
or conductor. Roof drain includes sump receivers, clamps,
grates, sumps, extensions, hangers, supports and all other
appurtenances necessary for its function, security and
stability.
Roughing-In. The installation of all parts of the plumbing
system, which can be completed prior to the installation of
fixtures. This includes drainage, water supply, gas piping, and
vent piping and the necessary fixture supports.
1.
Ground Rough In. All underground piping, which shall
include waste, vent, and distribution piping.
2.
Stack Rough In. All waste, vent and distribution water
supply lines above ground.
Sanitary Sewer. A sewer, which carries sewage and excludes
storm, surface, and ground water.
Service Connection. Any water line or pipe connected to a water
distribution main or pipe for the purpose of conveying water to
a point of use.
Sewer District. The Metropolitan St. Louis Sewer District (MSD)
or private sewer company having jurisdiction in the location
where work is to be performed.
Soil Characteristics, Limiting. Those soil characteristics which
preclude the installation of a standard private sewage system
including but not limited to evidence of water table or bedrock
closer than four (4) feet to the ground surface and percolation
rates slower than forty-five (45) minutes per inch. Also the
amount of rock fragments in areas of significant potential for
groundwater contamination.
Standpipe. A vertical pipe generally used for the storage and
distribution of water for fire extinguishing.
Strapped Plumbing. A plumbing scheme where drain piping from
upper floors is supported just below floor joists of lowest
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floor providing gravity flow to public or private sewer, and
exits the building through a wall penetration.
Water Customer. Any person who receives water from a public
water system.
Water Distribution System. All piping, conduits, valves,
hydrant, storage facilities, pumps and other appurtenances,
excluding service connections, which serve to deliver water from
a water treatment plant or water supply source to the public.
Water Service Pipe/Building Supply. The pipe from the water main
or other source of potable water supply, including the
corporation, and meter (if installed), to the water distributing
system of the building served.
Water System. All sources from which water is derived for
drinking or domestic use by the public, also all structures,
conduits and appurtenances by means of which water for use is
treated, stored or delivered to consumers, except service
connections from water distribution systems to buildings and
plumbing within or in connection with buildings served.
Water Supply Source. All sources of water supply including
wells, infiltration galleries, springs, reservoirs, lakes,
streams or rivers from which water is derived for public water
systems, including the structures, conduits, pumps and
appurtenances used to withdraw water from the source or to store
or transport water to the water treatment facility or water
distribution system.
Welded Joint or Seam. Any joint or seam obtained by the joining
of metal or plastic parts in the plastic molten state.
Welder, Pipe. A person who specializes in the welding of pipes
and holds a valid certificate of competency from a recognized
testing laboratory, based on the requirements of the ASME Boiler
and Pressure vessels code, Section IX for metal pipe and/or
based on the requirements of the AWS B2.4 Specification and /or
Plastics-Pipe-Institute (PPI), Generic Butt Fusion Joining
Procedure for Field Joining of Polyethylene Pipe for Welding
Procedure and Performance Qualification for Thermoplastics.
Workmanlike. Executed in a skilled manner; i.e., generally
plumb, level, square, in line, undamaged and without marring
adjacent work.
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Chapter 3 – General Regulations
1103.403 Amendments to The Uniform Plumbing Code
General Regulations.

TM

- Chapter 3 –

Chapter 3 of the 2015 Uniform Plumbing Code TM is amended by the
following provisions. Each section in the UPC that corresponds
to one of the following provisions is hereby deleted where so
noted or amended to read as set forth below. Each section set
forth below without a corresponding provision in the UPC is
added thereto.
301.2.5 Existing Buildings. In existing buildings or premises in
which plumbing installations are to be altered, repaired, or
renovated, the Authority Having Jurisdiction may permit
deviation from the requirements of this Code, provided that such
proposal to deviate is first submitted for proper determination
in order that health and safety requirements, as they pertain to
plumbing, shall be observed.
1.

Reuse of Water Service.
(A)

Existing water service may be used in connection with
new buildings or new plumbing and drainage work only
when they are found on examination and test to conform
in all respects to the requirements governing new work
and the proper authority having jurisdiction shall
notify the owner to make any changes necessary to
conform to this Code. No building or part thereof
shall be erected or placed over any part of a water
service, which is constructed of materials other than
those approved elsewhere in this Code for use under or
within a building.

(B)

For alterations and additions to a building with an
existing 3/4" size water service:
(1) For the installation of an additional 9 WSFU’s
which then results in an existing residential or
commercial building to total no more than 2½ baths and
a maximum total of 31 WSFU’s the 3/4" size water
service shall be allowed to remain with no change.
(2) For the installation adding more than 9 WSFU’s or
totaling more than 31 WSFU’s, the 3/4" size water
service shall be replaced and sized in accordance with
the provisions of Chapter 6 of this Code.
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301.5.3 Design Documents.
The registered professional engineer shall provide four (4)
complete sets of signed and sealed documents for the alternative
engineered design for submittal to the Authority Having
Jurisdiction. The design documents shall include at a minimum, a
floor plan and a riser diagram of the work. Where appropriate,
the design documents shall indicate the direction of flow, all
pipe sizes, grade of horizontal piping, loading and location of
fixtures and appliances.
305.0 Sewers Required.
310.5 Obstruction of Flow.
No fitting, fixture and piping connection, appliance, device, or
method of installation that obstructs or retards the flow of
water, wastes, sewage, or air in the drainage or venting
systems, in an amount greater than the normal frictional
resistance to flow, shall be used unless it is indicated as
acceptable in this code or is approved per Section 301.2 of this
code. The use of an automatic air vent type fitting is
prohibited. The enlargement of a three (3) inch (80 mm) closet
bend or a stub to four (4) inches (100 mm) shall not be
considered an obstruction.
311.0 Independent Systems.
311.1 General.
The drainage system of each new building and of new work
installed in an existing building shall be separate and
independent from that of any other building, and where
available, every building shall have an independent connection
with a public or private sewer.
Exception: Where one building stands in the rear of another
building on an interior lot, and no private sewer is available
or can be constructed to the rear building through an adjoining
court, yard, or driveway, the building drain from the front
building shall be permitted to be extended to the rear building.
The General requirements for building drains and building sewers
serving single service Fats, Oil, or Grease (FOG) generating
facilities. (See drawing # 19 in appendix M)
1. Commercial Units.
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(A)

Separation of sanitary, and FOG building drains
exiting the building.
(1)

All sanitary, and FOG building drains shall exit
the building separately and shall be combined in
a sampling manhole prior to leaving the property.
Storm Drains shall exit the property separately
where conditions allow.
Exception: Where the footprint of the building on
the property does not provide adequate clearance
for this installation it shall be installed
inside the building. Access from the outside
shall be provided for this installation.

2. One, Two & Four Family Residential
(A)

Separate FOG building drain not required

311.2 General requirements for building drains and building
sewers serving multi-tenant one and two story buildings (also
called strip stores). (See drawing # 20 in appendix M).
1.
There shall not be installed within the building structure
a common drain to all tenant units. Each tenant will have
installed an independent connection with a private sewer through
a sampling tee. The private sewer will be located a minimum of
five feet (5’) from the building and a minimum of five feet (5’)
from the property line.
2.
If the tenant is a FOG generating facilities there shall be
a separate FOG building drain.
(A) All grease generating appliances and all fixtures
collecting FOG laden waste shall pass through a
hydromechanical grease interceptor (HGI) before connection
to the separate FOG building drain.
Exception: Strip stores and/or commercial plumbing
installations as shown in Drawing 20, containing a maximum
of 75 gpm (maximum 4 inch diameter outlet) discharge from
the hydromechanical interceptor may be routed to the common
sanitary drain within three (3) feet of the exterior
foundation wall and prior to exiting the building.
Waste drain lines from garbage disposals, dishwashers and prerinse sinks, before entering a grease interceptor, shall first
flow through a solids interceptor.
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312.3 Building Sewer and Drainage Piping.
No building drain or other drainage piping or part thereof,
constructed of materials other than those approved for use under
or within a building, shall be installed, or less than one (1)
foot (305mm) below the surface of the ground.
No building sewer or drainage piping or part thereof, shall
be installed under or within five (5) feet (1524 mm) of any
building or structure nor less than thirty (30) inches (760
mm) below the surface of the ground.
Exception: Transition from all drainage thirty (30) inches
(760 mm) below the surface of the ground to the building
sewer at a maximum of forty-five (45˚) degrees.
312.13 Exposed ABS Piping.
ABS piping shall not be exposed to direct sunlight.
Exception:
(1) ABS piping exposed to sunlight that is protected
by water based synthetic latex paints
(2)

ABS piping exposed as vent termination pipe through roof.

312.14 Exposed PVC Piping.
PVC piping shall not be exposed to direct sunlight.
Exceptions:
(1) PVC piping exposed to sunlight that is protected by
water based synthetic latex paints.
(2) PVC piping wrapped with not less than 0.04 inch (1.02
mm) thick tape or otherwise protected from UV degradation
(3) PVC piping exposed as vent termination pipe through roof.
313.0 Protection of Piping, Materials and Structures.
314.4.2 Welding Thermoplastic Pipe and Fittings.
Plastic pipe and fittings designed to be joined by thermoplastic
welding processes used for owner and/or operator installed gas
transmission mains and for other applications such as Gas
Service Lines and Gas Mains, Domestic Water Mains and Potable
Water Service Lines shall comply with AWS B2.4 Specification
and/or Plastic-Pipe-Institute (PPI), Generic Butt Fusion Joining
Procedure for Field Joining of Polyethylene Pipe, for Welding
Procedure and Performance Qualification for Thermoplastics.
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Welding shall be performed by certified or qualified installers
meeting the requirements of AWS B2.4, Individual Manufacturer
Qualifications under the regulations of PPI, qualifications
given by material distributor or manufacturer, or certification
or qualification issued by owner. Qualification by
Manufacturers will last for the duration of one (1) year from
time qualified unless installer has used the proceeded within
the time allotted (determined by individual manufacturer.) The
one (1) year qualification for a refresher course will commence
from the date of the refresher course.
320.0 Rehabilitation of Piping Systems.
320.1 General.
When pressure piping systems, all Sanitary and Storm Sewer
Systems, and all Potable Water Systems are rehabilitated using
an epoxy lining system, such rehabilitation must comply with the
requirements of ASTM F2831 or other means of sleeving existing
piping shall meet manufacturer specifications.
321.0 Parking Garages.
321.1 Parking Structures Drainage.
Drainage systems for parking structures shall be designed and
installed in the following manner:
1.
Drainage systems for roofs and all uncovered areas shall
discharge into the storm sewer in a manner prescribed by this
code (See”6”).
2.
Drainage systems for intermediate floor areas and all other
covered areas shall discharge into the sanitary sewer in a
manner prescribed by this code (See “5” & “6”).
3.
Floor drains for parking structures, in parking areas, need
not be trapped.
4.
Sanitary drains shall discharge through sand and oil
interceptors. The oil interceptor shall be located on the
outside of the building.
5.
All storm and sanitary piping that connect to sanitary or
combination sewers shall be trapped prior to connection to the
sewer.
6.
Drainage and vent systems installed in parking structures
shall not be interconnected with internal sanitary systems.
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7.
All drainage lines, sanitary and storm, shall be routed
through inspection manhole prior to connection to sewer main or
other approved discharge.
322.0 Hospitals and Ambulatory Care Facilities and Nursing
Homes.
All plumbing facilities shall comply with the Missouri Licensing
Law Regulations and Codes for Hospitals and Ambulatory Care
Facilities and Nursing homes.
322.2 Water Heating Equipment.
1.
The water heating equipment shall have sufficient capacity
to supply six and one-half (6-1/2) gallons of water at one
hundred ten (110) degrees Fahrenheit per hour per bed for
fixtures; four (4) gallons of water at one hundred and twenty
(120) degrees Fahrenheit per hour per bed for kitchens, and four
and one half (4-1/2) gallons of water at one hundred and sixty
(160) degrees Fahrenheit per hour per bed for laundry. The rinse
water temperature of automatic ware washing equipment shall be
one hundred and eighty (180) degrees Fahrenheit.
2.
Such water heating equipment may be of the instantaneous,
semi-instantaneous, flash or storage type. Where direct fired
water heaters are used, they shall be of an approved high
pressure type. Submerged steam heating coil shall be of copper.
All water heating equipment shall be fabricated of non-corrosive
metal or lined with non-corrosive material.

Chapter 4 – Plumbing Fixtures
1103.404 Amendments to the Uniform Plumbing Code
Plumbing Fixtures.

TM

- Chapter 4 –

Chapter 4 of the 2015 Uniform Plumbing Code TM is amended by the
following provisions. Each section in the UPC that corresponds
to one of the following provisions is hereby deleted where so
note or amended to read as set forth below. Each section set
forth below without a corresponding provision in the UPC is
added thereto.
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402.3.1 Nonwater Urinals approved by Authority Having
Jurisdiction.
406.0 Special Fixtures and Specialties.
406.1 Water and Waste Connections.
Baptisteries, ornamental and lily ponds, aquaria, ornamental
fountain basins, and similar fixtures and specialties requiring
water and/or waste connections shall have adequate backflow and
back-siphonage protection and shall be submitted for approval to
the Authority Having Jurisdiction prior to installation.
406.2 Restaurant kitchen and other special use sinks may be made
of approved type bonderized and galvanized sheet metal of not
less than No. 16 U.S. Grade (0.0625) (1.6mm) and stainless steel
of approved quality and grade. All sheet metal plumbing fixtures
shall be adequately designed, constructed, and braced in an
approved manner to satisfactorily accomplish their intended
purpose.
418.0 Floor Drains.
418.2 Strainer. Floor drains and floor sinks shall be considered
plumbing fixtures, and each such drain or sink shall be provided
with an approved-type strainer having a waterway equivalent to
the area of the tailpiece. Floor drains and floor sinks shall be
of an approved type and shall provide a watertight joint in the
floor.
418.3 Location of Floor Drains.
Floor drains shall be installed in the following areas:
(1)

All toilet rooms designated as handicapped, and toilet
rooms containing two or more water closets or a
combination of one water closet and one urinal, except in
a dwelling unit.

(2)

Commercial kitchens and in accordance with Section
704.3.

(3)

Laundry rooms in commercial and institutional buildings and
common laundry facilities in multi-family dwelling
buildings.

(4)

Boiler rooms.

(5)

Commercial and Institutional Kitchens.
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(6)

Toilet rooms designated for Public Use

(7)

Within fifteen (15’) feet and in the same room as a hot
water heater or water heater boiler.

(8)

Within fifteen (15’) feet and in the same room as backflow
devices which have received approval from the Missouri
Department of Natural Resources, which have in their design
the capability of a discharge.

(9)

All wheel chair accessible roll-in showers shall be
supplied, in addition to the shower drain, with a threshold
drain outside the shower within 5 feet of the shower drain,
whenever a threshold or obstacle to natural drainage to the
shower drain exists. Where the drain is required, the waste
line of the threshold drain shall be connected to the
shower drain waste pipe above the trap.

(10) When required by owner or designer, a floor drain shall be
installed within five feet of the mop basin drain, and the
waste line of that drain shall be connected to the mop
basin drain waste pipe above the trap.
(11) All basements with or without fixtures shall require a
floor drain.
411.2.15 Floor drains and floor sinks shall be installed in
accordance with the provisions set forth in this Code and in the
manner set forth hereunder:
A.

A connection for a floor drain at the automatic
clothes washer above ground may be discharged
directly into the riser-pipe (stand pipe) above
the trap of the automatic clothes washer drain
and the floor drain need not be trapped.

B. Underground traps three inches (3") in diameter and
larger for floor drains, hub drains or stand pipe
receptors need not be vented if sufficient stack
vents or vent stack are connected to the
underground system to ensure adequate ventilation
and protection of the trap seals.
C. Traps two inches (2") in diameter installed for
floor drains, hub drains and standpipe receptors
shall be individually vented.
D. The connection of a floor drain, three (3”) or four
(4”) inches in size when installed underground
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shall be connected into the horizontal building
drain not less than five (5’) feet downstream
from the soil or waste stack.
E.

Floor sinks being used as indirect waste receptors for
plumbing fixtures or appliances shall be individually
wasted and vented in accordance with the provisions
established in this Code.

F.

Floor sinks, three (3") inch trap size and larger,
being used as indirect waste receptors for drip
drainage and other similar discharges may be either
individually vented or line vented in accordance with
the provisions established in this Code.

422.6 Food Service Establishments.
Food service establishments with an occupant load of one hundred
(100) or more shall be provided with separate facilities for
employees and customers. Customer and employee facilities may
be combined for occupant loads less than one hundred (100).
Customer occupant load shall be determined as one occupant per
each 15 square foot or part thereof, of dining and waiting area.
Where outdoor seating is provided for a restaurant, the actual
outdoor seating area shall be included in the total occupant
load area for the restaurant. When separate facilities are
required for employees and customers and the total number of
employees exceeds 40 at any time, a second toilet room shall be
provided for employees and such toilet rooms shall be uni-sex.
Employee toilet rooms do not require physically disabled
accessibility if other facilities in this establishment are
available which meet physically disabled accessibility
requirements.

TABLE 422.1
MINIMUM PLUMBING FACILITIES
Each building shall be provided with sanitary facilities,
including provisions for persons with disabilities as prescribed
by the Authority Having Jurisdiction. Table 422.1 applies to new
buildings, additions to a building, and changes of occupancy or
type in an existing building resulting in increased occupant
load.
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Exception: New cafeterias used only by employees. For
requirements for the physically disabled, ICC/ANSI A117.1,
Accessible and Usable Buildings and Facilities, may be used.
Access to public toilet facilities shall not be areas used by
employees preparing food or areas used for the repair or
assembly of products obtained or consumed by customers, or
storage rooms, or mechanical equipment rooms.
Exceptions:
1.
Where outdoor seating is provided for a restaurant, the
actual outdoor seating area shall be included in the total
occupant load for the restaurant.
2.
Re-occupancy with no change of use may require a change in
the number of fixtures due to increase in occupant load or reconfiguration of the space.
Notes:

1.
The figures shown are based upon one (1) fixture being the
minimum required for the number of persons indicated or any
fraction thereof
2.
Building categories not shown on this table shall be
considered separately by the Authority Having Jurisdiction.
3.

Drinking fountains shall not be installed in toilet rooms.

4.
Laundry trays. One (1) laundry tray or one (1) automatic
washer standpipe for each dwelling unit or one (1) laundry tray
or one (1) automatic washer standpipe, or combination thereof,
for each twelve (12) apartments. Kitchen sinks, one (1) for each
dwelling or apartment unit.
5.
For each urinal added in excess of the minimum required,
one (1) water closet may be deducted. The number of water
closets shall not be reduced to less than two-thirds (2/3) of
the minimum requirement.
6.
As required by PSAI Z4.1, Sanitation in Places of
Employment.
7.
Where there is exposure to skin contamination with
poisonous, infectious, or irritating materials, provide one (1)
lavatory for each five (5) persons.
8.
Twenty-four (24) lineal inches (610 mm) of wash sink or
eighteen (18”) inches (457 mm) of a circular basin, when
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provided with water outlets for such space, shall be considered
equivalent to one (1) lavatory.
9.
Laundry trays, one (1) for each fifty (50) persons.
Service sinks, one (1) for each hundred (100) persons.
10. General. In applying this schedule of facilities,
consideration shall be given to the accessibility of fixtures.
Conformity purely on a numerical basis may not result in an
installation suited to the need of the individual establishment.
For example schools shall be provided with toilet facilities on
each floor having classrooms, for students and for teachers.
(A) Surrounding materials, wall and floor space to a point
two (2) feet (610 mm) in front of urinal lip and four (4’)
feet (1,219 mm) above the floor, and at least two (2) feet
(610 mm) to each side of the urinal shall be lined with
non-absorbent materials.
(B)

Trough urinals are prohibited.

(C)

Waterless urinals are prohibited.

11. A restaurant is defined as a business which sells food to
be consumed on the premises.
(A) The number of occupants for a drive-in restaurant
shall be considered as equal to the number of parking
stalls.
(B) Employee toilet facilities are not to be included in
the above restaurant requirements. Hand washing facilities
shall be available in the kitchen for employees.
(C) For a drive-thru or take-out restaurant with seating,
not to exceed twenty (20) customers, toilet facilities
shall be provided available to customers and employees. A
minimum of one (1) toilet room consisting of one (1) water
closet, one (1) lavatory, and one (1) floor drain shall be
available to customers.
(D) For a drive-thru restaurant or take-out with no
seating, toilet facilities are required for employees only.
(E) For a facility defined as a restaurant dispensing fuel
to the public which offers food and drink in a structure
larger than seven hundred fifty (750) square feet, separate
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toilet facilities for male and female shall be provided
available to customers and to employees.
(1) Where there are more than twelve (12) but fewer
than twenty -three (23) fuel dispensing stations
available, there shall be provided for the male toilet
room two (2) water closets, one (1) urinal, one (1)
lavatory, and one (1) floor drain and there shall be
provided for the female toilet room three (3) water
closets, one (1) lavatory, and one (1) floor drain.
(2) For each additional ten (10) fuel dispensing
stations there shall be provided for the male toilet
room an additional one (1) water closet or urinal, and
one (1) lavatory, and there shall be provided for the
female toilet room an additional one (1) water closet,
and one (1) lavatory.
12. For a facility dispensing fuel to the public which offers
food and drink in a structure larger than seven hundred fifty
(750) square feet, separate toilet facilities for male and
female shall be provided available to customers and to
employees.
(1) Where there are more than twelve (12) but
fewer than twenty -three (23) fuel dispensing
stations available, there shall be provided
for the male toilet room two (2) water
closets, one (1) urinal, one (1) lavatory, and
one (1) floor drain and there shall be
provided for the female toilet room three (3)
water closets, one (1) lavatory, and one (1)
floor drain.
(2)For each additional ten (10) fuel dispensing
stations there shall be provided for the male toilet
room an additional one (1) water closet or urinal, and
one (1) lavatory, and there shall be provided for the
female toilet room an additional one (1) water closet,
and one (1) lavatory.
13. Where food is consumed indoors, water stations may be
substituted for drinking fountains. Offices or public buildings
for use by more than six (6) persons shall have one (1) drinking
fountain for the first one hundred fifty (150) persons and one
(1) additional fountain for each three hundred (300) persons
thereafter. At least one (1) drinking fountain of those
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required shall be located within twenty-five (25) feet of the
entrance to the primary toilet room on any floor.
14. There shall be a minimum of one (1) drinking fountain per
occupied floor in schools, theaters, auditoriums, dormitories,
offices or public building.
15. The total number of water closets for females shall be at
least equal to the total number of water closets and urinals
provided for men. This requirement does not apply to retail or
wholesale stores. For any facility which undergoes major
renovation as a place of assembly for public amusement
including, but not limited to, sports stadiums, arenas,
auditoriums and assembly halls, there should be provided, at a
minimum, the number of water closets for women as there are
provided the total number of water closers and urinals for men.
The term “major renovation” means any reconstruction,
rehabilitation, addition or other improvement which increases
the occupant load of the building by more than 20%.
16. Smaller-type Public and Professional Offices such as banks,
dental offices, law offices, real estate offices, architectural
offices engineering offices and similar uses. A public area in
these offices shall use the requirements for Retail or Wholesale
Stores.
17. Recreation or community room in multiple dwellings or
apartment buildings, regardless of their occupant load, shall be
permitted to have single-accommodation facilities in common-use
areas within tracts or multi-family residential occupancies
where the use of these areas is limited exclusively to owners,
residents and their guests. Examples are community recreation
or multi-purpose areas in apartments, condos, townhouses or
tracts.
18. A drinking fountain shall not be required in occupancies of
30 or less. When a drinking fountain is not required, then
footnotes 3, 12 and 13 are not required.
19. Provide one service sink per floor.
20. Provide one (1) service sink per structure or per wing.
21. Provide one (1) service sink per floor in facilities over
Five Thousand Five Hundred (5500) square feet.
22. Provide a minimum of one (1) exterior hose bibb on all
buildings.
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CHAPTER 5 - WATER HEATERS
1103.405 Amendments to the Uniform Plumbing Code
Water Heaters.

TM

- Chapter 5 –

Chapter 5 of the 2015 Uniform Plumbing CodeTM is amended by the
following provisions. Each section in the UPC that corresponds
to one of the following provisions is hereby deleted where so
noted or amended to read as set forth below. Each section set
forth below without a corresponding provision in the UPC is
added thereto.
501.2 Any system with a new or a replacement water heating
apparatus shall be provided with an approved, listed and
adequately sized thermal expansion device (expansion tank),
installed within ten (10) feet of, and on the cold water supply
to the water heater, between the water heater shut-off valve and
the water heater, at least 18 inches away from the cold water
inlet fitting on the water heater. The tank may be installed in
a vertical up, vertical down, or horizontal position in
accordance with the manufacturer’s recommendation. If the
expansion tank is installed horizontally it must be adequately
supported. No support shall be provided from the water heater.
This expansion tank meets the requirements in 608.2 regarding
protection from thermal expansion and maintenance of pressure
setting of the regulator.
The measured static building pressure, and the pressure at which
the expansion tank has been set shall be written in ink on a
permanent durable type label (equal to an Avery #AVE6578 2” x 2⅝” Label) attached to the expansion tank in a visible location.
Shut-off valves for water heaters shall be installed in view of,
within 10 feet of, within easy reach from the ground, and shall
be readily accessible No shutoff shall be installed on the
branch to the expansion tank.
The expansion tank shall be installed in such a manner that the
removal or replacement of the water heater is not impaired.
Exceptions:
1.
Engineered systems that provide equivalent protection may
be approved by the Authority Having Jurisdiction or his/her
representative.
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2.
Listed non-storage instantaneous heaters having an inside
diameter of not more than three (3”) inches (76 mm).
3.
Water heaters, 30 gallon or less, installed under counter
or in confined spaces in multi-family units, where space does
not permit the installation of an expansion tank, adequately
sized mechanical water hammer arrestors may be used to provide
for thermal expansion with the approval of the Authority Having
Jurisdiction or his/her representative.
507.5 Drainage Pan.
Where a water heater is located in an attic, in or on an atticceiling assembly, floor-ceiling assembly, or floor-subfloor
assembly where damage results from a leaking water heater, a
watertight pan of corrosion-resistant materials shall be
installed beneath the water heater with not less than ¾ of an
inch (20 mm) diameter drain to an approved location. Such pan
shall be not less than 1 ½ inches (38 mm) in depth.
508.0 Other Water Heater Installation Requirements.
508.4 When a water heater is located in an attic, attic-ceiling
assemble, floor-ceiling assemble, or floor-subfloor assembly, or
furred space, or above the ground or basement level and does not
have a floor drain available, where damage may result from a
leaking water heater, a watertight safe pan of corrosionresistant materials shall be installed beneath the water heater
and shall be laid on or be supported by a structurally sound
base to ensure proper drainage. The drain from the pan shall
discharge to a non-concealed point of disposal to alert
occupants in the event of a leak.
The pan shall have a minimum depth of 2 inches (51 mm) and shall
be of such shape and capacity as to prevent splashing or
flooding, and shall be made water-tight. The pan shall not be
less than 3 inches (76 mm) larger than the unit in width and
length. Metallic pans shall have a minimum thickness of not less
than 0.0276-inch (0.7 mm) galvanized sheet metal. Non-metallic
pans shall have a minimum thickness of not less than 0.0625 inch
(1.6 mm). Non-metallic safe pans shall be permitted to be used
only with electric water heaters. Pan shall have a 1 inch (25.4
mm) minimum tapping and increase to a 1-1/4 inch (31.8 mm)
diameter drain made of galvanized steel, copper, brass, solid
core PVC or CPVC which terminates and discharges through an air
gap or air break into a properly trapped and vented, receptor,
hub drain, floor drain or floor drain with a funnel grate, or to
an approved location. Such piping shall maintain a minimum
horizontal slope in the direction of discharge of not less than
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one-eighth unit vertical in 12 units horizontal (1-percent
slope). Every passageway to an attic water heater shall have an
unobstructed solid continuous flooring not less than twenty-four
(24”) inches (610 mm) wide from the trap door or opening to the
water heater. If the trap door or opening is more than eleven
(11’) feet (3352 mm) above the floor, a stairway or ladder
permanently fastened to the building shall be provided. Such
stairway or ladder shall lead directly to the edge of the trap
door or opening and shall comply with the provisions of this
section.
Exception: A portable ladder may be used for access for water
heaters in attics on the single-story portion of a Group U,
Division 1 or R occupancy.
508.5 Relief Valve Discharge.
Discharge from a relief valve into a water heater pan is
permitted.

Chapter 6 – Water Supply and Distribution.
1103.406 Amendments to The Uniform Plumbing Code TM - Chapter 6 –
Water Supply And Distribution.
Chapter 6 of the 2015 Uniform Plumbing Code TM is amended by the
following provisions. Each section in the UPC that corresponds
to one of the following provisions is hereby deleted where so
noted or amended to read as set forth below. Each section set
forth below without a corresponding provision in the UPC is
added thereto.
601.2.1 Temperature Maintenance.
Where Required – Heated water distribution systems in buildings,
where developed length of heated water piping from the source of
the heated water to the farthest fixture exceeds hundred (100’)
feet, shall maintain heated water temperature in all supply
piping to within twenty-five (25’) feet of any heated water
outlet.
603.2 Approval of Devices or Assemblies.
Before a device or an assembly is installed for the prevention
of backflow, it shall have first been approved by the Missouri
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Department of Natural Resources. Devices or assemblies shall be
tested in accordance with recognized standards or other
standards acceptable to the Authority Having Jurisdiction.
Backflow prevention devices and assemblies shall comply with
Table 603.2, except for specific applications and provisions as
stated in Section 603.5.1 through Section 603.5.20.
Devices or assemblies installed in a potable water supply system
for protection against backflow shall be maintained in good
working condition by the person or persons having control of
such devices or assemblies. Such devices or assemblies shall be
tested at the time of installation, repair, or relocation and
not less than on an annual schedule thereafter, or more often
when required by the Authority Having Jurisdiction. When found
to be defective or inoperative, the device or assembly shall be
repaired or replaced.
No device or assembly shall be removed from use or relocated or
other device or assembly substituted, without obtaining an
approved permit.
Testing or maintenance shall be performed by a certified
backflow assembly tester or repairer in accordance with ASSE
Series 5000 or otherwise approved by the
Authority Having Jurisdiction.
603.4 General Requirements.
All assemblies shall conform to listed standards and be
acceptable to the Authority Having Jurisdiction over the
selection and installation of backflow prevention assemblies.
In addition to the standards for approval established elsewhere
in this Code all Reduced Pressure Principle Backflow Prevention
Assemblies and Double Check Valve Backflow Prevention Assemblies
of any nature shall have the approval of the University of
Southern California Foundation for Cross Connection Control and
Hydraulic Research, and the Missouri Department of Natural
Resources.
603.4.3 Access and Clearance.
Access and clearance shall be provided for the required testing,
maintenance, and repair. Access and clearance shall be in
accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions, and not less
than 12 inches (305 mm) or not more than 60” (1524 mm) between
the lowest portion of the assembly and grade, floor, or
platform.
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Installations elevated that exceed 5 feet (1524 mm) above the
floor or grade shall be provided with a permanent platform
within five (5) feet (1524 mm) below the device capable of
supporting a tester or maintenance person.
603.4.6 Integral Backflow Preventers
Fixtures, appliances or appurtenances with integral backflow
preventers or integral airgaps manufactured as a unit shall be
installed in accordance with their listing requirements, the
manufacturers’ instructions and as acceptable by the Authority
Having Jurisdiction.
603.4.8 Drain Lines.
Drain lines serving backflow devices or assemblies shall be
sized in accordance with the discharge rates of the
manufacturer’s flow charts of such devices or assemblies and a
floor drain shall be installed within fifteen (15’) feet and in
the same room as backflow devices or assemblies which have
received approval from the Missouri Department of Natural
Resources, which have in their design the capability of a
discharge.
603.5.6 Protection from Lawn Sprinklers and Irrigation Systems.
Potable water supplies to systems having no pumps or connections
for pumping equipment, and no chemical injection or provisions
for chemical injection, shall be protected from backflow by a
reduced-pressure principle backflow prevention assembly (RP)
603.5.6.2 Systems with Backflow Devices.
Where systems have a backflow device installed downstream from a
potable water supply pump or a potable water supply pump
connection, the device shall be a reduced-pressure principle
backflow prevention assembly (RP).
603.5.8 Water-Cooled Equipment.
Water-cooled compressors, degreasers, or other water-cooled
equipment shall be protected by a listed Reduced Pressure Zone
backflow preventer installed in accordance with the requirements
of this chapter.
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603.5.9 Aspirators.
Water inlets to water-supplied aspirators shall be equipped with
a vacuum breaker or equipped with a listed Reduced Pressure Zone
Backflow Preventer installed in accordance with its listing
requirements and this chapter. The discharge shall drain through
an air gap. When the tailpiece of a fixture to receive the
discharge of an aspirator is used, the air gap shall be located
above the flood-level rim of the fixture.
603.5.10 Steam or Hot Water Boilers.
Potable water connections to steam or hot water boilers shall be
protected from backflow by a reduced pressure principle backflow
prevention assembly in accordance with Table 603.2. When
chemicals are introduced into the system, a reduced pressure
principle backflow prevention assembly shall be provided in
accordance with Table 603.2.
603.5.16 Special Equipment
Portable cleaning equipment, dental vacuum pumps and chemical
dispensers shall be protected from backflow by an air gap or a
reduced pressure principle backflow preventer.
603.5.18 Pure Water Process Systems.
The water supply to a pure water process system, such as
dialysis water systems, semiconductor washing systems, and
similar process piping systems, shall be protected from
backpressure and backsiphonage by installation of a reducedpressure principle backflow preventer.
Exception: Portable dialysis equipment meant for use in a
private residence. The equipment shall be protected by using a
316 stainless steel, corrosion resistant, double check with an
atmospheric port, ASSE 1022, NSF Standard 18, (vented backflow
preventer), or air gap as a means of backflow prevention in lieu
of a Reduced Pressure Zone Backflow Preventer.
603.5.21 Installation of Backflow Preventers.
1.
No person except those qualified, licensed and/or
registered and bonded under this Code shall install a Backflow
Prevention Device.
2.
A permit is required for the installation of all Reduced
Pressure Principle Backflow Prevention Devices and Double Check
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Valve Assembly Backflow Prevention Devices. Permits shall be
issued and inspections performed by the plumbing section of the
Department of Public Works. Permits shall be issued only to
those contractors who are licensed and/or registered and bonded
under this Code.
3.
All backflow prevention devices shall be accessible.
Backflow prevention devices shall not be installed in pits or
similar potentially submerged locations or in fume, chemical or
fuel hoods, or in any area containing fumes that are toxic,
poisonous or corrosive.
4.
Pressure type vacuum breakers shall be installed at a
height of at least twelve (12) inches above the flood level rim
of the fixture, tank, or similar device or assembly.
5.
Double check valves and reduced pressure principle valves
such devices or assemblies shall be installed at not less than
twelve (12) inches above the grade, floor or platform with the
maximum of sixty (60)inches above floor. They shall not be
installed within access panels, over any machinery or equipment,
or in any location, which might create a safety, hazard to those
employed in testing and maintenance of these devices or
assemblies.
6.
Installation shall meet current Missouri Department of
Natural Resources Regulations and St. Louis County Current
Plumbing Code Ordinance. Where a conflict occurs between this
Chapter and Missouri Department of Natural Resources the more
stringent requirement shall apply.
603.5.22 Backflow devices shall be installed on the water supply
from a community water system to a building, when the use of the
building changes to a use that requires containment under this
regulation, and/or when any potable or non-potable water is
provided within the new or existing building.
604.3 Copper or Copper Alloy Tube.
Copper or copper alloy tube for water piping shall have a weight
of not less than Type L.
Exception: Type M copper or copper alloy tubing shall be
permitted to be used for water piping where piping is above
ground in or on a building.
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MATERIAL

Asbestos - Cement
Brass
Copper
Cast Iron
CPVC (Schedule 40 and
above)
Galvanized Malleable
Iron
Galvanized Wrought Iron
Galvanized Steel
HDPE
PE
PE-AL-PE
PEX
PEX-AL-PEX
PVC ASTM 2241-Class
160-SDR 26)
PVC ASTM 2241--Class
200 -SDR 21
PVC ASTM 1785-Schedule
40
PVC ASTM 1785-Schedule
80
PVC AWWA C900 (C905)
DR14 Class 200 Pressure
Pipe

Note:

1

TABLE 6-4-A
Water
UnderDistribution
Ground
Pipe and
Fittings
InOut(Inside
side
side
Building)
HOT
COLD

Building Supply
Pipe and
Fittings
Water Service (Outside
Building)
COLD

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X1

X1

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X1
X1
X1

X1
X1
X1

X1

X1

X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Downstream from Pressure Reducing Valve

604.10 Plastic Materials.
Approved plastic materials shall be permitted to be used in
water service piping, provided that where metal water service
piping is used for electrical grounding purposes, replacement
piping therefore shall be of like materials.
Exception 1: When a grounding system acceptable to the
Authority Having Jurisdiction is installed, inspected, and
approved, metallic pipe shall be permitted to be replaced with
nonmetallic pipe.
Exception 2: When plastic pipe is being installed in
construction of water service pipe, the plastic pipe shall
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terminate ten (10’) feet outside the building foundation wall.
The metallic pipe allowed by this section shall be installed
from ten (10’) feet outside the foundation to and within the
building to the outlet of the house valve or the outlet of the
PRV whichever is further from the entrance to the building.
Protection from electrolysis (corrosion) shall be provided.
Where metal water service piping is used for electrical
grounding purposes, replacement piping therefore shall be of
like materials.
604.13 Water Heater Connectors.
Flexible metallic (copper and stainless steel) water heater
connectors, reinforced flexible water heater connectors, or
braided stainless steel or polymer braided with EPDM cores water
heater connectors that connect a water heater to the piping
system shall be installed in accordance with ASME A112.18.6/CSA
B125.6. Copper, copper alloy, or stainless steel flexible
connectors shall not exceed 24 inches (610 mm). PEX, PEX-AL-PEX,
PE-AL-PE, PE-RT tubing or CPVC tubing shall not be installed
within the first 18 inches (457 mm) of piping connected to a
water heater.
605.12.2 Solvent Cement Joints.
Solvent cement joints for PVC pipe and fittings shall be clean
from dirt and moisture. Pipe shall be cut square and pipe shall
be deburred. When surfaces to be joined are cleaned and free of
dirt, moisture, oil, and other foreign material, primer purple
in color shall be applied in accordance with ASTM F656. Primer
shall be applied until the surface of the pipe and fitting is
softened. Primer shall not be purple. Solvent cements in
accordance with ASTM D2564 shall be applied to all joint
surfaces. Joints shall be made while both the inside socket
surface and outside surface of the pipe are wet with solvent
cement. Joint shall be held in place and undisturbed for one (1)
minute after assembly.
606.2 Fullway Valve.
A fullway stop and waste valve controlling outlets shall be
installed on the service entrance. Water piping supplying more
than one building on one premises shall be equipped with a
separate fullway stop and waste valve to each building, so
arranged that the water supply can be turned on or off to an
individual or separate building provided; however, that supply
piping to a single-family residence and building accessory
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thereto shall be permitted to be controlled on one valve. Such
shutoff valves shall be accessible. A fullway valve shall be
installed on the discharge piping from water supply tanks at or
near the tank. A fullway valve shall be installed on the cold
water supply pipe to each water heater at or near the water
heater.
606.5 Control Valve.
A control valve shall be installed immediately ahead of each
water-supplied fixture, appurtenance, or appliance and
immediately ahead of each slip joint or appliance supply. A
control valve shall be installed for sill cocks, wall hydrants,
yard hydrants, street washers, and lawn irrigation systems in
addition to all required backflow assemblies.
Parallel water distribution systems shall provide a control
valve either immediately ahead of each fixture being supplied or
installed at the manifold, and shall be identified with the
fixture being supplied. Where parallel water distribution system
manifolds are located in attics, crawl spaces, or other
locations not readily accessible, a separate shutoff valve shall
be required immediately ahead of each individual fixture or
appliance served.
a. In each dwelling unit, one or two bathrooms back to back or
one over the other may be considered a group. However, in each
dwelling unit with two or more bathroom groups not adjacent to
each other, one or more control valves or individual fixture
valves shall be provided so that each group may be isolated from
the others.
b. In multi-dwelling units, one or more control valves shall be
provided so that the water to any plumbing fixture or group of
fixtures in any one dwelling unit may be shut-off without
stopping flow of water to fixtures in other dwelling units.
608.2 Excessive Water Pressure.
An approved type pressure regulator preceded by an adequate
strainer shall be installed in all water service pipes near its
entrance to the building and the static pressure reduced to
eighty (80) pounds per square inch (552 kPa) or less. Such
regulator (s) shall control the pressure to all water outlets in
the building unless otherwise approved by the Authority Having
Jurisdiction. Pressure at any fixture shall be limited to no
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more than eighty (80) psi under no-flow conditions. Sill cocks
and outside hydrants may be left on full main pressure at the
option of the owner. For potable water services up to and
including one and one-half (1-1/2) inch (40 mm) regulators,
provision shall be made to prevent pressure on the building side
of the regulator from exceeding main supply pressure. Approved
regulators with integral bypasses are acceptable.
Exception: Where the water service pipe supplies water directly
to a water pressure booster system, an elevated water gravity
tank, or to pumps provided in connection with a hydro-pneumatic
or elevated water supply tank system a pressure-reducing valve
is not required.
Each such regulator and strainer shall be accessibly located
above ground or in a vault equipped with a properly sized and
sloped bore-sighted drain to daylight, shall be protected from
freezing, and shall have the strainer readily accessible for
cleaning without removing the regulator or strainer body or
disconnecting the supply piping. All pipe size determinations
shall be based on eighty (80%) percent of the reduced pressure
when using Table 610.4.
608.5 Discharge Piping.
The discharge piping serving a temperature relief valve,
pressure relief valve, or combination of both shall have no
valves, obstructions, or means of isolation and meet the
following requirements:
(1) The discharge piping shall be equal to the size of the valve
outlet and shall discharge full size to the flood level of the
area receiving the discharge and pointing down.
(2) Materials shall be rated at not less than the operating
temperature of the system and approved for such use.
(3) Discharge pipe shall discharge independently by gravity
through an air gap into the drainage system or outside of the
building with the end of the pipe not exceeding 2 feet (610 mm)
and not less than 6 inches (152 mm) above the ground and
pointing downwards.
(4) The discharge piping shall discharge in such a manner that
does not cause personal injury or structural damage.
(5) No part of such discharge pipe shall be trapped or subject
to freezing.
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(6) The terminal end of the pipe shall not be threaded.
609.0 Installation, Testing, Unions, and Location
609.1 Installation.
Water piping shall be adequately supported in compliance with
Table 313.3. Burred ends shall be reamed to the full bore of the
pipe or tube. Changes in direction shall be made by the
appropriate use of fittings, except that changes in direction in
copper or copper alloy tubing shall be permitted to be made with
bends, provided that such bends are made with bending equipment
that does not deform or create a loss in the cross-sectional
area of the tubing. Changes in direction are allowed with
flexible pipe and tubing without fittings in accordance with the
manufacturer’s instructions. Provisions shall be made for
expansion in hot-water piping. Piping, equipment, appurtenances,
and devices shall be installed in a workmanlike manner in
accordance with the provisions and intent of the code. Building
supply yard piping shall be not less than 42 inches below finish
grade.
609.10.1 Mechanical Devices.
Where listed mechanical devices are used, the manufacturer’s
specifications as to location and method of installation shall
be followed.
Exception: For one (1) family, and two (2) families attached
residential units, in order to absorb water hammer a mechanical
water hammer arrester shall be installed as follows:
1.

Bathroom groups:
(A) Single bathrooms, minimum size “A” or single bathrooms
back to back on a branch, minimum size “B”, an approved
mechanical device on both the hot and cold water branches
serving the bathroom group.
(B) For more than one (1) bathroom group served by a
vertical riser an approved, minimum size “B”, mechanical
device on both the hot and cold water at the top of the
riser.
(C) For each appliance with quick-closing valves a
properly sized approved mechanical device on both the hot
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and cold water shall be installed as close as possible to
the quick-closing valves. Appliances that include quickclosing valves are washing machines, dishwashers and ice
makers. Other appliances that are not listed here may be
determined to have quick-closing valves, and shall be
properly protected.
2.

Lawn Irrigation Systems
(A) Where a lawn irrigation system is installed, an
Irrigation Backflow Assembly consisting of a Reduced
Pressure Zone Backflow Device and within twelve (12”)
inches a properly sized mechanical water hammer arrestor
shall be installed on the supply line to the backflow
device or assembly for the irrigation system.
(1) The size of the water hammer arrestor shall be a
minimum of size “C”. It shall be sized based on the
following Table 609.10 -1.
Table 609.10 – 1
Pipe Size

Arrestor Size

¾”

“C”

1”

“D”

1¼” – 1½”

“F”

2”

“C” + “F”

Based on PDI Reference Standards
610.0 Size of Potable Water Piping.
610.1 The size of each water meter shall be as determined by the
water purveyor. Each potable water supply pipe from the meter
or other source of supply to the fixture supply branches,
risers, fixtures, connections, outlets, or other uses shall be
based on the total demand and shall be determined according to
the methods and procedures outlined in this section. Other than
systems sized by the use of Table 610.4, the system shall be
designed to ensure that the maximum velocities allowed by the
Code and the applicable standard are not exceeded.
610.7 Conditions for Using Table 610.4
On any proposed water piping installation sized using Table
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610.4, the following conditions shall be determined:
1.
Developed length of supply pipe from the Property line to
most remote outlet.
2.
Difference in elevation between the property line or other
source of supply and the highest fixture or outlet.
610.8 Size of Meter and Building Pipe Using Table 610.4.
The size of the building supply pipe and the building branch
piping in areas served by Missouri American Water Co. or its
successor shall be determined as follows:
(Note: The water purveyor will determine the size of the meter
installed.)
Table 610.4 – In the title line delete “and Meter Sizes”.
The column in Table 610.4 titled “Meter and Street Service,
Inches” is deleted.
1.

Determine the available pressure at the source of supply.

2.
Subtract one-half (1/2) pound per square inch pressure (3.4
kPa) for each foot (305 mm) of difference in elevation between
such source of supply and the highest water supply outlet in the
building or on the premises;
3.
Use the “pressure range” group within which this pressure
will fall using Table 610.4;
4.
Select the “length” column which is equal to or longer than
the required length;
5.
Follow down the column to a fixture unit value equal to or
greater than the total number of fixtures units required by the
installation;
6.
Having located the proper fixture unit value for the
required length, size of building supply pipe and the building
branch piping as found in the left hand columns titled “Building
Supply and Branches, Inches” shall be applied.
No building supply pipe shall be less than one (1) inch (25.4
mm) in diameter. For light commercial strip centers, when the
water service serves more than one tenant space, a one and onehalf (1-½) inch minimum size water service shall be provided to
the most remote tenant space.
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610.8.1

Size of Meter and Building Pipe Using Table 610.4.

The size of the meter and the building supply pipe and the
building branch piping, in areas not served by Missouri American
Water Co. or its successor shall be determined as follows:
Column in Table 610.4 titled “Meter and Street Service, Inches”
is not deleted and may be used to determine the size of the
building supply pipe as determined by the water purveyor.
Use the procedure in 610.8 with the following exceptions:
1.
Having located the proper fixture unit value for the
required length, size of meter and building supply pipe and the
building branch piping as found in the two left hand columns
shall be applied. No building supply pipe shall be less than
one (1) inch (25.4 mm) in diameter. For light commercial strip
centers, when the water service serves more than one tenant
space, a one and one-half (1-½) inch minimum size water service
shall be provided to the most remote tenant space.
610.9

Size of Branches.

When Table 610.4 is used, the minimum size of each branch shall
be determined by the number of fixture units to be served by
that branch, the total developed length of the system, and the
street service size, minimum one (1) inch (26.7 mm) in diameter
as per Section 610.8. No branch piping is required to be larger
in size than that required by Table 610.4 for the building
supply pipe.
612.3.2.1 Installer Qualifications.
1.

For a multipurpose fire sprinkler system
(A) Licensed as a Plumber and certified by the Board of
Plumbing Examiners. Technical and experience qualifications
and examination criteria shall be determined by the Board
of Plumbing Examiners

2.

For a stand-alone sprinkler system
(A)

Licensed as a sprinkler fitter under the St. Louis
County Mechanical Code.
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Chapter 7 – Sanitary Drainage
1103.407 Amendments to the Uniform Plumbing Code
– Sanitary Drainage.

TM

– Chapter 7

Chapter 7 of the 2015 Uniform Plumbing Code TM is amended by the
following provisions. Each section in the UPC that corresponds
to one of the following provisions is hereby deleted where so
noted or amended to read as set forth below. Each section set
forth below without a corresponding provision in the UPC is
added thereto.
If any conflict of interpretations or requirements of parts or
sections of this Chapter disagree with other similar Code
provisions or other St. Louis County Ordinance requirements, the
more stringent shall apply.
703.0 Size of Drainage Piping.
703.1.1 Exceptions.
1.
Any portion of the building drain which is underground and
which receives the discharge from a water closet shall be a
minimum size of four inches (4") and the four inch (4") pipe
size shall terminate at the clean-out thirty-six inches (36")
above the finish floor. The minimum size of any other portion
of the drainage system, which receives the discharge from a
water closet, shall be a minimum size of three inches (3").
(A) Approval may be given by the Authority Having
Jurisdiction or his representative to approve the use of a
minimum size of three (3”) inches for the discharge of a
single water closet when there is no four (4”) inches or
larger underground drain readily available. This approval
may be given, if such approval does not exceed the capacity
of the drain, and, that it would be an undue hardship, or
interrupt ongoing business activity, or require extensive
demolition of a finished living area, or damage or destroy
existing architectural or decorative furnishings.
2.
Minimum size of the building sewer shall be six inches (6")
in diameter and shall have the minimum of a two (2%) percent
slope.
3.
No soil or waste stack shall be smaller than the largest
horizontal branch connected thereto. A 3x4 inch water closet
bend shall not be considered a reduction in pipe size.
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4.
Any structure in which a building drain is installed shall
have at least one stack vent or vent stack sized in accordance
with section 904.1, not less than three inches (3") in diameter,
or the size of the building drain. If the building drain is less
than three inches (3") in diameter the vent shall be carried
full size through the roof.
5.
Any vent pipe extending through the roof shall be not less
than two (2”) inches in diameter and shall extend from its
terminus at least eighteen (18”) inches below the interior side
of the roof deck.
6.
No portion of the drainage system installed underground or
below a basement or cellar shall be less than two (2”) inches in
diameter with the exception of vent piping which shall be a
minimum of one and one-half (1-1/2”) inches and condensate waste
discharge lines which shall not be less than one and one-quarter
(1 1/4”) inches in diameter.
7.
The maximum length of two (2”) inch underground kitchen
sink waste piping shall not exceed fifteen (15’) feet from the
point of connection to a horizontal branch drain or building
drain to the point where the kitchen sink waste piping extends
above the floor. The clean out above the floor shall be the
same size as the underground kitchen sink waste piping and shall
be thirty-six (36”) inches above the finished floor level.
705.5.2 Solvent Cement Joints.
Solvent cement joints for PVC pipe and fittings shall be clean
from dirt and moisture. Pipe shall be cut square and pipe shall
be deburred. Where surfaces to be joined are cleaned and free of
dirt, moisture, oil, and other foreign material, primer shall be
applied in compliance with ASTM F656. Primer shall be applied
until the surface of the pipe and fitting are softened. Primer
shall not be purple. Solvent cements in accordance with ASTM
D2564 shall be applied to all joint surfaces. Joints shall be
made while both the inside socket surface and outside surface of
pipe are wet with solvent cement and joint shall be held in
place and undisturbed for 1 minute after assembly.
707.4 Location.
Each horizontal drainage pipe shall be provided with a cleanout
at its upper terminal and each run of piping, that is more than
one hundred (100’) feet (30480 mm) in total developed length,
shall be provided with a cleanout for each one hundred (100’)
feet (30480 mm), or fraction thereof, in length of such piping.
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An additional cleanout shall be provided in a drainage line for
each aggregate horizontal change of direction exceeding 135
degrees (2.36 rad). A cleanout shall be installed above the
fixture connection fitting, serving each urinal, regardless of
the location of the urinal in the building.
Exceptions:
1.
Cleanouts may be omitted on a horizontal drain line less
than five (5’) feet (1524 mm) in length unless such line is
serving sinks or urinals.
2.
Cleanouts may be omitted on any horizontal drainage pipe
installed on a slope of seventy-two (72) degrees (1.26 rad) or
less from the vertical angle (angle of one-fifth (1/5) bend).
3.
Accepting the building drain and its horizontal branches, a
cleanout shall be required on any pipe or piping, which is above
the floor level a minimum of three feet (3’) above the lowest
floor of the building.
(A)

In residential buildings of slab floor construction or
where a stack cleanout is not accessible, the cleanout
shall be installed in the building drain and shall
terminate not more than five feet (5') outside the
building wall.

4.
An approved type of two-way cleanout fitting, installed
inside the building wall near the connection between the
building drain and building sewer or installed outside of a
building at the lower end of a building drain and extended to
grade, shall be substituted for an upper terminal cleanout.
710.1 Backflow Protection.
Where a fixture is installed on a basement level or floor level
that is lower than the next upstream manhole cover of the public
or private sewer serving such drainage piping, shall be
protected from backflow of sewage by at a minimum installing an
approved type of backwater valve or installing, when required by
The Authority Having Jurisdiction, a plumbing line supported
from floor joists by approved hangers serving that basement
level or floor level (strapped plumbing) receiving the discharge
from an approved watertight sump or receiving tank. (see trapped
plumbing drawings, Figure 17 and Figure 18 in Appendix “M”).
Fixtures on floor levels above the upstream manhole cover such
elevation shall not discharge through the backwater valve or
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into the lower level, approved watertight sump or receiving
tank, but instead shall drain by gravity to the public sewer.
Cleanouts for drains that pass through a backwater valve shall
be clearly identified with a permanent label stating “Backwater
Valve Downstream”.
710.2 Sewage Drainage.
Drainage piping serving fixtures that are located below the
crown level of the main sewer shall discharge into an approved
watertight sump or receiving tank, so located as to receive the
sewage or wastes by gravity. From such sump or receiving tank,
the sewage or other liquid waste shall be lifted and discharged
into the building drain or building sewer by approved ejectors,
pumps, or other equally efficient approved mechanical devices.
Note:
1.

For clarification

Fixtures above the upstream manhole cover drain by gravity

2.
Fixtures below the upstream manhole cover and above the
crown of the sewer, drain by gravity through a backwater valve,
or as directed by the Authority Having Jurisdiction shall drain
as indicated in item 3 below.
3.
Fixtures below the upstream manhole and below the crown of
the sewer shall be lifted and discharged into the building drain
or building sewer by means of an approved pumping system
(strapped plumbing).
710.6 Backwater valves.
Backwater valves, gate valves, unions, full-way ball valves,
motors, compressors, air tanks, and other mechanical devices
required by this section shall be located where they will be
accessible for inspection and repair at all times and, unless
continuously exposed, shall be watertight, enclosed in a masonry
pit, or a pit of Concrete, metal, or other approved material,
construction, and manufacture, fitted with an adequately sized
removable cover.
Backwater valves shall comply with ASME A112.14.1, have bodies of
cast iron, plastic, copper alloy, or other approved materials,
shall have non-corrosive bearings, seats and self-aligning
discs, and shall be so constructed as to ensure a positive
mechanical seal. Such valves shall remain sufficiently open
during periods of low flows to avoid screening of solids and
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shall not restrict capacities or cause excessive turbulence
during peak loads. Unless otherwise listed, valve access covers
shall be bolted type with gasket and each valve shall bear the
manufacturer’s name cast into body and cover.
Alternate design of Backwater Valves that may be adequately
serviced without installation in a pit may be used with the
approval of the Authority Having Jurisdiction.
710.14 At stream and channel crossings, a minimum depth of two
(2’) feet shall be allowed only where greater depths cannot be
achieved. Where this minimum cover cannot be achieved, Schedule
50 ductile iron pipe with restrained joints must be used unless
otherwise directed by the Authority Having Jurisdiction. Stream
and channel crossings must be protected with rock blanket.
712.3 Air Test.
The air test shall be made by attaching an air compressor
testing apparatus to any suitable opening, and, after closing
all other inlets and outlets to the system, forcing air into the
system until there is a uniform [gage] gauge pressure of five
(5) pounds per square inch (34.5 kPa) or sufficient to balance a
column of mercury ten (10”) inches (254 mm) in height. The
pressure shall be held without introduction of additional air
for a period of at least fifteen (15) minutes. Plastic pipe and
fittings, may be tested under this paragraph with the approval
of the Authority Having Jurisdiction, and must conform to
requirements of the manufacturer.
Part II – Building Sewers
713.1.1 Building/House traps may be installed.
Exception: Building/House traps shall be installed on individual
and combined, sanitary and storm house/building laterals
connected to combined sewers, and where required by the
Authority Having Jurisdiction. Each building trap when installed
shall be provided with a cleanout and with a relieving vent or
fresh air intake on the inlet side of the trap which need not be
larger than one-half (1/2) the diameter of the drain to which it
connects. Such relieving vent or fresh air intake shall be
carried to finish grade and terminate in a screened outlet
located outside the building.
713.2 When a public sewer is not available for use within two
hundred (200) feet of any legal boundary of the property to be
connected to the sewer, drainage from buildings and premises may
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be connected to an approved private sewage disposal system, upon
approval by MSD.
715.1 Materials.
The building sewer, beginning five (5’) feet (1525 mm) from any
building or structure, shall be of such materials as may be
approved by the Authority Having Jurisdiction under the approval
procedures set forth in Chapter 3 of this Code. Sewer laterals
exceeding one hundred (100’) feet shall include a full size
cleanout, maximum size shall be eight (8”) inches, to surface
within ten (10’) feet of anticipated location of the building
foundation wall or the first (1st) story exterior wall of a slab
on grade building.
717.0 Size of Building Sewers.
The minimum size of any building sewer shall be determined on
the basis of the total number of fixture units drained by such
sewer, in accordance with Table 717.1. No building sewer shall
be smaller than the building drain, but in no case less than six
(6”) inches (152 mm) and at a uniform minimum slope of 2 percent
(2%).
For alternate methods of sizing building sewers, see Appendix C.
718.3 No building sewer or other drainage piping or part
thereof, which is constructed of materials other than those
approved for use under or within a building, shall be installed
under or within five (5’) feet (1525 mm) of any building or
structure, or part thereof, nor less than thirty (30”) inches
below the surface of the ground.
1.
Exception: Transition from building drain to building sewer
at a maximum of 45˚.
2.
Exception: Where necessary to connect to a drainage line
above ground.
The provisions of this subsection include structures such as
porches and steps, whether covered or uncovered, breezeways,
roofed porte-cocheres, roofed patios, carports, covered walks,
covered driveways, and similar structures or appurtenances.
719.0 Cleanouts.
719.6 Approved manholes shall be permitted to be installed in
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lieu of cleanouts when first approved by the Authority Having
Jurisdiction. The maximum distance between manholes shall not
exceed four hundred (400’) feet (121.9 m). Connections to
manholes shall be by approved method.
720.0 Sewers and Water Pipes.
Building sewers or drainage piping of clay or materials, which
are not approved for use within a building, shall not be run or
laid in the same trench as the water pipes.
Exception: The underground water service pipe and the building
sewer shall not be less than ten feet (10’) apart horizontally
and shall be separated by undisturbed or compacted earth.
The water service pipe may be placed in the same trench with the
outside building sewer and water piping may be placed in the
same trench with the inside building drain provided approval is
given by the Authority Having Jurisdiction and both the
following requirements are met:
1.
The bottom of the water pipe, at all points, shall be at
least twelve (12”) inches (305 mm) above the top of the sewer or
drain line.
2.
The water pipe shall be placed on a solid shelf excavated
at one side of the common trench with a minimum clear horizontal
distance of at least twelve (12”) inches (305 mm) from the sewer
or drain line.
Water pipes crossing sewer or drainage piping constructed of
clay or materials, which are not approved for use within a
building, shall be laid a minimum of twelve (12”) inches (305
mm) above the sewer or drainpipe.
Note: For the purpose of this section, “within the building”
shall mean within the fixed limits of the building foundation.
722.0 Abandoned Sewers and Sewage Disposal Facilities.
722.1 Every abandoned building (house) sewer, or part thereof,
shall be plugged or capped in an approved manner at the
connection to the sewer main or at a location acceptable to the
Authority Having Jurisdiction.
722.2 Every cesspool, septic tank, and seepage pit which has
been abandoned or has been discontinued otherwise from further
use or to which no waste or soil pipe from a plumbing fixture is
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connected, shall have the sewage removed there from and disposed
of in a manner required by law, the bottom broken out and be
completely filled with compacted earth, sand, gravel, concrete,
or other approved material.

TABLE 721.1
Minimum Horizontal Distance Required From Building Sewer (feet)
Buildings or Structures1

2 feet

(610 mm)

Property line adjoining private property

Clear2

Water Supply Wells

100 feet3 (30,480 mm)

Streams

50 feet

(15,240 mm)

On-site domestic water line

10 feet4

(3048 mm)

Public Water Main

10 feet5,6 (3048 mm)

Notes:
1. Including porches and steps, whether covered or uncovered,
breezeways, roofed porte-cocheres, roofed patios, carports,
covered walks, covered driveways, and similar structures and
appurtenances.
2. See also Section 313.3
3. All drainage piping shall clear domestic water supply wells
by at least one hundred (100’) feet (30480 mm) (15240).
4. See Section 609.2
5. For parallel construction.
6. For crossings, approval by the Health Department or Authority
Having Jurisdiction shall be required.
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CHAPTER 8 – INDIRECT WASTE
1103.408 Amendments to the Uniform Plumbing Code
–Indirect Wastes.

TM

- Chapter 8

Chapter 8 of the 2015 Uniform Plumbing Code TM is amended by the
following provisions. Each section in the UPC that corresponds
to one of the following provisions is hereby deleted where so
noted or amended to read as set forth below. Each section set
forth below without a corresponding provision in the UPC is
added thereto.
801.3.3 Food-Handling Fixtures.
Food-preparation sinks; steam kettles, potato peelers, ice cream
dipper wells, dishwashing machines, silverware washing machines,
and similar equipment shall be indirectly connected to the
drainage system by means of an air gap or air break. Bins,
sinks, and other equipment having drainage connections and used
for the storage of unpackaged ice used for human ingestion, or
used in direct contact with ready-to-eat food, shall be
indirectly connected to the drainage by means of an airgap. Each
indirect waste pipe from food handling fixtures or equipment
shall be separately piped to the indirect waste receptor and
shall not combine with other indirect waste. The piping from the
equipment to the receptor shall not be less than the drain on
the unit, but it shall not be smaller than one (1”) inch (25.4
mm).
803.3 Pipe Size and Length
Except as hereinafter provided, the size and construction of
indirect waste piping shall be in accordance with other sections
of this Code applicable to drainage and vent piping. No vent
from indirect waste piping shall combine with any sewerconnected vent, but shall extend separately to the outside air.
Indirect waste pipes exceeding five (5’) feet (1524 mm), but
less than fifteen (15’) feet (4572 mm) in length shall be
directly trapped, but such traps need not be vented.
Indirect waste pipes less than fifteen (15’) feet (4572 mm) in
length shall not be less than the diameter of the drain outlet
or tailpiece of the fixture, appliance, or equipment served, and
in no case less than one (1”) inch (25.4 mm) in size. Angles and
changes of direction in indirect waste pipes of more than
fifteen (15’) feet shall be provided with cleanouts so as to
permit flushing and cleaning.
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1.
A direct connection for a floor drain at the automatic
clothes washer above ground may be discharged into the riserpipe (standpipe) above the trap of the automatic clothes washer
drain and the floor drain shall not be trapped.
2.
A laundry sink on ground floor may discharge, un-trapped,
directly into the washer standpipe above the trap with no vent
required.
804.1 Standpipe Receptors.
Plumbing fixtures or other receptors receiving the discharge of
indirect waste pipes shall be approved for the use proposed;
shall be of such shape and capacity as to prevent splashing or
flooding, and shall be located where they are readily accessible
or inspection and cleaning. No standpipe receptor for a clothes
washer shall extend more than 30 inches (762 mm), or not less
than 18 inches (457 mm) above its trap. No indirect waste
receptor shall be installed in a toilet room, closet, cupboard,
or storeroom, nor in a portion of a building not in general use
by the occupants thereof; except standpipes for clothes washers
shall be permitted to be installed in toilet and bathroom areas
where the clothes washer is installed in the same room.
807.0 Appliances.
807.3 Domestic Dishwashing Machine.
The discharge from a sink, dishwasher, and garbage disposal
(food-waste-grinder) may discharge through a single one and onehalf (1½”) trap. The discharge from the dishwasher shall be a
full-sized opening, which shall be a minimum of five-eighths
inch (5/8") inside diameter in size, looped up and firmly
secured to the highest point under the counter and be connected
with a wye fitting between the discharge of the garbage disposal
(food-waste-grinder) and the trap inlet, or to the head of the
garbage disposal (food-waste-grinder). An approved dishwasher
air gap fitting on the discharge side of the dishwashing machine
may be used. Listed air gaps shall be installed with the flood
level (FL) marking at or above the flood level of the sink or
drain board, whichever is higher. In the installation of a
double bowl kitchen sink (residential) with a garbage disposal
(food-waste-grinder), the fixture trap shall be installed on the
same side of the sink in which the garbage disposal is
installed.
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Chapter 9 - VENTS
1103.409 Amendments to the Uniform Plumbing Code
Vents.

TM -

Chapter 9 –

Chapter 9 of the 2015 Uniform Plumbing Code TM is amended by the
following provisions. Each section in the UPC that corresponds
to one of the following provisions is hereby deleted where so
noted or amended to read as set forth below. Each section set
forth below without a corresponding provision in the UPC is
added thereto.
904.3 Minimum Size of Stack Vent or Vent Stack.
Any structure in which a building drain is installed shall have
at least one stack vent or vent stack sized in accordance with
Table 7-5 not less than four inches (4") in diameter, not less
than three inches (3") in diameter for one (1) and two (2)
family residential, if the building drain is less than three
inches (3") in diameter the vent shall be the size of the
building drain carried full size through the roof. In no case
shall the aggregate cross-sectional area of all vents, in the
system, be less than the cross-sectional area of the largest
required common building drain serving that system.
905.7 Vent Pipe Fittings Allowed.
All vent piping subject to back drainage shall use fittings
appropriate to the sanitary waste system.
906.1 Roof Termination.
Each vent pipe or stack shall extend through its flashing and
shall terminate vertically not less than twelve (12”) inches
(305 mm) above the roof nor less than one (1’) foot (305 mm)
from any vertical surface.
906.3 Use of Roof.
Vent pipes shall be extended separately or combined, of full
required size, not less than twelve (12”) inches (305 mm) above
the roof or fire wall. Flag-poling of vents shall be prohibited.
All vents within ten (10’) feet (3048 mm) of any part of the
roof that is used for purposes other than weather protection
shall extend not less than seven (7’) feet (2134 mm) above such
roof and shall be securely stayed.
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906.7 Frost or Snow Closure.
Vent terminals shall be a minimum of two (2) inches (51 mm) in
diameter but in no event smaller than the required vent pipe.
The change in diameter shall be made inside the building at
least eighteen (18”) inches below the roof in an insulated space
and terminate not less than twelve (12”) inches (305 mm) above
the roof, or as required by the Authority Having Jurisdiction.
907.3 Residential Relief Vent.
In a residential structure a relief vent shall be connected to a
waste stack a minimum of six (6”) inches (152 mm) below the
bottom of the joist at the lowest level except when there is a
plumbing vent through the roof installed from plumbing fixtures
or future rough-ins below the lowest level.
908.1 Vertical Wet Venting.
Except as provided for in other sections of this Code, wet
venting is limited to vertical drainage piping receiving the
discharge from the trap arm of one (1) and two (2) fixture unit
fixtures that also serves as a vent not to exceed four (4)
fixtures. All wet vented fixtures shall be within the same
story; provided, further, that fixtures with a continuous vent
discharging into a wet vent shall be within the same story as
the wet vented fixtures. No wet vent shall exceed six (6’) feet
(1829 mm) in developed length.
908.1.4 See Appendix M.
909.0 Special Venting for Island Fixtures.
909.1 General. Alternate approved installation is described below
and depicted in Drawing 7, Appendix M.
Traps for island sinks and similar equipment shall be roughed in
above the floor and may be vented by extending the vent as high
as possible, and no lower than bottom of sink/fixture it serves
and then returning it downward and connecting it to the
horizontal sink drain more than five (5’) feet (1524 mm)
downstream from the vertical fixture drain. The return vent
shall be connected to the horizontal drain through a wye-branch
fitting. Drainage fittings shall be used on all parts of the
vent and a minimum slope of one-quarter (1/4”) inch per foot
(20.9 mm/m) back to the drain shall be maintained. Pipe sizing
shall be as elsewhere required in this Code with minimum size to
be two (2") inch (51 mm). The island sink drain, upstream of
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the return vent, shall serve no other fixtures. An accessible
cleanout shall be installed in the vertical portion of the vent.

Chapter 10 – Traps and Interceptors
1103.410 Amendments to the Uniform Plumbing Code
– Traps and Interceptors.

TM

- Chapter 10

Chapter 10 of the 2015 Uniform Plumbing Code TM are amended by
the following provisions. Each section in the UPC that
corresponds to one of the following provisions is hereby deleted
where so noted or amended to read as set forth below. Each
section set forth below without a corresponding provision in the
UPC is added thereto.

TABLE 1002.2

Horizontal Distance of Trap Arms
(Except for water closets and similar fixtures)*
TRAP ARM

DISTANCE TRAP
TO VENT

TRAP ARM

DISTANCE TRAP
TO VENT

Inches

Feet - Inches

m m

m m

1-1/4

3’–6”

32

1067

1-1/2

5’-0”

38

1524

2

8’-0”

51

2438

3

10’-0”

76

3048

4 & Larger

12’-0”

102 & Larger

3658

Slope one-fourth (1/4”) inch per foot (20.9 mm/m)
*The developed length between the trap of a water closet or
similar
fixture (measured from the top of the closet ring
{closet flange} to the inner edge of the vent) and its vent
shall not exceed six (6’) feet (1829 mm)
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1003.3 Size. The size (nominal diameter) of a trap for a given
fixture shall be sufficient to drain the fixture rapidly, a
maximum of one pipe size larger than defined in Table 702.1. The
trap shall be the same size as the trap arm to which it is
connected.
Exception: One (1) and two (2) fixture unit fixtures may have
trap arms one size larger than the trap size serving the
fixture.
1008.0 Building/House Traps.
Building/House traps may be installed.
Exception: Building/House traps shall be installed on individual
and combined, sanitary and storm house/building laterals
connected to combined sewers, and where required by the
Authority Having Jurisdiction.
Each building trap when installed shall be provided with a
cleanout and with a relieving vent or fresh air intake on the
inlet side of the trap which need not be larger than one-half
the diameter of the drain to which it connects. Such relieving
vent or fresh air intake shall be carried to finish grade and
terminate in a screened outlet located outside the building.
1009.5 Location.
Each interceptor (clarifier) cover shall be readily accessible
for servicing and maintaining the interceptor (clarifier) in
working and operating condition. Interceptors (clarifiers) shall
include means for visual inspection and access from above for
both the influent and effluent sides. Manholes (24 inches (24”)
in diameter, 24 inches (24”) maximum in length including with a
roadway access cover) shall be provided for access to each
compartment of an interceptor. Where depth is more than 24
inches (24”), a 36 inch (36”) minimum diameter access with steps
shall be provided as approved by the authority having
jurisdiction. The use of ladders or the removal of bulky
equipment in order to service interceptors (clarifiers) shall
constitute a violation of accessibility. Location of all
interceptors (clarifiers) shall be shown on the approved
building plan.
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1014.1.3 Food Waste Disposal Units and Dishwashers.
Food Waste Disposal Units, rinse sinks and or Dishwashers are
required to connect into a grease interceptor and they must
first flow through a solids trap.
1014.2 Hydromechanical Grease Interceptors.
1014.2.4 Each grease trap required by this section shall have an
approved rate of flow which is not less than that as determined
by 1014.2.1 for sinks and Table 1014.2.1 for the total number of
connected fixtures. The total capacity in gallons (L) of
fixtures discharging into any such grease trap shall not exceed
two and one-half (2-1/2) times the certified gpm (L/s) flow rate
of the grease trap as determined by 1014.2. Any grease trap
installed with the inlet more than four (4’) feet (1219 mm)
lower in elevation than the outlet of any fixture discharging
into such grease trap shall have an approved rate of flow which
is not less than fifty (50%) percent greater than that given in
Table 1014.2.1. For hydromechanical grease interceptors
installed inside the building or tenant space, the number of
fixtures connected to or discharged into any one (1)
hydromechanical grease interceptor shall not exceed the maximum
drainage fixture units (DFUs) or operating flow rate of the
hydromechanical grease interceptor. Floor drains receiving
incidental water are not included as a fixture for the purposes
of this paragraph.
1014.3.5 Construction Requirements.
1014.3.5.1 Purpose.
Gravity grease interceptors shall be designed to remove grease
from effluent and shall be sized in accordance with this
section. Gravity grease interceptors shall also be designed to
retain grease until accumulations can be removed by pumping the
interceptor. Each gravity grease interceptor shall pass through
an inspection manhole, prior to any connection to the public
sewer.
1014.3.5.1.1 Components and Materials.
Gravity grease interceptors shall be constructed of cast iron or
steel and protected, inside and out, by an approved corrosion
resistant coating. Precast Concrete interceptors shall be
constructed with a minimum wall thickness of 4”, concrete
strength equal to minimum 4000 PSI at 28 days of age, shall have
a maximum water to cementitious ratio (w/c) of 0.45, and the
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entire interior, including all fittings, bolts, and appropriate
connections shall be protected by a corrosion resistant coating
with a minimum thickness of 18Mil. Polyethylene prefabricated
interceptors shall comply with the requirements set forth in
paragraph 4.3 of IAPMO/ANSI Z1001. Fiberglass interceptors
shall meet IAPMO/ANSI Z1001 for Grease Interceptors and be
constructed with resins that comply with ASTM C-581. Poured
concrete interceptors are prohibited.
Each interceptor shall
be of watertight construction and be provided with a nonperforated cover non-bolted or bolted into place, made gas and
watertight.
1014.3.6 Sizing Criteria.
Accredited third party systems (IAPMO, PDI) shall be sized using
Table 1014.3.6. Where drainage fixture units (DFUs) are not
known, the interceptor shall be sized based on the maximum DFUs
allowed for the pipe size connected to the inlet of the
interceptor and/or the manufacturer’s published sizing criteria
and recommendations. Refer to Table 703.2, Drainage Piping,
Horizontal.
Non-Certified systems shall be sized based on calculations in
gallons of effective capacity, provided that the total wet
volume is not less than 500 gallons and provides a minimum
retention time of 30 minutes based on drainage fixture units as
determined by Table 1014.3.6
1016.0 Sand Interceptors.
1016.1 Discharge.
When the discharge of a fixture or drain contains solids or
semi-solids heavier than water that would be harmful to a
drainage system or cause a stoppage within the system, the
discharge shall be through a sand interceptor, or combination
Sand/Gas/Oil interceptor. Multiple floor drains shall be
permitted to discharge into one sand/solids interceptor. Sand
interceptors shall be required where a floor drain or multiple
floor drains discharge(s) through an oil interceptor, or where
the discharge of a floor drain may contain solids or semi-solids
that would be harmful to or tend to obstruct the system. A sand
interceptor shall be installed in front of a gas/oil interceptor
unless the gas/oil interceptor is designed as a combination
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sand/gas/oil interceptor to handle sediment and solids.
waste is prohibited from entering an interceptor.

Human

1016.2 Authority Having Jurisdiction.
Sand or Solids interceptors are required where the Authority
Having Jurisdiction deems it advisable to have a sand
interceptor to protect the drainage system.
1016.3 Construction and Size.
Sand or Solids interceptors shall be built of prefabricated
coated steel, precast concrete where the entire interior
including all fittings, bolts and appropriate connections are
treated with a corrosion resistant coating, fiberglass, or other
watertight material. The interceptor shall have an interior
baffle for full separation of the interceptor into two sections.
The outlet pipe shall be the same size as the inlet pipe of the
sand or solids interceptor, the minimum being 3 inches (80 mm),
and baffle shall have at least one opening equal to the diameter
of the inlet pipe and at the same invert as the outlet pipe. The
opening(s) shall be staggered so that there cannot be a straight
line flow between the inlet pipe and the outlet pipe. The invert
of the inlet pipe shall be no lower than the invert of the
outlet pipe. The sand interceptor shall have a minimum dimension
of 2 square feet (0.2 m2) for the net free opening of the inlet
section and a minimum depth under the invert of the outlet pipe
of 2 feet (610 mm). For each 5 gpm (0.3 L/s) flow or fraction
thereof over 20 gpm (1.26 L/s), the area of the sand interceptor
inlet section is to be increased by 1 square foot (0.09 m2). The
outlet section in two or more compartment systems shall at all
times have a minimum area of 50 percent of the inlet section.
The outlet section shall be covered by a solid removable cover,
set flush with the finished floor, and the inlet section shall
have an open grating, set flush with the finished floor and
suitable for the traffic in the area in which it is located.
1017.0 Oil and Flammable Liquids Interceptors.
1017.1 Interceptors Required.
All parking structures, repair garages and gasoline stations
with grease racks or grease pits, and all factories which have
oily, flammable, or both types of wastes as a result of
manufacturing, storage, maintenance, repair or testing
processes, shall be provided with an oil or flammable liquid
interceptor which shall be connected to all necessary floor
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drains. The separation or vapor compartment shall be
independently vented to the outer air. If two (2) or more
separation or vapor compartments are used, each shall be vented
to the outer air or may connect to a header which is installed
at a minimum of six (6”) inches (152 mm) above the spill line of
the lowest floor drain and vented independently to the outer
air. The minimum size of a flammable vapor vent shall not be
less than two (2”) inches (51 mm), and when vented through a
sidewall, the vent shall not be less than ten (10’) feet (3048
mm) above the adjacent level at an approved location. The
interceptor shall be vented on the sewer side and shall not
connect to a flammable vapor vent. All oil and flammable
interceptors shall be provided with gastight cleanout covers,
which shall be readily accessible. The waste line shall not be
less than three (3”) inches (76 mm) in diameter with a full-size
cleanout to grade an interceptor which is provided with an
overflow, shall be provided with an overflow line (not less than
two (2”) inches (51 mm) in diameter) to an approved exterior
waste oil tank having a minimum capacity of five hundred fifty
(550) gallons (2080 L) and meeting the requirements of the
Authority Having Jurisdiction. The waste oil from the separator
shall flow by gravity or shall be pumped to a higher elevation
by an automatic pump. Pumps shall be adequately sized and
accessible. Waste oil tanks shall have a two (2”) inch (51 mm)
minimum pump-out connection at grade and a one and one-half (11/2”) inch (38 mm) minimum vent to atmosphere at an approved
location at least ten (10’) feet 3048 mm) above grade.
Non-Certified systems shall be sized based on maximum fixture
flow, provided that the total wet volume is not less than 500
gallons and provides a minimum retention time of 30 minutes
based on peak flow, where peak flow is greater of the flow rate
based on drainage fixture units as determined by Table 1014.3.6.
1017.2.1 Components and Materials.
Gas, Oil, and Flammable Liquid interceptors shall be constructed
of cast iron or steel when protected, inside and out, by an
approved corrosion resistant coating. Precast concrete
interceptors shall be constructed with a minimum wall thickness
of 4 inches, concrete strength equal to minimum 4000 PSI at 28
days of age, shall have a maximum water to cementitious ratio
(w/c) of 0.45, and the entire interior, including all fittings,
bolts, and appropriate connections shall be protected by a
corrosion resistant coating with a minimum thickness of 18Mil.
Polyethylene prefabricated interceptors shall comply with the
requirements set forth in paragraph 4.3 of IAPMO/ANSI Z1001.
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Fiberglass interceptors must meet IAPMO/ANSI Z1001 for Grease
Interceptors and shall be constructed with resins that comply
with ASTM C-581. Poured concrete interceptors are prohibited.
Each interceptor shall be of watertight construction and be
provided with a non-perforated cover non-bolted or bolted into
place, made gas and watertight.
1017.3

Combination Oil and Sand Interceptor.

A combination oil and sand interceptor may be installed when the
Authority Having Jurisdiction approves the design.

Chapter 11 – Storm Drainage
1103.411 Amendments to the Uniform Plumbing Code
– Storm Drainage.

TM

- Chapter 11

Chapter 11 of the 2015 Uniform Plumbing Code TM is amended by the
following provisions. Each section in the UPC that corresponds
to one of the following provisions is hereby deleted where so
noted or amended to read as set forth below. Each section set
forth below without a corresponding provision in the UPC is
added thereto.
If any conflict of interpretations, requirements, or Ordinance
sections of this Chapter occur between other similar Code
provisions and other St. Louis County Ordinances the more
stringent requirement shall apply.
1101.8 Areaway Drains.
All open subsurface space adjacent to a building, serving as an
entrance to the basement or cellar of a building, shall be
provided with a drain or drains. Such areaway drains shall be
three (3”) inches (76 mm) minimum diameter for areaways not
exceeding one hundred (100’) square feet (9.3 m2) in area, and
shall be discharged in the manner provided for subsoil drains
not serving continuously flowing springs or ground water (see
Section 1101.5.2). Areaways in excess of one hundred (100’)
square feet (9.3 m2) shall not drain into subsoil. Areaway drains
for areaways exceeding one hundred (100’) square feet (9.3 m2)
shall be sized according to Table 1101.8.
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1101.12.1 Primary Roof Drainage.
Roof areas of a building shall be drained by roof drains or
gutters. The location and sizing of drains and gutters shall be
coordinated with the structural design and pitch of the roof.
Unless otherwise required by the Authority Having Jurisdiction,
roof drains, gutters, vertical conductors or leaders, and
horizontal storm drains for primary drainage shall be sized
based on a storm rate of six (6”) inches per hour of sixty (60)
minutes duration and 100-year return period. Refer to Table D-1
(in Appendix D) for 100-year, 60 minute storms at various
locations.
1101.12.2.1
Where parapet walls or other construction extend
above the roof and create areas where storm water would become
trapped if the primary roof drainage system failed to provide
sufficient drainage, an independent secondary roof drainage
system consisting of scuppers, standpipes, or roof drains shall
be provided. Discharge from secondary roof drains onto any area
which maybe occupied by persons or vehicles shall not be allowed
to fall more than three (3) feet above the ground. Secondary
roof drainage systems shall be sized in accordance with Section
1101.12.1 as amended by this Code. Overflow drains shall be the
same size as the roof drains with the inlet flow line two (2”)
inches (51 mm) above the low point of the roof and shall be
installed independent from the roof drains.
110l.2.2.1 Separate Piping System.
The secondary roof drainage system shall be a separate system of
piping, independent of the primary roof drainage system. The
discharge shall be above grade, in a location observable by the
building occupants or maintenance personnel. Discharge from
secondary roof drains onto any area which may be occupied by
persons or vehicles shall not be allowed to fall more than three
(3) feet above the ground. Secondary roof drain systems shall be
sized in accordance with Section 1101.11.1 based on the rainfall
rate for which the primary system is sized.
No part of the primary roof drainage system such as drains,
scuppers, piping, gutters, or appurtenances, which is a part of
the primary roof drainage system, may be used in the design or
installation of the secondary roof drainage system.
1101.12.3 When approved by the Authority Having Jurisdiction,
the requirements of Sections 1101.12.1 as amended and 1101.12.2
shall not preclude the installation of an engineered roof
drainage system that has sufficient capacity to prevent water
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from ponding on the roof in excess of that allowed in the roof
structural design with a rainfall rate of at least twice a rate
of six (6”) inches per hour, and with a blockage in any single
point in the storm drainage system.
1101.13.1 Rain Leaders and Conductors.
Rain leaders and conductors connected to a building storm sewer
shall have a cleanout installed at the base of the outside
leader or outside conductor and a minimum of three (3’) feet and
a maximum of five (5’) feet above the finished floor on all
inside conductors and interior downspouts, before it connects to
the horizontal drain.
1101.13.2 Conductors installed above ground in buildings shall
be in accordance with the applicable standards reference in
Table 701.2 for above ground drain, waste and vent pipe.
1101.16.2 Combining Storm with Sanitary Drainage.
The sanitary and storm drainage system of a building shall be
entirely separate, except where a combined sewer is used, in
which case the building storm drain shall be connected in the
same horizontal plane through a single wye fitting to the
combined building sewer not less than 10 feet (3048 mm)
downstream from a soil stack and outside the building and with a
connection beyond the property line.
1106.2.2 Air Test.
The air test shall be made by attaching an air compressor
testing apparatus to a suitable opening and, after closing all
other inlets and outlets to the system, forcing air into the
system until there is a uniform gauge pressure of 5 pounds-force
per square inch (psi) (34 kPa) or sufficient to balance a column
of mercury 10 inches (34 kPa) in height. The pressure shall be
held without introduction of additional air for a period of not
less than 15 minutes. Plastic pipe and fittings, may be tested
under this paragraph with the approval of the Authority Having
Jurisdiction, and must conform to requirements of the
manufacturer.
1106.2.3 Exceptions:
When circumstances exist that make water tests, described in
Section 1106.2.1 and Section 1106.2.2 , impractical, and for
minor maintenance, repairs and installations, the Authority
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Having Jurisdiction may perform the inspection tested under
conditions approved by the Authority Having Jurisdiction to
assure that the work has been in accordance with provisions of
this Code.

1103.412 Amendments to the Uniform Plumbing Code
– Fuel Piping.

TM

- Chapter 12

Chapter 12 of the 2015 Uniform Plumbing Code TM is adopted and is
included in this Plumbing Code for permitted installations under
this ordinance. Where differences between the Plumbing Code and
The St. Louis County Mechanical Code occur, the St. Louis County
Mechanical Code shall govern the installation of FUEL PIPING.

1103.413 Amendments to the Uniform Plumbing Code TM –Chapter 13 –
Health Care Facilities and Medical Gas and Medical Vacuum
Systems.
Chapter 13 of the 2015 Uniform Plumbing Code TM is adopted and is
included in the Plumbing Code for permitted installations under
this ordinance. Where conflicts between the Plumbing Code and
the St. Louis County Mechanical Code occur, the St. Louis County
Mechanical Code shall govern installation of Medical Gas
Systems.

1103.415 Amendments To The Uniform Plumbing Code
– Fire-stop Protection.

TM

- Chapter 14

Chapter 14 of the 2015 Uniform Plumbing Code TM is adopted. All
fire-stop protection shall be done in accordance with the
Building Code. Where conflicts between the Plumbing Code and the
St. Louis County Building Code occur, the St. Louis County
Building Code shall govern the installation. Reference to these
requirements in the Plumbing Code does not establish a code
requirement regarding licensing of the person(s) who install
fire-stop materials.
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CHAPTER 18
POTABLE WATER SUPPLY SYSTEMS
18.0 The installation of potable water systems shall be
performed in accordance with the standards and procedures
established by the Missouri Department of Natural Resources, and
with the following requirements:
18.1 Permits Required.
1.
A permit is required for the installation of a well.
Permits shall be issued by the Missouri Department of Natural
Resources. Failure to secure proper permits by the well driller
shall be a violation of this Code.
2.
It is unlawful for any person or entity to engage in or
perform the work of installing potable water piping from a point
two feet (2') beyond the upper well terminal seal to the last
potable connection or point of discharge without first
registering with St. Louis County, a proper and valid Missouri
Department of Natural Resources permit for the well drilling on
the premises and the required fee, which will cover the cost of
processing and one (1) inspection. The installation shall be
installed in accordance with this Code.
18.2 Testing of Water for Potability Required. No water system,
which is supplied by a well, shall be filled nor building
occupied until the source of water supply is tested and
determined to be safe for human consumption.
Testing shall be performed at or near the upper well terminal.
Pot-ability of the water shall be certified by a laboratory
having suitable professional qualifications for the performance
of such tests prior to filling of the interior water supply
system, final inspection and/or occupancy of any building so
supplied.
The Builder, Architect, Engineer, Well Driller, Plumber and
property owner shall be held jointly and/or severally
responsible for compliance with this section. Failure to comply
shall be a violation of this Code.
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CHAPTER 22
REGULATIONS GOVERNING INDIVIDUAL SEWAGE DISPOSAL SYSTEMS FOR
HOMES AND OTHER ESTABLISHMENTS WHERE PUBLIC SEWAGE SYSTEMS ARE
NOT AVAILABLE
22.1 General Provisions.
22.1.1 Where either a public water supply and/or sewer system,
are not available, an individual water supply and/or sanitary
sewage disposal system shall be provided and constructed on the
same lot and the water distribution and drainage systems shall
be connected thereto. Such individual systems shall meet the
standards for installation of this Chapter 22 and Chapter 25.
22.1.2 All individual sanitary sewage disposal systems shall be
constructed added to or altered in accordance with this Chapter
22.
22.1.3 Where a public sanitary sewerage system is legally and
economically available to the building to be served, or within
two hundred feet (200') of the property line, the Code Official
shall require that sanitary sewage be discharged into that
system.
22.1.4 All sanitary sewage shall be disposed of by an approved
method of collection, treatment and effluent discharge.
22.1.5 Sanitary sewage or sanitary sewage effluent shall not be
disposed of in any manner that will cause pollution of the
ground surface, ground water, bathing area, lake, pond,
watercourse, or tidewater, or create a nuisance nor shall it be
discharged into any abandoned or unused well, or into any
crevice, sink hole, or other opening either natural or
artificial in a rock formation.
22.1.6 Where water under pressure is not available, all human
body wastes shall be disposed of by depositing them in approved
privies, chemical toilets, or such other installations
acceptable to the Code Official and local Health Department
Official.
22.1.7 All water-carried sanitary sewage shall pass through an
approved mechanical sanitary sewage treatment plant prior to its
discharge into the soil. Special wastes shall meet the
standards for installation of chapters 7, 8, 9, & 10 prior to
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entering the septic system. Where underground disposal is not
feasible, consideration will be given to special methods of
collection and disposal.
22.1.7.1 All individual sewage disposal systems shall
permanently display a serial number chosen by and displayed as
directed by the administrative authority.
22.1.7.2 Where percolation rates are less than sixty (60)
minutes per inch, fifteen to thirty percent (15 to 30%) grade, a
surface water diversion swale shall be added by scraping ground
to a depth of six (6”) inches and clean fill added and grass
planted.
22.1.7.3 Where the grade is over thirty percent (30%) a French
drain deeper than the bottom of the closest trench shall be
installed and piped to daylight clear of field.
22.1.8 The building contractor, design engineer, owner, plumbing
contractor and drainlaying contractor are jointly responsible
for compliance with this Chapter 22.
22.1.9 Abandoned individual sanitary sewage disposal systems
shall be disconnected from the buildings, pumped out and the
contents properly disposed of, the septic tank bottom and/or the
sewage treatment tank bottom shall be broken out and the septic
tank backfilled with crushed limestone, gravel or clean
compacted dirt.
22.1.10 No property shall be improved in excess of its capacity
to properly absorb sanitary sewage effluent in the quantities
and by the means provided in this chapter.
Note: Nothing contained in this Chapter shall be construed to
prevent the Code Official from requiring compliance with higher
requirements than those contained herein where such higher
requirements are essential to maintain a safe and sanitary
condition.
22.1.11 Minimum Standards.
22.1.11.1 The following minimum standards shall apply to piping
used in Individual Sewage Disposal Systems the standards of
which are not otherwise designated.
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Pumped Sewage
Lines

ASTM D2241

Gasketed Joint Integral
Bell SDR 21 Class 200

Distribution Field
Piping

ASTM F810

Smooth wall HDPE No joint
material - Thin Wall - 4
inch only

Distribution Field
Piping

ASTM F405
ASTM F667

Heavy Duty Tubing & Pipe
- Corrugated PE Straight lengths only, no
coiled pipe

Distribution Field
Piping

ASTM D2729

Thin Wall PVC Perforated

Sewer Lateral Pipe

ASTM

D1785

SCHD 40 DWV PIPE

ASTM

D2665

ASTM

D3034

Sewer Lateral Pipe

SDR 35 DWV PIPE
SDR 26 DWV PIPE

22.2 Insufficient Lot Area – Improper Soil Conditions. When the
Code Official determines that there is insufficient lot area,
improper soil conditions or improper lot grade elevations for
adequate sanitary sewage disposal for the building or land use
proposed, no building permit shall be issued and no individual
sanitary sewage disposal shall be permitted. In areas where soil
conditions are critical, no building permit shall be issued
until engineering data and test reports are submitted and
approved by the Code Official.
22.3 Design of Individual Sewage System.
22.3.1 The design of the individual sewage disposal system must
take into consideration location with respect to wells or other
sources of water supply, topography, water table, soil
characteristics, area available, and maximum occupancy of the
building.
22.3.2 The type of system to be installed shall be determined on
the basis of location, soil permeability, ground water elevation
and ground elevations.
22.3.3 The system shall be designed to receive all sanitary
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sewage, excluding untreated special waste from the building.
Drainage from footings or roofs shall not enter the system.
Backwash from water softeners and swimming pool filtration
systems shall not enter the system and shall be discharged
properly. No storm water run-off flood or surface waters shall
be permitted to flow or pond over any part of the sanitary
sewage disposal system.
22.3.4 The individual sanitary sewage system shall consist of an
approved mechanical sanitary sewage treatment plant, discharging
into a sub-surface disposal field found adequate as such and
approved by the Code Official.
22.3.5 Backflow. Plumbing fixtures connected to a private sewage
disposal system that are subject to backflow, shall be protected
by a backwater valve or a sewage ejector.
22.3.6 An approved mechanical sanitary sewage treatment plant
must be designed to minimize flood damage, floodwater
infiltration into the system and from the system into
floodwaters. Any approved mechanical sanitary sewage treatment
plant inlets and outlets and waste-disposal trenches should be
above the base flood elevation. Ring levees may be needed to
protect waste treatment facilities below the base flood
elevation.
22.3.7 Design Criteria. Design criteria for sewage flow shall be
selected according to type of establishment. See Table 22.3.7.
For establishments not covered by Table 22.3.7 use table
defining quantities of domestic sewage flows in the current
edition 19 CSR 20 - 3.060.
TABLE 22.3.7
SEWERAGE FLOWS ACCORDING TO TYPE ESTABLISHMENT
FLOW
TYPE OF ESTABLISHMENT

(Gallons per day per
unit unless otherwise
indicated)

RESIDENTIAL UNITS
Single Family Dwelling

120 / Bedroom
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Multiple Family Dwelling (with
laundry capabilities)

120 / Bedroom

Multiple Family Dwelling, cottages
(without laundry capabilities)

95 / Bedroom
Add 50 / person

In excess of two (2) persons per
bedroom.
Mobile Home Parks

300 / home *

FLOW
TYPE OF ESTABLISHMENT

(Gallons per day per
unit unless
otherwise indicated)

COMMERCIAL FACILITIES
Service Stations

250 / Water Closet
or Urinal plus 15 /
each employee

Transportation terminals (airports,
bus stops, railroad stations and the
like)

5 / passenger

Laundromats

580 / machine

CAMPS
Construction or Work Camps

60 / person

(With chemical toilets)

40 / person

Summer Camps

60 / person

Campgrounds with Comfort Station
(without water and sewer hookups)

100 / campsite
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Travel Trailer / Recreational
120 / space
Vehicle park (with water and sewer
hookups)
ASSEMBLY and MERCANTILE
Retail Stores

120 / 1000 sq. ft.
of retail sales
area.

Stadium, Auditorium, Theater,
Drive-in

5 / seat or space

Swimming Pools, Spas, and
Bathhouses

10 / person

Churches (Not including a Kitchen, 3 / seat
Food Service Facility, Day Care or
Camp)
Churches (With a Kitchen, Not
25 / member
Or
including a Food Service Facility,
25 / 15 sq. Ft. of
Day Care or Camp)
dining area
whichever is greater
FOOD OR DRINK ESTABLISHMENTS **
Bar (not serving food)

20 / seat

Restaurants

40 / seat

Or

40 / 15 sq. Ft. of
dining area
whichever is greater
24 Hour Restaurant

75 / seat
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FLOW
TYPE OF ESTABLISHMENT

(Gallons per day
per unit unless
otherwise
indicated)

Food Stands
1.
2.

Per 100 square foot of
food stand floor space

50 gallons
25 gallons

Add per food employee

Other food service facilities

5 / meal

Meat Markets
1.

Per 100 square foot of
market floor space

2.

Add per market employee

50 gallons
25 gallons

INSTITUTIONAL **
Hospitals

300 / bed

Day Care Facilities

15 / person

Residential Care Facilities

60 / person

Rest Homes and Nursing Homes
With Laundry

120 / bed

Rest Homes and Nursing Homes
Without Laundry

60 / bed

Day Workers at Schools and Office

15 / person

Day Camps

25 / person
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Day Schools
With Cafeteria, gym and
showers

35 / student

Day Schools
With Cafeteria only

25 / student

Day Schools
With neither Cafeteria nor
showers
Boarding Schools

15 / student

100 / student

* Must consider flow into the soil absorption system from
mobile homes where taps are allowed to run to prevent freezing.
** Establishments processing food shall be required to
provide grease interceptors in an accessible location
prior to the sewage treatment system.
Notes:
1.
Establishments with flows greater than three thousand
gallons per day (3,000 gpd) shall be regulated under Chapter 644
R.S.Mo. administered by the Department of Natural Resources.
2.
Gallons per person per unit include normal infiltration for
residential systems.
22.3.8 Alternate Design.
22.3.8.1 Where soil conditions are such that the systems
mentioned above cannot be expected to operate satisfactorily,
approval of an alternate design, by a registered design
professional, shall be secured from the Authority Having
Jurisdiction. The minimum lot size on which an alternate
disposal system may be installed for new construction shall be
adequate for the alternate design as determined by the Authority
Having Jurisdiction.
22.3.8.2 All individual mechanical sanitary sewage treatment
plants to be installed to serve an individual single family
dwelling and other structures within the St. Louis County,
Missouri area must be tested and approved by the National
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Sanitation Foundation, Ann Arbor, Michigan, and meet all
requirements of the N.S.F. Standard #40 specifications Class I
treatment listing.
22.3.8.3 All mechanical sewage treatment plants for individual
single-family dwellings and other structures must be supplied
with an N.S.F. approval emblem on the equipment for inspection
purposes.
22.3.8.4 All companies, manufacturers and distributors must show
proof of the availability of repair parts and also the
availability of a qualified service company and personnel for
necessary treatment plant maintenance.
22.3.8.5 Standards. The design of individual sanitary sewage
disposal systems must conform to the Rules and Regulations of
this Section, and all other applicable State and Federal
Regulations.
22.3.8.6 The individual mechanical sanitary sewage treatment
plant effluent quality must conform to regulations as stated in
the Rules and Regulations of Missouri Department of Natural
Resources.
22.4 Location of Individual Sewage Absorption System.
22.4.1 Where the premises are served by a public water main, the
minimum lot size in which an individual sanitary sewage disposal
system may be installed is twenty thousand (20,000’) square
feet; otherwise, the required lot size on which an individual
sanitary sewage disposal system may be installed is thirty
thousand (30,000’) square feet.
22.4.3 Minimum Distances. The minimum distances that shall be
observed in locating the various components of the disposal
system shall be as given in Table 22.4.3.
TABLE 22.4.3 MINIMUM SET-BACK DISTANCES
Sewage

Disposal

Tank1

Area

100

100

300

300

Minimum Distance In Feet From
Private water supply well
Public water supply well

3

2
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Sewage

Disposal

Tank1

Area

Cistern

100

100

Spring

100

100

Minimum Distance In Feet From

Classified stream, lake or impoundment * 50

50

Stream or open ditch

25

25

Property lines**

10**

25

Building Foundation

10

25

Basement

25

25

Swimming pool

20

20

Water line under pressure

10

10

Suction water line

50

100

Upslope Interceptor Drain

---

10

Downslope Interceptor Drain

---

10

Top of slope of embankments or cuts of
two feet (2') or more vertical height

---

20

Edge of surficial sink holes

50

100

Geothermal system or equivalent

50

100

Other soil absorption system except repair area

---

20

4

2

*

A classified stream is any stream that maintains
permanent flow or permanent pools during drought periods
and supports aquatic life.

**

Recommend twenty-five feet (25’) downslope of property
line initially but repair may be allowed to ten feet
(10’) of down slope property line.

Notes:
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1.
Includes sewage tanks, intermittent sand filters and dosing
chambers.
2.

Includes all approved disposal systems

3.
Unplugged abandoned wells or wells with less than eighty
feet (<80') of casing depth shall have one-hundred-fifty feet
(150') minimum distance from all above.
4.
Sewage tanks and soil absorption systems should never be
located in the drainage area of a sinkhole.
5.
All paved areas, underground utilities, and accessory uses
shall have a minimum of ten (10’) feet of undisturbed soil
between that use and any portion of the sewage disposal system.
22.4.4 General. All sewage disposal systems shall conform with
the following general principles regarding site.
22.4.4.1 Location. Sewage disposal system shall be located on
the premises consistent with the general layout topography, soil
conditions, and surroundings, including abutting lots.
Locations at a higher elevation through employment of a forced
system may be used with the specific permission of the Authority
Having Jurisdiction.
22.4.4.2 Watersheds. Sewage disposal facilities may be located
on any watersheds of a public water supply system with the
approval of the Code Official subject to the approval of
affected suppliers of water.
22.4.4.3 Individual sanitary sewage disposal systems situated
less than three thousand (3,000’) feet upstream from the public
water intake structures shall not be less than two hundred
(200’) feet, measured horizontally, from the high water level in
the public water supply reservoir or the banks of tributary
streams.
22.4.4.4 Individual sanitary sewage disposal systems situated
beyond three thousand (3,000’) feet upstream from public water
supply intake structures shall be located no less than one
hundred (<100’) feet, measured horizontally, from the high water
level in the public water supply reservoir or the banks of the
tributary streams.
22.4.4.5 Prior to approval, the soil must prove satisfactory by
a soil morphology evaluation, or when approved by the authority
having jurisdiction, by the standard percolation test for
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underground disposal, as provided for in this Code or when the
percolation rate average is greater than one hundred twenty
(120) minutes per inch (mpi), severe geological limitations,
potential ground water contamination or other limiting soil
characteristics exist, a soil morphology evaluation shall be
made by a qualified soil scientist or engineer pursuant to the
rules and regulations set forth by the Department of Health and
the Department of Natural Resources, State of Missouri.
22.5 Percolation Tests. The following rules and regulations
shall apply to the performance of percolation tests.
22.5.1 For the percolation test, four (4) test holes shall be
made in separate test locations spaced uniformly over the
proposed site. The test holes must be within the area where the
absorption field is to be constructed and shall be placed in an
appropriate pattern, usually fifty feet (50') apart in a square
pattern, with the six foot (6') test bore to be located in the
proposed drain field site.
22.5.2 Dig or bore the holes with horizontal dimensions of from
four to twelve (4 to 12”) inches and vertical sides to the depth
of the bottom of the proposed distribution trench.
22.5.3 Roughen or scratch the bottom and sides of the holes to
provide a natural surface. Remove all loose material from the
hole. Place two (2”) inches of coarse sand or fine gravel in the
hole to prevent bottom scouring.
22.5.4 Fill the hole with clear water to a minimum depth of ten
inches (10") over the gravel. By refilling, if necessary, or by
supplying a surplus reservoir of water (automatic siphon) keep
water in the hole for at least four hours.
22.5.5 In sandy soils the saturation and swelling procedures
need not be required and the test may proceed if one (1) filling
of the hole has seeped away in less than ten (10) minutes.) (In
sandy soils, the water depth shall be adjusted to eight inches
(8") over the soil bottom of the test hole. From a fixed
reference point, the drop in water level shall be measured in
inches to the nearest one eights inch (1/8") at approximately
ten (10) minute intervals. A measurement can also be made by
determining the time it takes for the water level to drop one
inch (1") from an eight-inch (8") reference point. If eight
inches (8") of water seeps away in less than ten (<10) minutes,
a shorter interval between measurements shall be used but in no
case shall the water depth exceed eight inches (8"). The test
shall continue until three (3) consecutive percolation rate
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measurements vary by a range of no more than ten percent (10%).)
22.5.6 Percolation rate measurements shall be made on the day
following the saturation process, except in sandy soils.
22.5.7 In other than sandy soils, the water depth shall be
adjusted to eight inches (8") over the soil at the bottom of the
test hole. From a fixed reference point, the drop in water
level shall be measured in inches to the nearest one-eighth inch
(1/8") at approximately thirty (30)-minute intervals over a four
(4) hour period, refilling between measurements to maintain an
eight-inch (8") starting head.
The drop in percolation rate shall be calculated as follows:
The time interval shall be divided by the drop in water level to
obtain the percolation rate in minutes per inch; the slowest
percolation rate of the required tests shall be used to
determine the final soil treatment system design. When results
are greater than one hundred-fifty (>150) min/inch a detailed
soils morphology evaluation must be conducted to justify the
design; and for reporting the percolation rate, worksheets
showing all calculations and measurements shall be submitted;
and depth to bedrock or other restrictive layer shall be
determined in areas where it is known that bedrock may exist at
depths less than six feet (6').
22.5.8 If no water remains in the hole after overnight
saturation, add clear water to a depth of about eight (8”)
inches over the gravel. From a fixed reference point, measure
the height of the water surface at approximately thirty (30)
minute intervals over a four (4) hour period, refilling the hole
to a depth of eight (8”) inches as necessary. The drop, which
occurs during the final thirty (30) minute period, is used to
calculate the percolation rate.
22.5.9 In sandy soils, or other soils in which the first twelve
(12) inches of water seeps away in less than thirty (30)
minutes, after the overnight saturation period, the time
interval between measurements can be taken as ten (10) minutes
and the test run over a period of one hour. The drop, which
occurs in the final ten (10) minute period, is used to calculate
the percolation rate.
22.5.10 When the percolation test results are above forty five
(45) minutes per one (1”) fall, the engineer shall, at another
suitable field location, perform a minimum of two (2) additional
percolation test holes at the building site, even if the test
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site is at a higher elevation which would require a pressure
line to lift the treated sanitary sewage effluent to that
location. If the additional percolation test results exceed
forty-five (45) minutes per one (1”) inch fall, the engineer
shall design an alternate system with approval of the plumbing
official.
If the additional percolation test results are the
responsibility of a registered design professional registered
with the State of Missouri Board for Architects, Professional
Engineers and Land Surveyors or Landscape Architects. After the
test holes have been dug during the percolation and/or the
morphology test a representative of the Office of Plumbing and
Sewer Inspections, St. Louis County, Missouri shall be informed
and requested to be present. The engineer shall contact this
office twenty-four (24) hours prior to starting any test for the
purpose of arranging for the Inspector’s presence.
Percolation and Morphology test site plan. The registered
engineer shall submit a site plan with the percolation and/or
morphology test results, which must indicate:
1.

Lot size, property lines and easements.

2.

Test hole locations and elevations.

3.

Benchmark locations and elevations.

Note: Benchmark should be a spike in tree, iron pipe or hub set
to remain through the construction period.
4.

Basement floor elevation.

5.

Proposed building and accessory use location.

6.
Location of potable water service piping, well or cistern.
A complete investigation of all existing potable water wells or
cisterns located on all adjacent properties to the proposed new
building site. The location of all existing potable water wells
or cisterns shall be indicated and shown on the site plan of the
proposed building if within seventy-five feet (75’) of the
property line.
7.

Driveway and all paved areas.

8.

Results of the six (6’) foot test bore.

9.
The engineer shall flag the test holes. Test holes shall
not be backfilled (covered) until after the field has been
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installed and approved by the Code Official.
10. Contours, at a minimum of two (2’) foot intervals, in area
of proposed drain field to include all adjacent areas within
twenty-five (25’) feet.
11. Locate proposed building sewer vent trap, building
treatment unit, disposal field by elevation and distances to
property lines.
12.

Design of proposed treatment and disposal system.

13. The site plan shall include a statement that the engineer,
or his representative, has inspected the site to determine the
most suitable location for the proposed house or other
establishment treatment unit and disposal field.
14. Percolation test results shall include date of test, test
hole soaking period, depth of test holes, depth of water at
start of test, average percolation rate for four (4) test holes.
15.
22.6

Original engineer seal and signature on all documents.
Minimum Size of Absorption Field.

22.6.1 In no case shall less than four hundred (400’) square
feet of absorption area be provided.
22.6.2 The minimum required size of the absorption field per
bedroom is related to the percolation rate in minutes per inch
of fall and shall be in accordance with Table 16.6.2. For soils
with percolation rates of less than ten (<10) minutes per inch a
soil morphology test shall be required.
TABLE 22.6.2
SQUARE FOOTAGE OF ABSORPTION FIELD REQUIRED*
Minutes

Square Feet

per inch fall

Per Bedroom

Between 2 and 15

200

Between 15 and 30

250

140

Between 30
Over 45

and 45

300
Alternate system to be considered

*Except as provided in Section 22.10.

22.6.3 For establishments other than a single family residence,
subsection 22.3.7. shall be used to estimate the sewage flow
rate. (Also, see Paragraph 22.8.)
22.6.4 The thickness of the porous soil below the point of the
percolation test must be determined by means of using a soil
auger. The effective absorption area shall be calculated only
within this porous soil.
22.7 Morphology Tests. The following rules and regulations shall
apply to the performance of morphology tests.
22.7.1 Follow the procedure as defined in the most current
edition of the Missouri Department of Health Rules Governing Onsite Sewage Systems. The minimum size of hole dug for shall be
twenty four (24") inches wide and four (4') foot long at its
deepest point, a minimum of five (5') feet deep, or to bedrock
if at less than five (5') feet deep. A tube type morphology
test may be used with the approval of the authority having
jurisdiction.
22.8 Subsoil Investigation. In conjunction with the percolation
test, and/or soil morphology test a subsoil investigation shall
also be made. If rock, hardpan, or other impermeable stratum is
found at a depth less than four (4’) feet, or if the ground
water table is less than four (4’) feet below grade during any
prolonged period, the Code Official shall determine whether an
absorption field system is appropriate and if so the size of the
absorption field required.
22.9 Code Official Field Survey Checklist. Upon receipt of an
individual sanitary sewage system application an on-site field
survey shall be performed. The property owner or his authorized
representative shall be present at the Code Official’s field
survey and sign the Field Survey Check List. Any authorized
representative must have the property owner’s notarized
authorization in writing to be filed with the Office of Plumbing
and Sewer Inspections.
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The Field Survey Check List, site plans with sewage treatment
design, and all percolation data and/or all soil morphology data
shall be approved by the Code Official and on file with the
Office of Plumbing and Sewer Inspections prior to the issuing of
the building permit.
22.9 Sewage Tank/Mechanical Sanitary Sewage Treatment Plant.
22.9.1 Plans for all mechanical sanitary sewage treatment plants
shall be submitted to the Code Official for approval. Such
plans shall show all dimensions, reinforcing structural
calculations and such other pertinent data as may be required by
the Code Official. Such facilities shall have NSF approval for
minimum type 1 discharge.
22.9.2 Installation of all mechanical sanitary sewage treatment
plants shall comply with the manufacturing specifications and
guidelines.
22.9.3 All mechanical sanitary sewage treatment plants shall be
sized by an engineer but in no case shall it be less than the
manufacturers specifications and guidelines or have less than a
minimum treatment capacity of one hundred twenty gallons per
bedroom per day (120 gals. pbd), or one thousand gallons (1000
gals) whichever is greater.
22.9.4 Mechanical sanitary sewage treatment plants shall be
brought to within the maximum of fourteen (14”) inches of the
finished grade. Where the Code Official permits a greater
depth, the access manhole, minimum inside diameter thirty-six
inches, must be extended to the finished grade and the manhole
shall have a concrete marker at grade.
22.9.5 The effluent from all mechanical sanitary sewage
treatment plants shall be disposed of underground by sub-surface
absorption or other methods as approved by the Code Official.
22.9.6 When required by the Authority Having
flow meter shall be installed to measure the
the treatment unit and prior to entering the
absorption field or other method as approved
Official.

Jurisdiction, a
actual flow leaving
sub-surface
by the Code

22.10 Absorption Trenches.
22.10.1 Absorption trenches shall be designed and constructed on
the basis of the required effective absorption rate.
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Percolati
on
Rate
(min./in.
)

Absorption Loading
Loading
Rate
Area
(sq.ft./bedr
(gal./sq.
oom)
ft.)*
150
1.0
<10**
11–30
200
0.8
31–45
265
0.45
46–60*** 300
0.4
61–1
600
0.2
20***Æ
*
Gallons
of sewage tank effluent per day per
square foot of trench bottom.
**

Soils with percolation rates of one to ten minutes
per inch (1– 10 min./in.) or less shall either be
evaluated for severe geological limitations by a
registered geologist or a soil morphology examination
shall be required.

***

Note: When percolation rate is greater than fortyfive minutes per inch (45 min./in.), backfill above
infiltration barrier shall be sand, loamy sand or
sandy loam, when available. Two to four inches (2–4")
of loamy soil shall be used to cap the sandy
backfill. This is to keep rainwater from entering
the system.

Must be designed and approved by a Missouri registered
engineer.
22.10.2 All filter material shall be graveless unless approved
by the Code Official. As a reference a type of graveless
material that would be acceptable would be E-Z Flow Aggregate
System or Enviro Chamber System or Infiltrator System Chambers
or 4 inch corrugated plastic pipe meeting ASTM F405 High Density
standards, or other system or material deemed equivalent by the
Code Official.
If filter material is approved by the Code Official it shall
cover the tile and extend the full width of the trench and shall
be not be less than twelve (12”) inches deep beneath the bottom
of the tile, and two (2”) inches above the top of the tile. The
filter material shall be washed, Class "B" gravel. The filter
material shall be covered by untreated building paper or by a
minimum of eight (8”) inches of straw for a compacted thickness
of two (2”) inches or other material approved by Authority
Having Jurisdiction as the laying of the drain pipe proceeds.
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22.10.3 All piping and piping fittings shall be designed for
septic tank absorption field construction and shall be approved
by the Code Official. When four 4" (inch) diameter corrugated
plastic tubing is used it shall not be less than ASTM F405 High
Density standards. The corrugated tubing shall have three (3)
rows of not less than one-half inch (<½") or greater than threefourths inch (>3/4") diameter holes and spaced longitudinally at
four inches (4") on centers. Coiled tubing shall not be used.
22.10.4 Maximum length of lateral absorption lines shall not
exceed one hundred (100’) feet. The trench bottom shall be
uniformly graded to slope from a minimum of two (2”) inches to a
maximum of four (4”) inches per one hundred (100’) feet.
22.10.5 Disposal field trenches shall have a bottom width of
eighteen to thirty-six (18 to 36”) inches; a depth of eighteen
to thirty (18 to 30”) inches and be spaced not less than ten
(<10’) feet apart (measured from edge of trenches).
22.10.6 Compaction and/or smearing of soils on the trench
sidewalls and trench bottom occurring during excavation shall be
avoided. When compaction and/or smearing of soils do occur the
soil area shall be roughened and scratched to natural soil
condition.
22.10.7 Dosing is required for all systems, except serial
distribution systems, and shall be provided when the design flow
requires more than 500 lineal feet of distribution line. Dosing
shall be required when the distance between the bottom of the
trench and a limiting condition is less than two feet (2’).
22.11 Evaporation/Irrigation Alternate Design.
22.11.1 When an absorption disposal field cannot be used for
effluent disposal due to limiting soil characteristics, an
evaporation/irrigation system may be installed. When the
percolation tests are greater than one hundred-twenty (>120)
minutes per inch, (mpi), or soil conditions are limited another
alternate disposal design may be considered. The Code Official
shall approve all alternate designs.
22.11.2 Evaporation irrigation trenches shall be designed and
constructed on the basis of one hundred-fifty (150’) lineal feet
per bedroom for individual single-family dwellings. All other
establishments shall be constructed on the basis of one point
five (1.5’) lineal feet of drain field per gallon of sewage
flow, but in no case less than two hundred (200’) lineal feet.
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22.11.3 Maximum length of lateral evaporation irrigation lines
shall not exceed one hundred (100’) feet.
22.11.4 The trench bottom shall be uniformly graded to slope a
maximum of two (2”) inches per one hundred (100”) feet.
22.11.5 Disposal field trenches shall have a bottom width of not
less than eighteen (<18”) inches nor greater than twenty-four
(>24”) inches. A maximum depth of eighteen (18”) inches and a
minimum depth of ten (10”) inches and be spaced not less than
ten (<10’) feet apart (measured from edge of trenches).
22.11.6 Evaporation irrigation lines shall be constructed of
four (4) inch corrugated perforated plastic piping not less than
ASTM F-405 High Density specifications. The corrugated tubing
shall have three (3) holes of not less than one-half inch (<½")
or greater than three-fourths (>3/4") diameter holes and spaced
longitudinally at four inches (4") on centers. All corrugated
perforated piping shall be encased with a filter wrap of spunbonded nylon, spun-bonded polypropylene or other substantially
equivalent material approved by the Code Official. The Code
Official shall approve all other piping designed for
evaporation/irrigation lines. Coiled tubing shall not be used.
22.11.7 The piping and the full width of the trench shall be
covered by a minimum of eight (8”) inches of straw for a
compacted thickness of two (2”) inches over pipe or other
approved filter material. The trench shall then be backfilled
with clean soils consisting of sandy loam, clay loam, or silky
clay loam. Backfill shall be free of rocks, hard clay soils,
and debris.
22.11.8 All evaporation/irrigation disposal trenches shall be
aerated manually after backfilling of the trenches. All
trenches shall be seeded and strawed prior to any disturbance of
the aerated soil.
22.11.9 Reserved for future use.
22.11.10 Evidence of effluent discharge at the end of the last
evaporation irrigation trench shall be interpreted as
insufficient drain field footage and require the immediate
addition of drain field.
22.12 Sand Filters.
22.12.l General Specifications for Design and Construction of a
Sand Filter with Chlorination.
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22.12.1.1 General. A sand filter shall consist of a bed of
clean, graded sand on which septic tank effluent is distributed
by means of a siphon and pipe, with the effluent percolating
through the bed to a series of under drains through which it
passes to the point of disposal.
22.12.1.2 Filter Size. The filter size shall be determined on
the basis of one point one five (1.15) gallons per square foot
per day if covered and two point three (2.3) gallons per square
foot per day if an open filter is to be used.
22.12.1.3 Dosing Tank Size. The septic tank effluent shall enter
a dosing siphon tank of a size to provide one (l”) inch coverage
of the sand filter.
22.12.1.4 Siphon. The siphon shall be of a commercial type and
shall discharge the effluent to the sand filter intermittently.
The siphon shall be omitted if a pump is used to lift septic
tank effluent to the sand filter.
22.12.1.5 Surge Tank. A surge tank shall be used to receive the
pump discharge prior to dosing on the sand filter.
22.12.1.6 Underdrains. Four-inch diameter vitrified clay pipe in
two (2’) foot lengths laid with one-half (½”) inch open joints
or unglazed farm tile in one (1’) foot lengths laid with open
joints, with the top half of each joint covered with four
(4”)inch wide strips of tar paper, burlap, or copper screen, or
perforated bituminized-fiber pipe or other approved material
shall be used for the under drains.
22.12.1.7 Underdrain Bed. The under drain pipes shall be laid at
the bottom of fine sand filter, surrounded by washed gravel,
crushed stone, slag, or clean bank run gravel ranging in size
from one-half (½”) inch to two and one-half (2½”) inches and
free of fines, dust, ashes or clay. The gravel shall extend
from at least two (2”) inches below the bottom of the tile to a
minimum of two (2”) inches above the top of the tile.
22.12.1.8 Underdrain Slope and Spacing. The under drains shall
have a slope from two (2”) inches to four (4”) inches per one
hundred (100’) feet and shall be placed at eight (8’) foot
intervals.
22.12.1.9 Underdrain Fill. Above the gravel or other material
surrounding the under drain shall be placed two (2’) feet of
washed and graded sand having an effective size of from 0.35-0.5
mm and a uniformity coefficient of not over three point five
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(3.5) (the effective size of a sand is that size of which ten
percent (10%) by weight is smaller and the uniformity
coefficient is the ratio of that size of which sixty percent
(60%) by weight is smaller than the effective size).
22.12.1.10 Distribution Pipes. The distribution pipes shall be
laid at the surface of the sand, surrounded by gravel as
specified for the under drains.
22.12.1.11 Gravel Cover. The gravel should be covered with
untreated building paper and the entire area covered.
22.12.1.12 Open Filter. If the filter is an open one, the four
(4) sides shall be constructed of wood or concrete to prevent
earth erosion from entering the sand filter bed.
22.12.1.13 Chlorine Contact Tank. The chlorine contact tank for
disinfections of sand filter effluent and individual mechanical
sanitary sewage treatment plants shall provide twenty (20)
minute detention at average flow but in no case shall the
capacity be less than fifty (<50) gallons. Chlorine control
should be provided by the use of hypochlorite or chlorine
machines commercially available.
22.13 Protection of Disposal Fields.
22.13.1 All disposal field areas shall be protected from damage
caused by, but not limited to pavement, vehicles, animals,
tillage or other uses, which might affect the design and/or
operation of the system.
22.14 Forced Line Systems.
22.14.l A holding tank of a minimum of one days flow from the
building or five hundred gallon capacity whichever is greater
shall be used to receive the building discharge prior to
entering the pump and the forced line.
22.14.2 A slow down area shall be established between the forced
line and the drain field. The slow down area shall be of
sufficient size or length to prevent a surge of effluent through
the drain field.
22.15 Bedroom Additions to Existing Single Family Dwellings.
22.15.1
Where an alternation and/or additions are made to an
existing single family dwelling resulting in an increase in the
number of bedrooms, the existing disposal field shall be
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enlarged to the minimum of:
ABSORPTION
DISPOSAL FIELD

ALTERNATE DESIGN:

One hundred fifty square feet
which is equal to 75 lineal feet
of 2 foot wide trench per
bedroom. If percolation data is
available for existing
absorption field the
Administrative Authority may
adjust footage requirements.
100 Lineal feet per bedroom.

EVAPORATION IRRIGATION

22.16 Building Sewer and Land Block Step Downs.
22.16.1 All piping from building drain to individual sewage
disposal systems shall be six (6”) inches and a (6”) inch vent
trap shall be installed at the inlet end of the mechanical
sanitary sewage treatment plant.
22.16.2 All land block step-downs for absorption and/or
evaporation/irrigation disposal trenches shall be of solid
piping not less than scheduled 35 sewer piping.
22.16.3.1 Connections between corrugated pipe and SDR 35
fittings shall be made using approved rubber coupling.
22.17 Scavengers-Sewage and Waste Disposal.
22.17.1 All solid and liquid contents of chemical toilets,
septic tanks, seepage pits, and watertight pits for septic tank
effluent shall be removed and disposed of in accordance with the
Rules and Regulations of the St. Louis County Health Department.
22.18 Commercial Absorption Field Installations.
22.18.1 Design criteria for commercial absorption field
installations with guidelines from paragraphs 22.3.7 and 22 .5
and 22.8.
1.
35.4 minutes per one-inch (1") fall is utilized in the
sample method as illustrated below.
2.

When designing a system you must obtain the proper
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percolation rate of the soil at the construction site before
making any calculations.
3.
Percolation test results = 35.4 minutes per one inch (1")
fall.
4.
35.4 for one-inch (1") fall - 300 sq. Ft. of absorption
field per bedroom - Table 16.6.2.
5.

One (1) bedroom - occupancy for two (2) persons.

6.
300 sq. Ft. absorption field per bedroom = 150 sq. Ft.
absorption field per person.
7.

Water usage = 100 G.P.D. per person.

8.
100 G.P.D. per person discharging into 150 sq. Ft. area of
absorption field = 1.0 gallons discharging into 1.5 sq. Ft. area
of absorption field.
9.
System being designed is a church with kitchen facilities
with peak population of 500 persons.
10. Paragraph 22.5 states for this type of building the G.P.D.
water usage for each person is 5 G.P.D.
11.

500 persons x 5 G.P.D. = 2500 G.P.D.

12. Multiply 1200 G.P.D. flow by required 1.5 sq. ft. of
absorption area per gallon = 3750 sq. ft.
13.

Absorption trench not to exceed 24 inches in width.

14.

2 sq. ft. = 1 Lineal ft or 24 inch wide trench.

15.

3750 sq. ft. 2 sq. ft. Per lineal ft = 1875 feet.

22.19 Alternate Systems. The following systems meeting the
specified criteria are acceptable designs.
22.19.1 Drip Irrigation.
1.

Definition: Drip Effluent/Irrigation System
(A) Low volume, time controlled, and site specific
engineered method of uniformly distributing NSF Class 1
treated, chlorinated and de-chlorinated effluent over a
specific area of soil, at a specified depth, that will
allow the soil to absorb the treated effluent at a set rate
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(gal/day/sq ft) as specified in Title 19 - Department of
Health, Division 20- Environmental Health and Epidemiology,
Chapter.
(B) General Sanitation guidelines for the State of
Missouri, for the morphology of the disposal area to be
used.
1.

Components of: Drip Effluent / Irrigation Systems

The components of the system shall include the items listed
below:
(A)

Treatment Tank

Treatment of the domestic wastewater shall be accomplished
by the extended aeration process with non-mechanical flow
equalization, pretreatment of the influent and filtration,
chlorination and de-chlorination of the final effluent.
The use of ultraviolet treatment may be added at the option
of the registered design professional. The treatment
system shall provide primary, secondary, and tertiary
treatment of the wastewater flow and be contained within a
reinforced pre-cast concrete tank meeting ACT standard 31895, minimum size One thousand (1000) gallon.
Systems
utilizing fiberglass, steel or plastic tanks are subject to
review and individual approval to be considered for this
application and shall be provided with protection against
corrosion and deterioration. All tanks shall be prevented
from flotation when dewatered as required.
(B)

Holding Tank

A minimum One Thousand (1000) gallon low inlet pre-cast
holding tank, with an access riser, necessary plumbing and
electrical connections, all of which are cast into the tank
at time of manufacture, will receive the treated effluent.
No other openings should exist in order to eliminate
possible ground water infiltration. The following
components shall be installed in the tank:
(1) Pump: A properly sized, high head, filtered,
intake effluent pump rated for continuous duty and
designed for use in effluent water conditions shall be
installed in the system. Pressure and flow
requirements shall be determined by hydraulic
calculation of elevation change, pipe friction loss,
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drip line pressure loss and pressure required to flush
drip tubing at the recommended rate of one point five
(1.5) ft per sec. Minimum size of pump, sized by the
registered engineer responsible for the design, is to
be indicated on the drawings submitted for review.
(2) Pump Control: Pump operation shall be controlled
by properly set floats connected to a vapor-proof
junction box and wired in conjunction with the dosing
controller.
(3) Pump Discharge Line: The pump discharge line from
the pump to the field discharge manifold will include
an adjustable pressure relief valve capable of being
set at ninety percent (90%) of the pumps maximum
discharge pressure so as to allow the pump to be able
to run at a reduced working pressure in case of filter
plugging.
(4) Air Vent: A one (1”) inch Air Vent shall be
installed on the pump discharge line at the highest
point available prior to installation of the drip
tubing, at the highest points and at the end on both
the Distribution and the Return Manifolds.
(5) Filter: A properly sized Disc “T” type Filter of
one hundred-twenty (120) mesh, or approved equivalent,
shall be installed on the discharge end of the pumping
system and be located in a position to be monitored,
cleaned and maintained on a regular basis.
(6) Dosing Controller: The dosing controller shall be
externally mounted and be capable of twenty-four (24)
hour continuous operation with repeatable start and
stop times, and be able to be programmed as required
to meet the desired application rates. The controller
shall have HOA capability, (hand or automatic), and
shall have adequate alarm, both horn and light, and
alarm test capability, and be able to actuate twentyfour (24) volt solenoid on the discharge manifold for
a specific time after pre-selected number of dosing
cycles. The Dosing Controller shall control all zones.
(C)

Drip Tubing Field

The following components shall be included in the Drip
Tubing Field:
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(1) Distribution Manifold: The distribution manifold
from the pump to the drip tubing lines shall be of PVC
Sch.40 and shall be properly sized using standard
hydraulic principals, this being a pressurized system,
for the hydraulic load and pressure loss desired. One
end of the drip tubing run, or lateral, will be
connected to the distribution manifold at the designed
system distance and depth required, by means of a
properly sized compression fitting at ninety (90)
degrees to the manifold. A properly sized air and
vacuum relief valve shall be installed in this
manifold at the highest points and at the end.
(2) Drip Tubing: Tubing is to be seventeen (17)
millimeter O.D. with a minimum of fifty (50) mil wall.
Emitters shall be pressure compensating and of the
same material as the tubing, self-flushing, able to
pass particles up to eight hundred (800)microns, shall
be factory installed on two (2’) foot centers and have
a discharge rate of 0.61 gph at a pressure range of
seven to sixty (7 to 60). The length allowed for each
run shall be determined by performance graphs of the
product and the topography of the site using standard
hydraulic principles, this being a pressurized system.
Inspector is to be given, at time of inspection, a
minimum one (1’) foot length sample of the installed
tubing, which contains an emitter, and the
identification tags taken from the coil of the
installed tubing.
(3) Return Manifold: The Return Manifold shall be of
PVC Sch.40 and shall be properly sized using standard
hydraulic principals, this being a pressurized system,
for the hydraulic load and pressure loss desired. The
discharge end of the drip tubing shall be connected at
ninety (90) degrees to the manifold with a properly
sized positive locking fitting to the return manifold.
The return manifold shall connect the discharge end of
the drip tubing run, or lateral, to the primary
treatment tank and shall be laid out in a reverse
return configuration so that the drip lateral that is
first on the distribution manifold of the system is
last on the return manifold in a manner that assures
pressure balance in the system and therefore uniform
flow. A properly sized air and vacuum relief valve
shall be installed in this manifold at the highest
points and at the end. A solenoid valve shall be
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connected in the return manifold in order to
depressurize the line for the flushing cycle allowing
the maximum flow rate to be generated during flushing.
Frequency of flushing and length of flush time shall
be determined by the size of the field and rate of use
expected. All manifolds shall have the capability of
being individually flushed and drained.
2.

St. Louis County Requirements

The following shall be provided to the Plumbing Inspection
Department of St. Louis County Department of Public Works prior
to approval for occupancy or as indicated:
(A) Certification by Design Professional: Upon completion
of construction of the Drip Effluent / Irrigation Private
Sewage System and prior to the occupancy permit being
issued, it shall be the responsibility of the registered
design professional who submitted the design to provide a
signed and sealed letter stating his/her approval of the
installation to the Plumbing Inspection Department of the
St. Louis County Department of Public Works.
(B) Initial Maintenance Policy: A two-year (2) maintenance
policy shall be obtained for the treatment plant, pumps,
filters, related equipment, and other components of the
Drip Effluent / Irrigation Private Sewage System. A copy
of this maintenance policy shall be provided as soon as
possible, but no later than thirty (30) days following
issuance of occupancy permit, to the Plumbing Inspection
Department of St. Louis County Department of Public Works.
Maintenance policies obtained after the initial maintenance
policy are recommended but not required to be provided.
Failure to properly service the system on a regular basis
could cause system malfunction requiring extensive repairs
and loss of system use. A record of maintenance and a copy
of all maintenance policies must be maintained on site.
(C) Annual Inspection: An inspection of the installation
of the Drip Effluent/Irrigation Private Sewage System shall
be conducted annually with a copy of the inspection report
filed with the Plumbing Inspection Department of the St.
Louis County Department of Public Works. A record of
inspections including the date of the inspection, the
license number and name of the inspector, and the name,
address, and phone number of the inspectors employer shall
be kept on the premises and shall be prominently posted in
a permanent weather proof container in plain view of the
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sewage system.
(1) Owner Instruction: Copies of approved system
drawings, and the requirements of these rules and
regulations shall be provided to the owner/s prior to,
or at the time of occupancy.
(2) Subsequent Owner Notification: A copy of all test
reports, records of all maintenance, copies of
approved system drawings, and the requirements of
these rules and regulations shall be provided to
subsequent owners at the time of transfer of title.
Note: Typical Drip Effluent/Irrigation Private Sewage System
schematic is attached in the Appendix and is a part of the
requirements for the installation of this type of sewage system.
22.19.2 Low Pressure Piping (L.P.P.).
1.

2.

3.

L.P.P. GOALS:
(A)

Uniform distribution of effluent

(B)

Dosing and resting cycles

(C)

Shallow placement of trenches

L.P.P. CONSIST OF:
(A)

Class I waste treatment tank - 1200 gallon minimum

(B)

Pumping tank, flow chamber - 1000 gallon minimum

(C)

Submerged, non-corrosive sump pump and lever control

(D)

High water alarm

(E)

Supply line and manifold

(F)

Distribution laterals

(G)

Suitable site and soil depth

Low Pressure Piping: The following requirements must be met:
(A) Use five-thirty two (5/32”) inch holes every five (5’)
feet of pipe. Holes must be drilled in a straight line on
one side of the pipe.
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(B) Pea gravel or washed gravel 6 inches in bottom of
trench, two to four (2-4”) inches over pipe.
(C) Trenches must be on contour, a transit will be
required. Trench width six (6”) inches, depth eighteen to
twenty-two (18-22”) inches.
(D) Use two (2’) foot manifold pipe if pump distance is
more than one hundred (>100’) feet from dosing chamber.
(E) Minimum size pump allowed 4/10 H.P.
recommended.
(F)

However ½ H.P. is

Two chamber dosing tank - 1000 gallon minimum.

(G) To pressurize this system, stand pipes using 5/32 inch
holes must be used. Two psi minimum required.
(H) Piping can be 160 psi but recommend schedule 40. Use
of SDR21 on two (2”) inch manifold will help the flow rate.
(I) Minimum field size -600 lineal feet for a 3 bedroom
house.
(J) A minimum of 12 inches of soil between the bottom of
trench and a restrictive horizon. e.g bedrock, hardpan,
seasonal high water table.
(K) If lateral lines are lower than the dosing tank, a
1/3" deep hole will be required in the pump line.
(L) If effluent will run back down from the manifold, a
check valve will be required.
(M) The manifold pipe should be trenched one foot below
the lateral lines (24-30 inch depth). Manifold pipe must
be backfilled with tightly tamped soil.
(N)

Ball valves will be required.

(O) Laterals should be longer than 80' due to friction
loss.
(P)

Pumps:
(1)

Must be NEMA approved.

(2) Must have reliable high water alarm system.
Alarm must be on separate circuit from the pump and be
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audible.
(3)

A test switch is needed for the alarm.

(4)

Mercury float switches are required.

(5) Pump must be non-corrosive and have a double
seal.
(6) Pump should be situated on top of two concrete
blocks.
(7)

Controls should be attached to outlet pipe.

(8) High water float must be mounted 2 feet above
upper “Pump On” control.
(9) Pump outlet pipe should be connected to supply
manifold with threaded PVC union.
(10) Wiring must be maintained watertight.
(11) Junction boxes** will be required for high water
alarm and pump wiring. It is preferable to mount
junction box on wood outside dosing tank.
**Model #10-0086 “J-pak” 4 hole with 6 liquid tight
non-corrosive connections. Each box contains four (4)
cable connectors for 16 AWG or 18 AWG 3 conductor SO
jacketed cable and one (1) connector for 12 AWG or 14
AWG 3 conductor UF type cable and one (1) connector or
18 AWG 2 conductor S.O. jacketed cable suitable for
mercury float switch.**
4.

Additional Information on Laterals:
(A) Lateral lines should be 1-¼ inch PVC (160 psi) or
(Sch.40).
(B) End of each lateral is capped and turned up to provide
access. Use 90 degree elbows, bury cap 2 inches below
ground.
(C)

Laterals should not slope away from manifold.

(D) Each lateral must be 12 inches higher than supply
manifold to prevent backflow.
(E)

Small earthen dams are placed at the beginning of each
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trench and at twenty (20”)inch intervals.
(F) The first hole should be thirty (30”) inches from the
manifold, and the last hole should be thirty (30”) inches
from the end of the lateral pipe.

APPENDICES ST.LOUIS COUNTY ORDINANCE
APPENDIX A
1103.418A Amendments to the Uniform Plumbing Code – Appendix A
Recommended Rules for Sizing the Water Supply System.
Appendix A of the 2015 Uniform Plumbing Code is included in the
Plumbing Code with no changes.
If any conflict of interpretations, requirements, or Ordinance
sections of this Chapter occur between other similar Code
provisions and other St. Louis County Ordinances the more
stringent requirement shall apply.
APPENDIX B
1103.418B Amendments to the Uniform Plumbing Code – Appendix B –
Explanatory Notes on Combination Waste and Vent.
Appendix B of the 2015 Uniform Plumbing Code is included in the
Plumbing Code with no changes.
If any conflict of interpretations, requirements, or Ordinance
sections of this Chapter occur between other similar Code
provisions and other St. Louis County Ordinances the more
stringent requirement shall apply.

Appendix C Alternate Plumbing Systems.
Appendix C of the 2015 Uniform Plumbing Code is included in the
Plumbing Code with no changes.
If any conflict of interpretations, requirements, or Ordinance
sections of this Chapter occur between other similar Code
provisions and other St. Louis County Ordinances the more
stringent requirement shall apply.
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APPENDIX D
Appendix D—Sizing Storm Water Drainage Systems.
Appendix D of the 2015 Uniform Plumbing Code
following provisions.
Each section in the UPC that corresponds to
provisions is hereby deleted where so noted
as set forth below. Each section set forth
corresponding provision in the UPC is added

TM

is amended by the

one of the following
or amended to read
below without a
thereto.

Appendix D – Sizing Storm Water Drainage Systems
Appendix D of the 2015 Uniform Plumbing Code TM is amended and
included in the Plumbing Code with the following change:
1.
In Table D-1 the Maximum Rates of Rainfall for St. Louis
Missouri shall be 6.0 inches per hour and 0.063 GPM/Square Foot
in lieu of the values listed.
If any conflict of interpretations, requirements, or Ordinance
sections of this Chapter occur between other similar Code
provisions and other St. Louis County Ordinances the more
stringent requirement shall apply.

APPENDIX E
Appendix E - Manufactured/Mobile Home Parks and Recreation
Vehicle Parks
Appendix E of the 2015 Uniform Plumbing Code
following provisions.

TM

is amended by the

Each section in the UPC that corresponds to one of the following
provisions is hereby deleted where so noted or amended to read
as set forth below. Each section set forth below without a
corresponding provision in the UPC is added thereto.
Appendix E is included in the Plumbing Code with the following
changes:
The St. Louis County Mechanical Code shall govern installation
of Part D FUEL SUPPLY.
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APPENDIX G
Appendix G Sizing of Venting Systems
Appendix G of the 2015 Uniform Plumbing Code is included in the
Plumbing Code with no changes.
If any conflict of interpretations, requirements, or Ordinance
sections of this Chapter occur between other similar Code
provisions and other St. Louis County Ordinances the more
stringent requirement shall apply.

APPENDIX I
Appendix I Installation Standard for PEX Tubing Systems for Hotand Cold-Water Distribution
Appendix I of the 2015 Uniform Plumbing Code is included in the
Plumbing Code with no changes.
If any conflict of interpretations, requirements, or Ordinance
sections of this Chapter occur between other similar Code
provisions and other St. Louis County Ordinances the more
stringent requirement shall apply.

APPENDIX J
Appendix J Combination of Indoor and Outdoor Combustion and
Ventilation Opening Design
Appendix J of the 2015 Uniform Plumbing Code is included in the
Plumbing Code with no changes.
If any conflict of interpretations, requirements, or Ordinance
sections of this Chapter occur between other similar Code
provisions and other St. Louis County Ordinances the more
stringent requirement shall apply.

APPENDIX K
Appendix K Potable Rainwater Catchment Systems
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Appendix K of the 2015 Uniform Plumbing Code is included in the
Plumbing Code with no changes.
If any conflict of interpretations, requirements, or Ordinance
sections of this Chapter occur between other similar Code
provisions and other St. Louis County Ordinances the more
stringent requirement shall apply.

1103.418L Amendments to the Uniform Plumbing Code
– Alternate Plumbing Systems.

TM –

APPENDIX L

Appendix L of the 2015 Uniform Plumbing Code TM is amended by the
following provisions. Each section in the UPC that corresponds
to one of the following provisions is hereby deleted where so
noted or amended to read as set forth below. Each section set
forth below without a corresponding provision in the UPC is
added thereto.
Appendix L is accepted by the Plumbing Code as a reference only
and may be used as an engineered system if approved by the
Authority Having Jurisdiction.
If any conflict of interpretations, requirements, or Ordinance
sections of this Chapter occur between other similar Code
provisions and other St. Louis County Ordinances the more
stringent shall apply.

APPENDIX L
Appendix L Sustainable Practices
Appendix L of the 2015 Uniform Plumbing Code is included in the
Plumbing Code with no changes.
If any conflict of interpretations, requirements, or Ordinance
sections of this Chapter occur between other similar Code
provisions and other St. Louis County Ordinances the more
stringent requirement shall apply
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1103.418M Amendments To The Uniform Plumbing Code
– Code Illustrations.

TM

-APPENDIX M

Appendix M, A copy of which is maintained on the St. Louis
County internet under Public Works, is hereby enacted and added
as an additional appendix to the 2015 Uniform Plumbing Code TM
The drawings contained in Appendix M are intended to aid in the
clarification of various methods, installation practices and
piping configurations, which conform to the requirements of this
Code.

If any conflict of interpretations, requirements, or Ordinance
sections of this Chapter occur between other similar Code
provisions and other St. Louis County Ordinances the more
stringent shall apply.
SECTION 2. The provisions of this Ordinance shall become
effective on 1st day of the next month following ninety (90)
calendar days after its adoption by the County Council and
approval of the County Executive.

ADOPTED: _ June 4, 2019

APPROVED: __June 5, 2019___

_ ___________ERNEST TRAKAS__________
PRESIDING OFFICER, COUNTY COUNCIL

___________SAM PAGE______________
COUNTY EXECUTIVE

ATTEST: ___GENEVIEVE M. FRANK ___
ADMINISTRATIVE DIRECTOR
APPROVED AS TO LEGAL FORM:
____ MICKI WOCHNER
_
ACTING COUNTY COUNSELOR
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Recommended by: City Staff

Bill No.
Ordinance No.

17-2019
2019-

AN ORDINANCE BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF OVERLAND,
MISSOURI, TO AMEND ARTICLE II CODE ADOPTIONS AND AMENDMENTS,
SECTION 500.090: ADOPTION OF PROPERTY MAINTENANCE CODE AND
SECTION 500.100 PROPERTY MAINTENANCE CODE – ADDITIONS,
INSERTIONS AND CHANGES
NOW THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE
CITY OF OVERLAND, ST. LOUIS, COUNTY, MISSOURI, AS FOLLOWS:
Section 1: That Chapter 500 of the Municipal Code of the City of Overland,
Missouri, is hereby amended by the repeal of Section 500.090: Adoption of Property
Maintenance Code and in its entirety; and
Section 2: That Chapter 500 of the Municipal Code of the City of Overland,
Missouri, is hereby amended by the deletion of Section 500.100 Property Maintenance
Code – Additions, Insertions and Changes in its entirety; and
Section 3: That Chapter 500 of the Municipal Code of the City of Overland,
Missouri, is hereby amended by the adoption of a new Section 500.090 Property
Maintenance Code – Adopted and Amendments to read as follows;
A. Property Maintenance Code: A certain document, one (1) copy of which is on file
in the office of the City Clerk of the City of Overland, being marked and
designated, as "The 2015 International Property Maintenance Code" as published
by The International Code Council is hereby adopted as the Property Maintenance
Code of the City of Overland, in the State of Missouri; for the control of buildings
and structures as herein provided; and each and all of the regulations, provisions,
penalties, conditions and terms of said International Property Maintenance Code
are hereby referred to, adopted, and made a part hereof, as if fully set out in this
Section, with the additions, insertions, deletions and changes, if any, prescribed in
Section 500.100 of this Code.
B. Amendments to the Property Maintenance Code: The Property Maintenance Code
adopted in Subsection (A) is revised by the addition, deletion or modification of
the following:
1. Section 101.1 is hereby amended by substituting "City of Overland" for the
words "(name of jurisdiction)."
2. Section 103.1 is hereby repealed in its entirety and a new Section 103.1 is
hereby substituted in lieu thereof to read as follows:
1

103.1 Department of Property Maintenance Inspection defined: The term
"Department of Property Maintenance Inspection" whenever employed herein
shall be construed to mean the Department of Community Development of the
City of Overland, Missouri. The term "Code Official" shall be construed to
mean the Director of Community Development of the City of Overland,
Missouri or the duly authorized representative of the Director of Community
Development.
3. Section 106.4 is hereby repealed in its entirety and a new Section 106.4 is
hereby substituted in lieu thereof to read as follows:
Section 106.4 Violation Penalties: Any person violating or failing to comply
with any of the provisions of this Chapter shall be deemed guilty of a
misdemeanor and, upon conviction thereof, shall be punished as provided for
in Section 100.150 of this Code. Each day that a violation continues after due
notice has been served shall be deemed a separate offense.
4. Section 107.3 is hereby amended by inserting the words "of the owner(s) or
the person(s) responsible" after the words "last known address."
5. Section 108.1. General: is hereby repealed in its entirety and a new Section
108.1 is hereby substituted in lieu thereof to read as follows:
Section 108.1. General: When a structure or part thereof is found by the code
official to be unsafe, or when a structure or part thereof is found unfit for
human occupancy or use, or is found unlawful, it shall be condemned pursuant
to the provisions of the Code of Ordinances of the City of Overland and shall
be placarded and vacated. It shall not be reoccupied without approval of the
code official. Unsafe equipment shall be placarded and placed out of service.
6. Section 111.1 is hereby repealed in its entirety and a new Section 111.1 is
hereby substituted in lieu thereof to read as follows:
Section 111.1 Application for appeal: Any person directly affected by a
decision of the code official or a notice or order issued under this code shall
have the right to appeal to the board of appeals, provided that a written
application for appeal is filed within thirty (30) days after the day the decision,
notice or order was served. An application for appeal shall be based on a
claim that the true intent of this code or the rules legally adopted thereunder
have been incorrectly interpreted, the provisions of this code do not fully
apply, or the requirements of this code are adequately satisfied by other
means.
7. Section 202 General Definitions: is hereby amended to include the following
term(s) and applicable definition
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Appeals Board: Shall be the City of Overland, Board of Adjustment.
8. Section 302.3 Sidewalks and Driveways: is hereby amended by adding thereto
a new Section 302.3.1 to read as follows:
Section 302.3.1 Driveways, Parking Spaces: Residential driveways and
parking spaces must be maintained in good repair and free of safety hazards.
Surface coating for residential use shall not be less than two (2) inches of
asphalt or four (4) inches of concrete installed over a compacted rock base.
Driveways and parking spaces in residential areas shall not exceed eighteen
(18) feet in width extending from the street to the building or may not exceed
twenty-five percent (25%) of the front yard as defined by the Overland Zoning
Ordinance.
9. Section 302.4 to be amended to identify eight (8) inches in height.
10. Section 304.14 is hereby amended by substituting "April 1 to September 30"
for the words "[DATE] to [DATE]."
11. Section 304.13.1 is hereby repealed in its entirety and a new Section 304.13.1
is hereby substituted in lieu thereof to read as follows:
Section PM-304.13.1 Glazing: Every window and exterior door, exterior
transom or exterior side light shall be provided with properly installed glass or
other approved glazing material without holes, open cracks, or multiple cracks
in the same pane or sheet. In the event of breakage, the owner or other person
responsible shall cause the immediate removal of broken glass from the
premises and shall temporarily board up the affected openings with suitable
material to provide protection from the elements and to prevent entry or
insects, birds, or animals and to provide security to occupants and contents of
the building.
The boarding up of exterior wall openings of occupied structures shall be
limited to temporary use unless the assemblage of material used fully meets
the fire-resistant requirements of the building code and has been installed in
accordance with the conditions of a duly issued building permit. If any part of
a boarded-up building is occupied, or unoccupied, it shall be the duty of the
code official to notify the owner or other person responsible, giving a period
of not more than thirty (30) days in which to replace with permanent
construction meeting the requirements of the building code. The code official
shall have the authority to grant an extension(s), in thirty (30) day increments,
to the owner or person responsible with a showing of good cause as
determined by the code official. It shall be unlawful for any person to fail to
comply with the order of the code official contained in such notice.
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12. Section 504.1 is hereby repealed in its entirety and a new Section 504.1 is
hereby substituted in lieu thereof to read as follows:
Section 504.1. General: All plumbing fixtures shall be properly connected to
a public sewer system and public water system. All plumbing fixtures shall be
properly installed and maintained in working order and shall be kept free from
obstructions, leaks and defects and be capable of performing the function for
which such plumbing fixtures are designed. All plumbing fixtures shall be
maintained in a safe, sanitary and functional condition.
13. Section 602.3 is hereby amended by substituting "September 1 to May 31" for
the words "[DATE] to [DATE]."
14. Section 602.4 is hereby amended by substituting "September 1 to May 31" for
the words "[DATE] to [DATE]."
15. Section 603 Mechanical Equipment is hereby amended to read as follows:
Section 603.1 Mechanical appliances: Mechanical appliances, fireplaces
solid fuel-burning appliances, cooking appliances and water heating
appliances shall be properly installed and maintained in a safe working
condition, and shall be capable of performing the intended function.
Section 603.1.1 Safety controls: Safety controls, including devices to prevent
cooking, appliances from tipping or leading forward, shall be installed and
maintained in effective operation.
16. Section 605 Electrical Equipment is hereby amended to read as follows:
Section 605.2.1 Ground fault circuit interrupters: All receptacles, within
six (6) feet of a water source, shall have ground fault circuit interrupter
protection.
17. Section 702.4 is hereby repealed in its entirety and a new Section 702.4 is
hereby substituted in lieu thereof to read as follows:
Section 702.4 Emergency Escape Openings: Required emergency escape
openings shall be maintained in accordance with the code in effect at the time
of construction, and the following. Required emergency escape and rescue
openings shall be operational from the inside of the room without the use of
keys or tools. Bars, grilles, grates or similar devices are permitted to be placed
over emergency escape and rescue openings provided the minimum net clear
opening size complies with the code that was in effect at the time of
construction and such devices shall be releasable or removable from the inside
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without the use of a key, tool or force greater than that which is required for
normal operation of the escape and rescue opening. Where such bars, grilles,
grates or similar devices are installed in existing buildings, smoke detectors
shall be installed in accordance with Section 704 Fire Protection Systems of
the 2015 International Property Maintenance Code.
18. Section 703 is hereby amended by adding thereto a new Section 703.3 to read
as follows:
703.3 Attached garages: Private garages located beneath a dwelling shall
have walls, partitions, floors and ceilings constructed of not less than one (1)
hour fire-resistance rating separating the garage space from the dwelling.
Private garages attached to a dwelling shall be completely separated from the
dwelling including the attic area by means of five-eights (5/8) inch gypsum
board or equivalent applied to the garage and taped at the joints. Door opening
protectives on all doors leading from any attached garage to a dwelling shall
be a minimum of one and three-eighths (1 3/8) inch solid core doors or
equivalent.
19. Chapter 7 Fire Safety Requirements is hereby amended to add a new section
to read as follows:
Section 705 Carbon Monoxide Alarms.
Section 705.1 Where required: Carbon monoxide alarms shall be
provided in dwelling units where either or both of the following conditions
exist.
a. The dwelling unit contains a fuel-fired appliance.
b. The dwelling unit has an attached garage with an opening that
communicates with the dwelling unit.
Section 705.2 Location: Carbon monoxide alarms in dwelling units shall
be installed outside of each separate sleeping area in the immediate
vicinity of the bedrooms. Where a fuel-burning appliance is located within
a bedroom or its attached bathroom, a carbon monoxide alarm shall be
installed within the bedroom.
Section 705.3 Combination alarms: Combination carbon monoxide and
smoke alarm shall be permitted to be used in lieu of carbon monoxide
alarms.
Section 705.4 Power source: Carbon monoxide alarms shall receive
power from an AC power source and shall contain a battery backup.
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Exceptions:
i. Carbon Monoxide Alarms are permitted to be solely battery
operated in existing buildings where no construction is taking
place.
ii. Carbon Monoxide Alarms are permitted to be solely battery
operated in buildings that are not served from a commercial
power source.
iii. Carbon Monoxide Alarms are permitted to be solely battery
operated in existing areas of buildings undergoing alterations
or repairs that do not result in the removal of interior walls or
ceiling finishes exposing the structure, unless there is an attic,
crawl space or basement available that could provide access for
building wiring without the removal of interior finishes.
Section 4: All other existing provisions as contained in the Overland Municipal
Code, shall remain in full force and effect without change.
Section 5: This ordinance and the rules, regulations, provisions, requirements,
orders and matters established and adopted hereby shall take effect and be in full force
and effect on January 1, 2020.
PASSED this

day of

, 2019.

MAYOR
Date of Approval
ATTEST:

CITY CLERK
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Recommended by: City Staff

Bill No.
Ordinance No.

18-2019
2019-

AN ORDINANCE BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF OVERLAND,
MISSOURI, AMENDING CHAPTER 505, ELECTRICAL CODE OF THE CITY OF
OVERLAND, BY AMENDING ARTICLE II, SECTION 505.030 ELECTRICAL
CODE ADOPTED FOR RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL CONSTRUCTION
NOW THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE
CITY OF OVERLAND, ST. LOUIS, COUNTY, MISSOURI, AS FOLLOWS:
Section 1: That Chapter 500 of the Municipal Code of the City of Overland,
Missouri, is hereby amended by the repeal of Section 505.030 Electrical Code Adopted
for Residential and Commercial Construction in its entirety; and
Section 2: That Chapter 500 of the Municipal Code of the City of Overland,
Missouri, is hereby amended by the adoption of a new Section 505.030 Electrical Code
Adopted for Residential and Commercial Construction to read as follows;
A. National Electrical Code Adopted. The National Electrical Code 2014 Edition,
published by the National Fire Protection Association, as amended, one (1) copy
of which is on file in the office of the City Clerk, is hereby adopted as the
Electrical Code of the City of Overland, Missouri, for residential and commercial
construction, except that it shall be prohibited to use aluminum wiring in any new
construction, any alteration or remodeling of any building within the City limits.
This exception shall apply to all wiring which extends from the load side of the
service equipment to the outlets. The terms "premises wiring", "service
equipment" and "outlet" shall have the definitions as set forth in the National
Electrical Code.
B. Supervisor of Electrical Inspection — Designated — Enforcement. The Director
of Community Development is hereby designated the supervisor of electrical
inspection and is the person vested with executive authority to see that all
provisions of this Section are carried out. He/she shall direct the activity of all
electrical inspectors.
C. Qualifications of Inspectors. All inspectors performing electrical inspections shall
have a minimum of three (3) years inspection experience enforcing the Electrical
Code or equivalent.
D. Electrical Inspection Generally.
1. Upon completion of any electrical installation for which a permit has been
issued, the permittee shall notify the office of the supervisor of electrical
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inspection and a final inspection shall be made. The supervisor of
electrical inspection shall cause to be made as many interim inspections as
he/she deems necessary. No installation shall be covered or concealed
until inspected.
2. The supervisor of electrical inspection may accept reports of inspection by
authoritative and recognized services or individuals. Such services or
individuals must be proven experienced in the electrical field as it relates
to the work being inspected. All reports of such inspection shall be in
writing and certified by a responsible officer of such authoritative service
or by the responsible individual.
3. The supervisor of electrical inspection may engage such services or
individuals as may be deemed necessary to report on unusual technical
issues that may arise and such services shall be at the expense of the
permit holder.
E. Permit and Inspection Fees. Permit and inspection fees shall be as delineated in
Subsection (X) of this Section.
F. Examinations and Licenses Generally. No person shall engage in the business of
making or maintaining electrical installations or installing any electrical material,
apparatus or equipment of any kind without first having been examined and
licensed by St. Louis County, except as permitted otherwise herein.
G. Doing Business Without A License. It shall be unlawful for any person to engage
in the business of electrical or communication work within the City without
having been duly licensed as required by the provisions of this Section.
H. Licensed Supervisor Required for Firms and Corporations. Any firm or
corporation in the business of installing electrical or communication work shall
employ a duly licensed supervisor, under the provisions of this Section, who shall
be responsible for installations made by such firm or corporation.
I. Use of Licensee's Name by Another — Office of Supervisor of Electrical
Inspection to Be Notified of Business Name and Address, Etc. No person having
obtained a license under the provisions of this Section shall allow his/her name to
be used by another person, either for the purpose of obtaining permits, or for
doing business or work under the license. Every person licensed shall notify the
office of the supervisor of electrical inspection of the address of his/her place of
business and the name under which such business is carried on and shall give
immediate notice to the office of the supervisor of electrical inspection of any
change in either.
J. Permit Required for Electrical Work.
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1. Application.
1. No person, firm, corporation, institution or organization shall begin any
work or installing, erecting or altering material, wiring, fixtures or other
apparatus, to be used for generation, transmission and utilization of
electricity in and on buildings and premises in the territory subject to the
provisions of these regulations unless and until written application shall
have been filed in the office of the supervisor of electrical inspection for a
permit to do said work, except as otherwise provided herein.
2. An original certificate of insurance shall accompany said application
showing coverage as follows
Type of Insurance
Workers' compensation
[If more than one (1) employee]
General commercial liability
Per occurrence
Products/completed operations
Aggregate

Amount of Coverage
State requirements
$1,000,000.00
$1,000,000.00
$1,000,000.00
$1,000,000.00

3. A fee of fifty dollars ($50.00) shall accompany this application.
2. No person, firm, corporation, institution or organization shall begin such work
unless and until a permit shall have been obtained, except as otherwise
provided herein. In the event of an emergency, work may begin prior to
issuance of a permit either by securing permission from said office upon
condition that written application for permit be filed in said office without
delay or, if said emergency occurs during non-working hours, upon condition
that the office of supervisor of electrical inspection be notified at the start of
the next work day and that a written application for permit be filed in said
office without delay.
3. Any person, firm, corporation, institution or organization performing
electrical work without a permit as required by the Electrical Code shall be
subject to proceedings of law and upon conviction of a violation of this
Section shall be punished by a fine of not more than one thousand dollars
($1,000.00) or three (3) months' imprisonment or by both such fine and
imprisonment. In the case of a person who is otherwise, upon application and
issuance thereof, entitled to a homeowner permit, such fine may be reduced or
waived at the discretion of the court upon the filing of a homeowner permit
application and the issuance thereof.
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4. Permits shall be issued only to a licensed electrical contractor as set out in this
Code or an authorized agent therefor, except as otherwise provided herein.
5. In the case of a catastrophic event (i.e., earthquake, tornado, etc.) work may
proceed to eliminate hazards and restore the electrical system to a safe and
functional condition prior to obtaining a permit; however, a permit shall be
applied for as soon as circumstances reasonably allow.
6. No permit issued under these provisions of the Code shall be assignable or
transferable or be used to aid or abet any unlicensed or unauthorized person,
firm, or corporation in the performance of electrical work.
K. Plans and Specifications.
1. The application for a building permit shall describe in detail the nature of such
work, shall give the location by street and number thereof, shall be
accompanied by at least two (2) sets of plans and specifications bearing the
seal of an engineer authorized to perform engineering work in the State of
Missouri and shall contain an accurate description and account of electrical
fixtures to be installed.
The supervisor of electrical inspection may waive the need for such plans
when the work involved is of a minor nature or can be described adequately
by other means.
2. If in the course of the work, it is found necessary to make any change from the
approved plans and specifications on which a permit has been issued,
amended plans and specifications shall be submitted and if approved, a
supplementary permit shall be issued to cover the change after the same
conditions required to secure the original permit have been satisfied. If the
change is minor in nature and does not require further plan review the
supervisor of electrical inspection may waive the need for a supplemental
permit and may amend the original permit subject to fees as delineated in
Subsection (X) of this Section.
3. Service of six hundred (600) amps or larger are required to be designed and
sealed by an engineer.
L. Notice of Violations. The supervisor of electrical inspection or designated
representatives shall serve a notice of violation for the installation, extension,
alteration, repair or maintenance of electrical systems which are in violation of the
provisions of this Code or in violation of a detailed statement or a plan approved
thereunder, or in violation of a permit issued under the provisions of this Code to
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the permittee or the owner of the building, structure or premises. Such order shall
direct the discontinuance of the illegal action or condition and the abatement of
the violation.
M. Stop Work Order.
1. Upon notice from the supervisor of electrical inspection that work on any
building, structure, or premises is proceeding contrary to the provisions of the
Code in an unsafe and dangerous manner, such work shall immediately be
stopped. The supervisor of electrical inspection shall issue a stop work order
in writing to the owner of the property involved or to the person doing the
work. The stop work order shall state the conditions under which the work
may resume.
2. The building or premises on which a stop work is placed shall be posted as
such.
3. Unlawful continuance of work:
Any person who shall continue any work in or about the building, structure, or
premise after the issuance of a stop work that is directed to be performed to
remove a violation or unsafe condition, shall be guilty of a violation of this
Code and subject to the penalties set out in Section 100.150 of this Code.
N. Unsafe Condition. All electrical systems regardless of type which constitute a
hazard to human life, health, or welfare are hereby declared illegal and shall be
abated by repair and rehabilitation or removal.
O. Emergency Measures. When in the opinion of the supervisor of electrical
inspection there is a real and present danger or hazard which would endanger
human life, the supervisor of electrical inspection is hereby authorized and
empowered to order and require the occupants to vacate a structure forthwith. The
supervisor of electrical inspection shall post each entrance to such structure as
unsafe and unoccupiable.
P. Existing Electrical Systems. The legal use and occupancy of any structure existing
on the date of the adoption of this Code or for which it had been heretofore
approved may be continued without change except as may be specifically covered
in this Code or deemed necessary by the supervisor of electrical inspection for the
general safety and welfare of the occupants and the public.
Q. Alteration or Repair of Existing Electrical Systems.
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Incidental repairs, replacements or alterations to an existing system generally
recognized as being part of normal household or normal maintenance activities
with regard to such systems, shall not require a permit and may be made in the
same manner and arrangement as in the existing system provided such repairs,
replacements or alterations are made in a safe manner.
Minor repairs, replacements or alterations to an existing system may be made in
the same manner and arrangement as in the existing system provided such repairs
or replacements are made in a safe manner and are approved by the electrical
official.
Alteration or substantial repairs may be made to any existing electrical system
without requiring the system to comply with all the requirements of this Code
provided such work conforms to that required for a new electrical system.
Alterations or repairs shall not cause an existing electrical system to become
unsafe or adversely affect the performance of the system.
R. Additional Loads on Existing Electrical System. Where additions or alterations
subject parts of existing systems to loads exceeding those permitted herein, such
parts shall be made to comply with this Code.
S. Maintenance of Electrical Systems. All electrical systems, both existing and new,
shall be maintained in a safe condition. All service equipment, devices and
safeguards which are required by this Code or which were required in the building
or structure by previous statute or ordinance shall be maintained in good working
order when installed, altered or repaired.
T. Owner Responsibility. The owner or a designated agent shall be responsible for
the safe maintenance of the electrical systems in any building, structure or
premises at all times.
U. Moved Structures. Buildings and structures moved into or within the jurisdiction
shall comply with the provisions of this Code for new buildings or structures.
V. Violations and Penalties. Any person violating any of the provisions of this
Section shall, upon conviction thereof, be punished by a fine of not less than ten
dollars ($10.00) nor more than one thousand dollars ($1,000.00). Each day a
violation continues after actual notice to either the responsible individual, person,
firm, institution, corporation or organization, or representative thereof, to whom
the permit was issued, or to the owner, or both, or to the legally authorized
representative of the permit holder, owner, or both, shall constitute a separate
violation.
W. Electrical Fees. The fees listed herein are for permits defined as electrical.
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1. Permit Type
Minimum Permit Fee (without plan review) with one (1) inspection
Minimum Permit Fee (with required plan review) with two (2)
inspections
Permit Processing Fee
Additional or Extra Inspection Charge
Electrical Outlets (See Note 2.a) - 1st unit
Per each additional unit
Electric heat, per 10 kw
Per each additional unit
Elevators per car
Per each additional car
Service Equipment (See Note 2.b)
Services up to and including 200 amp - 1st unit
Per each additional unit
201 — 400 amp — 1st unit
Per each additional unit
401 — 600 amp — 1st unit
Per each additional unit
Over 600 amp — 1st unit
Per each additional unit
Switch boards and panel boards as defined in Notes, c. same pricing
fees as Service Equipment

Fee
$60.00
$140.00
$22.00
$40.00
$7.00
$0.60
$6.00
$6.00
$6.00
$6.00
$11.00
$11.00
$17.00
$17.00
$39.00
$39.00
$50.00
$50.00

Motors
Less than and including 5 HP — 1st unit
Per each additional unit
More than 5 HP — 1st unit
Per each additional unit
Transformers (See Note 2.d) — 1st unit
Per each additional unit
X-Rays (See Note 2.e) — 1st unit
Per each additional unit
Carnivals — Per new location
Residential New Construction — Integrated Permit
Residential rewire (See Note 2.f)
Service Installed — 1st unit
Per each additional unit — same site
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$6.00
$0.60
$6.00
$0.60
$8.00
$4.00
$8.00
$8.00
$32.00

$34.00
$34.00

Service Not Installed — Reinspections
Per each additional unit — same site
a. Ameren UE
b. Disconnected Service (See Note 2.g)
c. Old Installations (See Note 2.h)
Communication Systems

$34.00
$34.00
$34.00
$34.00
$34.00

Amplifiers — 1st unit
Per each additional unit
Telephones — 1st unit
Per each additional unit
Antenna — 1st unit
Per each additional unit
Alarms — 1st unit
Per each additional unit
Cable Television
Head End Station (Per Street Mile)
Power Booster - 1st unit
Per each additional unit

$8.00
$8.00
$8.00
$8.00
$8.00
$8.00
$8.00
$8.00
$4.00
$29.00
$29.00



An "additional inspection" is defined as an inspection which is required as
a result of unusual or complicated construction.



An "extra inspection" is defined as an inspection which is made as a result
of non-compliance, lock out, etc.

2. Notes:
a. Electrical outlets. Each and every point on the electrical system where
power or light is derived for any purpose whatsoever. In computing outlets
for fluorescent fixtures, each fixture shall be counted as an electrical
outlet.
b. Service equipment. Each and every point on the electrical system where
power is derived from the public utility system or a private generating
plant.
c. Switch boards and panel boards. Each and every point on the electrical
system where switches or protective devices are mounted in an individual
panel or single framework.
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d. Transformers. Each and every point on the electrical system where the
primary voltage is either increased or decreased.
e. X-rays. Each and every point on the electrical system where an individual
x-ray device or machine is served.
f. Residential rewire. Inspection or rewiring, rehabilitation, addition and
alterations to existing electrical wiring and equipment installation to
residential R-2 and R-3 use group.
g. Reinspections — disconnected service. Reinspection of building on
which service wires have been removed, or in the commercial installation,
when a change in tenancy has taken place, or residential installations
which may not have been in use for a period of six (6) months. This does
not apply to cases of discontinuance of service company's initiative
pending payment of delinquent bills.
h. Reinspections — old installations. Inspection of old installations of
electrical work, made upon request of the owner, and issuance of
certificates thereon.
Section 3: All other existing provisions as contained in the Overland Municipal
Code, shall remain in full force and effect without change.
Section 4: This ordinance and the rules, regulations, provisions, requirements,
orders and matters established and adopted hereby shall take effect and be in full force
and effect on January 1, 2020.
PASSED this

day of

, 2019.

MAYOR
Date of Approval
ATTEST:

CITY CLERK
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Recommended by: City Staff

Bill No.
Ordinance No.

19-2019
2019-

AN ORDINANCE BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF OVERLAND,
MISSOURI, AMENDING CHAPTER 500, BUILDING CODES AND REGULATIONS
OF THE CITY OF OVERLAND, BY AMENDING ARTICLE II, BY ADDING A NEW
SECTION 500.100 RESIDENTIAL CODE ADOPTED, AMENDMENTS
NOW THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE
CITY OF OVERLAND, ST. LOUIS, COUNTY, MISSOURI, AS FOLLOWS:
Section 1: That Chapter 500 of the Municipal Code of the City of Overland,
Missouri, is hereby amended by the addition of a new Section 500.100 Residential Code
for One-and Two-Family Dwellings Adopted, Amendments to read as follows;
A. Residential Code for One-and Two-Family Dwellings. A certain document, one
(1) copy of which is on file in the office of the City Clerk of the City of Overland,
being marked and designated as "The 2015 International Residential Code for
One-and Two-Family Dwellings." as published by the International Code
Council, Inc., is hereby adopted as the Residential Code of the City of Overland,
Missouri, for the control of buildings and structures as herein provided; and each
and all of the regulations, provisions, conditions and terms of said ICC Code are
hereby referred to, adopted and made a part hereto as if fully set out in this
Section with the additions, insertions, deletions and changes, if any, prescribed in
Subsection 500.100 (B) hereof.
B. Amendments to Residential Code for One-and Two-Family Dwellings. The
Residential Code for One-and Two-Family Dwellings adopted in Subsection (A)
is revised by the addition, deletion or modification of the following:
1. Section R101.1 is hereby amended by substituting "City of Overland" for
the words "(name of jurisdiction)."\
2. Insert new Section R102.7 to read as follows:
R102.7 Matters not provided for: Any requirements that are essential for
the structural, fire or sanitary safety of an existing or proposed building or
structure or for the safety of the occupants thereof, which are not
specifically provided for by this code, shall be determined by the Code
Official. The Code Official may invoke the requirements of the standards
referenced and listed in Chapter 44 of this code in matters not provided for
to secure the structural, fire or sanitary safety of a building or structure or
the safety of the occupants.
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3. Section R103.1 is hereby repealed and a new Section R103.1 is hereby
adopted in lieu thereof to read as follows:
Section R103.1 Enforcement agency. The term "Department of Building
Safety" whenever employed herein shall be construed to mean the
Department of Community Development of the City of Overland,
Missouri. The term "Building Official" shall be construed to mean the
Director of Community Development of the City of Overland, Missouri or
the duly authorized representative of the Director of Community
Development.
4. Section R105.2 is hereby deleted without substitution. Sections R105.2.1
through R105.2.7 to remain.
5. Add new Section R105.3.3 to read as follows:
R105.3.3 Rejected application: Rejected applications will be held on file
for thirty (30) days after the date of rejection. If the required information
or corrections are not received within this period of time, the application
shall be deemed to have been abandoned.
6. Sections R105.8.1 and R105.8.2 to be inserted and to read as follows:
R105.8.1 Fencing: All construction of structures open to unauthorized
entry during construction shall be fenced at the perimeter of the lot. The
fence shall be as required by the Code Official and the construction area
shall be placarded with warning signs and/or construction signage as so
directed by the Code Official.
R105.8.2 Protection: All adjoining public and private property shall be
protected from damage caused by construction. For any property on which
site grading, excavation or demolition will occur during or incident to any
construction, alteration or demolition activity, the owner, contractor or
permit holder before initiating any work under a permit issued therefore
shall cause to be clearly demarcated with survey stakes or similar devices
placed by a land surveyor licensed to practice by the State of Missouri
each boundary corner of such property and shall maintain the survey
stakes or similar devices for the duration of work authorized under the
permit.
7. Add new Section R106.2.1 to read as follows:
R106.2.1 Drainage and discharge of stormwater: The site plan shall
provide sufficient detail to permit the Code Official to determine
2

compliance with site grading and storm water drainage provisions of this
code and of all applicable ordinances for the control of drainage and
discharge of storm water.
8. Section R108.5 is hereby repealed and a new Section R108.5 is hereby
adopted in lieu thereof to read as follows:
R108.5 Refunds: No portion of any fee shall be returned to a permit
holder in the case of a revocation of a building permit or a suspension,
discontinuance or abandonment of work.
9. Section R109.4 in IRC is renumbered as R109.5. Section R109.4 now
reads as follows (insertion):
R109.4 Extra Inspections: In addition to the inspections normally
provided, the Code Official may require that additional inspections or reinspections be conducted due to non-compliance with code requirements
or due to work which is not ready for inspection or not accessible for
inspection at the time of a scheduled inspection. Fees for such additional
inspections shall be assessed when such inspections are conducted.
10. Section R113.4 is hereby repealed in its entirety and a new section R113.4
is hereby adopted in lieu thereof to read as follows:
R113.4 Violation penalties: Any person who shall violate a provision of
this code, or who shall fail to comply with any of the requirements thereof,
or who shall erect, move, construct, alter, remove, demolish or repair a
structure in a manner that is not in compliance with an approved plan or
directive of the Code Official, or of a permit or certificate issued under the
provisions of this code, or who shall start any work requiring a permit
without first obtaining the permit thereof, or who shall continue any work
in or about a structure after having been served a stop work order, except
such work as that person has been directed to perform to remove a
violation or unsafe condition; or any owner or tenant of a building or
premises, or any other person, who takes part or assists in any violation of
this code or who has charge of any building, premises or part thereof in
which such violation shall exist shall constitute an offense punishable as
provided for in Section 100.150 of this Code.
11. Add new Section R114.3 to read as follows:
R114.3 Refusal to comply: The Code Official shall revoke a permit in the
case of refusals to comply with stop work orders.
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12. A new Section R313.3 shall be inserted to read as follows:
R313.3 Installation of fire sprinklers to be offered to purchaser by
builder of certain dwellings — purchaser may decline — expiration
date.
In accordance with Section 67.281 RSMo., a builder of single-family
dwellings or residences or multi-unit dwellings of four (4) or fewer units
shall offer to any purchaser on or before the time of entering into the
purchase contract the option, at the purchaser's cost, to install or equip fire
sprinklers in the dwelling, residence or unit. Notwithstanding any other
provision of law to the contrary, no purchaser of such a single-family
dwelling, residence, or multi-unit dwelling shall be denied the right to
choose or decline to install a fire sprinkler system in such dwelling or
residence being purchased.
13. A new Section R403.1.4.3 shall be inserted to read as follows:
R403.1.4.3 Frost line. The frost line is established at thirty (30) inches
below finished grade.
14. A new Section R704 shall be inserted to read as follows:
Section R704 Closing Existing Exterior Openings.
R704.1 Permanent closure: Doors, windows and other exterior wall
openings shall not be closed up with permanent construction unless the
new construction meets all requirements of this code for exterior wall
construction.
R704.2 Temporary closure, restricted: Doors, windows and other
exterior wall openings shall not be closed up or boarded up with
temporary construction unless the Code Official makes a finding that such
temporary closure is necessary to protect the public health, safety or
welfare.
R704.3 Temporary closure, standards: Temporary closures permitted
under this Section 508 shall consist of not less than one-half (1/2) inch
thick weather-resistant plywood coated with approved paint or protective
coating to prevent deterioration, cut to fit within openings, securely nailed
or screwed in place and securely braced.
Section 2: All other existing provisions as contained in the Overland Municipal
Code, shall remain in full force and effect without change.
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Section 3: This ordinance and the rules, regulations, provisions, requirements,
orders and matters established and adopted hereby shall take effect and be in full force
and effect on January 1, 2020.
PASSED this

day of

, 2019.

MAYOR
Date of Approval
ATTEST:

CITY CLERK
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Recommended by: City Staff

Bill No.
Ordinance No.

20-2019
2019-

AN ORDINANCE BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF OVERLAND,
MISSOURI, AMENDING CHAPTER 500, BUILDING CODES AND REGULATIONS
OF THE CITY OF OVERLAND, BY REPEALING ARTICLE II, SECTION 500.110
COUNTY WEIGHTS AND MEASURES CODE ADOPTED
NOW THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE
CITY OF OVERLAND, ST. LOUIS, COUNTY, MISSOURI, AS FOLLOWS:
Section 1: That Chapter 500 of the Municipal Code of the City of Overland,
Missouri, is hereby amended by the repeal of Section 500.110 County Weights and
Measures Code Adopted in its entirety; and
Section 2: All other existing provisions as contained in the Overland Municipal
Code, shall remain in full force and effect without change.
Section 3: This ordinance shall be in full force and effect from and after its
passage and approval according to law
PASSED this

day of

, 2019.

MAYOR
Date of Approval
ATTEST:

CITY CLERK
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Recommended by: City Staff

Bill No.
Ordinance No.

21-2019
2019-

AN ORDINANCE BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF OVERLAND,
MISSOURI, AMENDING CHAPTER 500, BUILDING CODES AND REGULATIONS
OF THE CITY OF OVERLAND, BY REPEALING ARTICLE I, SECTION 500.050
STREET NUMBER REQUIRED ON ALL BUILDINGS FRONTING A PUBLIC
STREET
NOW THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE
CITY OF OVERLAND, ST. LOUIS, COUNTY, MISSOURI, AS FOLLOWS:
Section 1: That Chapter 500 of the Municipal Code of the City of Overland,
Missouri, is hereby amended by the repeal of Section 500.050 Street Number Required on
All Buildings Fronting A Public Street in its entirety; and
Section 2: All other existing provisions as contained in the Overland Municipal
Code, shall remain in full force and effect without change.
Section 3: This ordinance shall be in full force and effect from and after its
passage and approval according to law
PASSED this

day of

, 2019.

MAYOR
Date of Approval
ATTEST:

CITY CLERK
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Recommended by: City Staff

Bill No.
Ordinance No.

22-2019
2019-

AN ORDINANCE BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF OVERLAND,
MISSOURI, AMENDING CHAPTER 210 FIRE PROTECTION AND PREVENTION
OF THE CITY OF OVERLAND, BY AMENDING SECTION 210.020 COUNTY
EXPLOSIVES CODE ADOPTED — ENFORCEMENT.
NOW THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE
CITY OF OVERLAND, ST. LOUIS, COUNTY, MISSOURI, AS FOLLOWS:
Section 1: That Chapter 210 of the Municipal Code of the City of Overland,
Missouri, is hereby amended by the repeal of Section 210.020 County Explosives Code
Adopted — Enforcement its entirety.
Section 2: That Chapter 210 of the Municipal Code of the City of Overland,
Missouri, is hereby amended by the adoption of a new Section 210.020 County
Explosives Code Adopted — to read as follows;
A. Explosives Code: The City hereby enacts and adopts the County Explosives
Code, as amended, which was adopted by the County on June 2, 1994, as the
Explosives Code of the City.
B. Violation penalties: Any person who shall violate a provision of this code, or
who shall fail to comply with any of the requirements thereof, or who shall erect,
move, construct, alter, remove, demolish or repair a structure in a manner that is
not in compliance with an approved plan or directive of the Code Official, or of a
permit or certificate issued under the provisions of this code, or who shall start
any work requiring a permit without first obtaining the permit thereof, or who
shall continue any work in or about a structure after having been served a stop
work order, except such work as that person has been directed to perform to
remove a violation or unsafe condition; or any owner or tenant of a building or
premises, or any other person, who takes part or assists in any violation of this
code or who has charge of any building, premises or part thereof in which such
violation shall exist shall constitute an offense punishable as provided for in
Section 100.150 of this Code.
Section 3: The Contract, as approved via City of Overland Ordinance 95-15 on
April 5, 1994, is hereby amended by the deletion of the provision related to the
enforcement of the Weights and Measures Code.
Section 4: The Contract, as approved via City of Overland Ordinance 95-15 on
April 5, 1994 is hereby extended pursuant to the terms of the contract.
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Section 5: The Mayor is hereby authorized and directed to sign any additional
documents required by St. Louis County effectuate the contract.
Section 6: A copy of said ordinance and contract are attached hereto and marked
as Exhibit “A”.
Section 7: A copy of Chapter 711 – The Explosives Code of St. Louis County is
attached hereto and marked as Exhibit “B” and incorporated herein by reference.
Section 8: All other existing provisions as contained in the Overland Municipal
Code, shall remain in full force and effect without change.
Section 9: This ordinance shall be in full force and effect from and after its
passage and approval according to law
PASSED this

day of

, 2019.

MAYOR
Date of Approval
ATTEST:

CITY CLERK
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Exhibit "A"

''I

BILL NO.

119 - 95

ORDINANCE NO.

95 - I 5

I,

' AN ORDINANCE AUTHORIZING THE MAYOR AND CITY CLERK TO ENTER INTO A
:; CONTRACT, ON BEHALF OF THE CITY OF OVERLAND, WITH ST. LOUIS COUNTY, :
. i FOR
COUNTY ENFORCEMENT SERVICES IN CONNECTION WITH THE CITY OF
:: OVERLAND EXPLOSIVES, MECHANICAL, AND WEIGHTS AND MEASURES CODES.
BE IT ORDAINED BY THE BOARD OF ALDERMAN OF THE CITY OF
OVERLAND, ST. LOUIS COUNTY, MISSOURI AS FOLLOWS:
Section 1: The Mayor and City Clerk are hereby authorized
to enter into a contract on behalf of the City of Overland, with St.
Louis County, for County enforcement services in connection with the
: City of Overland, "Explosives," "Mechanical" and "Weights and
Measures" Codes.
A copy of said agreement is attached hereto and
, incorporated herein.
Section 2:
This ordinance shall be in full force and .
effect from and after its passage and approval according to law.
:' :'

0

PASSED this

0

'0

~ 1 f~ day of JY!~, 1995.
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-~-MAYOR
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1

ATTEST:
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CITY

1st Reading:
2nd Reading:

cri@(

Date of Approval
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BILL NO.

118 -

95

ORDINANCE NO.

95 -

ll.t

''
I ;

AN ORDINANCE ADOPTING AND ENACTING THE EXPLOSIVES, THE MECHANICAL .
, AND THE WEIGHTS AND MEASURES CODES OF ST. LOUIS COUNTY, AS AMENDED, •
; AS THE EXPLOSIVES, THE MECHANICAL AND THE WEIGHTS AND MEASURES CODES '
OF THE CITY OF OVERLAND.

i

BE IT ORDAINED BY THE BOARD OF ALDERMAN OF THE CITY OF
OVERLAND, ST. LOUIS COUNTY, MISSOURI AS FOLLOWS:
Section 1: The City of Overland hereby enacts and adopts
the st. Louis County "Explosives," "Mechanical" and "Weights and
· Measures" Codes, as amended, which were adopted by the County of St .
' Louis on June 2, 1994; March 17, 1994 and October 18, 1971,
; respectively, as the "Explosives," "Mechanical" and "Weights and ·
; Measures" Codes of the City of Overland, Missouri. True copies of .
: said St. Louis County Codes are attached hereto and incorporated
; herein.
I

Section 2: All ordinances of the City of Overland which .
• are in conflict, either in whole or in part, with the provisions of
, this Ordinance are, to the extent of such conflict, hereby repealed.
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Section 3:
This ordinance shall be in full force and
: effect from and after its passage and approval according to law.
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CONTRACT

AGREEMENT

THIS AGREEMENT, made and entered into this 5th
day of _ _;A.. ;_jp.;_r.;_l.;_.1=-----199_5_ , by and between ST. LOl.JlS COUNTY, MISSOURI, hereinafter referred to as
"COUNTY", and
The City of Over land , hereinafter referred to as "MUNICIPAUTY" .
WITNESSETH:
WHEREAS, Article II, Section 2.180 (20) of the 1979 Charter of ST. LOUIS COUNTY,
MISSOURI, authorized the COUNTY to contract with MUNICIPALITY for a common service;
and
WHEREAS, the provisions of Section 70.210 to 70.320 inclusive, R.S.Mo. 1978, as
amended, empower municipalities and other political subdivisions to contract and cooperate with each
other for a common service; and
WHEREAS, Section (s)
1)

2)
3)

N/A
N/A

4)
5)

Explosives

6)

~1 e chan i c a 1
N/ A
N/A

SLCRO 1974, as amended, authorize(s)
administration of MUNICIPALITY'S
1)

2)
3)

N/A
N/A
Explosives

COUNTY

7)

Weights & ~1easures

8)
9)

N/ A
N/ A

to contract with

4)

~1 e chan i c a 1

7

5)
6)

N/ A

8)
9)

~/ .4.

)

MUNICIPAUTY

Weights &
N/ A

for

~1easures

N/ A

Code(s) and
WHEREAS, MUNICIPALITY has duly enacted Ordinance(s) Number(s) _...;;a'-'"-=-.....J~!'l--
said ordinance(s) being identical in substance with COUNTY'S
1)
2)

N/ A
N/ A

3)

Explosives

4)

~1echanical

7) Weights

5)
6)

N/A
N/ a

8)
9)

& Measures

N/ A
N/ A

Code(s) as amended; and
9 5-15
,a
WHEREAS, MUNICIPALITY has duly enacted Ordinance Number
certified copy of which is attached hereto and made a part hereof, authorizing the execution of this
agreement on behalf of MUNICIPALITY.
NOW, THEREFORE, for and in consideration of the mutual promises, covenants, and
obligations hereinafter stated, the COUNTY and MUNICIPALITY murually agree as follows, to-wit:
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ARTICLE I
SCOPE OF SERVICES
1.1
SCOPE OF SERVICES .
COUNTY shall provide MUNICIPAUTY code
enforcement services in the manner proscribed in the applicable code provision for the following areas:

1)
2)

N/ A
N/ A

3)

Explosives

4) Mechanical

7) Weights & Measures

5) N/A
6) N/ A

9) N/ A

8) N/ A

ARTICLE II
TERM OF AGREEMENT
2.1
TERM OF AGREEMENT.
This Agreement shall commence on the '1 t h
day
of
April
, 199 j_, and shall continue in effect from year to year unless terminated as
provided in ARTICLE IX herein.

ARTICLE III
PERMITS. INSPECTIONS. UCENSING AND APPROVAL OF PLANS
3. 1
PERMITS.
COUNTY through its Department of Public Works shall issue all permits
required by the code(s) as set forth in Paragraph 1.1 herein.
3.2
INSPECTIONS.
COUNTY through its Department of Public Works shall execute
all inspections required by the code(s) as set forth in Paragraph 1.1 herein.
3.2.1 RE-OCCUPANCY AND COMPLAINT INVESTIGATIONS . Inspections under the
Property Maintenance Code for purposes of approved re-occupancy of existing dwelling units or to
investigate complaints of alleged violations shall be specifically and exclusively requested by
MUNICIP AUTY.
3.3
LICENSING.
COUNTY through its Department of Public Works shall license all
persons as required by the code(s) as set forth in Paragraph 1. 1 herein.
3.4
APPROVAL OF PLANS .
COUNTY through its Department of Public Works shall
examine all plans to determine their compliance with the code(s) as set forth in Paragraph 1.1 herein.

ARTICLE IV
RESTRICTIVE PROVISIONS
4.1
RESTRICTIVE PROVlSIONS.
If MUNICIPALITY has adopted provisions
applicable to the services as set forth in Paragraph 1. 1 herein said provisions being more restrictive
than those contained in COUNTY'S code(s), MUNICIPAUTY shall approve all plans, prior to
submission to COUNTY's Department of Public Works for issuance of permits.

-3ARTICLE V
REGULATORY ORDINANCES

5.1
REGULATORY ORDINANCES.
MUNICIPALITY shall approve all plans for
compliance with zoning or other regulatory ordinances prior to submission to COUNTY's Department
of Public Works .
ARTICLE VI
ENFORCEMENT OF MUNICIPAL ORDINANCE

6.1

ENFORCEMENT.
COUNTY shall not take any action, either at law or in equity,
to enforce the provisions of MUNICIPAUTY'S ordinance(s) as the same shall apply hereto .
COUNTY shall notify
MUNICIPALITY of any known violations of MUNICIPALITY's
ordinance(s).
ARTICLE VII
FEES
7.1
FEES .
All fees including, but not limited to "No Permit" penalties and administrative
penalties, shall be paid to COUNTY in accordance with the appropriate St. Louis COUNTY Ordinances
and shall be collected and retained by St. Louis COUNTY as payment for their services rendered
pursuant to this CONTRACT. MUNICIPAlJTY shall collect and retain all fines and costs arising from
MUNICIPAUTY'S prosecution of code violations.

ARTICLE VIII
AMENDMENTS TO COUNTY CODE
8.1
AMENDMENTS.
In the event COUNTY shall add to, delete or amend sections of
the code(s) as set forth in Paragraph 1.1 herein. MUNICIP AUTY shall amend its ordinance to make
it identical in substance to COUNTY'S amended code.
COUNTY shall supply MUNICIPAUTY
with a copy of its proposed amendment prior to its effective date and MUNICIPALITY shall amend
its ordinance within ninety (90) days of the effective date of said COUNTY amendment . In the event
COUNTY shall fail to provide a copy of its proposed amendment as provided above, MUNICIPALITY
shall have Ninety (90) days to amend its Ordinance after receipt of COUNTY'S amendments.

8.2

CERTIFIED COPY.
MUNICIPALITY shall supply COUNTY with a certified
copy of all amendments to its ordinance within five (5) days of said amendment's effective dates.

ARTICLE IX
TERMINATION
In the event MUNICIPALITY shall fail to amend its
9.1
FAILURE TO AMEND .
ordinance as provided in Paragraph 8.1 herein this Agreement shall be terminated .
Either COUNTY or MUNICIPALITY
9.2
TERMINATION FOR CONVENIENCE.
may terminate this Agreement at any time by giving Ninety (90) days prior written notice to the other
party .
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF , the panies hereto have hereunto set their hands and seals the day
and year first above written.

ST . LOUIS COUNTY, MISSOURI

By

of

Mayor

Title:

MISSOURI
Municipality:

Attest:

City of Overland

Attest:
7

.

tf/aJ/

Approved :

Approved as to Legal Form:

.14 UMJ,i S'T-'IA GREEM l'fT.M UN
R ~~
12194

Exhibit "B"

CHAPTER 711 - THE EXPLOSIVES CODE
Section
711.010

Citation of Chapter

711.020

Definitions

711.025

Contracting with Municipalities for Code Enforcement

711.030

Reserved

711.040

Scope

711.050

Exception—Military or Governmental Use

711.060

Exception—Amount of Explosives

711.070

Permit—Storage of Explosives—Requirements

711.080

Permit Shall Be Granted—When

711.090

Storage of Explosives

711.100

Types of Storage Facilities

711.110

Inspection of Storage Facilities

711.115

Storage Records to Be Kept

711.120

Removal of Explosive Materials

711.130

Location of Storage Facilities

711.132

Construction of Type 1 Storage Facilities

711.134

Construction of Type 2 Storage Facilities

711.136

Construction of Type 3 Storage Facilities

711.138

Construction of Type 4 Storage Facilities

711.140

Construction of Type 5 Storage Facilities

711.143

Smoking and Open Flames

711.146

Storage of Blasting Caps

711.150

Storage Within Types 1, 2, 3, and 4 Facilities

711.160

Transportation of Explosives in County—Duties of Consignee

711.170

Failure to Remove Explosives on Arrival—Unlawful

711.180

Transportation of Explosives—General Provisions

711.190

Transportation Vehicles—Requirements

711.200

Permit to Explode or Blast Required, Blaster's License

711.210

Application for Permit to Blast—Requirements

711.220

Blasting—Rules and Regulations

711.230

Blasting Agents—Transportation, Storage and Use

711.240

Building Used for Mixing of Blasting Agents—Location

711.250

Buildings Used for Mixing or Blasting Agents—Construction

711.270

Transportation of Blasting Agents

711.280

Use of Blasting Agents

711.290

Records

711.300

Fees

711.310

Hours During Which Blasting Prohibited

711.320

Permits—Licenses—Duration

711.330

Right of Inspection

711.335

Inspection of Fire or Accident Scene

711.340

Violation on Inspection—Notice of Violator

711.350

Conflict With State or Federal Regulation of Explosives—Suspension

711.360

Reckless and Wanton Handling of Explosives—Prohibited

711.365

Stolen Explosives

711.370

Sale to Minors—Prohibited

711.375

Theft or Loss of Explosives

711.380

Vendor to Keep Record of Sales—Duties

711.390

Penalties

711.400

Right to Appeal

711.010 - Citation of Chapter.—
This chapter shall be known and may be cited as "The Explosives Code."
(O. No. 2703)
711.020 - Definitions.—
When used in this chapter:
(1)

County unless otherwise specified shall mean that part of St. Louis County outside of
incorporated cities and towns and villages.

(2)

Director: Shall mean the Director of Public Works of St. Louis County, Missouri, and
shall include his authorized agents.

(3)

Explosives and explosive materials when used herein shall mean gunpowder used for
blasting, all forms of high explosives, fuses, detonators and other detonating agents,
smokeless powders, and any chemical compound or mechanical mixture that is
commonly used or intended for the purpose of producing an explosion containing any
oxidizing and combustible units or other ingredients in such proportions, quantities, or
packing, that ignition by fire, by friction, by concussion, by percussion, by detonation
of, by any part of the compound or mixture may cause such a sudden generation of
highly heated gasses that the resultant gas pressures are capable of producing
destructive effects on contiguous objects or of destroying life or limb; but explosives
shall not include small arms ammunition, gasoline, kerosene, or oils, greases or other
petroleum products intended for lubrication purposes. For the purposes of this
ordinance, explosives shall be classified as Class A, high explosives and Class B, low
explosives and said classifications shall be as follows:

Class A, high explosives: Those explosives possessing detonating qualities such as
dynamite, nitroglycerin, picric acid, lead azide, fulminate of mercury, smokeless powder,
blasting caps and detonating primers.
Class B, low explosives: Those explosives not otherwise specified herein as Class A
Explosives, including, but not limited to, explosives presenting a flammable hazard such as
propellant explosives and photographic flash powder.
(4)

Blasting agent: Shall mean any material or mixture consisting of a fuel and oxidizer
intended for blasting, not otherwise classified herein as an explosive, in which none of
the ingredients are classified as explosives provided that the finished product, as mixed
and packaged for use or shipment, cannot be detonated by means of a No. 8 test blasting
cap when unconfined.

(5)

Blasting Cap No. 8: A No. 8 test blasting cap is one containing two (2) grams of a
mixture of eighty (80) percent mercury fulminate and twenty (20) percent potassium
chlorate or a cap of equivalent strength.

(6)

Pyrotechnics: Shall mean and include any combustible or explosive composition or
manufactured articles designated and prepared for the purpose of producing audible or
visual effects which are commonly referred to as fireworks.

(7)

Person: Shall mean any individual, firm, co-partnership, corporation, company,
association, joint stock association, and including any trustee, receiver, assignee or
personal representative thereof.

(8)

Singular and plural: Words used in the singular number shall include the plural and in
the plural the singular.

(9)
(10)

Small arms ammunition: Shall mean any shotgun, rifle, pistol or revolver cartridge.
Scaled distance shall mean the actual distance (in feet) to the nearest structure,
divided by the square root of the maximum explosive weight (in pounds) per eightmillisecond (or greater) delay. If delay intervals less than eight (8) milliseconds are
employed or if instantaneous blasting is employed, scaled distance shall be computed
by dividing the actual distance (in feet) by the square root of the total explosive weight
in pounds.

(11)

Uncontrolled structures shall mean any building not owned or controlled by the
explosives user.

(O. No. 17057, 6-6-94)
711.025 - Contracting with Municipalities for Code Enforcement.—
The Director of Public Works, with the approval of the County Executive of St. Louis County, is
hereby authorized to contract with municipalities within St. Louis County, Missouri, to provide
appropriate Explosives Code enforcement and further to collect fees for applicable permits,
licenses and inspections issued or made pursuant to such contracts. Contracts shall be approved
by the Director of Public Works and shall be approved as to legal form by the County Counselor.
No contract shall be entered into until the municipality desiring to contract with St. Louis County
for Explosives Code enforcement shall first have duly adopted appropriate legislation
authorizing said contract (a certified copy to be attached to and made a part of the contract) and
duly adopted an Explosives Code identical in substance to this code.
(O. No. 18693, 11-12-97)
711.030 - Reserved.
Editor's note— O. No. 26032, adopted March 31, 2015, amended the Code by repealing former
§ 711.030 in its entirety. Former § 711.030 pertained to the creation and duties of the Explosives
Control Advisory Board, and derived from O. No. 2703.
711.040 - Scope.—
This chapter shall apply to the manufacture, storage, sale, transportation or use of explosives and
blasting agents in the County. It shall not apply to the discharge of small arms ammunition when
discharged in connection with hunting or target shooting or other lawful uses connected with
firearms.
(O. No. 2703)
711.050 - Exception—Military or Governmental Use.—
Nothing contained in this chapter shall be construed as applying to the regular military or naval
forces of the United States, the duly authorized Militia of the State, the Police or Fire
Departments or to regular employees of the County in the proper performance of their official
duties.
(O. No. 2703)
711.060 - Exception—Amount of Explosives.—

It shall be unlawful for any person to possess, store, stock or hold for resale, any amount of
explosives, blasting agents or blasting caps unless such person has first obtained a written permit
therefore from the Director as hereinafter provided, except for the following items and amounts:
(1)

Thirty (30) pounds of smokeless powder and one thousand (1,000) small arms primers
for hand loading of small arms ammunition.

(2)

Thirty (30) pounds of explosives or blasting agents in industrial research laboratories
and laboratories of technical institutes, colleges, universities and similar institutions.

(3)

Pyrotechnics which shall be governed by other ordinances of the County.

(O. No. 10039, 1-9-81)
711.070 - Permit—Storage of Explosives—Requirements.—
Application for such permit to possess, store, stock or hold for sale those items specified in
Section 711.070 hereof shall be made to the Director at the Courthouse on forms provided and
shall contain the following information:
(1)

Name of applicant.

(2)

Address of residence.

(3)

Place of business.

(4)

Occupation.

(5)

Age.

(6)

Experience in the use of explosives and such other information relative thereto as the
Director may prescribe or require.

(7)

Maximum amount of each kind of explosives, blasting agents or blasting caps
applicant intends to store or stock at any one time and the location and type of
construction of the magazine or storage place of same.

(O. No. 10039, 1-9-81)
711.080 - Permit Shall Be Granted—When.—
A person shall be entitled to a permit to store or stock explosives or blasting agents in the County
who has met the following requirements:
(1)

Filed an application as provided in Section 711.070 hereof.

(2)

Secured whatever construction, occupancy or other permits which the applicant may
otherwise be required by law to obtain.

(3)

Obtained a proper storage facility for the storage of such explosives as the same may
be required by this chapter.

(O. No. 10038, 1-9-81)
711.090 - Storage of Explosives.—
1. No person shall store any explosive materials in a manner not in conformity to this chapter.
2.

Any change, addition, or modification to an approved storage facility shall not be made
unless authorized by a new permit under Section 711-080.

(O. No. 10039, 1-9-81)
711.100 - Types of Storage Facilities.—
For purposes of this chapter, there shall be five (5) types of storage facilities. These types,
together with the classes of explosive materials which shall be stored therein, are as follows:
(a)

Type 1 storage facilities. Permanent storage facilities for the storage of high
explosives, subject to the limitations prescribed by sections 711.130 and 711.146. Other
classes may also be stored therein.

(b)

Type 2 storage facilities. Portable indoor and outdoor storage facilities for the storage
of high explosives, subject to the limitations prescribed by sections 711.130, 711.134(b)
and 711.146. Other classes may also be stored therein.

(c)

Type 3 storage facilities. Portable outdoor facilities for the temporary storage of high
explosives while attended (for example, a "day-box"), subject to the limitations
prescribed by sections 711.130 and 711.146. Other classes may also be stored therein.

(d)

Type 4 storage facilities. Facilities for the storage of low explosives, subject to the
limitations prescribed by sections 711.130(b), 711.138(b) and 711.146. Blasting agents
may also be stored therein.

(e)

Type 5 storage facilities. Facilities for the storage of blasting agents, subject to the
limitations prescribed by sections 711.130(a) and (c), 711.140(b), and 711.146.

(O. No. 10039, 1-9-81)
711.110 - Inspection of Storage Facilities.—
Any person storing explosive materials shall open and inspect his storage facilities at intervals
not greater than three (3) days to determine whether the explosives therein are intact and to
determine whether there has been unauthorized entry or attempted entry into the storage facilities
or the unauthorized removal of facilities or their contents.
(O. No. 10039, 1-9-81)
711.115 - Storage Records to Be Kept.—

Records shall be kept of all Class A high explosives when such are kept in or on any premises in
the portions of the County covered by this chapter or when stored in facilities licensed under the
terms of this chapter. Such records shall consist of:
a.

Quantities of all materials entering or leaving the facility.

b.

Dates and times of all material entering or leaving the facility or premise.

c.

A description, brand name and serial number(s) of all involved material.

d.

Names of the person(s) removing any involved material and the reason for the removal.

e.

Any other information that the Director may require in a written notification to the
licensee or permittee.

Such written records shall be kept at or near the storage facility and shall be available at all
times to the Director or his agent.
(O. No. 10039, 1-9-81)
711.120 - Removal of Explosive Materials.—
All explosive materials must be kept in storage facilities meeting the standards prescribed by this
chapter unless they are:
(a)

In the process of manufacture, or

(b)

Being physically handled in the operating process of a licensee or user, or

(c)

Being used, or

(d)

Being transported to a place of storage or use by a permittee or by a person who has
lawfully acquired explosive materials in the manner required by this chapter.

(O. No. 10039, 1-9-81)
711.130 - Location of Storage Facilities.—
(a)(1) Except as otherwise provided in this chapter, storage facilities in which any explosive
materials are stored shall be located at minimum distances from inhabited buildings, passenger
railways, public highways, and from other storage facilities in which explosive materials are
stored as specified in the American Table of Distances (Appendix A). Provided, that this table
shall not apply to any indoor storage facility. When a storage facility is not barricaded, the
distances shown in the American Table of Distances shall be doubled. For purposes of this
paragraph, a storage facility shall be deemed barricaded when it is effectually screened from
inhabited buildings, passenger railways, public highways, and other storage facilities in which
explosive materials are stored either by a natural or artificial barricade of such height that a
straight line from the top of any side wall of the storage facility to the eave line of such other
inhabited building or storage facility, or to a point twelve (12) feet above the center of a
passenger railway or public highway, will pass through such intervening barricade.

(2)

If any two (2) or more storage facilities are separated from each other by less than the
distances specified in Appendix A, then such two (2) or more storage facilities, as a
group, shall be considered as one storage facility, and the total quantity of explosive
materials stored in such group shall be treated as if stored in a single facility and shall
comply with the minimum of distances specified in Appendix A from other storage
facilities, inhabited buildings, passenger railways, and public highways.
(b)

Storage facilities in which low explosives are stored shall be located at minimum
distances from inhabited buildings, passenger railways, public highways, and from
other storage facilities in which explosive materials are stored as specified in the
table of distances for storage of low explosives as set forth in 27 CFR Section
181.199. Provided, that this table shall not apply to any indoor storage facility. The
distances shown therein shall not be reduced by the presence of barricades.

(c)

Ammonium nitrate and storage facilities in which blasting agents are stored shall
be located at minimum distances from storage facilities containing high explosives
or blasting agents as specified in the Table of Recommended Separation Distances
of Ammonium Nitrate and Blasting Agents from Explosives or Blasting Agents as
set forth in 27 CFR Section 181.200.

(O. No. 10039, 1-9-81)
711.132 - Construction of Type 1 Storage Facilities.—
A type 1 storage facility shall be a permanent structure: a building, an igloo or Army-type
structure, a tunnel, or a dugout. It shall be bullet-resistant, fire-resistant, weather-resistant, theftresistant, and well ventilated.
(a)

Buildings. All building-type storage facilities shall be constructed of masonry, wood,
metal, or a combination of these materials and shall have no openings except for
entrances and ventilation. Ground around such storage facilities shall slope away for
drainage.
(1)

Masonry wall construction. Masonry wall construction shall consist of brick,
concrete, tile, cement block, or cinder block and shall be not less than six (6) inches
in thickness. Hollow masonry units used in construction shall have all hollow
spaces filled with well-tamped coarse dry sand or weak concrete (a mixture of one
(1) part cement and eight (8) parts of sand with enough water to dampen the
mixture while tamping in place). Interior walls shall be covered with a nonsparking
material.

(2)

Fabricated metal wall construction. Metal wall construction shall consist of
sectional sheets of steel or aluminum not less than number 14 gauge, securely
fastened to a metal framework. Such metal wall construction shall be either lined
inside with brick solid cement blocks, hardwood not less than four (4) inches in
thickness, or shall have at least a six-inch sand fill between interior and exterior
walls. Interior walls shall be constructed of or covered with a nonsparking material.

(3)

Wood frame wall construction. The exterior of outer wood walls shall be covered
with iron or aluminum not less than number 26 gauge. An inner wall of
nonsparking material shall be constructed so as to provide a space of not less than
six (6) inches between the outer and inner walls, which space shall be filled with
coarse dry sand or weak concrete.

(4)

Floors. Floors shall be constructed of a nonsparking material and shall be strong
enough to bear the weight of the maximum quantity to be stored.

(5)

Foundations. Foundations shall be constructed of brick, concrete, cement block,
stone, or wood posts. If piers or posts are used, in lieu of a continuous foundation,
the space under the buildings shall be enclosed with metal.

(6)

Roof. Except for buildings with fabricated metal roofs, the outer roof shall be
covered with no less than number 26 gauge iron or aluminum fastened to seveneighth-inch sheathing.

(7)

Bullet-resistant ceilings or roofs. Where it is possible for a bullet to be fired
directly through the roof and into the storage facility at such an angle that the bullet
would strike a point below the top of inner walls, storage facilities shall be
protected by one of the following methods:
(i)

A sand tray shall be located at the tops of inner walls covering the entire
ceiling area, except that necessary for ventilation, lined with a layer of building
paper, and filled with not less than four (4) inches of course dry sand.

(ii)

A fabricated metal roof shall be constructed of three-sixteenth-inch plate
steel lined with four (4) inches of hardwood. (For each additional onesixteenth-inch of plate steel, the hardwood lining may be decreased one (1)
inch.)

(8)

Doors. All doors shall be constructed of one-fourth-inch plate steel and lined with
two (2) inches of hardwood. Hinges and hasps shall be attached to the doors by
welding, riveting or bolting (nuts on inside of door). They shall be installed in such
a manner that the hinges and hasps cannot be removed when the doors are closed
and locked.

(9)

Locks. Each door shall be equipped with two (2) mortise locks; or with two (2)
padlocks fastened in separate hasps and staples; or with a combination of mortise
lock and a padlock; or with a mortise lock that requires two (2) keys to open; or a
three-point lock. Locks shall be five-tumbler proof. All padlocks shall be protected
with one-fourth-inch steel caps constructed so as to prevent sawing or lever action
on the locks or hasps. All doors shall be kept locked at all times, except during
placement and removal of stocks of explosives, or during repairs to storage
facilities.

(10)

Ventilation. Except at doorways, a two-inch air space shall be left around
ceilings and the perimeter of floors. Foundation ventilators shall be not less than
four (4) by six (6) inches. Vents in the foundation, roof, or gables shall be screened
and offset.

(11)

(b)

Exposed metal. No sparking metal construction shall be exposed below the top
of walls in the interior of storage facilities, and all nails therein shall be blind-nailed
or countersunk.

Igloos, Army-type structures, tunnels, and dugouts. Igloo, Army-type tunnel, and
dugout storage facilities shall be constructed of reinforced concrete, masonry, metal, or
a combination of these materials. They shall have an earth mound covering of not less
than twenty-four (24) inches on the top, sides and rear. Interior walls and floors shall be
covered with a nonsparking material. Storage facilities of this type shall also be
constructed in conformity with the requirements of paragraph (a)(4) and paragraphs
(a)(8) through (11) of this section.

(O. No. 17057, 6-6-94)
711.134 - Construction of Type 2 Storage Facilities.—
A type 2 storage facility shall be a box, a trailer, a semitrailer or other mobile facility. It shall be
bullet-resistant, fire-resistant, weather-resistant, theft-resistant, and well ventilated. Except as
provided in paragraph (c) of this section, hinges and hasps shall be attached to the covers or
doors in the manner prescribed in Section 711.132(a)(8) and the locking system shall be that
prescribed in Section 711.132(a)(9).
(a)

Outdoor storage facilities. Outdoor storage facilities shall be at least one (1) cubic
yard in size and supported in such a manner so as to prevent direct contact with the
ground. The sides, bottoms, tops, and covers or doors shall be constructed of onefourth-inch steel and shall be lined with two (2) inches of hardwood. Edges of metal
covers shall overlap sides at least one inch. The ground around such storage facilities
shall slope away for drainage. When unattended, vehicular storage facilities shall have
wheels removed or shall be otherwise effectively immobilized by kingpin locking
devices or other methods approved by the Director.

(b)

Indoor storage facilities. No indoor facility for the storage of high explosives shall be
located in a residence or dwelling. When located in a warehouse, wholesale, or retail
establishment, such storage facilities shall be provided with substantial wheels or
casters to facilitate removal therefrom. No more than two (2) indoor storage facilities
shall be kept in any one (1) building. Two (2) storage facilities may be kept in the same
building only when one (1) is used for the storage of blasting caps, squibs, or similar
items and the other facility is used for the storage of other high explosives. Each storage
facility shall be located on the floor nearest the ground level and within ten (10) feet of
an outside exit. Indoor storage facilities within one building shall be separated by a
distance of not less than ten (10) feet. No indoor storage facility shall contain a quantity
of high explosives in excess of fifty (50) pounds or more than five thousand (5,000)
blasting caps. Indoor facilities shall be of wood or metal construction as prescribed in
paragraphs (b)(1) or (2) of this section.
(1)

Wood construction. Wood indoor storage facilities shall have sides, bottoms, and
covers or doors constructed of two-inch hardwood and shall be well braced at

corners. They shall be covered with sheet metal of not less than number 20 gauge.
Nails exposed to the interior of such facilities shall be countersunk.
(2)

(c)

Metal construction. Metal indoor storage facilities shall have sides, bottoms, and
covers or doors constructed of number 12 gauge metal and shall be lined inside
with a nonsparking material. Edges of metal covers shall overlap sides at least one
inch.

Cap boxes. Storage facilities for blasting caps in quantities of one hundred (100) or
less shall have sides, bottoms, and covers constructed of number 12 gauge metal and
lined with a nonsparking material. Hinges and hasps shall be attached thereto by
welding. A single five-tumbler proof lock shall be sufficient for locking purposes.

(O. No. 10039, 1-9-81)
711.136 - Construction of Type 3 Storage Facilities.—
A type 3 storage facility shall be a "day-box" or other portable facility. It shall be constructed in
the same manner prescribed for type 2 outdoor storage facilities in Section 711.134(a), except
that it may be less than one cubic yard in size, and shall be bullet-resistant, fire-resistant,
weather-resistant, theft-resistant, and well ventilated. Hinges, hasps, locks, and lock protection
shall be in conformity with the requirements of Section 711.132(a)(8) and (9). The ground
around such storage facilities shall slope away for drainage. No explosive materials shall be left
in such facilities if unattended. The explosive materials contained therein must be removed to
types 1 or 2 storage facilities for unattended storage.
(O. No. 10039, 1-9-81)
711.138 - Construction of Type 4 Storage Facilities.—
A type 4 storage facility may be a building, an igloo or Army-type structure, a tunnel, a dugout, a
box, a trailer, or a semi-trailer or other mobile facility and shall be fire-resistant, weatherresistant, and theft-resistant. It shall be constructed of masonry, metal-covered wood, fabricated
metal, or a combination of these materials. The walls and floors of such storage facilities shall be
lined with a nonsparking material. The doors or covers shall be metal or solid wood covered with
metal. The foundations, locks, lock protection, hinges, hasps, and interior shall be in conformity
with the requirements of Section 711.132(a)(5), (8), (9), and (11).
(a)

Outdoor storage facilities. The ground around such storage facilities shall slope away
for drainage. When unattended, vehicular storage facilities shall have wheels removed
or shall be otherwise effectively immobilized by kingpin locking devices or other
methods approved by the Director.

(b)

Indoor storage facilities. No indoor facility for the storage of low explosives shall be
located in a residence or dwelling. When located in a warehouse, wholesale, or retail
establishment, such storage facilities shall be provided with substantial wheels or
casters to facilitate removal therefrom. No more than one indoor storage facility shall be
kept in any one building. It shall be located on the floor nearest the ground level and

within ten (10) feet of an outside exit. No indoor storage facility shall contain a quantity
of low explosives in excess of fifty (50) pounds.
(O. No. 10039, 1-9-81)
711.140 - Construction of Type 5 Storage Facilities.—
A type 5 storage facility may be a building, an igloo or Army-type structure, a tunnel, a dugout, a
bin, a box, a trailer, or a semitrailer or other mobile facility and shall be theft-resistant. The doors
or covers thereof shall be solid wood or metal. The hinges, hasps, locks, and lock protection shall
be in conformity with the requirements of Section 711.132 (a)(8) and (9).
(a)

Outdoor storage facilities. The ground around such storage facilities shall slope away
for drainage. When unattended, vehicular storage facilities shall have wheels removed
or shall be otherwise effectively immobilized by king-pin locking devices or other
methods approved by the Director.

(b)

Indoor storage facilities. No indoor storage facility for the storage of blasting agents
shall be located in a residence or dwelling.

(O. No. 10039, 1-9-81)
711.143 - Smoking and Open Flames.—
Smoking, matches, open flames, and spark-producing devices shall not be permitted in, or within
fifty (50) feet of, any outdoor storage facility.
(O. No. 10039, 1-9-81)
711.146 - Storage of Blasting Caps.—
Blasting caps shall not be stored with other explosive materials in the same storage facility.
(O. No. 10039, 1-9-81)
711.150 - Storage Within Types 1, 2, 3, and 4 Facilities.—
(a) Explosive materials within a storage facility shall not be placed directly against interior walls.
Any devices constructed or placed within a storage facility shall not interfere with ventilation.
(b)

Containers of explosive materials shall be stored by being laid flat with top sides up.
Corresponding classes, grades, and brands shall be stored together within a storage facility
in such a manner that class, grade, and brand marks are easily visible upon inspection.
Stocks of explosive materials shall be stored so as to be easily counted and checked.

(c)

Except with respect to fiberboard containers, containers of explosive materials shall not be
unpacked or repacked inside a storage facility or within fifty (50) feet thereof, and shall not

be unpacked or repacked in close proximity to other explosive materials. Containers of
explosive materials shall be securely closed while being stored.
(d)

Tools used for opening or closing containers of explosive materials shall be of nonsparking
materials, except that metal slitters may be used for opening fiberboard containers. A wood
wedge and a fiber, rubber, or wooden mallet shall be used for opening or closing wood
containers of explosive materials. Metal tools other than nonsparking transfer conveyors
shall not be stored in any storage facility containing high explosives.

(O. No. 10039, 1-9-81)
711.160 - Transportation of Explosives in County—Duties of Consignee.—
When explosives or blasting agents are brought into the County by railroad or other conveyance
or means of transportation, for delivery to a consignee, the person in charge of such delivery for
such railroad or public conveyance shall notify the consignee immediately upon arrival of such
explosives at a railroad station or any other place customarily used by public conveyance for
receipt and delivery of shipments, and if said consignee does not remove said explosives from
said location within twenty-four (24) hours after such notification, then the person in charge of
such railroad station or other conveyance shall immediately notify the Director, and shall remove
said explosives beyond the limits of the County, or to a magazine authorized by the Director. The
time allowance may be extended by special written permission from the Director, when the
Director determines that conditions beyond the control of the consignee prevent the consignee
from complying with the provisions of this section.
(O. No. 2703)
711.170 - Failure to Remove Explosives on Arrival—Unlawful.—
It shall be unlawful for any owner, consignee, agent or employee thereof, having been notified of
the arrival of the shipment of explosives as provided in Section 711.160 above, to fail to remove
or cause the removal of said explosives within twenty-four (24) hours after receipt of said notice
or by the time set by the Director, to some place meeting the requirements of this ordinance.
(O. No. 2703)
711.180 - Transportation of Explosives—General Provisions.—
1. Explosives shall not be transported through any prohibited vehicular tunnel, subway or over
any prohibited bridge, roadway or elevated highway.
2.

No person shall smoke, carry matches or any other flame-producing device, or carry any
firearms or loaded cartridges while in or near a motor vehicle transporting explosives; or
drive, load or unload such vehicle in a careless or reckless manner.

3.

Explosives shall not be carried or transported in or upon a public conveyance or vehicle
carrying passengers for hire.

4.

Explosives may be loaded into and transported on any truck and a full trailer attached
thereto provided that there shall be no more than one truck and one trailer comprising the
combination.

5.

Explosives shall not be transferred from one vehicle to another within the County without
first informing the Director and the St. Louis County Police Department. In the event of
breakdown or collision, the Director and the St. Louis County Police Department shall be
promptly notified to help safeguard such emergencies. Explosives shall be transferred from
the disabled vehicle to another only when proper and qualified supervision is provided.

6.

It shall be unlawful for any person to transport, haul or otherwise convey blasting caps on
the streets and highways of the County on the same vehicle with explosives except that not
more than fifty (50) pounds of explosives and not more than twenty-five (25) blasting caps
may be transported on the same vehicle if the blasting caps are transported in a container
approved by the Director.

(O. No. 2703)
711.190 - Transportation Vehicles—Requirements.—
1. Vehicles used for transporting explosives shall be strong enough to carry the load without
difficulty and be in good mechanical condition. If vehicles do not have a closed body, the body
shall be covered with a flame-proof and moistureproof tarpaulin or other effective protection
against moisture and sparks. All vehicles used for the transportation of explosives shall have
tight floors and any exposed spark-producing metal on the inside of the body shall be covered
with wood or other nonsparking materials to prevent contact with packages of explosives.
Packages of explosives shall not be loaded above the sides of an open-body vehicle.
2.

Every vehicle used for transporting explosives shall be marked or placarded on both sides,
front and rear with the word "Explosives" in letters not less than three (3) inches in height in
contrasting and clearly readable colors. In addition to such marking or placarding, the
vehicle may display, in such a manner that it will be readily visible from all directions, a red
flag eighteen (18) inches by thirty (30) inches, with the word "Explosives" painted, stamped
or sewed thereon in white letters at least six (6) inches in height.

3.

Every motor vehicle used for transporting explosives shall be equipped with one of the
following minimum fire extinguishing units:
(1)

One 2A 40BC fire extinguishing unit; or

(2)

Two (2) 2A 20BC fire extinguishing units.

Only extinguishers listed or approved by Underwriters' Laboratories, Inc., Underwriters'
Laboratories of Canada, Factory Mutual Laboratories or by some other nationally recognized fire
equipment testing laboratory, shall be deemed suitable for use on explosive-carrying vehicles.
Extinguishers shall be filled and ready for immediate use and located near the driver's seat.
Extinguishers shall be examined periodically by a competent person.
4.

All motor vehicles used for transporting explosives shall meet the following requirements
for safe transportation of explosives:

(1)

Fire extinguishers shall be filled and in working order.

(2)

All electrical wiring shall be completely protected and securely fastened to prevent
short circuiting.

(3)

Chassis, motor, pan and underside of body shall be reasonably clean and free of excess
oil and grease.

(4)

Fuel tank and feed line shall be secure and have no leaks.

(5)

Brakes, lights, horn, windshield wipers and steering apparatus shall function properly.

(6)

Tires shall be checked for proper inflation and defects.

(7)

The vehicle shall be in proper condition in every other respect and acceptable for
handling explosives.

5.

Vehicles transporting explosives shall only be drive by, and be in charge of, a driver who is
physically fit, careful, capable, reliable, able to read and write the English language, and not
addicted to the use or under the influence of intoxicants or narcotics, and not less than
twenty-one (21) years of age. He shall be familiar with the traffic regulations, state laws and
the provisions of this chapter.

6.

Except under emergency conditions, no vehicle transporting explosives shall be parked
before reaching its destination, even though attended, on any public street adjacent to, or in
proximity to, any bridge, tunnel, dwelling, building or place where people work, congregate
or assemble.

7.

No spark-producing metal, spark-producing metal tools, oils, matches, firearms, electric
storage batteries, flammable substances, acids, oxidizing materials or corrosive compounds
shall be carried in the body of any motor truck and/or vehicle transporting explosives.

8.

Vehicles transporting explosives shall avoid congested areas and heavy traffic. Where
routes through congested areas have been designated, such routes shall be followed.

9.

Delivery shall only be made to authorize persons and/or into authorized magazines or
approved temporary storage or handling areas.

(O. No. 10039, 1-9-81)
711.200 - Permit to Explode or Blast Required, Blaster's License.—
1. It shall be unlawful, without first having received a permit from the Director, to explode or
cause to be exploded, any gunpowder, dynamite, giant powder, gun cotton or other explosive for
the purpose of blasting out rock, gravel, earth or other like substance within the County.
2.

No person shall use or detonate explosives unless he is in possession of a valid license,
obtained from the Director, to use explosives for blasting purposes. This license shall be
known as a blaster's license. For the purpose of this chapter, the Director is authorized to
publish qualifications necessary for an applicant to obtain a blaster's license. Such
qualifications shall take into consideration age, training, education, and experience in the
knowledge and use of explosives and shall include a written examination. A license shall be

issued by the Director to any applicant meeting the requirements set forth by the Director for
such a license.
3.

The handling of explosives may be performed by other employees provided the work is
done under the direct supervision of the person holding the permit to use explosives and
providing such employees are at least twenty-one (21) years of age.

4.

The person possessing a valid blaster's license shall be in charge of all blasting operations.
If there is more than one person possessing such a license on any one operation, one will be
designated as being blaster in charge and shall be responsible for the entire operation.

(O. No. 2703)
711.210 - Application for Permit to Blast—Requirements.—
Application for a permit to use explosives shall be made to the Director at the Courthouse on
forms provided and shall contain the following information:
(1)

Name of applicant.

(2)

Address of residence.

(3)

Place of business.

(4)

Occupation.

(5)

Age.

(6)

(7)
(8)

(9)
(10)

The location where the blasting is to be done, the type of blasting material to be used
in each charge, the number and location of charges and the manner in which the
material is to be detonated.
The time and date of blasting when requested by the Director.
The name, age and address of the blaster or blasters who shall be the person or persons
who shall actually detonate or have actual charge of the detonation of any explosive or
blasting agent.
Blaster's license number.
When blasting operations are conducted on a continuous basis, such as quarry
blasting and construction work, the Director may, in lieu of (6), above, direct that the
applicant furnish the location where blasting is to be done, the type of blasting material
generally used, the approximate frequency of detonations based on past performance
and the manner in which the explosives are to be detonated.

In addition to the above information, there shall be attached to the application for a permit to
blast, the following: A certificate of liability insurance in the minimum amount of five hundred
thousand dollars ($500,000.00) for injury to persons and property resulting from the blasting
operations. Such insurance shall be carried in a firm or corporation which has been duly licensed
or permitted to carry on such business in the State of Missouri and shall be kept and maintained
continuously in force and effect for the duration of the blasting permit.

(O. No. 10039, 1-9-81)
711.220 - Blasting—Rules and Regulations.—
All blasting operations within the County shall be conducted in strict accordance with the
following rules and regulations and it shall be unlawful for any person to fail to observe and
follow said rules and regulations when blasting. In the event there is a violation of said rules and
regulations, the Director shall have the power and it shall be his duty to revoke the blasting
permit issued in connection with the operation, revoke the license of the blaster in charge, all in
accordance with the terms of this chapter, and in addition, the violator or violators may be
punished as otherwise provided by this chapter for violations thereof.
(1)

Blasting operations shall be carried on with the smallest possible number of persons
present.

(2)

All drill holes shall be of sufficient size so that the cartridges of explosives can be
easily inserted to the bottom of the hole without forcing or ramming.

(3)

Explosives should not be removed from the original wrapper before being loaded into
bore holes except when irregularities of the hole make it impossible to load whole
cartridges with safety or in block-holing where small charges are desirable. This rule
shall not apply to free running explosives.

(4)

Excessive ramming should be avoided in loading or tamping explosives in a bore hole
and wooden tools only, with no exposed metal parts, shall be used for this purpose. In
tamping, only hardwood rods without metal parts, other than non-ferrous metal ferrules
for extending the length thereof, shall be used.

(5)

When loading free running or bulk explosives, a bronze, wooden or heavy paper
funnel should be used unless the explosives can be poured directly from a container into
the hole in such a manner as to prevent scattering of loose explosives around the collar
of the hole.

(6)

When priming with electric caps, said caps shall be tested with a blasting
galvanometer after being loaded but before the hole is stemmed. Primers shall be made
up just prior to loading. The cap must be properly embedded in the cartridge and the
primer seated in the charge without rough handling.

(7)

When firing with a blasting machine, the blasting machine shall be located at a safe
distance to be determined by the blaster.

(8)

When firing by means of a blasting machine, the leading wires shall be kept shortcircuited until the shot is ready for firing and shall not be connected to the blasting
machine until immediately before the time of firing and shall be disconnected from the
blasting machine and short-circuited immediately after firing.

(9)

Electric detonators and blasting circuits shall be tested only by means of a blasting
galvanometer designed for this purpose.

(10)

Before firing any blast, all means of access to the danger zone (the extent of which
shall be determined by the blaster, but in no case to be closer to the explosion than the

blaster himself), shall be effectively guarded to exclude all unauthorized personnel.
When practical, the blaster shall then sound a warning of sufficient intensity and
duration to be distinctly audible to all persons within the danger zone and all such
persons shall retire beyond the danger zone. The danger zone shall then be examined by
the blaster to make certain that all persons have retired therefrom to a place of safety.
No blast shall be fired while any person is in the danger zone.
(11)

When the point of explosion is within three hundred (300) feet of a roadway, the
blaster shall, just prior to the blast, designate a sufficient number of employees of the
operator, each carrying a red warning flag, to stop all vehicular and pedestrian traffic on
each possible route of travel within three hundred and fifty (350) feet of the point of
explosion until the blast has been fired.

(12)

No person shall return to the danger zone until permitted to do so by the blaster as
announced by audible or visual signal.

(13)

Immediately following the blast the area shall be examined by the blaster for
evidence of misfired charges.

(14)

All misfires shall be reported at once to the superintendent or manager who shall then
determine the safe and proper method of disposal. The unexploded charge shall be
detonated if such can be accomplished without risk of injury to personnel or damage to
property. If repriming is necessary, any stemming present in the hole may be removed
by a jet of water. The jetting tool should be of non-sparking metal, rubber or plastic. If
electric blasting caps are used for in-the-hole initiation, an air jet should not be used.

(15)

Drilling in any hole that is known to contain or have contained explosives is
prohibited until complete neutralization is effected.

(16)

A complete record shall be kept by the blaster showing all misfires and method of
disposal.

(17)

In case a charge fires but does not bring down the burden, it is permissible to reload
the bore hole, if in suitable condition, but only after the temperature of the hole has been
reduced by water or otherwise to not more than one hundred fifty (150) degrees
Fahrenheit.

(18)

Each blast hole shall be stemmed to the collar or to a point high enough to provide
efficient confinement of the charge and to minimize the chance of injury to personnel
from flying material. Block holes shall contain at least eighty-five (85) percent of
stemming material. For toe holes, the collar stemming shall in no case be less than onethird the depth of the hole.

(19)

When electric blasting caps are transported in a motor vehicle, equipped with a radio
transmitter, they shall either be in their original package or stored in a closed metal box
that is lined with a cushioning material such as wood or sponge rubber. When the
electric caps are being placed into or removed from the box, the transmitter shall not be
used.

(20)

Unless otherwise expressly authorized in writing by the Director, all blasting
operations shall be conducted at no less distance from any fixed or mobile radio
transmitter than indicated in the following table:

Minimum Distance
From Blasting
Operations Using
Transmitter Power
Electric Blasting
Output in Watts
Caps, in Feet
5—25 ..... 100
25—50 ..... 150
50—100 ..... 220
100—250 ..... 350
250—500 ..... 450
500—1,000 ..... 650
1,000—2,500 ..... 1,000
2,500—5,000 ..... 1,500
5,000—10,000 ..... 2,200
10,000—25,000 ..... 3,500
25,000—50,000 ..... 5,000
50,000—100,000 ..... 7,000
When it can be demonstrated by means of approved tests that electric blasting may be
carried out at lesser distances from the transmitter than required by the table shown, the Director
may allow a variation from the requirements of said table.
When blasting operations are located near highways or other public ways, signs shall be
erected at least five hundred (500) feet from the blast areas reading: "BLAST AREA-SHUT OFF
ALL TWO-WAY RADIOS". The letters of these signs shall be not less than four (4) inches in
height on a contrasting background.
(21)

In no case shall drilling be conducted closer than twenty-five (25) feet to a loaded
hole or a hole that is being loaded.

(22)

Holes shall be checked prior to loading to determine depth and condition. Holes may
be checked with a dolly or tamping block or by visual inspection with the aid of a
mirror. After any explosives have been loaded, all measuring shall be done with a cloth
tape or non-ferrous measuring device and lead plumb bob, or a wooden tamping pole or
wooden dolly free of exposed metal parts.

(23)

Under no circumstances shall the amount of explosives taken within three hundred
(300) feet of a potential point of explosion exceed the amount estimated by the blaster
as necessary for the blast. Such explosives shall be stacked in piles at least twenty-five
(25) feet from the nearest holes being loaded and at such distances apart, as provided in

Section 32, that any premature explosion will not be likely to propagate from one (1)
pile to another.
(24)

The explosives containers, if any, shall be opened at the pile and carried up to the
hole, one (1) case or unit at a time for immediate loading or placed at a loading station
not less than six (6) feet from the hole except that not more than one hundred (100)
pounds of explosives shall be allowed at the loading station at any one time. All empty
explosives containers (boxes, bags, crates, etc.) shall be properly disposed of, daily, in a
safe manner.

(25)

Explosives shall be distributed in such a manner that the distances from storage piles
to the allowable maximum quantity of one hundred (100) pounds of explosives at the
loading station or between such one hundred pound-loading station piles shall not be
less than the quantities shown in the following quantity-distance table:

Pounds of
Explosives

Distance Between Piles
of Explosives in Feet

up to 50 ..... 21
100 ..... 25
200 ..... 32
300 ..... 37
400 ..... 41
500 ..... 44
750 ..... 50
1,000 ..... 55
1,500 ..... 64
2,000 ..... 70
2,500 ..... 75
5,000 ..... 96
10,000 ..... 123
(26)

Drill holes shall not be sprung when they are less than one hundred (100) feet from
the nearest hole containing explosives. Holes that have been sprung shall not be charged
with explosives until the maximum temperature in any portion of such holes has been
reduced to one hundred fifty (150) degrees Fahrenheit. Where possible, water is to be
used for cooling purposes.

(27)

When loading a blast primed with detonating fuse, the detonator or detonators
required for firing the blast shall not be brought within fifty (50) feet of the hole area

nor attached to the detonating fuse until all persons, except the blaster and his assistants,
have been cleared from the danger zone.
(28)

In all blasting where the firing of any one (1) hole is likely to break into or damage
another hole in the vicinity or where the firing of any hole may propagate the charge in
a loaded hole in the vicinity, all holes which have been loaded shall be included and
fired in the blast.

(29)

Water standing in blast holes should be bailed out, if possible, or the holes shall be
loaded with an explosive of adequate water resistance.

(30)

Blasting crews shall consist of the minimum number of experienced men to do the
work in an efficient manner and should be organized carefully and each man assigned to
definite tasks to avoid confusion.

(31)

A blast shall be planned before the loading is started. The planned charge for each
hole shall be recorded prior to the blast.

(32)

The condition of each hole to be loaded and the amount, height, and position of the
explosives charge or charges placed in the hole shall be recorded on a loading chart
prior to the blast.

(33)

Members of loading crews engaged in loading blast holes should be prohibited from
wearing hobnail or steel-plated shoes to avoid striking sparks on rocks.

(34)

Large dynamite cartridges may be dropped in blast holes only when the hole is free
from obstructions to the depth at which the cartridge is to rest.

(35)

Large dynamite cartridges shall not be dropped in blast holes containing excessive
water until the charge is above the water level.

(36)

Large dynamite cartridges that have been wedged in a blast hole shall not be tamped
with a dolly. After pouring water into the hole, attempts to dislodge or pierce them shall
be made with a spear-shaped wooden tamping block or a small-diameter wooden pole.

(37)

Rough or ragged holes and holes partly closed by an obstruction that cannot be
readily removed shall be loaded with cartridged dynamite lowered with a rope, with free
running powder or dynamite cut in small pieces.

(38)

When loading a long line of holes with more than one (1) loading crew, the crews
shall be separated by the greatest practical distance which can be maintained as the
loading operations progress and which is consistent with efficient operation and
supervision of the crews. Every effort shall be made to keep the loading crews a
minimum of twenty-five (25) feet apart and to prevent the simultaneous loading of
adjacent holes.

(39)

Excessively large amounts of explosives shall not be delivered to the loading area at
one (1) time. If deliveries of explosives are made by truck, the quantity permitted at or
near the loading operations shall be limited to one (1) truck load. Other trucks loaded
with explosives shall wait or be unloaded in separate safe places away from the loading
operations.

(40)

Explosives should be delivered first to the holes farthest from the truck to avoid
driving or walking among piles of explosives.

(41)

Explosives in excess of immediate requirements when removed from the main
storage magazine and delivered in the vicinity of a blasting operation, shall be stored in
a Class II magazine.

(42)

The required stemming or tamping material shall be placed by each hole before the
delivery of explosives to the holes is started. Stemming material shall be screened or
free from excessively coarse pieces.

(43)

Stemming shall be placed in each hole to avoid damage to the detonating fuse or leg
wires of electric detonators.

(44)

A single hole or any number of holes in a row should not be fired when adjacent to or
near one (1) or more other holes which are loaded and which are not intended to be
fired.

(45)

All detonating fuses shall be covered with adequate stemming where physically
possible to reduce noise.

(46)

The detonating fuse shall extend from the hole a distance of one (1) or two (2) feet
more than sufficient to compensate for any subsidence, should be drawn taut and made
secure on the top where it will not interfere with loading operations or come in contact
with explosives on the ground.

(47)

The detonating fuse shall be checked each time before stemming material is used to
see that it has not been broken; if it has, it shall be repaired before proceeding.

(48)

When a detonating fuse is used, main or trunk line splices shall be factory splices or
tight square knots. No splices or knots shall be used in the drill hole.

(49)

All branch line connections and all connections in the main line other than splices
shall be tight and at right angles.

(50)

The main or trunk line shall be laid out free of kinks or coils and all connections shall
be inspected before firing the blast.

(51)

When connecting an electric blasting cap to detonating fuse, a connector for the
purpose shall be used in accordance with the Director's instructions. The cap may also
be securely taped to the detonating fuse.

(52)

Caps shall not be brought to the loading area nor attached to the detonating fuse until
all is in readiness to fire the blast.

(53)

Plain detonating fuse may be used for trunk lines or in shallow drill holes, but
reinforced or wire protected types shall be used in deep or ragged holes.

(54)

Toe hole blasting is defined as the removing of ledges or high bottoms that remain
after a main or primary shot or blast using moderate quantities of explosives loaded in
small diameter holes. In toe hole blasting, the charge of explosives shall be pushed to
the end of the hole with a wooden pole using care not to block the hole or suitable freerunning blasting agents may be blown into the hole with an approved pneumatic loader.

(55)

Secondary blasting is defined as the reduction of oversize material by the use of
explosives to facilitate shovel operations or to be accompanied by the crusher. It shall
include mud-capping and blockholing. In secondary blasting, wherever practicable,

oversize fragments shall be reduced to shovel or crusher size by use of the drop-ball
method, except as otherwise directed by the Director.
(56)

Charges of explosives shall be confined in all cases (drill holes) by suitable, inert
stemming material.

(57)

No person, except the blaster and any others directly engaged in loading block holes,
shall be permitted within the immediate area while loading is being performed. Loading
of any block hole shall be completed in one continuous operation including insertion of
the primer and the stemming.

(58)

Blast matting (which may include earth) shall be required when blast operations
and/or geological conditions create fly rock that could damage or injure persons or
property, or at the decision of the Director.

(59)

In all blasting operations, except as hereinafter otherwise provided, the maximum
peak particle velocity of any one (1) of three (3) mutually perpendicular components of
the ground motion in the vertical and horizontal directions shall not exceed two (2)
inches per second.

(60)

Instrumentation shall be in good operating condition and be properly calibrated with
a current (within one (1) year of date of use) calibration sticker affixed to each
instrument. If an instrument(s) is found to be not operating properly or out of
calibration, blasting operations shall be halted until the appropriate repairs or
recalibration are performed or a proper instrument(s) is provided. Seismograph operator
shall be trained in the use of that instrument(s).

(61)

Seismographic instrumentation shall be required on any blast site where the nearest
uncontrolled structure or public utility is located within a scaled distance of sixty-five
(65) (as defined in Rule 69) or at the request of the Director. An uncontrolled structure
is defined as any occupied building not owned or controlled by the explosives user. The
seismograph shall be placed at or near the closest uncontrolled structure(s).

(62)

Blasting operations without instrumentation will be considered as being within the
limits set forth in this subsection if at a specified location on at least five (5) blasts
instrumentation has shown that the maximum peak particle velocity at the specified
location is fifty (50) percent or less of the limit set forth in this subsection, and with
written permission from the Director, provided, that for all future blasts the scaled
distance is equal to or greater than the scaled distance for the instrumental blast.
However, if a scaled distance less than thirty-five (35) is employed, a seismograph is
required regardless of the seismic readings of previous blasts. "Scaled distance" means
the actual distance in feet divided by the square root of the maximum explosive weight
in pounds that is detonated per delay period for delay intervals of eight (8) milliseconds
or greater. If delay intervals less than eight (8) milliseconds are employed or if
instantaneous blasting is employed, scaled distance shall be computed by dividing the
actual distance in feet by the square root of the total explosive weight in pounds. When
blasting operations are contemplated which would result in ground vibrations that
would have a particle velocity of any one (1) of three (3) mutually perpendicular
components in excess of two (2) inches per second, blasting operations may proceed

after receiving written consent from the property owner or owners affected and the
Director.
(63)

(A) Airblast shall be controlled so that it does not exceed the maximum limits
specified below at any uncontrolled structure (as defined in rule 68(A)).

Lower frequency limits of
measuring system, Hz
Maximum
(+ 3dB) level in dB
0.1 Hz or lower—flat response ..... 134 peak
2 Hz or lower—flat response ..... 133 peak
6 Hz or lower—flat response ..... 129 peak
C-weighted, slow response ..... 105 peak dBc
(B)

All measuring systems used shall have a flat frequency response of at least 200 Hz at the
upper end.

(C)

The permittee may satisfy the provisions of this section by meeting any of the four (4)
specifications in the chart in Rule 73 of this section; provided however, the 0.1 Hz or lowerflat response or C-weighted slow response can only be used if approved by the Director.
(64)

When blasting in the vicinity of uncontrolled structures (as defined in Rule 59(A))
the explosives user will determine the structures lying within a scaled distance of thirtyfive (35). The distance will be determined by the following:

D = 35 (W 2 )
Where D is the distance limit and W is the maximum charge weight per 8 ms delay interval.
The explosives user will make a good faith effort to contact the owners of structures within the
distance limit and offer to have a pre-blast inspection performed on their structure at no cost to
the owner.
(O. No. 17057, 6-6-94)
711.230 - Blasting Agents—Transportation, Storage and Use.—
Unless otherwise set forth in this chapter, blasting agents shall be transported, stored and used in
the same manner as explosives.
(O. No. 2703)
711.240 - Buildings Used for Mixing of Blasting Agents—Location.—
Buildings or other facilities used for mixing blasting agents shall be located, with respect to
inhabited buildings, passenger railroads and public highways in accordance with the American
Table of Distance (Appendix "A").

(1)

Any oxidizer stored at a closer distance to the blasting agent storage area than as
provided in (2) below shall be added to the quantity of blasting agents to calculate the
total quantity involved for application of the aforementioned Table.

(2)

Minimum intra-plant separation (distances between mixing units and the oxidizer)
storage areas and blasting agent storage areas shall be determined by competent persons
and these distances shall be approved by the Director.

(O. No. 2703)
711.250 - Buildings Used for Mixing of Blasting Agents—Construction.—
1. Buildings used for the mixing of blasting agents shall conform to the requirements of this
section unless otherwise specifically approved by the Director.
(1)

Buildings should preferably be of noncombustible construction or sheet metal on
wood studs.

(2)

The layout of the mixing building shall be such as to provide physical separation
between the finished product storage and the mixing and packaging operation.

(3)

Floors in storage areas and in the processing plant should be of concrete. Isolated fuel
storage shall be provided to avoid contact between molten oxidizer and fuel in case of
fire.

(4)

The building shall be well ventilated.

(5)

Heat shall be provided exclusively from a unit outside the building.

2.

The design of the mixer should minimize the possibility of frictional heating, compaction,
and especially, confinement. Open mixers are preferable to enclosed mixers. Bearings and
gears should be protected against the accumulation of oxidizer dust. All surfaces should be
accessible for cleaning. Mixing and packaging equipment should be constructed of materials
compatible with the fuel-oxidizer composition. Mobile equipment, such as ready-mix
concrete trucks, shall not be used for blending fuels with oxidizers while in transit on public
highways. The provisions of this section shall be considered when determining blasting
agent composition. The sensitivity of the blasting agent shall be determined by means of a
No. 8 test blasting cap at regular intervals and after every change in ingredients or
composition, or as may be requested by the Director.

3.

Oxidizers of small particle size, such as crushed prills or fines, may be more sensitive and
hazardous than the ordinary prills and should be handled with greater care.

4.

No liquid fuel with higher volatility than that of No. 2 diesel fuel (minimum flash point of
145 degrees Fahrenheit, ASTM closed-up procedure) shall be used.

5.

Crude oil and crankcase oil should not be used because they may contain light ends that
offer increased vapor-explosion hazards or gritty particles that tend to sensitize the resulting
blasting agent.

6.

If solid fuels are used, they shall be chosen so as to minimize dust-explosion hazard.

7.

Metal dusts (aluminum powder, etc.), peroxides chlorates, or perchlorates shall not be used
unless such operations are conducted in a manner approved by the Director.

8.

Unusual compositions shall not be attempted except under the supervision of competent
personnel equipped to determine the overall hazard of the resulting compositions.

9.

All electrical switches, controls, motors and lights, if allocated in the mixing room, should
conform to the requirements of Article 502, Class II, Division 2 of the Electrical Code of St.
Louis County; otherwise they should be located outside the mixing room. The frame of the
mixer and all other equipment that may be used shall be electrically bonded and provided
with a continuous path to the ground.

10.

Washdown facilities should be provided. An automatic water-deluge system with adequate
capacity is recommended to protect mixers and the finished-explosives storage area in the
plant. Floors shall be constructed so as to eliminate open floor drains and piping into which
molten materials could flow and be confined in case of fire. The floors and equipment of the
mixing and packaging room shall be washed down frequently to prevent accumulation of
oxidizers or fuels and other sensitizers. The entire mixing and packaging plant shall be
washed down periodically to prevent excessive accumulation of dust.

11.

Smoking or open flames shall not be permitted in or within fifty (50) feet of any building
or facility used for the mixing of blasting agents.

12.
13.

Empty oxidizer bags shall be disposed of daily in a safe manner.
Not more than one day's production of blasting agents or the limit determined by the
American Table of Distances (Appendix A), whichever is less, shall be permitted in or near
the mixing and packaging plant or area. Larger quantities shall be stored in separate
warehouses or magazines.

(O. No. 2703)
711.270 - Transportation of Blasting Agents.—
1. When blasting agents are transported in the same vehicle with explosives, all of the
requirements of Section 711.180 of this chapter shall be complied with.
2.

Vehicles transporting blasting agents shall only be driven by and be in charge of a driver at
least twenty-one (21) years of age who is capable, careful, reliable and in possession of a
valid motor vehicle operator's license. Such a person shall also be familiar with the State
vehicle and traffic laws.

3.

No sparking metal, sparking metal tools, oils, matches, firearms, acids or other corrosive
liquids shall be carried in the bed or body of any vehicle containing blasting agents.

4.

No person shall be permitted to ride upon, drive, load or unload a vehicle containing
blasting agents while smoking or under the influence of intoxicants or narcotics.

5.

It is prohibited for any person to transport or carry any blasting agents upon any public
vehicle carrying passengers for hire.

6.

Vehicles transporting blasting agents shall be in safe operating condition at all times.

7.

When offering blasting agents for transportation on County roads and highways, they shall
be packaged in a manner to render them safe for transportation and handling and marked or
labeled so as to be readily identifiable.

(O. No. 2703)
711.280 - Use of Blasting Agents.—
Persons using blasting agents shall comply with all of the applicable provisions of this chapter
for the use of explosives.
(O. No. 2703)
711.290 - Records.—
1. A record known as a log shall be kept for every primary blast in an approved manner and for
such other blasting as the Director may require.
2.

A blasting record, known as a log, shall be kept on the site of any blasting operations. This
log shall be made available to the Director or his authorized agents upon demand. This
record shall be maintained available for inspection for a period of six (6) months after such
blasting operations are completed.

3.

Minimum recorded data shall be as follows:
(a)

Plan of the involved portion of the blasting site showing location of holes and spacing
of holes.

(b)

A cross-section of each hole showing overburden; burden at top of face and toe; height
of face; depth of hole; kind and quantity of explosives including distribution of
explosives load as deck charges, or otherwise as appropriate; length and kind of
stemming material.

(c)

Drilling record showing unusual joint or seam conditions in the rock.

(d)

Amount of explosives used (weight).

(e)

Kind of blasting caps, distribution of instantaneous or short-period delay blasting caps,
or both; delay interval used; order of firing by switch.

(f)

Comments by blaster in charge regarding character of breakage; height of breakage;
length of throw; effectiveness of shot; unusual results of effects.

(g)

Weather conditions including direction and approximate velocity of wind;
atmospheric temperature; relative humidity; cloud conditions.

(h)

Date and time of firing of blast.
(i)

(j)

Name of person in responsible charge of loading and firing; blaster's permit
number.

Name and location of blasting site.

(k)
4.

Signature and title of person making report.

Any falsification, alterations or misrepresentation of any records of blasting operations will
be cause for suspension or revocation of blasting permits and blaster's license.

(O. No. 2703)
711.300. - Fees.
—The fee for an annual blaster's license shall be fifty dollars ($50.00).
The fees for blasting and storage of explosives permits required by this chapter shall be as
prescribed in Sections 1100.210, 1100.220 and 1100.230, SLCRO 1974 as amended.
(O. No. 22015, 9-14-04)
711.310 - Hours During Which Blasting Prohibited.—
It shall be unlawful for any person to explode, or cause to be exploded, any gunpowder,
dynamite, giant powder, gun cotton or other explosives as herein defined for any purpose during
the hours of 6:00 p.m. to 8:00 a.m., except that a special permit to use explosives during the
hours of 6:00 p.m. to 8:00 a.m. may be issued by the Director when the Director determines that
conditions beyond the control of the person seeking a special permit prevent such person from
using explosives during regular hours permitted.
(O. No. 2703)
711.320 - Permit—Licenses—Duration.—
1. Blaster's licenses shall expire at the expiration of twelve (12) months from date of issuance,
but may be renewed at the discretion of the Director without written examination.
2.

Permits to store explosives or blasting agents shall expire at the expiration of twelve (12)
months from date of issuance, or when location of magazine is changed.

3.

Permit to blast shall expire on the date specified on the permit issued by the Director, but
may be extended by the Director.

4.

All permits and licenses issued pursuant to this chapter may be suspended by the Director
for good cause shown as hereinafter provided.

(O. No. 2703)
711.330 - Right of Inspection.—
1. The Director or any authorized police officer, may, at any reasonable time, inspect premises,
buildings and installations used for storage or sale of explosives or blasting agents, or any

premises on which blasting operations are being conducted for the purpose of determining
whether the provisions of this chapter are being complied with.
2.

The Director or any authorized police officer may, during normal business hours, enter and
inspect the premises, including places of storage, of any licensed importer, licensed
manufacturer, licensed manufacturer-limited, licensed dealer, or permittee for the purpose of
inspecting or examining any documents and records required to be kept by such person by
law and any explosive materials kept or stored by such person.

3.

Any person who shall hinder or obstruct the Director or any police officer in the
performance of his official duties shall be guilty of a violation of the provisions of this
chapter and upon conviction thereof, shall be punished as provided in Section 711.390.

(O. No. 10039, 1-9-81)
711.335 - Inspection of Fire or Accident Scene.—
The Director or any authorized police officer may inspect the site of any accident or fire in which
there is reason to believe any explosive materials were involved. The Director or any authorized
police officer may, at any reasonable time, enter into or upon any property where explosive
materials have been used or are suspected of having been used, or have been found in an
otherwise unauthorized location.
(O. No. 10039, 1-9-81)
711.340 - Violation of Inspection—Notice to Violator.—
1. If upon inspection by the Director or his agents, a violation of this chapter is found to exist, the
Director shall file with the person holding the permit a notice citing the violation and ordering its
correction. If such order is not complied with within the time period specified in the notice,
which may require immediate compliance, the Director may suspend any permit or license issued
to the person involved. Nothing herein relating to revocation of permits shall be construed to
abrogate or suspend any proceedings against or prosecution of the violator which may be
instituted against the violator under the provisions of this chapter.
2.

Immediately after the suspension of the permit to store or to blast, the Director shall give
the permittee written notice of the complaint or charge and shall fix the date for a hearing to
be held within five (5) days of said notice, at which hearing the permittee shall have the
right to counsel and to produce witnesses and other evidence in his behalf. For the purpose
of said hearing, the Director is empowered to issue subpoenas and all necessary processes,
administer oaths and take testimony at said hearing. All evidence offered at the hearing shall
be preserved by the Director and oral testimony shall be recorded verbatim.

3.

If the Director shall, after such hearing, decide that the operation for which the permit was
issued was in violation of any provision of this chapter, he may revoke any permit or license
of the person involved permanently or for such lesser period of time as he shall determine.

(O. No. 10039, 1-9-81)
711.350 - Conflict With State or Federal Regulation of Explosives—Suspension.—
During such time as any provision herein shall conflict with any State or Federal statute or
regulation, such provision herein conflicting shall be suspended.
(O. No. 2703)
711.360 - Reckless and Wanton Handling of Explosives—Prohibited.—
No person shall load, unload or otherwise handle explosives in a reckless and wanton manner,
thereby endangering the life, limb or property of any person.
(O. No. 2703)
711.365 - Stolen Explosives.—
No person shall, with the intent of depriving the owner of lawful possession thereof, use,
possess, receive, conceal, transport, sell or dispose of any stolen explosive materials knowing or
having reasonable cause to believe such materials were stolen.
(O. No. 2703)
711.370 - Sale to Minors—Prohibited.—
It shall be unlawful for any person to sell, vend, give away or otherwise supply any explosive as
defined herein in any quantity to any person under the age of twenty-one (21) years.
(O. No. 2703)
711.375 - Theft or Loss of Explosives.—
Any person who has knowledge of the theft or loss of any explosive materials shall immediately
report such theft or loss to the Director and the St. Louis County Police Department.
(O. No. 10039, 1-9-81)
711.380 - Vendor to Keep Record of Sales—Duties.—
Every person who has a permit to store, stock or store for resale explosives as defined herein
shall be required to maintain a bound ledger and shall record or cause to be recorded therein the
following information in connection with every sale, vending or other disbursement of
explosives:

(1)

Name of vendee.

(2)

Address of vendee.

(3)

Date and time of sale.

(4)

Type of explosive.

(5)

Quantity of explosive.

Such record shall be open to inspection by the Director or is agent during usual business hours.
No licensed user of explosives or blasting agents shall be allowed to resell explosives or blasting
agents except by the written authorization of the Director.
(O. No. 2703)
711.390 - Penalties.—
Any person violating any of the provisions of this chapter shall, upon conviction thereof, be
punished by a fine not to exceed five hundred dollars ($500.00) or imprisoned in the County Jail
not to exceed one year or both and each such violation shall constitute a separate offense. In
addition to the penalties prescribed herein, the County Executive may take such other action,
either legal or equitable, that he deems necessary in order to execute and enforce the provisions
of this chapter.
(O. No. 2703)
711.400 - Right to Appeal.—
1. Any applicant, permittee or other person aggrieved by any order of the Director issued
pursuant to this chapter, except the revocation of a permit which is covered elsewhere in this
chapter, may file an appeal with the Director within ten (10) days of such order, and the Director
shall fix a time and place for hearing to be held not less than five (5) days nor more than ten (10)
days of the filing of appeal at which hearing the permittee shall have the right to counsel and to
produce witnesses and other evidence in his behalf. For the purpose of said hearing, the Director
is empowered to issue subpoenas and all necessary processes, administer oaths and take
testimony at said hearings. All evidence offered at the hearing shall be preserved by the Director
and oral testimony shall be recorded verbatim.
2.

The decision and action of the Director at the hearing to revoke the permit shall be
reviewable in a court of competent jurisdiction by a writ of certiorari filed by the permittee
so affected or by any other person aggrieved by the action of the Director, within ten (10)
days after said decision in writing has been made and forwarded to said permittee.

(O. No. 2703)
APPENDIX A

The American Table of Distances for storage of Explosives as revised and approved by the
Institute of Makers of Explosives, September 30, 1955, which is a part hereof and is designated
herein as Appendix A reads and provides as follows:
Quantity-Distance Tables
American Table of Distances for Storage of Explosives *
Distances in Feet When
Storage in Barricaded **

Explosives

Pounds
Over

Pounds
Not over

Inhabited
Buildings

Passenger
Railways

Public
Highways

Separation of
Magazines

2

5

70

30

30

6

5

10

90

35

35

8

10

20

110

45

45

10

20

30

125

50

50

11

30

40

140

55

55

12

40

50

150

60

60

14

50

75

170

70

70

15

75

100

190

75

75

16

100

125

200

80

80

18

125

150

215

85

85

19

150

200

235

95

95

21

200

250

255

105

105

23

250

300

270

110

110

24

300

400

295

120

120

27

400

500

320

130

130

29

500

600

340

135

135

31

600

700

355

145

145

32

700

800

375

150

150

33

800

900

390

155

155

35

900

1,000

400

160

160

36

1,000

1,200

425

170

165

39

1,200

1,400

450

180

170

41

1,400

1,600

470

190

175

43

1,600

1,800

490

195

180

44

1,800

2,000

505

205

185

45

2,000

2,500

595

220

190

49

2,500

3,000

580

235

195

52

3,000

4,000

635

255

210

58

4,000

5,000

685

275

225

61

5,000

6,000

730

295

235

65

6,000

7,000

770

310

245

68

7,000

8,000

800

320

250

72

8,000

9,000

835

335

255

75

9,000

10,000

865

345

260

78

10,000

12,000

875

370

270

82

12,000

14,000

885

390

275

87

14,000

16,000

900

405

280

90

16,000

18,000

940

420

285

94

18,000

20,000

975

435

290

98

20,000

25,000

1,055

470

315

105

25,000

30,000

1,130

500

340

112

30,000

35,000

1,205

525

360

119

35,000

40,000

1,275

550

380

124

40,000

45,000

1,340

570

400

129

45,000

50,000

1,400

590

420

135

50,000

55,000

1,460

610

440

140

55,000

60,000

1,515

630

455

145

60,000

65,000

1,565

645

470

150

65,000

70,000

1,610

660

485

155

70,000

75,000

1,655

675

500

160

75,000

80,000

1,695

690

510

165

80,000

85,000

1,730

705

520

170

85,000

90,000

1,760

720

530

175

90,000

95,000

1,790

730

540

180

95,000

100,000

1,815

745

545

185

100,000

110,000

1,835

770

550

195

110,000

120,000

1,855

790

555

205

120,000

130,000

1,875

810

560

215

130,000

140,000

1,890

835

565

225

140,000

150,000

1,900

850

570

235

150,000

160,000

1,935

870

580

245

160,000

170,000

1,965

890

590

255

170,000

180,000

1,990

905

600

265

180,000

190,000

2,010

920

605

275

190,000

200,000

2,030

935

610

285

200,000

210,000

2,055

955

620

295

210,000

230,000

2,100

980

635

315

230,000

250,000

2,155

1,010

650

335

250,000

275,000

2,215

1,040

670

360

275,000

300,000

2,275

1,075

690

385

*As revised and approved by the Institute of Markers of Explosives, September 30, 1955.
**"Barricaded" means that a building containing explosives is effectually screened from a
magazine, building, railway, or highway, either by a natural barricade, or by an artificial
barricade of such height that a straight line from the top of any sidewall of the building
containing explosives to the eave line of any magazine, or building, or to a point 12 feet above
the center of a railway or highway, will pass through such intervening natural or artificial

barricade. "Natural barricade" means natural features of the ground, such as hills, or timber of
sufficient density that the surrounding exposures which require protection cannot be seen from
the magazine when the trees are bare of leaves. "Artificial barricade" means an artificial mound
or revetted wall of earth of a minimum thickness of 3 feet.
Note: When a building containing explosives is not barricaded, the distances shown in the
Table shall be doubled.
NOTES TO AMERICAN TABLE OF DISTANCES FOR STORAGE OF EXPLOSIVES
Note 1. "Barricaded" means that a building containing explosives is effectually screened
from a magazine, building, railway or highway, either by a natural barricade or by an artificial
barricade of such height that a straight line from the top of any sidewall of the building
containing explosives to the eave line of any magazine or building or to a point 12 feet above the
center of a railway or highway, will pass through such intervening natural or artificial barricade.
Note 2. "Natural barricade" means natural features of the ground, such as hills or timber of
sufficient density that the surrounding exposures which require protection cannot be seen from
the magazine when the trees are bare of leaves.
Note 3. "Artificial barricade" means an artificial mound or revetted wall of earth of a
minimum thickness of 3 feet.
Note 4. When a building containing explosives is not barricaded, the distances shown in the
Table shall be doubled.
Note 5. When 2 or more storage magazines are located on the same property, each magazine
must comply with the minimum distances specified from inhabited buildings, railways and
highways, and in addition, they should be separated from each other by not less than the
distances shown for "Separation of Magazines", except that the quantity of explosives contained
in cap magazines shall govern in regard to the spacing of said cap magazines from magazines
containing other explosives. If any 2 or more magazines are separated from each other by less
than the specified "Separation of Magazines" distances, then such 2 or more magazines, as a
group, must be considered as one magazine, and the total quantity of explosives stored in such
group must be treated as if stored in a single magazine located on the site of any magazine of the
group, and must comply with the minimum distances specified from other magazines, inhabited
buildings, railways and highways.
Note 6. The permanent storage of more than 300,000 pounds of commercial explosives in
one magazine or in a group of magazines which is considered as one magazine is not permitted
except by specific approval of the Director.
Note 7. This Table applies only to the manufacture and permanent storage of commercial
explosives. It is not applicable to transportation of explosives or any handling or temporary
storage necessary or incident thereto. It is not intended to apply to bombs, projectiles, or other
heavily encased explosives. For storage in connection with transportation, see Section 711.180.
Note 8. All types of blasting caps in strengths through No. 8 cap shall be rated at 1½ pounds
of explosives per 1,000 caps. For strength higher than No. 8 cap, consult the Director.
(O. No. 2703)

Recommended by: City Staff

Bill No.
Ordinance No.

23-2019
2019-

AN ORDINANCE BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF OVERLAND,
MISSOURI, AMENDING CHAPTER 220 OF THE MUNICIPAL CODE OF THE CITY
OF OVERLAND RELATING TO LEGALIZED MEDICAL MARIJUANA AS
REQUIRED BY ARTICLE XIV OF THE MISSOURI CONSTITUTION
WHEREAS, on November 6, 2018, the voters of the State of Missouri approved
Amendment 2 to the Missouri Constitution adding a new Article XIV, Section 1 to the
Missouri Constitution, titled “Right to Access Medical Marijuana” (the “Amendment”);
and
WHEREAS, the intent of the Amendment is to enable certain specified persons and
legal entities who comply with the provisions of the Amendment as well as all rules and
regulations promulgated by the Department of Health and Senior Services of the State of
Missouri (the “DHSS”) to legally obtain, possess, cultivate, process, grow, use, and
distribute marijuana for medicinal purposes to the extent allowed by applicable law; and
WHEREAS, despite the enactment of the Amendment, marijuana remains a
“Schedule 1 Controlled Substance” pursuant to the Controlled Substances Act of the
United States and remains illegal under federal law; and
WHEREAS, despite the enactment of the Amendment, marijuana remains a
controlled substance under Missouri law except where used strictly pursuant to the
provisions of the Amendment and rules and regulations promulgated by the DHSS; and
WHEREAS, nothing in this ordinance, nor any other act, statement, or activity of
the City of Overland (the “City”), nor any officers, employees, or agents of the City acting
in a ministerial or discretionary capacity on behalf of the City or acting in their official
capacity as a City employee in furtherance of and in compliance with the Amendment and
this ordinance, shall be interpreted as authorization for any illegal activity, nor as any
official policy of or statement by the City as to any illegal activity under state or federal
law; and
WHEREAS, the City has a substantial interest in protecting the public health,
safety, order, comfort, convenience, and general welfare of the residents and businesses of
the City; and
WHEREAS, the existing Chapter 220, the Offenses Chapter of the Municipal Code
of the City of Overland (the "City Code"), does not provide for legalized medical
marijuana; and

WHEREAS, the City desires to establish reasonable regulations for medical
marijuana and for the possessing, cultivating, growing, using, administering, or distributing
of medical marijuana including the manufacture, sale, purchase, and possession of related
paraphernalia so long as such activity falls within the confines of the Amendment including
any rules and regulations promulgated by the DHSS, and is not otherwise illegal under
applicable law; and
WHEREAS, nothing in this ordinance allows a person, business, or other legal
entity to possess, cultivate, grow, infuse, process, use, administer, or distribute marijuana
for any purpose other than for use as medical marijuana, and then only to the extent
authorized and limited by the Amendment and any rules and regulations regarding medical
marijuana issued by the DHSS; and
WHEREAS, nothing in this ordinance allows a person, business, or other legal
entity to create, cause, engage in, or maintain a public nuisance injurious to the public
health, safety, order, comfort, convenience, and general welfare of the residents of the City;
and
WHEREAS, nothing in the Amendment, rules and regulations promulgated by the
DHSS related to medical marijuana, or this ordinance allows a person to smoke, use, ingest,
or otherwise administer marijuana in a public place in the City or to operate any motor
vehicle, aircraft, motor boat, or other dangerous device while under the influence of
marijuana; and
WHEREAS, nothing in the Amendment, rules and regulations promulgated by the
DHSS related to medical marijuana, or this ordinance alters in any way the illegality of
Synthetic Cannabinoids and the same shall continue to be regulated and prosecuted as
described in Chapter 220 of the City Code, and the laws of the State of Missouri; and
WHEREAS, the City desires to protect the public health, safety, order, comfort,
convenience, and general welfare of the individual residents and businesses of the City and
finds this ordinance necessary to safeguard the public health, safety, order, comfort,
convenience, and general welfare of the individual residents and businesses of the City by
establishing reasonable regulations relating to legalized medical marijuana consistent with
Article XIV, Section 1 of the Missouri Constitution.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE
CITY OF OVERLAND, ST. LOUIS COUNTY, MISSOURI AS FOLLOWS:
Section 1: The findings, determinations, and policy set forth in the recitals above
are hereby specifically incorporated herein by reference.
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Section 2: Section 220.1800, Possession of Marijuana or Synthetic Cannabinoid,
is hereby repealed and replaced by a new Section 220.1800, also entitled Possession of
Marijuana or Synthetic Cannabinoid, to read as follows:
Section 220.1800.
Possession of Marijuana or Synthetic Cannabinoid.
A person commits the offense of possession of marijuana or any synthetic
cannabinoid, as both terms are defined in Section 195.010, RSMo., if he or she
knowingly possesses marijuana or any synthetic cannabinoid, except and only to
the extent as authorized by Chapter 579, RSMo., Chapter 195, RSMo., or Article
XIV, Section 1 of the Missouri Constitution including any and all rules and
regulations promulgated by the Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services
relating to legalized medical marijuana.
Section 3: Section 220.1810, Possession of a Controlled Substance, is hereby
repealed and replaced by a new Section 220.1810, also entitled Possession of a Controlled
Substance, to read as follows:
Section 220.1810.
Possession of a Controlled Substance.
A person commits the offense of possession of a controlled substance, as defined
in Section 195.010, RSMo., if he or she knowingly possesses a controlled
substance, except and only to the extent as authorized by Chapter 579, RSMo.,
Chapter 195, RSMo., or Article XIV, Section 1 of the Missouri Constitution
including any and all rules and regulations promulgated by the Missouri
Department of Health and Senior Services relating to legalized medical marijuana.
Section 4: Section 220.1830, Unlawful Possession of Drug Paraphernalia, is hereby
repealed and replaced by a new Section 220.1830, also entitled Unlawful Possession of
Drug Paraphernalia, to read as follows:
Section 220.1830.
Unlawful Possession of Drug Paraphernalia.
Except and only to the extent as authorized by Article XIV, Section 1 of the
Missouri Constitution including any and all rules and regulations promulgated by
the Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services relating to legalized
medical marijuana, a person commits the offense of unlawful possession of drug
paraphernalia if he or she knowingly uses, or possesses with intent to use, drug
paraphernalia, to plant, propagate, cultivate, grow, harvest, manufacture,
compound, convert, produce, process, prepare, test, analyze, pack, repack, store,
contain, conceal, inject, ingest, inhale, administer, or otherwise introduce into the
human body, a controlled substance or an imitation controlled substance in
violation of Chapter 579, RSMo., or Chapter 195, RSMo.
Section 5: The portions of this ordinance shall be severable. In the event that any
portion of this ordinance is found by a court of competent jurisdiction to be invalid, the
remaining portions of this ordinance are valid, unless the court finds that the valid portions
3

of this ordinance are so essential and inseparably connected with and dependent upon the
void portion that it cannot be presumed that the City Council would have enacted the valid
portions without the invalid ones, or unless the court finds that the valid portions standing
alone are incomplete and are incapable of being executed in accordance with the legislative
intent.
Section 6: This ordinance shall be in full force and effect from and after its passage
and approval according to law.
PASSED THIS _____ day of ________________, 2019.

MAYOR
Date of Approval
ATTEST:

CITY CLERK
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Recommended by: City Staff

Bill No.
Ordinance No.

24-2019
2019-

AN ORDINANCE BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF OVERLAND,
MISSOURI, AMENDING CHAPTER 215 ANIMALS OF THE MUNICIPAL CODE OF
THE CITY OF OVERLAND BY AMENDING SECTION 215.280 DETERMINATION
AND SECTION 215.310 CARE CONDITIONS OF DANGEROUS AND
POTENTIALLY DANGEROUS ANIMAL.
NOW THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF
OVERLAND, ST. LOUIS, COUNTY, MISSOURI, AS FOLLOWS:
Section 1: That Section 215.280 Determination is hereby amended by the
enactment of a new subsection “E. Relocation Prohibited” to read as follows;
E. Relocation Prohibited – Prior to the relocation of any dangerous or potentially
dangerous animal within the corporate City limits, any owner, keeper or harborer
of any animal deemed to be dangerous or potentially dangerous by another
governmental entity, shall notify the City of their intent to relocate within the
corporate City Limits and submit to the City all necessary documentation for the
Animal Control Officer to investigate and determined whether there exists probable
cause to believe that an animal is dangerous or potentially dangerous pursuant to
Section 215.010.
Upon completion of the investigation, the Animal Control Officer shall file a report
with the office of the City Clerk, who shall make the final determination whether
the animal should be declared dangerous or potentially dangerous. Upon a
determination that the animal should be declared dangerous or potentially
dangerous, the Office of the City Clerk or designee shall make reasonable efforts
to notify the any owner, keeper or harborer of the final determination.
Any owner, keeper or harborer of any animal deemed to be dangerous or potentially
dangerous pursuant to Section 215.010 is prohibited from relocating the animal
within the corporate City limits.
Section 2: That Chapter 215 Animals of the Municipal Code of the City of
Overland, Missouri, is hereby amended by the repeal of Section 215.310 Care Conditions
of Dangerous and Potentially Dangerous Animals in its entirety; and
Section 3: That Chapter 215 of the Municipal Code of the City of Overland,
Missouri, is hereby amended by the adoption of a new Section 215.310 Care Conditions of
Dangerous and Potentially Dangerous to read as follows;

A. Vaccination and Licensing. All animals determine to be dangerous or potentially
dangerous shall be properly vaccinated and licensed as may be required by law.
The office of the City Clerk shall include in its registration records the designation
of any animal determined to be dangerous or potentially dangerous pursuant to this
Article.
B. Tattooed or Micro-Chipped. All dangerous or potentially dangerous animals shall,
at the owner's or keeper's expense, be tattooed or micro-chipped. The owner or
keeper shall provide the tattoo or micro-chip number to the office of the City Clerk
for inclusion in the records.
C. General Information. All owners or keepers of dangerous animals must, within ten
(10) days of such classification, provide the office of the City Clerk with two (2)
color photographs, one (1) showing the left profile and the other showing the right
profile of the animal clearly showing the color, distinguishing marking and
approximate size of the animal.
D. Leash and Muzzle.
1. A potentially dangerous animal shall, when outdoors and not in a secured
pen, be restrained on a substantial leash of not more than four (4) feet and
be kept under the control of a responsible individual at least sixteen (16)
years of age.
2. A dangerous animal shall, when outdoors and not in a secured pen, be
muzzled and restrained on a substantial leash of not more than four (4) feet
under the control of a responsible individual at least sixteen (16) years of
age. The muzzle must be constructed so that it will prevent the animal from
biting any person or domestic animal while not injuring the animal or
interfering with the vision or respiration of the animal.
E. Confinement. A potentially dangerous or dangerous animal shall, while on the
property of the owner or keeper, be kept indoors or in a secured pen from which
the animal cannot readily escape and into which children cannot readily trespass.
F. Signs. All owners, keepers or harborers of a potentially dangerous animal or
dangerous animal within the City shall post a notice on their premises in accordance
with the provisions set forth in Section 215.230: Warning of Dangerous Animal
Required.
G. Spay or Neutered. An animal must be spayed or neutered at the owner's
expense within thirty (30) days of being declared dangerous by the Animal
Control Officer.

H. Insurance. All owners, keepers or harborers of a dangerous animal must provide
proof to the office of the City Clerk that he or she has procured primary liability
insurance coverage for the dangerous animal, accompanied by written confirmation
from the insurance carrier which acknowledges coverage for the dangerous animal
and contains specific reference to and identification of such animal, or a signed
letter from the insurance company indicating that they are aware of such animal
and will provide liability coverage in the event of a claim involving said animal,
and which provides coverage for bodily injury in the amount of at least Two
Hundred Fifty Thousand Dollars ($250,000.00) per occurrence, per animal,
covering a twelve-month period or as long as the dangerous animal is present within
the City, whichever is shorter. This policy shall contain a provision requiring the
City to be notified by the issuing company prior to any cancellation, termination or
expiration of the policy.
I. Reporting Requirements. All owners, keepers or harborers of a potentially
dangerous animal or dangerous animal must, within ten (10) days of any of the
following incidents, report said information in writing to the office of the City
Clerk:
1. The removal from the City or death of a potentially dangerous animal or
dangerous animal;
2. The birth of offspring of a potentially dangerous animal or dangerous
animal;
3. The new address of a potentially dangerous animal or dangerous animal
owner should the owner move from one address within the corporate City
limits to another address within the corporate City limits;
4. The bodily injury to or death of a person caused by a potentially dangerous
animal or dangerous animal.
J. Relocation. If a dangerous or potentially dangerous animal dies, is sold, transferred
or permanently removed from the locality where the owner or keeper resides, or the
owner or keeper changes residence while maintaining possession of the animal, the
owner or keeper shall notify the office of the City Clerk in writing within five (5)
working days of the new location of the animal.
K. Notification of Escape of Enclosure. If the dangerous or potentially dangerous
animal escapes its enclosures, the owner or keeper of the dangerous or potentially
dangerous animal shall notify the Overland Police Department promptly.
L. Failure to Comply. It is unlawful for the owner, keeper or harborer of a dangerous
or potentially dangerous animal within the City to fail to comply with the

limitations, requirements and conditions set forth in this Section. Any animal found
to be the subject of a violation of this Section shall be subject to revocation of the
license and/or registration of the animal and immediate seizure and impoundment.
The owner shall be required to take necessary action to dispose of such dangerous
or potentially dangerous animal and the office of the City Clerk is further authorized
to dispose of such dangerous or potentially dangerous animal if necessary, action
is not taken by the owner.
M. Violations and Penalties. Any violation of this Section shall constitute an offense
punishable as provided in Section 100.150 of this Code. In addition, the court shall
order the registration of the subject dangerous or potentially dangerous animal
revoked and the animal removed from the City. Should the defendant refuse to
remove the animal from the City, the Municipal Court Judge shall find the
defendant owner in contempt and order the immediate confiscation and
impoundment of the animal. Each day that a violation of this Section continues
shall be deemed a separate offense. In addition to the foregoing penalties, any
person who violates this Section shall pay all expenses, including shelter, food,
handling, veterinary care and testimony, necessitated by the enforcement of this
Section.
Section 4: All other existing provisions as contained in the Overland Municipal
Code, shall remain in full force and effect without change.
Section 5: This ordinance shall be in full force and effect from and after its passage
and approval according to law.
PASSED this

day of

, 2019.

MAYOR
Date of Approval
ATTEST:

CITY CLERK

Recommended by: Planning and Zoning

Bill No.
Ordinance No.

25-2019
2019-

AN ORDINANCE OF THE CITY OF OVERLAND, MISSOURI, APPROVING THE
9303 MIDLAND BOULEVARD CONSOLIDATION PLAT, LOCATED IN THE CITY
OF OVERLAND, ST LOUIS COUNTY, MISSOURI.
BE IT ORDAINED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF OVERLAND,
ST. LOUIS COUNTY, MISSOURI, AS FOLLOWS:
Section 1:
The 9303 Midland Lot Consolidation Plat, a consolidation plat of
all of lots 18, 19, 20, and part of lot 21 in Block 3 of East Overland Park Subdivision,
Plat Book 5, Page 68, all of lots 1-4 of the Re-subdivision of lots 2, 3, 4, of Block 3 of
East Overland Park Subdivision, Plat Book 14, Page 3, and all of the parcels A and B of
the Re-subdivision of lot 1 of East Overland Park Block 3, Plat Book 179, Page 14,
Township 46 North, Range 6 East as Recorded of the St. Louis County Recorder’s
Office, is hereby accepted and approved and permission is hereby granted to the owner to
record said Consolidation Plat. A copy of said Consolidation Plat is attached hereto and
incorporated herein by reference.
Section 2:
This ordinance shall be in full force and effect from and after its
passage and approval according to law.
PASSED this

9th

day of

September

, 2019.

MAYOR
September 9, 2019
Date of Approval
ATTEST:

CITY CLERK

Recommended by: City Staff

Bill No.
Ordinance No.

26-2019
2019-

AN ORDINANCE BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF OVERLAND,
MISSOURI, AMENDING CHAPTER 525 STREETS AND SIDEWALKS OF THE
MUNICIPAL CODE OF THE CITY OF OVERLAND BY REPEALING SECTION
500.175 CONTRACTS OVER $2,500.00
WHEREAS, on September 28, 2009 the City Council approved Ordinance 200926 which repealed Section 100.140 (O) Responsible Contractor provision of the Purchasing
Code as well as Ordinance 2009-11 that made the Responsible Contractor provision
applicable to the Sanitary Sewer Lateral Repair program; and
WHEREAS, the repeal of these provisions effectively eliminated the requirement
to comply with the Responsible Contractor provision; and
WHEREAS, in addition to the repeal of Section 100.140 (O) and Ordinance 200911, Section 500.175 Contracts Over $2,500.00 Shall Only Be Awarded to "Responsible
Contractors" — Definition should also be repealed as it was the intention of the City
Council to eliminate any and all references to the Responsible Contractor provisions; and
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE
CITY OF OVERLAND, ST. LOUIS COUNTY, MISSOURI AS FOLLOWS:
Section 1: That Section 500.175 Contracts Over $2,500.00 Shall Only Be Awarded
to "Responsible Contractors" — Definition is hereby repealed in its entirety.
Section 2: All other existing provisions as contained in the Overland Municipal
Code, shall remain in full force and effect without change.
Section 3: This ordinance shall be in full force and effect from and after its passage
and approval according to law.
PASSED this

day of

, 2019.

MAYOR
Date of Approval
ATTEST:
CITY CLERK

Memorandum
Date: 9/4/19
To: Mayor, City Council
Cc: City Administrator, City Clerk
From: Missy Mamon, Recreation Specialist
RE: Council Information

The following information is for your consideration at the September 9, 2019 City Council
Meeting:
1. Butterfly Haven is requesting a donation in cost for the use of Wild Acres Banquet Hall
on Saturday January 18, 2020 from 10a-5p for an Annual Christmas Fundraiser
Gathering for foster families. Please see the attached letter for additional information.

August 31, 2019
City of Overland
Mayor Mike Schneider
City Council Members
Dear Erin, Mayor Mike Schneider and City Council Members:
Butterfly Haven is so appreciative of your willingness to provide Wild Acres this past January for our
Annual Christmas Fundraiser Gathering. We were able raise funds to assist children impacted by the
foster care system and families in our community who have experienced crisis situations.
Butterfly Haven would like to be able to secure Wild Acres for our Annual Christmas Fundraiser
Gathering for our foster families which is held in January each year. We are looking at scheduling it on
Saturday, January 18, 2020. Last year, we had the gymnasium from 10:00-5:00 for set-up,fundraiser
and takedown. The actual time for the Christmas Fundraiser Gathering would be 1:00-4:00. We are
asking for the space to be donated.
We provide raffles, silent auction items along with gifts for all of the foster families that sign up ahead of
time, a visit from Santa with pictures, food items, crafts and other fun activities. Overland Police
Department last year graciously had one of the officers at the Gathering to contribute to community
engagement and also facilitate positive relationships between officer and foster children.
Butterfly Haven relies solely on donations and fundraisers. Our mission is to support and include the
entire family in the fostering process through our resource center and events.
Butterfly Haven is an established Overland business which provides resources at no cost to foster and
crisis families.
The monies raised from our fundraisers are 100% reinvested in serving our community of foster and
crisis families.
Our staff is 100% volunteer and grassroots.
Thanking you in advance for your time and consideration of our request.
Sincerely,
Pam Peters
Vice President
Butterfly Haven
#Making Moments Matter

____________________________________________________________________________
2138 Woodson Road, Suite#6
Overland, MO 63114
314-884-1996
butterflyhavenstl@yahoo.com

Tax ID#27-3305739

